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PREFACE

The United States Air Force Summer Faculty Research Program

(USAF-SFRP) is designed to introduce university, college, and technical

institute faculty members to Air Force research. This is accomplished by

the faculty members being selected on a nationally advertised competitive

basis for a ten-week assignment during the summer intersession period to

perform research at Air Force laboratories/centers. Each assignment is

in a subject area and at an Air Force facility mutually agreed upon by

the faculty members and the Air Force. In addition to compensation,

travel and cost of living allowances are also paid. The USAF-SFRP is

sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Air Force

Systems Command, United States Air Force, and is conducted by Universal

Energy Systems, Inc.

The specific objectives of the 1988 USAF-SFRP are:

(1) To provide a productive means for U. S. Faculty Members to

participate in research at Air Force Laboratories/Centers;

(2) To stimulate continuing professional association among the

Faculty and their professional peers in the Air Force;

(3) To further the research objectives of the United States Air

Force;

(4) To enhance the research productivity and capabilities of the

Faculty especially as these relate to Air Force technical

interests.

During the summer of 1988, 153-faculty members participated. These

researchers were assigned to 23 USAF laboratories/centers across the

country. This four volume document is a compilation of the final reports

written by the assigned faculty members about their summer research

efforts.
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LIST OF 1988 PARTICIPANTS

NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dr. Ibrahim A. Ahmad Degree: Ph.D., Statistics, 1975
Professor and Director Specialty: Statistics and Operations
Division of Statistics Research
Dept. of Math Sciences Assigned: Armament Laboratory
Northern Illinois University
DeKalb, IL 60115
(815) 753-6739

Dr. Robert J. Arenz Degree: Ph.D., Aeronautical Eng., 1964
Professor Specialty: Solid Mech.
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Assigned: Materials Laboratory
Gonzaga University
Spokane, WA 99258
(509) 328-4220

Dr. Lucia M. Babcock Degree: Ph.D., Chemistry, 1978
Assistant Professor Specialty: Gas Phase Ion-Molecule Chem.
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: Air Force Geophysics Lab.
Louisiana State University
Choppin Hall
Baton Rouge, LA 70803
(504) 388-3239

Dr. Praphulla K. Bajpai Degree: Ph.D., Animal Physiology, 1965
Professor Specialty: Physiology and Biomaterials
Dept. of Biology Assigned: Harry G. Armstrong Aerospace
University of Dayton Medical Research Laboratory
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-3029

Dr. Stephen D. Baker Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1963
Professor Specialty: Nuclear Physics
Dept. of Physics Assigned: Air Force Geophysics Lab.
Rice University
Houston, TX 77251-1892
(713) 527-8101

Dr. Pradip M. Bakshi Degree: Ph.D., Theoretical Physics,
Research Professor 1962
Dept. of Physics Specialty: Quantum Theory
Boston College Assigned: Air Force Geophysics Lab.
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
(617) 552-3585
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dr. Shankar S. Bale Degree: Ph.D., Genetics, 1971
Professor Specialty: Toxicology-Cytogenetics
Dept. of Science and Math Assigned: Harry G. Armstrong Aerospace
Saint Paul's University Medical Research Laboratory
Lawrenceville, VA 23868
(804) 848-3111

Mr. Beryl L. Barber Degree: MSEE, Electrical Eng., 1961
Assistant Professor Specialty: RF/Microwave Components
Dept. of Electronics Eng. Assigned: Rome Air Development Center
Oregon Institute of Technology
3201 Campus Drive
Klamath Falls, OR 97601-8801
(503) 882-6890

Dr. Bryan R. Becker Degree: Ph.D., Eng. Science, 1979
Assistant Professor Specialty: Computational Fluid Dynamics
Dept. of Aerospace Engineering Assigned: Aero ProDulsion Laboratory
University of Missouri
600 West Mechanic
Independence, MO 64050-1799
(816) 276-1279

Dr. Reuben Benumof Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1945
Professor Specialty: Semiconductor Physics
Dept. of Applied Sciences Assigned: Air Force Geophysics Lab.
College of Staten Island
130 Stuyvesant Pl.
Staten Island, NY 10301
(718) 390-7973

Mr. George N. Bratton Degree: Ed.D., Mathematics Ed., 1977
Associate Professor Specialty: Statistics
Dept. of Math and Comp. Science Assigned: Electronics Systems Division
Austin State Peay State Univ.
P 0 Box 8343
Clarksville, TN 37044
(615) 648-7834

Or. Dan R. Bruss Degree: Ph.D., Chemistry, 1985
Assistant Professor Specialty: Physical Organic Chemistry
nept. of Physical Sciences Assigned: Frank J. Seiler Research Lab.
Albany College of Pharmacy
106 New Scotland Avenue
Albany, NY 12208
(518) 445-7225
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dr. Ronald Bulbulian Degree: Ph.D., Physiology, 1980
Associate Professor Specialty: Exercise Physiology
Dept. of Health, Physical Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Education and Recreation

University of Kentucky
Seaton 100
Lexington, KY 40506
(606) 257-7904

Dr. Charles M. Bump Degree: Ph.D. Organic Chemistry, 1979
Assistant Professor Specialty: Organic Synthesis
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: Frank J. Seiler Research Lab.
Hampton University
P 0 Box 6483
Hampton, VA 23668
(804) 727-5330

Dr. John A. Burke, Jr. Degree: Ph.D., Chemistry, 1963
Professor Specialty: Inorganic Compounds
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Trinity University
715 Stadium Drive
San Antonio, TX 78284
(512) 736-7316

Mr. Mike Burlakoff Degree: MS., Math, Computer Sci., 1965
Assistant Professor Specialty: Computer Science
Dept. of Computer Science Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
Southwest Missouri State Univ.
901 S. National
Springfield, MO 65804
(417) 836-5930

Dr. Larry W. Byrd Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical Eng., 1984
Assistant Professor Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Arkansas State University
P 0 Box 1080
State University, AR 72467-1080
(501) 972-3421

Dr. Clarence Calder Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical Eng., 1969
Associate Professor Specialty: Stress Wave Propagation
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Assigned: Astronautics Laboratory
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331
(503) 754-2427
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dr. Richard T. Carlin Degree: Ph.D., Chemistry, 1983
Assistant Professor Specialty: Inorganic Chemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: Frank 3. Seiler Research Lab.
Polytechnic University
333 Jay St.
Brooklyn, NY 11201
(718) 260-3339

Dr. Gene 0. Carlisle Degree: Ph.D., Inorganic Chem., 1969
Professor Specialty: Coordination Chemistry
Dept. of Chemistry and Physics Assigned: Materials Laboratory
West Texas State University
Canyon, TX 79016
(806) 656-2282

Dr. Patricia Carlson Degree: Ph.D., Language & Lit., 1973
Professor Specialty: Document Design
Dept. of Humanities Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory:
Rose-Hulman Institute of Tech. Logistics & Human Factors Div.
5500 Wabash
Terre Haute, IN 47803
(812) 877-1511

Dr. David R. Cecil Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1962
Professor Specialty: Algebra (Finite Fields)
Dept. of Mathematics Assigned: Wilford Hall Medical Center
Texas A&I University
Campus Box 172
Kingsville, TX 78363
(512) 592-1839

Dr. Wayne A. Charlie Degree: Ph.D., Civil Engineering, 1975
Associate Professor Specialty: Geotechnical Engineering
Dept. of Civil Engineering Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, CO 80523
(303) 491-8584

Dr. Steven C. Chiesa Degree: Ph.D., Civil Eng., 1982
Assistant Professor Specialty: Biological Waste Treatment
Dept. of Civil Engineering Assigned: Occupational and Environment
Santa Clara University Health Laboratory
Santa Clara, CA 95053
(408) 554-4697
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dr. Karen C. Chou Degree: Ph.D., Structural Eng., 1983
Associate Professor SDecialty: Structural Engineering
Dept. of Civil Engineering Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Syracuse University
Syracuse, NY 13244-1190
(315) 423-3314

Dr. Phillip A. Christiansen Degree: Ph.D., Physical Chem., 1978
Associate Professor Specialty: Physical Chemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: Astronautics Laboratory
Clarkson University
Potsdam, NY 13676
(315) 268-4099

Dr. Keith A. Christianson Degree: Ph.D., Materials Science and
Assistant Professor Engineering, 1985
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Specialty: Electronic Materials
University of Maine Assigned: Rome Air Development Center
Orono, ME 04469
(207) 581-2244

Dr. Mingking K. Chyu Degree: Ph.D., Heat Transfer, 1986
Assistant Professor Specialty: Heat Transfer
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Assigned: Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
(412) 268-3658

Dr. Jerry D. Clark Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1982
Assistant Professor Specialty: Atomic Physics
Dept. of Physics Assigned: Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Wright State University
248 Fawcett Hall
Dayton, OH 45435
(513) 426-3917

Dr. Lane Clark Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1980
Assistant Professor Specialty: Graph Theory
Dept. of Mathematics Assigned: Weapons Laboratory
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87106
(505) 277-2104
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dr. Donald F. Collins Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1970
Faculty in Physics Specialty: Optics, Image Processing
Dept. of Physics Assigned: Air Force Geophysics Lab.
Warren Wilson College
Swannanoa, NC 28778
(704) 298-3325

Dr. Susan T. Collins Degree: Ph.D., Physical Chem., 1981
Assistant Professor Specialty: Matrix Isolation Spectroscopy
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: Astronautics Laboratory
California State University
18111 Nordhoff Street
Northridge, CA 91330
(818) 885-3367

Dr. Charles D. Covington Degree: Ph.n., Electrical Eng., 1984
Assistant Professor Specialty: Digital Signal Processing
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Assigned: Harry G. Armstrong Aerospace
University of Arkansas Medical Research Laboratory
Bell Engineering Center 3217
Fayetteville, AR 72701
(501) 575-6583

Dr. Parvis Dadras Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical Eng., 1972
Professor Specialty: Mechanics of Materials
Dept. of Mech. Systems Eng. Assigned: Materials Laboratory
Wright State University
Dayton, OH 45435
(513) 873-2944

Dr. John F. Dalphin Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1973
Professor Specialty: Computer Science
Dept. of Computer Science Assigned: Electronics Systems Division
Towson State University
Baltimore, MD 21204
(301) 321-3701

Mr. Darin S. DeForest Degree: B.Sc., Computer Science, 1984
Research Associate Specialty: Programming Language Design
Dept. of Computer Science Assigned: Rome Air Development Center
Arizona State University
Tempe, AZ 85287
(602) 965-3664
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dr. David H. DeHeer Degree: Ph.D., Molecular Biology, 1972
Associate Professor Specialty: Molecular Biology
Dept. of Biology Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
Calvin College
3201 Burton Street, S.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49506
(616) 957-6083

Dr. Eustace L. Dereniak Degree: Ph.D., Optics, 1976
Associate Professor Specialty: Infrared Physics
Dept. of Optical Science Assigned: Arnold Engineering
University of Arizona Development Center
528 N. Martin
Tucson, AZ 85719
(602) 621-1019

Prof. Paul T. Dingman Degree: MSEE., Electrical Eng., 1974
Assistant Professor Specialtv: Digital, Microprocessors
Dept. of Electronics Eng. Tech. Assigned: Rome Air Development Center
Oregon Institute of Technology
3201 Campus Drive
Klamath Falls, OR 97601-8801
(503) 882-6890

Dr. David A. Dolson Degree: Ph.D., Physical Chem., 1981
Assistant Professor Specialty: Laser Spectroscopy
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: Weapons Laboratory
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 762-4490

Dr. Hugh K. Donaghy Degree: Ph.D., Philosophy, 1972
Assistant Professor Specialty: Natural Language Processing
Dept. of Computer Science Assigned: Rome Air Development Center
Rochester Inst. of Technology
1 Lomb-Memorial Drive
Rochester, NY 14623
(716) 475-2994

Dr. Stephen J. Dow Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1982
Assistant Professor Specialty: Discrete Mathematics
Dept. of Math and Statistics Assigned: Armament Laboratory
Univ. of Alabama in Huntsville
Huntsville, AL 35899
(205) 895-6252
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dr. Derek Dunn-Rankin Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical Eng., 1985
Assistant Professor Specialty: Laser Diagnostics (combustion)
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Assigned: Aero Propulsion Laboratory
University of California
616 Engineering
Irvine, CA 92717
(714) 854-0460

Dr. Deanna S. Durnford Degree: Ph.D., Civil Eng., 1982
Assistant Professor Specialty: Groundwater
Dept. of Agric. & Chem. Eng. Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
Colorado State University
Ft. Collins, CO 80523
(303) 491-5252

Dr. Suren N. Dwivedi Degree: Ph.D., Engineering, 1976
Associate Professor Specialty: Material Processing
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Assigned: Materials Laboratory
University of North Carolina
Charlotte, NC 28223
(704) 547-2303

Dr. Wayne A. Eckerle Degree: Ph.D., Fluid Mech., 1985
Associate Professor Specialty: Experimental Fluid Mechanics
Dept. of Mech. & Ind. Eng. Assigned: Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Clarkson University
Potsdam, NY 13676
(315) 268-2203

Dr. J. Kevin Ford Degree: Ph.D., Philosophy, 1983
Assistant Professor Specialty: Industrial/Organ. Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory:
Michigan State University Training Systems
East Lansing, MI 48824
(517) 353-5006

Prof. Michael E. Frantz Degree: M.S., Mathematics, 1978
Assistant Professor Specialty: Partial Differential Equations
Dept. of Math and Physics Assigned: Air Force Geophysics Lab.
University of LaVerne
1950 Third Street
LaVerne, CA 91750
(714) 593-3511
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dr. Barry K. Fussell Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical Eng., 1987
Assistant Professor Specialty: Systems Modeling & Controls
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Assigned: Materials Laboratory
University of New Hampshire
Kingsbury Hall
Durham, NH 03824
(603) 862-1352

Dr. Hugh. P. Garraway, III Degree: Ph.D., Instruc. Tech., 1980
Associate Professor Specialty: Computer Based Learning
Dept. of Computer Science Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory:
Univ. of Southern Mississippi Training Systems
Box 5106
Hattiesburg, MS 39406
(601) 266-4949

Dr. Christopher P. Godfrey Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1982
Assistant Professor Specialty: High Energy Astrophysics
Dept. of Computer Science Assigned: Air Force Geophysics Lab.
Missouri Western State College
4525 Downs Drive
St. Joseph, MO 64507
(816) 271-4372

Dr. Barry P. Goettl Degree: Ph.D., Psychology, 1987
Assistant Professor Specialty: Engineering Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: Harry G. Armstrong Aerospace
Clemson University Medical Research Laboratory
108 Brackett Hall
Clemson, SC 29634-1511
(803) 656-2831

Dr. Gerald W. Grams Degree: Ph.D., Meteorology, 1966
Professor Specialty: Atmospheric Physics
School of Geophysical Sciences Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
Georgia Tech.
Atlanta, GA 30332
(404) 894-3628

Dr. Edward K. Greenwald Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1967
Assistant Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Engineering Professional Dev. Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison
432 N. Lake Street
Madison, WI 53706
(608) 262-0573
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Prof. William M. Grissom Degree: M.S.E., Mechanical Eng., 1978
Assistant Professor Specialty: Combustion Diagnostics
Dept. of Physics Assigned: Arnold Engineering
Morehouse College Development Center
830 Westview Dr., S.W.
Atlanta, GA 30314
(404) 681-2800

Dr. David A. Grossie Degree: Ph.D., Chemistry, 1982
Assistant Professor Specialty: X-ray Crystallography
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: Materials Laboratory
Wright State University
Dayton, OH 45435
(513) 873-2210

Dr. Vijay K. Gupta Degree: Ph.D., Chemistry, 1969
Professor Specialty: Physical Chemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: Materials Laboratory
Central State University
Wilberforce, OH 45384
(513) 376-6423

Dr. Awatef Hamed Degree: Ph.D., Engineering, 1972
Dept. of Aerospace Eng. Specialty: Engineering
University of Cincinnati Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Mail Location 70
Cincinnati, OH 45221
(513) 475-5630

Dr. Albert A. Heaney Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Eng., 1972
Professor Specialty: Computer Engineering
Dept. of Electrical Eng. Assigned: Eastern Space Missile Center
California State University
Shaw & Cedar Avenues
Fresno, CA 93740-0094
(209) 294-4823

Dr. David Hemmendinger Degree: Ph.D., Philosophy, 1973
Assistant Professor Specialty: Logic Programming
Dept. of Compt. Sci. & Eng. Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
Wright State University
Research Bldg.
317 Research Blvd.
Kettering, OH 45420
(513) 259-1345
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dr. Bennye S. Henderson Degree: Ph.D., Physiology, 1979
Associate Professor Specialty: Physiology
Dept. of Biology Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Jackson State University
1325 Lynch Street
Jackson, MS 39217
(601) 968-2586

Dr. Darrell E.P. Hoy Degree: M.S.E., Mechanical Eng., 1985
Assistant Professor Specialty: Ballistic Impact Shocks
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Assigned: Arnold Engineering
Tennessee Technological Univ. Development Center
Box 5014
Cookeville, TN 38505
(615) 372-3732

Dr. Manuel A. Huerta Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1970
Professor Specialty: Plasma Physics
Dept. of Physics Assigned: Armament Laboratory
University of Miami
P 0 Box 248046
Coral Gables, FL 33124
(305) 284-2323

Dr. Randolph B. Huff Degree: Ph.D., Inorganic Chem., 1969
Professor Specialty: Physical-Inorganic Chemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: Occupational and Environment
Presbyterian College Health Laboratory
Clinton, SC 29325
(803) 833-2820

Dr. Neil J. Hutzler Degree: Ph.D.. Environmental Eng.,
Associate Professor 1978
Dept. of Civil Engineering Specialty: Environmental Engineering
Michigan Tech. University Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
Houghton, MI 49931
(906) 487-2194

Dr. Douglas E. Jackson Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1969
Professor Specialtv: Math/Statistical Information
Dept. of Math Sciences Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory:
Eastern New Mexico University Manpower & Personnel Division
Portales, NM 88130
(505) 562-2367
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dr. Oleg G. Jakubowicz Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1984
Assistant Professor Specialty: Neural Nets
Dept. of Elect. & Compt. Eng. Assigned: Rome Air Development Center
State University of New York
238 Bell Hall
Buffalo, NY 14260
(716) 636-2406

Dr. Manjit S. Jawa Degree: Ph.D., Applied Math., 1967
Professor Specialty: Applied Mathematics
Dept. of Mathematics Assigned: Arnold Engineering
Fayetteville State University Development Center
Fayetteville, NC 28301
(919) 486-1675

Dr. David W. Jensen Degree: Ph.D., Structures Tech., 1986
Assistant Professor Specialty: Advanced Composite Materials
Dept. of Aerospace Eng. Assigned: Astronautics Laboratory
Pennsylvania State University
233N Hammond Bldg.
University Park, PA 16802
(814) 863-1077

Dr. Eric R. Johnson Degree: Ph.D., Biochemistry, 1974
Associate Professor Specialty: Protein Biochemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Ball State University
Muncie, IN 47306
(317) 285-8078

Dr. William M. Jordan Degree: Ph.D., Intersiciplinary
Assistant Professor Eng., 1985
Dept. of Mech. & Indus. Eng. Specialty: Composite Materials
Lousiana Tech. University Assigned: Weapons Laboratory
P 0 Box 10348
Ruston, LA 71272
(318) 257-4304

Dr. Mohammad A. Karim Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Eng., 1982
Assistant Professor Specialty: Electro-Optics
Dept. of Electrical Eng. Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
University of Dayton
KL-2410
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-3611
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dr. Arkady Kheyfets Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1986
Assistant Professor Specialty: Mathematical Physics
Dept. of Mathematics Assigned: Weapons Laboratory
North Carolina State Univ.
Box 8205
Raleigh, NC 27695-8205
(919) 737-3265

Prof. Daisy W. Kimble Degree: M.S., Analytical Chem., 1986
Assistant Professor Specialty: Analytical Chemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Southern University
P 0 Box 11487
Baton Rouge, LA 70813
(504) 771-3734

Dr. Yulian 8. Kin Degree: Ph.D., Fatigue Stress Analysis
Associate Professor 1971
Dept. of Engineering Specialty: Stress Analysis
Purdue University Calumet Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Potter Building
Hammond, IN 46323
(219) 989-2684

Dr. Samuel P. Kozaitis Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Eng, 1986
Assistant Professor Specialty: Optics, Computer Architecture
Dept. of Electrical Eng. Assigned: Rome Air Development Center
Florida Institute of Tech.
Melbourne, FL 32901-6988
(305) 768-8000

Dr. Janet U. Kozyra Degree: Ph.D., Atmospheric Sci., 1986
Assistant Research Scientist Specialty: Space Physics
University of Michigan Assigned: Air Force Geophysics Lab.
Space Physics Research Lab.
2455 Hayward
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2143
(313) 747-3550

Dr. Charles E. Lance Degree: Ph.D., Psychology, 1985
Assistant Professor Specialty: Industrial/Organizational Psy.
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory:
University of Georgia Manpower & Personnel Division
Athens, GA 30602
(404) 542-3053
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dr. Thomas L. Landers Degree: Ph.D., Industrial Eng., 1985
Assistant Professor Specialty: Reliability & Maintainability
Dept. of Industrial Engineering Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory:
University of Arkansas Logistics & Human Factors Div.
4176 Bell Engineering Ctr.
Fayetteville, AR 72703
(501) 575-6042

Prof. Anastas Lazaridis Degree: Sc.D., Thermal Fluids, 1969
Assistant Professor Specialty: Ablation, Solar Energy
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Assigned: Armament Laboratory
Widener University
Chester, PA 19013
(215) 499-4487

Dr. L. James Lee Degree: Ph.D., Chemical Eng., 1979
Associate Professor Specialty: Polymer & Composite Processing
Dept. of Chemical Eng. Assigned: Materials Laboratory
The Ohio State University
140 W. 19th Avenue
Columbus, OH 43210
(614) 292-2408

Dr. Robert Y. Li Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Eng., 1981
Assistant Professor Specialty: Image Processing
Dept. of Electrical Eng. Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
University of Nebraska
Lincoln, NE 68588
(402) 472-5892

Dr. Irving Lipschitz Degree: Ph.D., Physical Chem., 1965
Associate Professor Specialty: Vibrational Spectroscopy
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: Air Force Geophysics Lab.
University of Lowell
1 University Lane
Lowell, MA 01854
(617) 452-5000

Dr. Harold G. Longbotham Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Eng., 1985
Visiting Assistant Professor Specialty: Nonlinear Digital Filtering
Dept. of Electrical Eng. Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Univ. of Texas - San Antonio
San Antonio, TX 78285
(512) 691-5518
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dr. David A. Ludwig Degree: Ph.D., Biostatistics, 1982
Assistant Professor Specialty: Biostatistics, Exp. Design
Dept. of Mathematics Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Univ. of North Carolina
at Greensboro

Greensboro, NC 27412
(919) 334-5836

Dr. Douglas A. Mandra Degree: Ph.D., Psychology, 1974
Associate Professor Specialty: Experimental Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory:
Francis Marion College Operations Training Division
P 0 Box 7500
Florence, SC 29501
(803) 661-1378

Dr. Robert E. Masingale, Sr. Degree: Ph.D., Organic Chemistry, 1968
Professor Specialty: Organic & Analytical Chemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: Harry G. Armstrong Aerospace
Jarvis Christian College Medical Research Laboratory
Hawkins, TX 75765
(214) 769-2174

Dr. John P. McHugh Degree: Ph.D., Applied Mechanics, 1986
Assistant Professor Specialty: Fluid Mechanics
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Assigned: Air Force Geophysics Lab.
University of New Hampshire
133 Kingsbury
Durham, NH 03824
(603) 862-1899

Dr. Michael L. McKee Degree: Ph.D., Chemical Physics, 1977
Associate Professor Specialty: Molecular Orbital Theory
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: Frank 3. Seiler Research Lab.
Auburn University
Auburn, AL 36849-5312
(205) 826-4043

Dr. Thomas T. Meek Degree: Ph.D., Ceramic Eng., 1977
Associate Professor Specialty: Ceramic Processing
Dept. of Materials Sci. & Eng. Assigned: Materials Laboratory
University of Tennessee
434 Dougherty Engineering Bldg.
Knoxville, TN 37966-2200
(615) 970-0940
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Dr. Tammy J. Melton Degree: Ph.D., Inorganic Chem., 1986
Assistant Professor Specialty: Inorganic Synthesis
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: Frank J. Seller Research Lab.
St. Norbert College
DePere, WI 54115
(414) 337-3206

Dr. Carolyn W. Meyers Degree: Ph.D., Physical Metallurgy,
Assistant Professor 1984
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Specialty: Microstructure
Georgia Inst. of Technology Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
School of Mechanical Eng.
Atlanta, GA 30332
(404) 894-3264

Dr. David W. Mikolaitis Degree: Ph.D., Theoretical & Applied
Assistant Professor Mechanics, 1981
Dept. of Engineering Sciences Specialty: Applied Math
University of Florida Assigned: Armament Laboratory
231 Aero
Gainesville, FL 32611
(904) 392-0961

Dr. Kwang S. Min Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1962
Professor Specialty: Signal Processing
Dept. of Physics Assigned: Armament Laboratory
East Texas State University
Commerce, TX 75428
(214) 885-5483

Dr. Joseph J. Molitoris Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1985
Professor Specialty: Nuclear Physics
Dept. of Physics Assigned: Armament Laboratory
Muhlenberg College
Allentown, PA 18104
(215) 821-3413

Mr. Augustus Morris Degree: B.S., Biomedical Eng., 1981
Instructor Specialty: Biomedical Engineering
Dept. of Manufacturing Eng. Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Central State University
Wilberforce, OH 45384
(513) 376-6435
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Dr. William P. Mounfield Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical Eng., 1985
Assistant Professor Specialty: Automatic Controls
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
Louisiana State University
R2513-A CEBA Bldg.
Baton Rouge, LA 70803-6413
(504) 388-6488

Dr. Nanda L. Mukherjee Degree: Ph.D., Chemical Eng., 1967
Associate Professor Specialty: Kinetics
Dept. of Chemical Eng. Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Tuskegee University
Tuskegee, AL 36088
(205) 727-8050

Dr. Richard S. Myers Degree: Ph.D., Physical Chem., 1968
Professor Specialty: Experimental Physical Chem.
Dept. of Physical Sciences Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
Delta State University
P 0 Box 3255
Cleveland, OH 38733
(601) 846-4482

Dr. Himanshoo V. Navangul Degree: Ph.D., Physical Chem., 1967
Professor Specialty: Molecular Spectroscopy
Dept. of Chemistry and Assigned: Air Force Geophysics Lab.
Physical Science

North Carolina Wesleyan College
Wesleyan Station
Rocky Mount, NC 27804
(919) 977-7171

Dr. Mark A. Norris Degree: Ph.D., Eng. Mechanics, 1986
Assistant Professor Specialty: Structural Dynamics & Controls
Dept. of Mechanics Assigned: Astronautics Laboratory
Virginia Polytechnic Inst.
and State University

227 Norris Hall
Blacksburg, VA 24061
(703) 961-4576

Dr. Mufit H. Ozden Degree: Ph.D. Eng. Systems, 1975
Associate Professor Specialty: Operations Research
Dept. of Systems Analysis Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory:
Miami University Logistics & Human Factors Div.
2303 Kreger Hall
Oxford, OH 45056
(513) 529-5937
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Prof. Martin A. Patt Degree: M.S., Electrical Eng., 1964
Associate Professor Specialty: Computer Applications
Dept. of Electrical Eng. Assigned: Air Force Geophysics Lab.
University of Lowell
1 University Ave.
Lowell, MA 01854
(617) 452-5000

Dr. David G. Payne Degree: Ph.D., Cognitive Psy., 1984
Assistant Professor Specialty: Human Memory
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: Harry G. Armstrong Aerospace
SUNY Binghamton Medical Research Laboratory
Binghamton, NY 13901
(607) 777-4610

Dr. William Z. Plachy Degree: Ph.D., Physical Chem., 1967
Professor Specialty: Physical Chemistry
Dept. of Chemistry & Biochem. Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
San Francisco State University
San Francisco, CA 94132
(415) 338-1436

Dr. Patricia L. Plummer Degree: Ph.D., Chemical Physics, 1964
Professor Specialty: Quantum Chemistry
Dept. of Physics & Chemistry Assigned: Frank J. Seiler Research Lab.
Columbia Univ. of Missouri
Columbia, NC 65211
(314) 882-3053

Dr. Leonard E. Porter Degree: Ph.D., Nuclear Physics, 1965
Professor Specialty: Nuclear Physics
Dept. of Physics & Astronomy Assigned: Weapons Laboratory
University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59812
(406) 243-6223

Dr. Ramalingam Radhakrishnan Degree: Ph.D, Structure Eng., 1974
Assistant Professor Specialty: Structures
Dept. of Civil Engineering Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
Prairie View A&M University
Prairie View, TX 77084
(409) 857-2418
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dr. Periasamy K. Rajan Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Eng., 1975
Professor Specialty: Digital Signal Processing
Dept. of Electrical Eng. Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
Tennessee Tech. University
Box 5004
Cookeville, TN 38505
(615) 372-3308

Dr. Panapakkam A. Ramamoorthy Degree: Ph.D., Digital Signal
Associate Professor Processing, 1977
Dept. of Elect. & Computer Eng. Specialty: Optical Memory
University of Cincinnati Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
M.L. #30
Cincinnati, OH 45220
(513) 475-4247

Dr. Dharam S. Rana Degree: Ph.D., Statistics, 1976
Associate Professor Specialty: Quantitative Techniques
Dept. of Management & Marketing Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory:
Jackson State University Manpower & Personnel Division
1400 J.R. Lynch
Jackson, MS 39217
(601) 968-2534

Dr. Sunita S. Rana Degree: Ph.D., Biology, 1969
Instructor Specialty: Computer Science
Dept. of Computer Science Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory:
Jackson State University Training Systems
1400 Lynch Street
Jackson, MS 39217
(601) 968-2105

Dr. Hal C. Reed Degree: Ph.D.. Entomology, 1982
Associate Professor Specialty: Insect Behavior
Dept. of Biology Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Oral Roberts University
7777 S. Lewis
Tulsa, OK 74171
(918) 495-6945

Dr. Michael 0. Rice Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1973
Associate Professor Specialty: Computer Science/Math
Dept. of Computer Science Assigned: Weapons Laboratory
George Mason University
4400 University Dr.
Fairfax, VA 22030
(703) 323-3884
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dr. Mateen M. Rizki Degree: Ph.D., Computer Science, 1985
Assistant Professor Specialty: Modeling and Simulation
Dept. of Computer Science Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
Wright State University
410 Fawcett Hall
Dayton, OH 45435
(513) 873-2394

Dr. Thomas R. Rogge Degree: Ph.D., Applied Math, 1964
Professor Specialty: Finite Element Analysis
Dept. of Eng. Science & Math Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Iowa State University
3015 Black Eng.
Ames, IA 50010
(515) 294-2956

Dr. Joe M. Ross Degree: Ph.D., Molecular Bio., 1977
Assistant Professor Specialty: Biochemistry of Macromolecules
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Central State University
Wilberforce, OH 45384
(513) 376-6214

Dr. Joseph E. Saliba Degree: Ph.D., Solid Mechanics, 1983
Assistant Professor Specialty: Engineering Mechanics
Dept. of Civil & Engr. Mechanics Assigned: Harry G. Armstrong Aerospace
University of Dayton Medical Research Laboratory
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-3847

Dr. Dhiraj K. Sardar Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1980
Assistant Professor Specialty: Materials Science & Lasers
Dept. of Physics Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
University of Texas
Div. of Earth & Physical Sci.
San Antonio, TX 78285-0663
(512) 691-5462

Prof. Sonia H. Sawtelle Degree: MS., Exercise Physiology, 1975
Teaching Associate Specialty: Exercise Physiology
Dept. of Education Assigned: School uf Aerospace Medicine
Univ. of Texas - San Antonio
San Antonio, TX 78285
(512) 691-4412
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dr. Paul 0. Scheie Degree: Ph.D., Biophysics, 1965
Professor Specialty: Electrophysiology
Dept. of Physics Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Texas Lutheran College
1000 West Court
Seguin, TX 78155
(512) 379-4161

Dr. James L. Schmutz Degree: Ph.D., Chemistry, 1976
Professor Specialty: Inorganic Polymers
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: Frank J. Seiler Research Lab.
Central Wesleyan College
1 Wesleyan Drive
Central, SC 29630
(803) 639-2453

Dr. Jodye I. Selco Degree: Ph.D., Chemical Physics, 1983
Assistant Professor Specialty: Spectroscopy, Kinetics
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: Astronautics Laboratory
University of Redlands
P 0 Box 3080
Redlands, CA 92373-0999
(714) 793-2121

Dr. Shawky E. Shamma Degree: Ph.D., Applied Math, 1969
Professor Specialty: Applied Mathematics
Dept. of Math/Statistics Assigned: Armament Laboratory
University of West Florida
Pensacola, FL 32514
(904) 474-2281

Dr. Rameshwar P. Sharma Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical Eng., 1978
Associate Professor Specialty: Fluid Mechanics
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Assigned: Astronautics Laboratory
Western Michigan University
2065 Kohrman Hall
Kalamazoo, MI 49008
(616) 383-1408

Dr. Larry R. Sherman Degree: Ph.D., Analytical Chem., 1969
Professor Specialty: Organotin Chemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: Occupational and Environment
University of Akron Health Laboratory
Akron, OH 44325-0001
(216) 375-7333
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dr. James A. Sherwood Degree: Ph.D., Aerospace Eng., 1987
Assistant Professor Specialty: Solid Mechanics
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
University of New Hampshire
Kingsbury Hall
Durham, NH 03824
(603) 862-2624

Dr. Sanford S. Singer Degree: Ph.D., Biological Chem., 1967
Professor Specialty: Enzymology
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: Harry G. Armstrong Aerospace
University of Dayton Meaical Research Laboratory
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-2833

Dr. Trilochan Singh Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical Eng., 1970
Professor Specialty: Chemical Combustion
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Assigned: Astronautics Laboratory
Wayne State University
Detroit, MI 48202
(313) 577-3845

Dr. Jorge L. Sintes Degree: Ph.D., Nutrition, 1978
Chairman Specialty: Dentistry
Dept. of Preventive Dentistry Assigned: Wilford Hall Medical Center
and Community Health

Meharry Medical College
1005 D.B. Todd Blvd.
Nashville, TN 37208
(615) 327-6185

Dr. Kenneth M. Sobel Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Eng., 1980
Associate Professor Specialty: Eigenstructure
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
The City College of New York
138th St. & Convent Ave.
New York, NY 10031
(212) 690-4241

Dr. Jonathan M. Spector Degree: Ph.D., Philosophy, 1978
Assistant Professor Specialty: Logic
CSIS Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory:
Jacksonville State University Training Systems Division
Pelham Road
Jatksonville, AL 36265
(205) 231-5718
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dr. Gary R. Stevens Degree: Ph.D., Statistics, 1986
Assistant Professor Specialty: Stochastic Processes
Dept. of Statistics Assigned: Occupational and Environment
Oklahoma State University Health Laboratory
301 MS
Stillwater, OK 74078
(405) 624-5684

Dr. Patrick 3. Sweeney Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical Eng., 1977
Asst. Dean of Engineering Specialty: Computer Modeling
University of Dayton Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
300 College Park, KL201
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-2736

Dr. Michael Sydor Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1965
Professor Specialty: Optics, Material Science
Dept. of Physics Assigned: Materials Laboratory
University of Minnesota
Duluth, MN 55812
(218) 726-7205

Dr. Douglas G. Talley Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical Eng., 1978
Assistant Professor Specialty: Combustion
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Assigned: Aero Propulsion Laboratory
University of Michigan
313 Automotive Lab
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2121
(313) 936-0429

Dr. David J. Townsend Degree: Ph.D., Cognitive Psy., 1982
Associate Professor Specialty: Cognitive Science
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: Rome Air Development Center
Montclair State College
Upper Montclair, NJ 07042
(201) 893-7222

Dr. Donald R. Ucci Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Eng., 1986
Associate Professor Specialty: Adaptive Arrays
Dept. of Elect. & Computer Eng. Assigned: Rome Air Development Center
Illinois Inst. of Technology
3300 S. Federal
Chicago, IL 60616
(312) 567-3405
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dr. Ahmad D. Vakili Degree: Ph.D., Aerospace Eng., 1978
Associate Professor Specialty: Unsteady Flows
Dept. of AE/ME Assigned: Arnold Engineering
Univ. of Tennessee Space Inst. Development Center
Tuilahoma, TN 37388
(615) 455-0631

Dr. Richard S. Valpey Degree: Ph.D., Organic Chemistry, 1983
Assistant Professor Specialty: Organic Synthesis
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: Materials Laboratory
Wilberforce University
Wilberforce, OH 45384
(513) 376-2911

Dr. Peter 3. Walsh Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1960
Professor Specialty: Superconductivity
Dept. of Physics Assigned: Rome Air Development Center
Fairleigh Dickinson University
Teaneck, NJ 07666
(201) 692-2493

Dr. Kenneth L. Walter Degree: Ph.D., Chemical Eng., 1972
Associate Professor Specialty: Chemical Engineering Process
Dept. of Chemical Engineering Assigned: Rome Air Development Center
Prairie View A&M University
Prairie View, TX 77446
(409) 857-2827

Dr. Gwo-Ching Wang Degree: Ph.D., Materials Science, 1978
Associate Professor Specialty: Surface Sciences
Dept. of Physics Assigned: Rome Air Development Center
Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst.
Troy, NY 12180-3590
(518) 276-8387

Dr. Andrew P. Whipple Degree: Ph.D., Biology, 1979
Associate Professor Specialty: Cell Biology
Dept. of Biology Assigned: Harry G. Armstrong Aerospace
Taylor University Medical Research Laboratory
Upland, IN 46989
(317) 998-5333
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Prof. Sharon T. Williams Degree: M.S., Biochemistry, 1981
Instructor Specialty: General Chemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Southern University
Baton Rouge, LA 70813-2074
(504) 771-3990

Dr. Lawrence A. Witt Degree: Ph.D., Psychology, 1985
Assistant Professor Specialty: Industrial/Organ. Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory:
Western Tllinois University Operations Training Division
Macomb, IL 61455
(309) 298-1593

Dr. Frank A. Witzmann Degree: Ph.D., Biology, 1981
Assistant Professor Specialty: Protein Analysis
Dept. of Biology Assigned: Harry G. Armstrong Aerospace
IUPUI - Columbus Medical Research Laboratory
4601 Central Avenue
Columbus, IN 47203
(812) 372-8266

Dr. William E. Wolfe Degree: Ph.D., Engineering, 1979
Associate Professor Specialty: Geotechnical Engineering
Dept. of Civil Engineering Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Ohio State University
2070 Neil Avenue
Columbus, OH 43210
(614) 292-0790

Dr. John R. Wright Degree: Ph.D., Chemistry, 1971
Professor Specialty: Biochemistry
Dept. of Chem., Physical Sci. Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Southeast Oklahoma State Univ.
Box 4181, Station A, SEOSU
Durant, OK 74701
(405) 924-0121

Prof. Wafa E. Yazigi Degree: M.S., Aeronautical Eng., 1986
Instructor Specialty: Solid Mechanics
Dept. of Mathematics Assigned: Armament Laboratory
Columbia Basin College
2600 N. 20th
Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 547-0511
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NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dr. Lawrence F. Young Degree: D.Sc., Industrial Eng., 1978
Associate Professor Specialty: Industrial Engineering
Dept. of QA/IS, CBA Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory:
University of Cincinnati Logistics & Human Factors Div.
ML 30
Cincinnati, OH 45220
(513) 475-7169

Dr. Robert K. Young Degree: Ph.D., Exp. Psychology, 1954
Professor Specialty: Experimental Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory:
University of Texas Manpower & Personnel Division
Mezes 330, Psychology Dept.
Austin, TX 78713
(512) 471-9228

Dr. Juin S. Yu Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical Eng., 1964
Professor Specialty: Thermofluid Transport
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Assigned: Aero Propulsion Laboratory
West Virginia Tech.
Montgomery, WV 25136
(304) 442-3248
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C. PARTICIPANT LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT (Page 1)

1988 USAF/UES SUMMER FACULTY RESEARCH PROGRAM

AERO PROPULSION LABORATORY (AFWAL/APL)
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
1. Bryan Becker 5. Wayne Eckerle
2. Mingking Chyu 6. David Mikolaitis
3. Jerry Clark 7. Douglas Talley
4. Derek Dunn-Rankin 8. Juin Yu

ARMAMENT LABORATORY (AD)
(Eglin Air Force Base)
1. Ibrahim Ahmad 5. Kwang Min
2. Stephen Dow 6. Joseph Molitoris
3. Manuel Huerta 7. Shawky Shamma
4. Anastas Lazaridis 8. Wafa Yazigi

HARRY G. ARMSTRONG AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY (AAMRL)
(Wright-Patterson AFB)
1. Praphulla Bajpai 6. David Payne
2. Shankar Bale 7. Joseph Saliba
3. Charles Covington 8. Sanford Singer
4. Barry Goettl 9. Andrew Whipple
5. Robert Masingale 10. Frank Witzmann

ARNOLD ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT CENTER (AEDC)
(Arnold Air Force Base)
1. Eustace Dereniak 4. Manjit Jawa
2. William Grissom 5. Ahmad Vakili
3. Darrell Hoy

ASTRONAUTICS LABORATORY (AL)
Edwards Air Force Base)
1. Clarence Calder 5. Mark Norris
2. Phillip Christiansen 6. Jodye Selco
3. Susan Collins 7. Rameshwar Sharma
4. David Jensen 8. Trilochan Singh

AVIONICS LABORATORY (AFWAL/AL)
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
1. Mike Burlakoff 5. Robert Li
2. Gerald Grams 6. Periasamy Rajan
3. David Hemmendinger 7. Panapakkam Ramamoorthy
4. Mohammad Karim 8. Mateen Rizki

EASTERN SPACE AND MISSILE CENTER (ESMC)
(Patrick Air Force Base)
1. Albert Heaney
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ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION (ESD)
(Hanscom Air Force Base)
1. George Bratton
2. John Dalphin

ENGINEERING AND SERVICES CENTER (ESC)
(Tyndall Air Force Base)
1. Wayne Charlie 5. Neil Hutzler
2. David DeHeer 6. William Mounfield
3. Deanna Durnford 7. Richard Myers
4. Edward Greenwald 8. Ramalingam Radhakrishnan

FLIGHT DYNAMICS LABORATORY (FOL)
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
1. Larry Byrd 6. Nanda Mukherjee
2. Karen Chou 7. James Sherwood
3. Awatef Hamed 8. Kenneth Sobel
4. Yulian Kin 9. Patrick Sweeney
5. Augustus Morris 10. William Wolfe

FRANK J. SEILER RESEARCH LABORATORY (FJSRL)
(USAF Academy)
1. Dan Bruss 5. Tammy Melton
2. Charles Bump 6. Patricia Plummer
3. Richard Carlin 7. James Schmutz
4. Michael McKee

GEOPHYSICS LABORATORY (AFGL)
(Hanscom Air Force Base)
1. Lucia Babcock 7. Christopher Godfrey
2. Stephen Baker 8. Janet Kozyra
3. Pradip Bakshi 9. Irving Lipschitz
4. Reuben Benumof 10. John McHugh
5. Donald Collins 11. Himanshoo Navangul
6. Michael Frantz 12. Martin Patt

HUMAN RESOURCES LABORATORY (HRL)
(Brooks, Williams, and Wright-Patterson Air Force Bases)
1. Patricia Carlson 8. Mufit Ozden
2. Kevin Ford 9. Dharam Rana
3. Hugh Garraway 10. Sunita Rana
4. Douglas Jackson 11. Jonathan Spector
5. Charles Lance 12. Lawrence Witt
6. Thomas Landers 13. Lawrence Young
7. Douglas Mandra 14. Robert Young
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MATERIALS LABORATORY (ML)
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
1. Robert Arenz 7. Vijay Gupta
2. Gene Carlisle 8. L. James Lee
3. Parvis Dadras 9. Thomas Meek
4. Suren Dwivedi 10. Carolyn Meyers
5. Barry Fussell 11. Michael Sydor
6. David Grossie 12. Richard Valpey

OCCUPATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH LABORATORY (OEHL)
(Brooks Air Force Base)
1. Steven Chiesa 3. Larry Sherman
2. Randolph Huff 4. Gary Stevens

ROME AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER (RADC)
(Griffiss Air Force Base)
1. Beryl Barber 7. Samuel Kozaitis
2. Keith Christianson 8. David Townsend
3. Darin DeForest 9. Donald Ucci
4. Paul Dingman 10. Peter Walsh
5. Hugh Donaghy 11. Kenneth Walter
6. Oleg Jakubowicz 12. Gwo-Ching Wang

SCHOOL OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE (SAM)
(Brooks Air Force Base)
1. Ronald Bulbulian 9. Hal Reed
2. John Burke 10. Thomas Rogge
3. Bennye Henderson 11. Joe Ross
4. Eric Johnson 12. Dhiraj Sardar
5. Daisy Kimble 13. Sonia Sawtelle
6. Harold Longbotham 14. Paul Scheie
7. David Ludwig 15. Sharon Williams
8. William Plachy 16. John Wright

WEAPONS LABORATORY (WL)
(Kirtland Air Force Base)
1. Lane Clark 4. Arkady Kheyfets
2. David Dolson 5. Leonard Porter
3. William Jordan 6. Michael Rice

WILFORD HALL MEDICAL CENTER (WHMC)
(Lackland Air Force Base)
1. David Cecil
2. Jorge Sintes
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RESEARCH REPORTS

1988 SUMMER FACULTY RESEARCH PROGRAM

Technical
Report
Number Title Professor

Volume I
Armament Laboratory

1 Measuring Systems Effectiveness and Dr. Ibrahim Ahmad
Systems Availability of Hardened
Targets Subject to a Variety of
Weapons

2 Model Drawing Algorithms for a Dr. Stephen Dow
Matching Problem

3 Two Dimensional Simulation of Dr. Manuel Huerta
Railgun Plasma Armatures

4 Modeling Reactive Fragments Dr. Anastas Lazaridis

5 Target-Aerosol Discrimination Dr. Kwang Min
Techniques for Active Optical
Proximity Sensors

6 The Dynamics of Projectile Impact Dr. Joseph Molitoris

7 ARIMA Modeling of Residuals in Dr. Shawky Shamma
AD/KR TDOP Models

8 Stress Analysis for a Fin Dr. Wafa Yazigi
Stabilized Projectile

Arnold Engineering Development Center
9 Infrared Charge Transfer Device Dr. Eustace Dereniak

Characterization

10 Liquid Film Cooling In Rocket Engines Dr. William Grissom

11 Diffuser Failure Investigation/Non- Dr. Darrell Hoy
Interference Stress Measurement
System Algorithms Study

12 Solid Rocket Motor Plume Analysis Dr. Manjit Jawa
Through Emission Computerized
Tomography

13 Skin Friction Measurement Using Dr. Ahmad Vakili
Surface Mounted Hot Films
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Astronautics Laboratory
14 Study of Embedded Sensors in Dr. Clarence Calder

Graphite-Epoxy Composites

15 Core Polarization in Lithium and Dr. Phillip Christiansen
Aluminum

16 The Photochemistry of u3- Dr. Susan Collins
(n-Diethylacetylene)-
Decacarbonyltriosmium in Solid Argon

17 Composite-Embedded Fiber-Optic Dr. David Jensen
Strain Sensors

18 Observer Design for the AFAL Grid Dr. Mark Norris
Structure Using Low-frequency
Accelerometer Data

19 Photochemistry of Azulene Solutions Dr. Jodye Selco
and a Novel Photochemical Nitration
Process

20 Injection System and Spray Dr. Rameshwar Sharma
Characteristics

21 Chemical Kinetic Mechanisms for Dr. Trilochan Singh
CH4/N02/O2 Flames

Eastern Space and Missile Center
22 Generic Requirements for a Dr. Albert Heaney

CAE/CAD/CAM System

Electronics Systems Division
23 Alaskan HF Test Data Analysis Dr. George Bratton

24 Stage 1 Analysis of Alaskan High Dr. John Dalphin
Frequency Radio Network

Engineering and Services Center
25 High Intensity Stress Wave Dr. Wayne Charlie

Propagation in Partially
Saturated Sand

26 Individualization of Human Tissue Dr. David DeHeer
by the Serologic Identification
of Erythrocyte Antigens

27 Estimation of Jet Fuel Contamination Dr. Deanna Durnford
in Soils

28 Cogeneration Assessment on Military Dr. Edward Greenwald
Bases
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29 Soil Vapor Extraction of Volatile Dr. Neil Hutzler
Organic Chemicals

30 A Preliminary Investigation of Dr. William Mounfield
Neural Networks for the Air Force
Engineering and Services Center

31 Rapid Measurements of Adsorption Dr. Richard Myers
and Desorption of Volatile Organic
Compounds

32 Prefabricated Hypar Structural Dr. Ramalingam Radhakrishnan
System Cost Comparison with Box
and Arch Structures

Volume II
Frank J. Seiler Research Laboratory

33 Thermal Decomposition Kinetic Dr. Dan Bruss
Studies of NTO by High Performance
Liquid Chromatography

34 Preparation and Properties of Dr. Charles Bump
Nitronium Tetrachloroaluminate

35 Homogeneous Ziegler-Natta Catalysis Dr. Richard Carlin
in Lewis Acid Molten Salts

36 A MCSCF Study of the Rearrangement Dr. Michael McKee
of Nitromethane to Methyl Nitrite

37 The Effects of Sodium Chloride Dr. Tammy Melton
on Room Temperature Molten Salts

38 AB Initio and Chemical Dynamics Dr. Patricia Plummer

Study of Energetic Materials

39 Separators for Molten Salt Batteries Dr. James Schmutz

Geophysics Laboratory
40 Radiative Association In Ion- Dr. Lucia Babcock

Molecule Reactions: Reactions of
Some Carbon Cations

41 Upward Continuation of Gravity Data Dr. Stephen Baker
With Error Estimates

42 Impulse Approximation Formalism Dr. Pradip Bakshi
for Atom Molecule Collisions

43 Total Dose Effect on Soft Error Dr. Reuben Benumof
Rate for Dynamic MOS Memory Cells
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44 Digital Photometric Calibration of Dr. Donald Collins
and Analysis with Video Imagers in
the Ultraviolet

45 A Model for Intensified Frontogenesis Dr. Michael Frantz
Over a Modified Mountain Ridge

46 Gamma and X Radiation from Solar Dr. Christopher Godfrey
Flares

47 Theoretical and Observational Studies Dr. Janet Kozyra
of Geomagnetic Storm-Related Ion
and Electron Heating in the
Subauroral Region

48 Update of the Hitran Database Dr. Irving Lipschitz

49 Spectral Domain Decomposition Dr. John McHugh

50 On the Possible Inclusion of "Heavy" Dr. Himanshoo Navangul
Molecules in the HITRAN Database

51 Software Tools for Processing Dr. Martin Patt
Large Lidar Data Streams

Rome Air Development Center
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THERMAL DECOMPOSITION KINETIC STUDIES OF NTO

BY HIGH PERFORMANCE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY

by

Dan R. Bruss

Abstract

Thermal decomposition of 3-nitro-l,2,4-triazol-5-one

(NTO) was monitored over a temperature interval of 508-518

K. Rate constants were obtained for the temperatures

investigated by measuring unreacted NTO as a function of

time as determined by high performance liquid

chromatography. The decomposition patterns are indicative

of an autocatalytic mechanism. The temperature dependence

of the rate constants found in the interval exhibited

Arrhenius behavior, yielding an activation energy of 75.5

kCal + 9.3 kCal. Mass spectral analysis of head space gas

samples taken during decomposition demonstrate carbon

dioxide as a decomposition product. Preliminary UV and IR

analyses of NTO suggest a shift from the more stable keto

form to the enol near a pH of 7.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Compounds that exhibit improved performance as

energetic materials are of considerable interest for both

commercial and defense applications. An understanding of

the chemistry involved in the very early stages of

decomposition of these compounds may be useful, not only

from a physical organic perspective, but also may prove to

be a valuable tool in designing propellants and explosives

in the future.

Considerable progress has been made in understanding

the fundamental reaction mechanism involved in the thermal

decomposition of TNT in the condensed phase. 1- 3 Virtually

nothing, however, is known about the initial decomposition

chemistry of the nitroheterocycle 3-nitro-l,2,4-triazol-5-

one (NTO), which has recently been reported as an

insensitive high explosive.4 ,
5

To initiate the investigation, a methodology to

monitor the kinetics of NTO and related compounds needed to

be established. High performance liquid chromatography

affords a convenient, quantitative, non-destructive direct

measurement of compound present. At the same time it

provides a method to possibly detect and separate

intermediates. With this in mind it was decided to explore

HPLC as a kinetic tool.
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The author has had previous experience in HPLC

analysis, monitoring PCB levels in biological samples. In

addition his current research interests include

investigation of the mechanistic chemistry involved in

metal mediated pinacol coupling of cycloalkanones to form

diols and their subsequent acid catalyzed rearrangement to

yield spiranones. Both of these experiences contributed to

his assignment to the energetic materials project at the

Frank J. Seiler Research Laboratory.

II. OBJECTIVES

To monitor the disappearance of NTO, a suitable

separation scheme affording good resolution in a reasonable

time frame, needed to be established. Once set up,

measurements of loss of NTO at a given temperature could be

carried out to provide a plot of weight of remaining NTO as

a function of time. Replicate plots at several

temperatures would then be carried out in an effort to

provide a preliminary energy of activation for the thermal

decomposition reaction. At the same time, detection and

characterization of any stable intermediates would be

pursued.

III. METHODS AND DISCUSSION

Unlike TNT, which was the predecessor in decomposition
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studies by HPLC,6 the nitrated heterocyle NTO is quite

polar with unusual solubility characteristics. Initial

attempts to monitor NTO utilizing a standard reverse phase

column with a water/methanol gradient system proved

unworkable, since NTO eluted very early regardless of the

gradient. On the other hand, normal phase separation was

ineffective since NTO exhibited a very long or unacceptably

short retention time with a variety of solvent systems.

Finally an isocratic water/l% acetic acid solvent system

delivered through a bonded cyano column provided a sharp

NTO peak at seven minutes which was readily detected at

254 nm.

In the process of establishing these conditions, the

NTO peak changed from a sharp single peak to two sharp but

poorly resolved peaks and finally back to a single peak as

the concentration of acetic acid was slowly increased in

increments from 0.1% to 0.5%. This suggested that perhaps

a shift from the more stable keto form to the enol was in

progress. Samples of NTO were then analyzed by UV and IR

spectroscopy at various pH conditions. Samples analyzed in

the approximate 3-6 pH range exhibited a lambda max at 317

nm while at higher pH the lambda max shifted to 343 nm. To

rule out a simple solvent effect, IR spectra were taken of

two samples in both of the pH ranges. The sample buffered

in a low pH showed a strong absorption at 1720 cm-1 , while
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the more basic sample exhibited a strong, broad absorption

in the 3400 cm-1 region and a shift of the carbonyl peak to

1640 cm-1 , suggesting the presence of OH and C=N

functionalities, respectively. Preliminary carbon NMR data

gave no conclusive evidence.

With a suitable NTO assay in hand, thermal

decomposition analyses were then carried out. Each run

consisted of accurately weighed 100 mg samples of NTO

contained in 20cm x 8mm tubes which were loosely fitted

with corks. Twelve of these tubes were heated in a

fluidized bath at a preset stabilized temperature. In

addition, a blank was also prepared but not heated. The

tubes were then removed from the bath and immediately

quenched in ice water at regular 20 minute intervals. The

tubes were then weighed to record weight loss.

The quenched samples were pipetted from the tubes as a

DMSO solution or suspension and transferred to 2 mL

volumetric flasks. The tubes were then washed with

additional DMSO to assure complete transfer of NTO and

precipitate, taking care to bring the volume to just 2 mL.

A 50 microliter sample from each flask was then transferred

to separate 5 mL vials. Each vial was tared and 2.5000

grams of water added. Analysis proceeded by injecting 20

microliters of diluted sample into the HPLC. The area of

the NTO peak was then normalized to give an accurate

reading of milligrams NTO remaining for each sample.
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Duplicate decomposition runs were conducted at 235 °C,

240 0 C, and 245 0C along with a single run at 238 0 C. The

corrected weight of NTO was then plotted as a function of

time. In each case, the decomposition patter, showed an

initial induction period with minor weight loss followed by

rapid decomposition. Such a pattern is typical of an

autocatalytic reaction mechanism. With this mechanism as a

model, the data was then plotted as the log (100-X)/X as a

function of time where X= the amount of NTO at a given

time. The slopes of these linear plots correspond to the

respective rate constants. Both types of plots are

graghicallly represented for each of the temperatures

investigated as illustrated by Figures 1-4.

The rate constants derived from the graphs were then

used to construct an Arrhenius plot, the slope of which

provides a first approximation of an activation energy.

This corresponds to 75.5 +/- 9.3 kCal/mole and is

summarized in Figure 5.

Since no intermediates were, as yet, discovered by the

HPLC system currently employed, but a decrease in the

amount of NTO along with concomitant weight loss was

occurring during the course of reaction, it was felt that

analysis of the head space gases of the reaction tubes be

carried out by mass spectrometry. Several tubes each again

containing 100 mg NTO were fitted with rubber septa and the
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head gases evacuated by means of a vacuum pump. The tubes

were then placed in the fluidized bath set at 2400 C.

Several microliters of gas sample were removed from the

tube at regular intervals using an air tight syringe. The

samples were subsequently analyzed by GC-MS. In all cases

a substantial ion at mass 44 was observed after background

subtraction. While it was not possible to accurately

determine the rate of change in the amount of CO2 for these

samples with the system of analysis being used, the

experiment clearly showed that carbon dioxide was being

generated during the course of the reaction.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

With the kinetic data obtained from this summer's

work, several avenues need to be pursued. Two further

mechanistic probes can readily be followed by the

methodology already established. The kinetic order of NTO

can now be determined by comparing the NTO concentration

profiles measured by using half or one and a half the

initial amount of NTO in a given decomposition reaction.

The extent of a deuterium isotope should also be

investigated. Perdeuterated NTO is readily obtained by

refluxing a saturated solution of NTO in D20, with the

purified compound obtained from simple recrystallization.

Ancillary studies pertinent to elucidation of the
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decomposition mechanism include: radical trapping

experiments designed to characterize reactive

intermediates; synthesis and decomposition studies of

analogs devoid of labile hydrogens, as well as those

containing labeled atoms suitable for analysis by electron

spin resonance or mass spectrometry; and complimentary

decomposition studies by DSC or ESR.
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Preparation and Properties of Nitronium Tetrachloroaluminate

by

Charles M. Bump

ABSTRACT

Liquid nitryl chloride (N02Cl) at -80 reacts with solid aluminum

chloride to produce a yellow solid. The UV-visible spectrum of this

adduct is identical to that of commercial nitronium tetrafluoroborate

in dry acetonitrile. Aluminum-27 magnetic resonance spectroscopy

showed the presence of tetrachloroaluminate ion. The compound is

tentatively labeled nitronium tetrachloroaluminate, although there

is an alternate structure possible for this adduct. The adduct does

not nitrate benzene or toluene in good yield using the acidic or

neutral chloroaluminate melts.
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I INTRODUCTION

During the 1987 SFRP, I investigated nitryl chloride (NO2Cl) as

a nitrating agent for aromatic compounds in acidic chloroaluminate

melts. 1 Nitryl chloride successfully nitrated a number of aromatics

including acetophenone, but it also reacted with the melt. Separate

reactions of nitryl chloride with the components of the melt were

carried out. An adduct of nitryl chloride with aluminum chloride

was discovered. That compound nitrated benzene when that adduct and

neat benzene were combined in a qualitative reaction. No yield data

was taken, but most of the aromatic species present at the end of the

reaction was unreacted benzene. The nitration reaction may be represented

as reaction (1)

+ [NO 2Cl'AlC3] - + HCI + ACI3  (1)

The formation of such an adduct was a surprise from the standpoint that

Batey and Sisler reported that nitryl chloride did not react with

Lewis acids except through vigorous oxidation-reduction paths.
2

The structure of such an adduct was unclear. Olah proposed a complex

between nitryl chloride and aluminum chloride (CINO.O:AICl3 ) as an

Intermediate in the nitration of benzene with nitryl chloride and

aluminum chloride in nonaqueous solvents. 3 The other structural

possibility is coordination by the chlorine of nitryl chloride.

Equally unclear was the ability of this adduct to affect nitrations.

Nitryl chloride reacted with the methylethylimidazolium chloride in

the melt to give chlorinated nitroimidazolium compounds. The

effectiveness of nitryl chloride as a nitrating agent for less activated

aromatics such as acetophenone depend on the aromatic being a better

substrate for the nitrating agent than is the imidazolium chloride.

A means of minimizing this side reaction would make deactivated

aromatics such as acetophenone, and possibly nitrobenzene, good
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substrates for nitration. The reaction of nitryl chloride and

methylethylimidazolium chloride is shown below.

,~Q. 02. (2)

My interest in synthetic chemistry and electrochemistry as well as

my participation in the 1987 SFRP led to my assignment to continue

the work begun the previous summer.

II OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The specific objectives for the 1988 summer research period were;

1) to characterize the adduct between nitryl chloride and aluminum

chloride, 2) to use that adduct to nitrate benzene in chloroaluminate

melts, 3) to employ the acidic melt in catalytic amount compared to

nitryl chloride dissolved in methylene chloride to nitrate benzene

while minimizing the imidazolium nitration, and 4) to use MOPAC
4

semi-empirical calculations to better understand the reaction

between nitryl chloride and aluminum chloride.

III SYNTHESIS AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE ADDUCT OF NITRYL CHLORIDE

AND ALUMINUM CHLORIDE

Nitryl chloride was generated following the procedure of

Kaplan and Shechter. 5 Fuming nitric acid (90%, d=1.5), 8.00 g was cooled

to 00 in a three-neck flask set in an ice-water bath. The flask was

fitted with a solid glass stopper, an addition funnel, and a bent adapter

which led to a receiving flask. A magnetic stirring bar was included to

provide agitation. The apparatus was oven dried at 100' overnight and

fitted with CaCI 2 tubes to keep the glassware free of water. Fuming

sulfuric acid (30% S03), 9.8 g was added to the nitric acid to remove

water from that source. Chlorosulfonic acid, 8.0 ml was added dropwise
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via the addition funnel while the mixed acids were maintained at 00.

A receiving flask cooled to =80 ° in a dry ice-acetone bath held the

nitryl chloride thus prepared. Pulverized anhydrous aluminum chloride,

6.6g, was added to the liquid nitryl chloride. A mild exotherm was

observed. The flask was stoppered with a gas inlet adapter, the stopcock

closed, and the mixture stored in a freezer for four days at -20'.

At the end of the reaction period, unreacted aluminum chloride was

removed by sublimation at 1000 under a I torr vacuum. The unsublimed

material was subjected to soxhlet extraction with nitromethane

in order to remove any aluminum hydroxides from the adduct. The

nitromethane solution thus obtained was evaporated to dryness to give

10.2 g of a yellow to yellow-brown solid.

The yellow color immediately indicates that free nitronium ion

(N02+) is NOT present, as Olah reports that all stable nitronium salts

are white.6

The adduct is soluble in nitromethane and acetonitrile, providing

that those solvents are anhydrous. The UV-visible spectrum of the

adduct in acetonitrile dried over alumina gave a >' max of 232 nm.

Authentic nitronium tetrafluoroborate in the same solvent gave a

>,max of 235 nm. In dissolving in acetonitrile, the adduct's color

disappeared and no visible absorbance was recorded. In acetonitrile

solution, nitronium ion is apparently present.

Aluminum-27 magnetic resonance spectroscopy in nitromethane

revealed a peak near 101 ppm versus Al(H 20)6
+ 3 , characteristic of the

tetrachloroaluminate ion AlCl4-.7 Aluminum chloride impurities

appear at 97 ppm. From the UV-visible spectrum and the Al-27

magnetic resonance spectrum, the adduct of nitryl chloride and

aluminum chloride was tentatively formulated as NO2+AlCl4
-

nitronium tetrachloroaluminate.

An infrared spectrum of this nitronium tetrachloroaluminate gave

a peak at 2431 cm-1 . Olah reports that a peak at 2360 cm-1 is

characteristic of stable nitronium salts. 8 The sample did show

considerable aluminum hydroxide present by a strong OH band. The

slightly higher frequency (in cm-1 ) would correspond to a more energetic
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and more angular O-N-O bond than the linear one for a pure nitronium

ion.

IV SEMI-EMPIRICAL CALCULATIONS OF STRUCTURES FOR NITRONIUM

TETRACHLOROALUMINATE

MINDO calculations of optimized geometries in the gas phase were

performed using MOPAC4 . Geometries for a series of nitronium

tetrahaloaluminates and tetrahaloborates are summarized below.

a HA-i NO YX4-1
X Y 4H O-O kS X.Olx NO2 + + ?X4 - structure

F B -239.06 175.91 2.37 1.42 107.48 -394.21 NO2+BF4
-

Cl B -69.06 127.57 1.81 5.88 89.82 111.19 NO2CI'BC1 3

Br B -13.14 126.63 1.90 6.31 89.90 122.84 NO2Br'BBr3

I B 42.12 122.68 2.10 6.03 90.79 116.49 N021BI3

F Al -292.52 133.48 i.40 1.84 99.64 92.78 NO2F'AlF 3

Cl Al -122.69 127.62 1.81 6.73 92.90 90.22 NO2C1'AlC1 3

Br Al -39.71 125.69 1.90 7.29 91.99 108.99 NO2Br-AlBr 3

I Al -44.92 122.78 2.10 6.37 102.45 114.36 N021"AlI 3

Evidently, nitronium tetrafluoroborate is the only compound predicted

to dissociate readily into nitronium ion and tetrafluoroborate ion.

Olah proposed a complex between nitryl chloride and aluminum

chloride as an intermidiate in the nitration of aromatics with

nitryl chloride.3  This complex features oxygen-aluminum interaction.

Such a structure would reflect a greater negative charge on oxygen

than on the chlorine of nitryl chloride and hence would be more

susceptible to reaction with a Lewis acid. An optimized geometry
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is presented below.

wy'pQ - 0 45
' /.1 C ARC-122.31

The heat of formation of this complex is, for all practical purposes,

identical with the NO2ClAlC13 complex. Further, the two iosmers are

--spectroscopically indistinguishable from the UV-visible and Al-27

magnetic resonance point of view. Acetonitrile can serve as a

nucleophile to release nitronium ion as illustrated in reaction (3).

005. 4c -: # C

3 3 (3)

Likewise, the magnetic resonance -:Spectrum presumed to be that of

AlCl 4 - is that of aluminum with four electronegative elements

attached to it: four chlorines or three chlorines and one oxygen

will produce that same result. Thus the two isomers are spectroscopically

indistinguishable. It is even possible that the compound isolated is

a mixture of both structures. Olah's complex would react in the acidic

melt as shown below. 0 a

33(4

n mnu

CA C
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The NO2C'A1Cl3 complex would react in the acidic melt as follows.

C44

0

The success of the reaction depends on the N02C1 - AlC13 distance

remaining small, held by electrostatic attraction. Otherwise, a

three-body collision (benzene, N02C1, A12C17-) is required to form the

sigma complex from the pi complex. Heptachloroaluminate presumably

cannot abstract the nitryl chloride chlorine directly, forming

free nitronium ion, as it is sterically shielded from such attack.

V REACTIONS OF NITRONIUM TETRACHLOROALUMINATE WITH BENZENE AND TOLUENE

An ionic liquid solvent of 0.500 mole fraction aluminum chloride

was prepared from 2.38 g of aluminum chloride and 2.62 g of

methylethylimidazolium chloride. The aluminum chloride was added

slowly to the imidazolium chloride in an anhydrous, anaerobic glove

box. An ionic liquid of apparent mole fraction 0.667 aluminum

chloride was prepared in a similar manner from 6.46 g aluminum

chloride and 3.54 g methylethylimidazolium chloride. A ratio of

aromatic: nitrating agent: melt was maintained at 1:1.5:1 throughout

the investigation. Reactions were quenched with water and brought

to pH 10 by the addition of KOH. The alkaline mixture was extracted

with methylene chloride. Product identification was made on the basis

of retention times of authentic compounds. Quantitative data was

obtained on the basis of response factors of authentic compounds

with respect to m-xylene as an internal standard.
9

Nitronium tetrachloroaluminate in neutral (0.500 mole fraction

aluminum chloride) melt failed to give any detectable nitration of benzene.

A red color characteristic of a pi complex between benzene and the
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nitrating agent was observed almost immediately on addition of

benzene to the nitrating agent/melt solution.

The analogous reaction in acidic (0.667 mole fraction aluminum

chloride) melt gave less than one percent of the theoretical yield

of nilrobenzene. Toluene gave a similar yield of the o and p

isomers of nitrotoluene. There was no evidence of the formation of

chlorotoluenes. Again, a red pi complex was formed shortly after

the aromatic was introduced to the reaction mixture.

VI REACTIONS OF NITRYL CHLORIDE WITH BENZENE IN METHYLENE CHLORIDE

USING CATALYTIC AMOUNTS OF ACIDIC MELT

Nitration of benzene in methylene chloride with nitryl chloride

was attempted using a ratio of aromatic: nitrating agent: catalyst of

0.6 : 1.5 : 0.1 . The solution was approximately 0.3 M in benzene.

Handling of the nitryl chloride and its preparation were described in

the 1987 Final Report.1 A 0.2 M solution of 0.667 melt in methylene

chloride was prepared by dissolving 1.44 g of melt (effective M.W. =

413.7) in 23.5 g (17 ml) of methylene chloride which had been dried

over molecular sieve (type 4A) and alumina. The solution was prepared

in an anhydrous, anaerobic glove box. The bottle containing the

melt solution was sealed with a septum cap to be introduced into

reactions outside the glove box via syringe. Liquid nitryl chloride,

1.5 mmole, was dissolved in I ml of methylene chloride. An equal

volume of the methylene chloride solution of acidic melt was added

after the nitryl chloride solution was capped with a septum and

additional alumina added to insure the absence of water. Benzene

was then added to the reaction mixture. The reactions were quenched

with water after eight hours, extracted with more methylene chloride,

and analyzed by gas chromatography. Results of both uncatalyzed

(no acidic melt present) and catalyzed reactions are tabluated

below.
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CATALYTIC ACIDIC MELT AND NITRYL CHLORIDE NITRATIONS

conditions compound yield data

trial I trial 2 trial 3 trial 4

uncatalyzed Bz 54 % 67 % 74 % 75 %

ClBz 2.5% 2.7% 0.5% 0.6%

NO2 Bz 0.4% 8.4% (not detected) 0.1%

catalyzed Bz 81.% 65 % 85 % 77 %

C1Bz 4 % 1.7% 6.5% 8.8%

NO2 Bz 3 % 0.2% 1 % 0.5%

The third and fourth columns for the uncatalyzed reactions were

originally to have had melt present, but water was apparently present

and reacted with the melt as soon as it was introduced. The data

are widely scattered, so no averages have been computed. No

conclusions can be drawn from this preliminary data except that

great care mubt be taken to remove moisture from the reaction. Not

only does water react with the melt, but it also reacts with nitryl

chloride. 1 0  The reaction is formulated as

H2 0 + 3 NO2 Cl--- NOCl + 2 HNO 3  (6)

VII REACTION OF NITRONIUM TETRACHLOROALUMINATE WITH AMINES

Nitronium tetrachloroaluminate was added to neutral melt (0.500

mole fraction aluminum chloride) solutions of amines in the hope of

producing nitramines. Reaction conditions were 1.00 g of melt, 100 mg

of amine, and 218 mg of the adduct of nitryl chloride and aluminum chloride.

The reaction with diphenylamine produced no new product. The proton nmr

spectrum of the material isolated was indistinguishable from the starting

amine. Isolation involved allowing the melt to sit overnight to pick up

atmospheric moisture, adding water and acidifying with HC1 and extracting
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with ether. The ether was evaporated under an air stream and taken up

in chloroform. The chloroform was dried over anhydrous magnesium

sulfate and analyzed. Aminodiphenylmethane did react and gave a

variety of products in a gc/mass specLrum. Among the compounds isolated

were 1,1-diphenylmethane, benzophenone, and the imine that results when

acetophenone and starting amine condense. A possible reaction scheme

is outlined below.

0 ©.4 -II2

VIII CONCLUSIONSiRECOMENDATIONS

A The identity of the adduct between n4.tryl chloride and

aluminum chloride remains unclear. Two isomeric forms are

possible: coordination through the chloride and coordination

through the oxygen. Chemically, the latter makes more sense,

although it would be expected to be a better nitrating

agent than it has proven to be. The structure of this adduct

should be clarified.

B This adduct was ineffective in nitrating benzene and toluene.

Nitration of even more highly activated aromatics may prove

more fruitful, ie. anisole and aniline nitrations. Such

activated compounds tend to decompose when nitrated directly.

C Nitration of simple amines such as morpholine should give a

better picture of the adduct's nitrating ability toward
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amines. The failure of diphenylamine to react is due, no doubt,to its

low basicity. Aminodiphenylmethane was apparently successfully nitrated,

but it fell apart due to the radical-stabilizing aromatic rings. Morpholine

should be less prone to fragment once its nitramine is formed.
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Hormo~eneous Zieler-Natta Catalysis in Lewis Acid Molten Salts

by

Richard T. Carlin

Abstract

Dissolution of the CP2 TiCl 2 catalyst and its AlCI 3 _xRx cocatalyst

in the ambient-temperature molten salt AIC13:MEIC (MEIC =

1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride) produces an active

homogeneous Ziegler-Natta catalyst system. The Ti catalyst is

active in acidic melts, AICI 3 :MEIC molar ratios > 1, but not in basic

melts, AIC 3: MEIC molar ratios < 1. Cp,2ZrC12 and CP2HfCl2 with

AICI 3 _xRx cocatalysts are not catalytically active in acidic melt.s

The lack of activity of Zr and Hf complexes is attributed to their

inherently stronger M-ligand bonding which precludes ethylene

coordination .

NMR studies of the Cp2 TiCl 2 complex in acidic melts indicate

formation of a strong 1:1 complex with AIC13 while Zr and Hr form

much weaker 1.1 complexes. The weaker A1C13 complexation by Zr

and Hf is indicative of stronger M-Cl bonding in Zr and Hf versus Ti.

The study clearly demonstrates the usefullness of

ambient-temperature molten salts as solvents to generate

catalytically active transition metal complexes.
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I INTRODUCTION:

The nature of the active site in the homogeneous

Ziegler-Natta catalyst system, CP2MCI2 (M = Ti, Zr; Cp =

cyclopentadienyl) catalyst + alkylaluminum cocatalyst, is still

uncertain. 1-4 Recent work has lent support to the hypothesis that

coordinatively-unstaturated, cationic complexes of corr.po-itlc.

CP2 MR + are active sit-s for initial coordination of olefin. 5 , 6  The

aluminum cocatalyst serves to alkylate the metal center and to

abstract chloride from the metal coordination sphere. Insertion of

the olefin into the M-R leads to polymer chain growth and to

regeneration of a coordinatively-unsaturated species able to react

again with an olefin. Recent work supporting this mechanism

include the crystal structure of the complex

CP2 TiCSi(CH 3 ) 3 =C(CH 3 )(C 6 H5 )+ AIC14 - formed from reaction of

(C6 H5 )CCSi(CH 3 ) 3 with CP2 TiC12 5 and the demonstration that the

cationic complex CP2 Zr(CH3 )(THF) +  B(C 6 H5 ) 4 -  is a catalyst for

ethylene polymerization without the A1RxC13 x cocatalyst. 6

The ambient-temperature molten salt AIC13:MEIC (MEIC =

1-ethyl-3- methylimidazolium chloride) should serve as an

interesting solvent system for these homogeneous Ziegler-Natta

catalyst systems. The Cp2 TiC12 catalyst is stable in both acidic

melts, A1C13 :MEIC molar ratio > 1.0, and basic melts, AIC13 :MEIC

molar ratio <1.0 7  Also, alkylaluminum chlorides cocatalysts are

stable in the melts, and they serve to remove protonic impurties 8

In acidic melts, chloride abstraction from CP2 MC12 is expected,

however, because of the large concentration of A1C14 - in the melts,

it is unlikely true cationic species would form. Instead, species such
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as CP2MCI(AICl 4) and CP2M(AICI 4 )- should be generated, and catalytic

activity of these complexes in the presence of alkylaluminums may

provide insight into the mechanism of Ziegler-Natta polymerization.

My research interests include the electrochemistry and

reaction chemistry of inorganic complexes in the

ambient-temperature chloroaluminate molten salts. I also have

experience in catalytic processes and in interaction of gases with

molten salts. Therefore, my project this summer became the study

of ethylene polymerization (Ziegler-Natta catalysis) by the above

homogeneous catalyst system in the ambient-temperature molten

salt.
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11. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFOPT

The primary objective of the project was to demonstrate the

usefullness of ambient-temperature molten salts as solvents for

catalytic processes. Therefore, the homogeneous Ziegler-Natta

system, CP2 MC12 (M = Ti, Zr, Hf) catalyst and AIC13-xRx cocatalyst,

was chosen because of the current interest in its reaction

mechanism.

Initial screening for catalytic activity with various

combinations of melt composition, catalyst, and cocatalyst was

planned to determine the potential of obtaining useful information

from reactions in the melts. Employing various spectroscopic

techniques, particularly NMR, the complexation and reactivity of

the Cp complexes in the melts would be explored.
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III. SCREENING OF SYSTEMS FOR CATALYTIC ACTIVITY

Ethylene polymerization does take place in the

ambient-temperature ionic liquid AlCI3 MEIC (MEIC =

1- ethyl- 3- methylimidazolium chloride) employing CP2 TiCI 2 as the

catalyst and an AICI3_xRX (R = Me, Et) cocatalyst. Catalysis occurs

in acidic melts, AIC13.MEIC molar ratio > 1, but not in basic melts,

A1C13 MEIC molar ratio < 1 Bubbling ethylene at 1 atm through 6 8

g of an acidic 1.1:1.0 AIC13.MEIC melt containing 0.022 g Cp2 TiCl 2 (17

mM) and 0.118 g Al2 Me 3 Cl3 (330 mM in methyl) for 10 min resulted
in formation of polyethylene (PE) at 25 *C. Quenching of the

catalytic mixture with 150 ml methanol resulted in precipitation of

the PE while the catalyt and melt components remained in solution.

The PE was isolated by centrifugation giving a yield of 0.020 g or

0.023 (g PE) min - 1 (millimole Ti) -1 atm - 1 . Yields of PE were in the

range of 0.02 to 0.15 (g PE) mm - 1 (milhmo~ Ti - 1 atm - 1 using

1 1:1 0 or 1.51.0 melts as solvents. (One noteworthy observation.

the alkylaluminums are not pyrophoric in the melts probably a

result of their complexation to chloroaluminate species; however,

the dilution of the alkylaluminum is no more than in conventional

organic solvents.)

These PE yields are low relative to other homogeneous

systems. 9  It is, however, of the same order as that reported for

the cationic complex CP2 ZrMe(THF) + 6 The low yield may be

attributed to (1) inherently lower activity of the Ti complex in the

melts possibly a result of low levels of alkylated Ti species (2.) low

solubility of ethylene in the melts; or (3) the presence of

alkylimidazole impurities which, as ntrogen bases, block the Ti

active sites Evidence for (1) is seen in the slow reduction of Ti(lV)
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to Ti(III) by alkylaluminums in the melts. By following the

Ti(IV)/Ti(III) couple potentiometrically with time after addition of

excess EtAICI 2 , the reduction process was determined to take place

on a time scale of hours and days in the melt. In organic solvents,

this reduction occurs on a time scale of seconds and minutes. 1 , 3

Competition for the alkyl groups by the high concentration of

chloroaluminate species in the melts may account for this slow

reduction. Evidence for (3) was seen in. the low yields of PE which

resulted when the polymerization was performed in acidic melts

showing significant discoloration (pure melts are colorless). This

discoloration of acid melts is presumed to be due to a complex

resulting from coordination of alkylimidazoles, or condensed

alkylimidazoles, to AICI3 .

Acidic melts containing CP2 ZrCI2 and Cp2,HfCl 2 as catalysts and

A12 Me 3 CI3 as cocatalyst showed no catalytic activity up to ca. b5 °C.

This is consistent with the observation that CP2 ZrCI2 is not a catalyst

in the presence of AICI3xRx; however, cyclopentadienyl complexes

of Zr are catalytic in the presence of aluminoxanes,1, 10 Similarly,

indenyl complexes of Zr and Hf are catalytic in the presence of this

aluminoxanes. 11, 12

IV. NMR INVESTIGATION OF COMPLEXATION

Both 13 C and 1 H NMR of the Cp rings provide insight into the

coordination of the Cp2 MC12 complexes in the melts. Figures 1 and 2

show the variation of the 1 H and 13 C chemical shifts as a function of

melt composition. Concentration of all complexes was ca. 100 mM.

In basic melts, the chemical shifts remain relatively constant At

the AIC13 MEIC ratio of 1:1, a neutral melt, all the complexes
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demonstrate a sharp downfield shift indicative of removal of electron

density from the metal centers. With increasing acidity, the

chemical shifts indicate a further but less dramatic deshielding

Figure 3 shows more clearly the change in 1 H chemical shifts

of the Cp rings in going from a neutral melt to an acidic melt.

Concentrations of the Ti, Zr, and Hf complexes were 58, 66. and 72

mM, respectively. The Ti complex shows the sharpest downfield

shift just beyond the neutral melt composition, while Zr and Hf

demonstrate more gradual downfield shifts. Assuming the two

complexation reactions [1] and [2] may occur, equilibrium

constants, K1 and K2 , were calculated from the 1H NMR data using

least-squares methods.

CP2 MC12 + A12 CI7 - ---- > CP2 MCI(AIC, 4 ) + AIC14 -  ]

CP2 MCI(AIC14 ) + A12 C17 - ---- > CP2 M(AICl 4 ) 2 + AlC! 4 -

The Zr and Hf curves were fit successfully to a single

equilibrium, reaction [i], assuming a constant A1C14  activity of 1

and using the concentrations of the other species for their activities

The Ti curve was fit using both equilibria since the initial sharp

change in chemical shift is indicative of a large K1 and the continued

gradual downfield shift at increasing acidity indicates a second,

weaker complex is also formed. Results are summarized in Table 1.

Table I

Complexation Equilibrium Constants

CP2 MC12  K1  K2

Ti > 105  0. 6

Zr 21 4

Hf 4.1 ±08

It is significant that Ti has the highest K1 and is the only

complex which demonstrates catalytic activity Reaction [I] can be
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viewed as breaking a M-Cl bond to form an Al-Cl bond with

concurrent complexation by AICI4-, a much weaker coordinating

ligand than chloride. M-CI bond energies for Ti, Zr, and Hf are 103,

117, 118 kcal mole- 1, respectively; 13 therefore, the K1  values are

consistent with M-Cl bond energies. For formation of a cationic

complex, complete breakage of the M-CI bond would need to occur.

The high concentration of AICI 4- in the melt (4.6 M in a neutral

melt), however, would seem to preclude a true cationic complex
being formed. Instead, the coordination sphere of any such cationic

species would be occupied by either AIC14- or Al2CI7-  Consistent

with this proposal is the fact that the anions PF 6 , BF4 , and AiCI 4 -

coordinate strongly or react with the Cp2Zr(R)(THF) + complex 6

In the acidic melts used for catalysis, the Ti polymerization

catalyst is, therefore, an alkylated 1.1 AIC13 Cp2TiCl2 complex which

can be written as Cp2TiR(AlCI 4). The AICl4- ligand may be either

mono- or bidentate. 14 Initiation of the polymerization may involve

displacement of AIC14- by ethylene to form a complex such as

CP2TiR(CH2CH2 ) + or addition of ethylene forming a complex such as

CP2TiR (CH2CH2 ) (AICI 4 ). 14

The Zr and Hf complexes also exist as 11 complexes at the

AllCI7- concentrations (ca. 0.5 M) used for catalyst screening. The

stronger inherent M-ligand bonding for Zr and Hf, however, may

prevent complete or partial displacement of the AIC14 - ligand by

ethylene The stronger M-Cl interaction for Zr and Hf is

demonstrated by their weaker AICI 3 complexation versus Ti.

In these melts, polymerization does not appear to occur by

cation formation, however, cationic complexes do function as
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study demonstrates that formation of a cationic complex does not

appear to be a necessary condition for polymerization.

Efforts to observe M-R species by 13 C and 1 H NMR were

unsuccessful. However, AI-Me species were identified in melts

containing 0. 1 M Me 3 A1CI$  In 0.8 1,0 and 0.91 0 melts, where only

AIC14 - is present, the 1 H chemical shift of the methyl group appears

at -0.274 and -0.251 ppm, respectively. In a 2 1 melt, where only

A12C17- is present, the 1H resonance is shifted to 0 405 ppm In a

1.5.1 melt, where both AIC14- and A12 C17 - are present, the 1H

resonce appears at 0 176 ppm indicating fast exchange of the methyl

group with the two Al species as expected.

'V ELECTROCHEMICAL INVESTIGATION OF COMPLEXATION

The observable electrochemistry of the complexes is

consistent with removal of electron density from the metal centers

in going from a basic melt to an acidic melt The Ti complex

undergoes a reversible one-electron reduction at -) 80 V in a 0 8.I 0

basic melt and at 0.43 V in an 1.5 1.0 acidic melt (versus an Al wire

in a . 1 melt as the reference electrode)." The potent.al of the Ti

recduction rep,-ely -its anod-caliv witn in. _nrasng melt a,:idity r

In a basic melt, the Zr complex undergoes a reversible one-electron

reduction at -1.35 V, cathodic of the Ti complex as expected. 1 5  No

reduction of the Zr complex in an acidic melt was directly observed

Howe-ver in a slightly acidic melt there appeared to be an additional

reduction process occurring near 0 V accompanying reduction of

Ai2C1- to Ai reduction. No electrochemistry of the Hf complex was

,Dserved in either basic or acidic melts
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The complexation of Cp2TiC12 in acidic melts was examined by

adding the Ti complex to a slightly acidic melt. The decrease in the

A12 C17 - limiting current measured at a rotating glassy carbon disk

(diameter = 0.5 cm; rotation rate = 1000 rpm) was used to

determine the number of A12 C17 - consumed by complexation of AlCl3

to CP2 TiCl 2 . The experiment was complicated , however, by the fact

that CP2TiCI2 reduction occurs anodic of the A12CI7-  red.uction

giving rise to two reduction waves. A plot of the A12 C17 limiting

current as a function of added CP2 TiC12 indicates two A12 C17 - are

complexed to each CP2TiCI 2 in contradiction to the NMR results

However, this discrepancy is attributed to the Ti(IV.) compiex being

reduced to a Ti(llI) complex prior to AI2CI 7- reduction. This Ti(lll)

complex either releases a chloride to react with a second A12C17-, or

it complexes a second AIC13 giving the appearance of two A19 CI7-

consumed per Cp2TiCl 2 added. This difference in corrdination

between Ti(IV) and Ti(III) is consistent with the previously reported

shift in the Ti(IV)/Ti(III) couple with melt acidity 7

An effort was also made to determine the complexation of

CP2 TiCI 2 in basic melts. This was done by titrating a 53 mM chloride

melt with Cp-,TiC12. The decrese in the chloride oxidation wave with

added Ti complex was monitored using a rotating glassy carbon disk

(diameter = 0.5 cm; rotation rates = 1000, 2000, and 3000 rpm).

The calculated equilibrium constant, K3 , for reaction [3]

CP2 TiCI2 + C1- <===> CP2TiC15- [3]

increased with increasing rotation rate. This is attributed to shifting

of the equilibrium to the left as choride is removed by oxidation to

chlorine At faster rotation rates, less time is allowed for the
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CP2 TiCl 3 - complex to release chloride. Therefore, only a minimum

K3 value of 12 1 mole- 1 can be reported here. In basic melts, the

high chloride concentrations ([CI-] = 1 M in a 0.8:1.0 melt) result in

a coordinatively-saturated Ti center.14 No chloroaluminate complex

is formed in basic melts accounting for the lack of Cp2 TiC12 catalytic

activity in basic melts.

During the course of performing the chloride titration a

diffusion coefficient for CP2 TiCI 2 of (1.48 ± 0.01) x 10- 6 cm 2 s- 1 was

determined in a slightly basic melt at 30 °C.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

(1) The present work has demonstrated the catalytic activity

of the CP2 TiCl 2 complex in acidic melts; therefore, initial follow-up

work should center around optimizing the catalytic activity of

system Numerous parameters including melt composition, choice

and concentration of cocatalyst, and temperature need to be varied,

and their effect on catalyst activity quantified.

(2) The Ziegler-Natta polymerization process results in the

formation of a solid product which requires destroying the catalyst

system to isolate the product. For processes giving volatile products,

molten salts offer an easy method for separation of products from

the catalyst medium since the ambient-temperature molten salts

have little or no vapor pressure even at elevated temperatures In

essence, the molten salt containing an appropriate catalyst could

serve as a supported, homogeneous catalyst system Catalyst

systems worthy of investigation include WC16/RAlCl2 and

WOC14 /RAlCl 2 for olefin metathesis (olefin scrambling), and Co-2(CO) 8
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for hydrocarbonylation of olefins (reaction of CO, H2 and olefins to

produce aldehydes).

(3) In general, the reactivity and complexation of

organometallic compounds in these molten salts needs to be explored

more thoroughly. The strong Lewis acidity of the melts may lead to

new and interesting chemistry and to a better understanding of

established chemistry.
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A MCSCF STUDY OF THE REARRANGEMENT OF NITROMETHANE TO METHYL NITRITE

Michael L. McKee, Ph. D.

ABSTRACT

Ab initio calculations, which use the 6-31G* basis set and a

multiconfigurational (MC) wavefunction, have been carried out for the

unimolecular rearrangement of nitromethane to methyl nitrite.

Geometry optimization of nitromethane and methyl nitrite have been

carried out with a two configuration wavefunction while the

unimolecular transition state was refined with a 20-configuration

wavefunction which was determined by using all configurations

generated by excitation from the two highest occupied orbitals into

the two lowest empty orbitals (4 electron in 4 orbitals). The

transition state indicates a weak interaction between a methyl radical

and nitro radical. In the transition state the breaking CN bond and

the forming CO bond are 3.617 and 3.700A, respectively and there is a

significant difference predicted in the NO bond lengths in the

transition state (1.371/1.155A). At the highest level of calculation

(Multireference CI) the unimolecular barrier is predicted to be 57.1

kcal/mol which is 7.7 kcal/mol above the sum of CH 3 and NO2 radical

energies.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

It has recently been predicted1  and verified 2 "3  that the

unimolecular rearrangement of nitromethane to methyl nitrite might be

competitive with simple C-N bond rupture. The predictions were based

on MINDO/3 calculations performed by Dewar and coworkers, I who found

the concerted transition state to have an energy 14.6 kcal/mol lower

than the energy of radicals. When a less favorable entropy for the

rearrangement is taken into account, Dewar concluded that the two

pathways would be competitive. Recent experimental work3 has lead to

a confirmation of these predictions. Employing infrared

multiple-photon dissociation (IRMPD), Lee and coworkers 3 have been

able to determine the activation barrier for the rearrangement of

CHN02 to CH 3ONO. Taking into account various uncertainties, Lee

determined the barrier to be between 51.5 to 57.0 kcal/mol with 55.5

kcal/mol as the most probable value. For comparison the C-N bond

energy in nitromethane is determined to be 59.4 kcal/mol.

The experimental results above contrast sharply with ab initio

results 4 where the unimolecular rearrangement barrier to CH3ONO was

found to be 16.1 kcal/mol higher than the C-N bond energy in CH3NO2

(73.5 and 57.4 kcal/mol, respectively). The calculations used the

6-31G* basis 5 to determined geometries and zero point corrections and

the MP2/6-31G* electron correlation treatment5 on 6-31G* optimized

geometries to determine relative energies. It was anticipated that

the method would poorly describe the unimolecular transition state

since it was based on a single-determinant wavefunction while the

transition state is expected to have considerable open shell

character. In order to avoid an unfavorable 4-electron 2-orbital

interaction the C-N bond would be expected to be nearly completely

broken before the C-O bond begins to form. If the C-N bond is

completely broken before the C-O bond begins to form, the pathway is

best described as eq 1. If the bond rupture is not complete, eq 2

better describes the process.
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CH 3NO 2 - CH 3 + NO2 - CH 3ONO (1)

CH 3NO 2 - CH3ONO (2)

A careful determination of the transtion state is essential for a

discrimination of the two possible pathways. The wavefunction used to

determine the geometry must be able to adequately describe the 2A" and

2A1 states of CH 3 and NO2, respectively and to describe the bond being

broken in CH3NOi and formed in CH3ONO.

In a recent MCSCF study on the nitro-nitrite rearrangement of the

isoelectronic NH 2NO 2 , Saxon and Yoshimine6  have found that the

transition state is best described as an interaction of a NO 2 and a

NH 2 radical. Geometries were optimized with the 4-31G basis and a CAS

(Complete Active Space) MCSCF with 10 electrons in 7 orbitals. The

breaking NN bond and forming NO bond in the transition state were 2.84

and 3.21A, respectively, and the energy (MRCI/6-31G*) was 0.9 kcal/mol

lower than radicals.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The objective of this work was to study the rearrangement

mechanism of a reaction important to the underestanding of detonation

in polynitrated systems as TNT or RDX. Earlier studies4 found that

the rearrangement barrier of nitromethane to methyl nitrite was

significantly higher than simple bond cleavage to NO 2 plus CH 3 .

Recently, the barrier to rearrangemnt has been determined to be five

kcal/mol lower than the activation required for bond cleavage. 3  It is

hoped that a more sophisticated treatment of the reactant and

transition state may resolve the difference between the predicted and

experimental activation barrier.

The calculations used in this study are based on

multiconfigurational treatments7  which allows the optimal linear

combination of different configurations where the term configuration
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refers to a particular occupation of molecular orbitals. In contrast

to a single configurational method, the multiconfigurational method

can be used to correctly describe forbidden reactions wnere an orbital

crossing occurs as well as homolytic bond cleavages where the

wavefunction must describe the radical products.

III. APPROACH

The simplest example of a nitro-nitrite rearrangement is -he HNO 2

_z. HONO rearrangement; however, a more relevant system to the study of

combustion is the nitro to nitrite rearrangement in nitromethane. It

has been found8 that an accurate description of the wavefunction of a

molecule containing a nitro group requires at least two

configurations. In a single configurational calculation the orbital

on the left (see below) is the highest occupied orbital (HOMO) and the

orbital on the right (LUMO) is unoccupied. In a two configurational

calculation the orbital on the right has significant occupation.

Hor o LMOO

In the region of the transition state the wavefunction will be

described best as two interacting radicals. The important orbitals to

correlate are the bonding and antibonding combination of the CN sigma

bond and the two combinations of the oxygen lone pair (see above). As

the transition state is approached and the CN bond 'iecomes long the CN

bonding and antibonding orbitals can each accommodate one of the

unpaired electrons of CH3 and NO2. The two combinations of the oxygen

lone pair are required to correctly describe the nitro portion of the

transition state. If all excitations are allowed from the two highest
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occupied orbitals into tne two lowest unoccupied orbitals, the

resulting multiconfigurational wavefunction is referred to as a

4x4CAS-MCSCF (4 electrons in 4 orbitals Complete Active Space-MCSCF).

For the transition state which has C1 symmetry the 4x4CAS wavefunction

consists of 20 configurations.

Exploratory calculations were carried out at the MCSCF/STO2G level

in order to determine reasonable starting geometries at higher levels

of theory. Geometries and energies are compared in Figure I and

Tables I and II where the conformation choosen for geometry

optimization was the lowest energy conformation at the

MP2/6-]3G*//6-31G* level. 4  A 2x2CAS (TCSCF) was used to determine the

geometry and energy of N02 , CH 3NO 2 , and CH 3ONO, while a 4x4CAS was

used for the transition state. The CN bond energy of CH3 NO2 is

overestimated by 18 kcal/mol (exptl. 9 59.4 kcal/mol; CAS/STO2G, 78.2

kcal/mol) which indicates that the calculations at this level of

theory may not be reliable. However, it is interesting that the

transition state for the nitro-nitrite rearrangement is predicted to

be 9.6 kcal/mol lower than the energy of NO2 and CH 3 radicals (Table

II). This result is in agreement with MINDO/3 results where a

difference of 14.6 kcal/mol is obtained. The transition state is

characterized by a long CO and CN bond and a significant NO bond

alternation in the NO 2 fragment.

The next step was full optimization at the 4x4CAS/6-31G* level for

the transition state and at the 2x2CAS/6-31G* level for NO 2 , CH 3NO2

and CH 3ONO. The results of these calculations are given in Figure 2.

Total energies are given in Table I and relative energies are given in

Table II. Single point calculations at the 4x4CAS/6-31G* level were

not made on the optimized CH 3NO 2 and CH 3ONO geometries due to the fact

that the CN or CO bond are well described as a doubly occupied orbital

in the reactant or product and correlating this orbital with the

antibonding orbital would have little affect on the energy.

All optimizations were straight foward except the location of the

transition state. Due to the very loose nature of the transition

state, a precise stationary point could not be located in 50 cycles of
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optimization. The stopping criterion requires that tne largest

component of the gradient to be less than 5x10 -4 hartrees/bohr (or

hartrees/radian) and the root mean square (rms) gradient to be less

than 1.7x10-4 . After about 20 cycles of optimization there was little

change in geometry or energy. Since the optimization seemed to be

-stalled" around the transition state, the point with the lowest rms

gradient was used as the converged structure. This geometry was

characterized by a rms gradient about four times larger than the

normal stoppirg criterion.

A comparison of optimized geometries at the HF/6-31G* and

MCSCF/6-31G* levels indicated that the additional confiauration(s)

resulted in only small geometry changes for all structures except the

transition state. The largest change in the CH3NO 2 geometry when

comparing the HF/6-31G* (C configuration) and the TCSCF/6-31G*

geometries (2 configurations) is a lengthening of the NO bond length

by 0.013A. This is to be expected since the additional configuration

contains two ele:trons in a NO antibonding orbital which is unoccupied

in the SCF wavefunction. The ONO bond angle closes down by 0.90 due

to the bonding interaction across oxygen in the additional

configuration. The coefficient of the second configuration has a

value of 0.25 indicating a significant contribution. In contrast the

MCSCF/6-31G* wavefuction of methyl nitrite was characterized by a

smaller second coefficient (0.10) and the geometry at the HF/6-31G*

and MCSCF/6-31G* levels are almost identical (Figure 2). Inclusion of

an additional configuration in the optimization of the NO2 radical had

a small effect. Compared to the 6-31G* optimized geometry a

2x2CAS/6-31G* wavefunction leads to an increase of the NO bond length

by only 0.004A and no change in the ONO bond angle.

A comparison of geometric parameters calculated for the transition

state at different levels of theory is given in Table III. At the

4x4CAS/STO2G and 4x4CAS/6-31G* levels the transition state is

characterized by extremely long CO and CN bond distances which is in

contrast to single configurational methods (MINDO/3, 6-31G*) where the

transition state is much tighter. This distinction becomes important
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in the context of the experimental activation barrier determined by

Lee and coworkers. 3  In this work the A factor calculated by Dewar et

al. 1 for the tight transition state (1013.3) was used in fitting the

data to determine an activation barrier. The transition state

calculated by MCSCF methods is much looser and the associated A factor

probably would be closer to the experimental A factor for simple CN

bond rupture (1015"6). 3  If the assumed A factor is too small, then

the calculated activation barrier would be underestimated.

If the CN distance is decreased, or if the CO distance is

decreased in the transition state, CH 3NO 2 or CH 3ONO should be formed,

respectively. However, if both distances are decreased, the energy

should increase. In order to see how sensitive the energy was to this

geometry change, one calculation at the 4x4CAS/6-31G* level was made

after moving the CH 3 group IA closer to the NO midpoint. This

geometry led to an energy increase of 0.9 kcal/mol relative to the

transition state.

IV. DISCUSSION

There are several aualitative interpretations of the rearrangement

mechanism. In an approximate sense the reaction is orbitally

forbidden as shown in Figure 3. The sigma CN bonding orbital

correlates with a sigma CO antibonding orbital while the sigma CN

antibonding orbital correlates with a sigma CO bonding orbital (Figure

3). However, since both orbitals have the same symmetry in the

transition state (CI ) the crossing will be avoided. Nevertheless, the

barrier would be expected to be high. As the transition state is

approached the energy difference between the bonding and antibonding

CN orbitals becomes smaller. At the transition state three

configurations become important in the MCSCF expansion. The

configuration with one electron in the sigma CN and sigma CN* orbitals

(the labels are not an accurate description in the transition state,

however, they are convenient labels in the present coutext) makes the

largest contribution to the wavefunction (61%) and suggests that the
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transition state is best described as interacting radical fragments.

The configuration with the sigma CN orbital doubly occupied and with
*

the sigma CN orbital doubly occupied contribute a total of 29%.

The radicals NO2 and CH3 have very similar ionization potentials

(9.6eV and 9.8eV, respectively1 0 ) which perhaps rationalizes why these

three configurations contribute stronqly in the transition state since

the orbital energies would be quasi-degenerate.

A more intuitive interpretation can be obtained by a simple

consideration of resonance structures (Figure 4). As tne transition

state is approached and the fragments become "radical-like", the

second resonance structure of NO2 becomes the dominant contributing

resonance structure, while the third resonance structure, which

indicates an alternation of single and double NO bonds opposite from

that found in the transition state and product, will be unimportant.

Evidence for this interpretation comes fron the transition state

geometry. First, there is a large alternation of NO bonds

(1.371A/1.155, CAS/6-31G*) clearly indicating a localized single and

double bond. Secondly, the ONO angle is reduced from 124.90 in CH3NO2

to 113.00 in the transition state which is due to the increased steric

repulsion of the nitrogen lone pair.

The methyl (2A" state) and the nitro radical (2A1 state) are

ideally suited for combining to form a CN sigma bond in CH3NO2 since

the unpaired electrons are directed along the bond axis. This is not

the case for formation of CH3ONO where the NO2 radical requires

promotion to a more suitable electron distribution. A promoted NO2

radical will have more unpaired electron density on one oxygen in an

orbital perpendicular to the NO2 plane. The CH3 radical would then

approach the prepared NO2 radical from above which 's exactly what is

observed in the transition state geometry.

The rearrangement barrier can be related to two factors. First,

the energy required to promote the NO2 fragment and second, the

interaction energy of the two radicals. If the interaction energy is

greater than the promotion energy, then the rearrangement barrier will

be less than the CN bond energy. On the other hand, if the promotion
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energy is greater, the barrier will be greater than the CN bond

energy. The promotion energy was determined as the energy difference

between optimized NO2 and the NO 2 fragment in the transition state

(lable IV). At the 3x4CAS/6-31G* level this value is 25.4 kcal/mol

and increases to 46.4 kcal/mol at the PMP4/6-31G* level. For the CH 3

fragment the promotion energy is very small (Table IV). The

interaction energy is the energy difference between the isolated

frozen fragments, CH 3 and NO2 , and the transition state which is -17.7

kcal/mol at the 4x4CAS/6-31G* level. Thus, at the 4x4CAS/6-31G* level

the activation barrier is 7.7 (25.4-17.7) kcal/mol higher than

radicals.

Activation barriers calculated at the MP4/6-31G* level generally

yield accurate results. 5  However, the method requires a dominant

configuration which is not the case for the nitro to nitrite

transition state. The PMP4/6-31G* relative energies are in good

agreement with experiment (Table II) except for the activation barrier

which is 51.9 kcal/mol higher than the CH3 and NO 2 radicals!

Multireference second order CT calculations (with the 6-31G*

basis) were carried out on the CAS/6-31G* geometries for fragments and

transition state. Orbitals were divided into four spaces: frozen

occupied (11 orbitals), active (5 doubly occupied and 2 unoccupied),

external (10 orbitals), and frozen virtual (38 orbitals). The

configuration list was generated by including all excitations within

the active space plus single and double excitations from the active

space into the external space. The virtual space of the starting

wavefunction was first compacted by calculating a secord order CI with

a smaller active space but including all virtual orbitals in the

external space (14 frozen, 4 active, and 48 external orbitals). The

CH 3 and NO 2 radicals were calculated together (Cs symmetry separated

by 20.OA) since the multireference CI is not size consistant. The CI

expansion for the combined fragments contained approximately 29,300

configurations while the transition state (C1 symmetry) contained

58,500 configurations. The relative energy for fragments and

transition state at this level of theory is very simliar to the
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CAS/6-31G* results (Table II). While this level of theory may

correctly describe the qualitative features of the rearrangement

mechanism, quantitative determination of the narrier may require more

accurate computational methods (i.e. larger active space, bigger basis

and more CI).

V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

On the basis of the above study the following recommendations can

be made:

(I) That geometry optimizations of nitro containing coroounds using a

multiconfigurational wavefunction is probably unnecessary as the small

changes in geometry do not justify the additional expenses.

(2) That transition states be located with an MCSCF procedure as it

is shown that the geometry of the transition state depends very

strongly on the level of calculation.

(3) That energies be determined with additional electron correlation,

perferably multireference CI (MRCI) which will recover important

dynamic electron correlation.
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Table III. Comparison of Geometric Parameters (Angstroms, Degrees) for

the Nitro to Nitrite Transition State

Parametera MINDO/3b 6-31G* CAS/STO2G CAS/6-31G*

CN 1.516 1.928 3.625 3.616

CO1  1.584 2.010 3.538 3.700

NO1  1.299 1.251 1.471 1.371

NO2  1.438 1.181 1.222 1.155

ONO 110.0 113.0

a) In the transition state the CH3 group is migrating to OI.

b) Reference 1.

Table IV. Calculated Promotion Energy (kcal/mol) and Interaction Energy

Method NO2 Promotion CH3 Promotion N02/CH3 Interaction

CAS/6-31G*a 25.4 0.02 -17.7

PMP4/6-31G* 46.4 0.1

a) The dominant configuration in the MCSCF expansion contributes only

64% to the wavefunction for the frozen NO2 fragment. In contrast

the dominant configuration contributes 96% for the optimized NO2

radical. The second configuration for the frozen NO2 fragment

(34%) is characterized by three unpaired electrons coupled as a

doublet (2A' state) where an electron from the oxygen lone pair

(a" symmetry) has been promoted into a higher oxygen lone pair

orbital (a" symmetry).
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and N02 radicals.
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unpaired electron in an orbital perpendicular to the NO2

plane.
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THE EFFECTS OF SODIUM CHLORIDE

ON ROOM TEMPERATURE MOLTEN SALTS

by

Tammy J. Melton

ABSTRACT

The effects of adding sodium chloride to room temperature molten

salts containing 1-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium chloride and aluminum

chloride have been examined. Sodium chloride will dissolve in basic

or neutral melts, but only in very small quantities. Sodium chloride

will dissolve in larger quantitites in acidic melts. The limit of the

solubility has been determined to be that quantity which will result

in a neutral melt, that is, where mole fraction aluminum chloride is

reduced to 0.5. Cyclic voltammetry indicates a neutral melt by

showing no aluminum reduction (indicative of an acidic melt) and no

chloride oxidation (indicative of a basic melt) except at extremely

low concentrations. A sodium electrode was constructed which

exhibited a rest potential of -2.05 V and maximum current at -0.85 V.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mixtures of aluminum chloride and l-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium

chloride (MEICl) are ionic liquids (melts) at room temperature when

the mole fraction of aluminum chloride is between approximately 0.33

1
and 0.666, inclusive. These ionic liquids are potentially useful as

electrolytes in batteries. The Lewis acid-base characteristics of

these melts vary depending on the composition. Binary mixtures with

mole fraction of AIC1 3 less than 0.5 (NAlCl3 < 0.5) are basic due to

the presence of excess Cl , a Lewis base.

MEI+Cl -  + AlCl3 -- MEI+ + AlCl 4 - + Cl (1)

(excess) (excess) (excess)

Acidic melts are formed when mole fractions of AlCl 3 are greater than

0.5. The presence of excess AIC1 3 drives the tetrachloroaluminate ion

to heptachloroaluminate ion, a Lewis acid.

AIC1 4 - + AIC1 3  V A12C17  (2)

When A1:13 and MEICl are present in equimolar quantities (N=0.5)

negligible concentrations of Cl and A12C17  exist, and the molten

salt is considered neutral.

MEICl + AIC13  MEI + AlCI4 (3)
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The specific conductivity of these melts is relatively low, but

2,3
reaches a maximum for the neutral melt. This unexpectedly low

conductivity has been attributed to the relatively strong association

of the Cl to the hydrogen atoms at the 2, 4, and 5 positions of the

MEI (with the strongest of these at the 2 position). This

interaction is believed to render Cl less mobile.

Melts composed of aluminum chloride and sodium chloride have been

4
studied extensively as well as melts of aluminum chloride and lithium

5
chloride. Moreover, ternary mixtures of aluminum chloride, lithium

chloride, and sodium chloride have also been investigated.
6

In this project, it was proposed to examine the effect of adding

sodium chloride to the well-studied AICl3 /MEICl room temperature

molten salts.

My interests have been in the area of inorganic chemistry. My

background is in synthesis and structural analysis by x-ray

crystallography of transition metal low-to-medium valent compounds.

This work and my experience in drybox/inert atmosphere technique

contributed to my assignment to the Synthesis and Electrochemistry

section of the Frank J. Seiler Research Laboratory.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

Many electrode materials have been studied to characterize their

7
redox and deposition behavior for the purpose of identifying possible

metals for cathode materials that could be used in batteries utilizing

room temperature chloroaluminate salts. It was the goal of
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the project to examine sodium as a potential material in AlCl 3 /MEICl

melts.

The initial goal was to identify the solubility of sodium chloride

in AlCl 3 /MEICl melts of varying composition. This was necessary as

extremely low or extremely high solubility would preclude the use of

sodium chloride or a sodium electrode.

Structural analysis was to be carried out in an effort to

determine the charge-bearing species or complexation product. Since

it is believed that LiCl forms LiCl 2  in these melts, 8 it was decided

to examine NaCl to see whether it behaved similarly. Further, I

planned to assist in the preparation of single crystals for x-ray

crystallographic analysis of the MEI AlBr 4
- to further determine the

structural features of these melts.
+

Finally, the nature of the Na/Na couple in melts of varying

composition would be investigated by electrochemical techniques,

specifically, cyclic voltammetry. It was desired to establish the

reduction potential in the ternary melts, to quantify the

conductivities, and to determine the corrosion behavior of the sodium

electrode.

When it was discovered that the addition of NaCl to acidic melts

resulted in the formation of neutral melts, additional goals were

added. They were to determine whether additional MEICI could be added

to the neutral melt and what the effect would be on the acid-base

character, and to determine whether additional AlCl 3 could be added

and what effect that would have on the acidity/basicity.
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III SOLUBILITY STUDIES OF SODIUM CHLORIDE IN ROOM TEMPERATURE

CHLOROALUMINATE SALTS

All procedures were carried out in an inert (helium) atmosphere

drybox. Aluminum trichloride and l-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium chloride

were prepared and purified by methods established in this

1
laboratory. Ten-gram melts were prepared containing AICl 3 /MEICl

mixtures from NAIC13 = 0.33 to NAlCI 3 = 0.667. (Mole fraction AlCl 3

is a convenient way of expressing the relative AICl3/MEICl ratios.

However, it is believed that no molecular AlCl 3 is present in these

melts.) Dried, solid NaCI was added in excess of that amount expected

to dissolve and the melts wereallowed to stir overnight. Any solid

NaCl still remaining was considered evidence for saturation. If all

the NaCl appeared to dissolve, more was added until saturation was

achieved. The melts were filtered and aliquots were taken for sodium

and aluminum analysis.

The aliquots were removed from drybox, hydrolyzed in deionized

water, and diluted volumetrically. Analysis for aluminum was

conducted by duplicate trials on an ARL 3510 ICP Spectrometer. Sodium

was determined by atomic emission on a Perkin-Elmer 306 Atomic

Absorption Spectrometer.
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Results are summarized in the following table.

Table 1

Nominal Actual Actual Actual mg NaCI per

NAlCI 3  NAlC1 3  NMEICl NNaCI g binary melt

0.33 0.336 0.663 0.0010 0.41

0.40 0.400 0.600 0.0008 0.34

0.45 0.441 0.559 0.0019 0.49

0.50 0.507 0.493 0.0008 0.34

0.53 0.509 0.438 0.053 22.67

0.55 0.501 0.411 0.088 41.07

0.60 0.496 0.346 0.158 79.01

Variations in the sodium content in the melts 0.33 to 0.50 are

probably due to experimental errors arising from the difficulty in

measuring extremely small sodium concentrations. However, clearly

NaCl is much more soluble in acidic (N)0.5) melts. More importantly,

it is evident that the limit to the solubility is that point where the

mole fraction of aluminum chloride is driven to 0.5, neutral. The

theoretical solubility of NaCl can then be expressed as S = A - M

where S is moles of NaCl, A is moles of AlCl 3 and M is moles of

MEIC1. This provides a useful means of producing neutral melts.
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No data was obtained for the N = 0.667 melt. NaCI appears to

dissolve well in these melts, but upon approaching theoretical

saturation points, these melts completely solidified.

No explanation is available to explain the behavior of dissolved

NaCl in the basic melts. Since the quantities are so small, NaCl may

be present as ion pairs or discrete aggregates.

IV. ANALYSIS OF AICl 3/MEICl MELTS BY CYCLIC VOLTAMMETRY

Cyclic voltammetry was used to monitor the redox and acid-base

nature of the acidic, basic, and neutral melts. An EG & G PAR

Potentiostat Model 273 was used for all runs. All scans were

performed at 100 mV/s scan rates using a 250 micron tungsten wire as a

working electrode, an aluminum wire separated from the melt by a

coarse glass frit as a counter electrode, and an aluminum wire in a

NAICl3 = 0.60 melt as reference electrode.

The cyclic voltammogram for a binary AlCl 3/MEICl N = 0.52 melt is

shown in Figure 1. A reduction peak at -0.5 V and stripping peak at

0.0 V are indicative of an acidic melt. The electroactive species is

A12C17 . Sodium chloride was then added to the melt (in quantities

less than saturation) and was allowed to dissolve. A decrease in the

size of the aluminum reduction peak that has occurred because NaCl has

shifted the equilibrium to the neutral side was observed.

A12CI7  + Cl 2 AICl4  (4)
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Equation 4 can be likened to the autoionization of water.

Further addition of NaCi results in a neutral melt. Figure 2

shows the cyclic voltammoqram of the melt over a region greater than

4V. The voltammogram was constructed in four sections, a, b, c, and

d. Segments b' and c' are enhanced to 100 times the sensitivity of b

and c, respectively. There is evidence for both an aluminum reduction

peak at -0.5 V (indicative of an acidic melt) and a chloride oxidation

peak at + 1.2 V (indicative of a basic melt).

V. SODIUM ELECTRODE IN Na+- CONTAINING CHLOROALUMINATE SALTS

A sodium electrode was constructed by filling a 4mm glass tube

with about one inch of sodium and inserting a copper or stainless

steel wire into the sodium to make electrical contact. After each

run, a fresh section of sodium was extruded and the surface renewed.

The resting potential of the cell with the sodium electrode was

consistently approximately -2.05 V. After a few sweeps in the

positive direction, a grey-black deposit was observable on the sodium

surface and the rest potential became more positive (to about -1.8

V). It was observed that the current rapidly decreased with each

scan, presumably as the black layer being deposited on the electrode

became thicker.

A corrosion study confirmed these findings and indicated that

although the rest potential was about -2.0 V, the maximum current flow

was at about -0.85 V, considerably less.
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An effort was made to locate the potential of the Na+/Na

reduction. The Li+/Li reduction has been reported to occur in this

system at -2.0 V.8  It is believed that the Na+ reduction is beyond

the cathodic limit, or that it overlaps somewhat with MEI + reduction,

but it was never conclusively observed.

VII. ADDITION OF MEICi AND AIC13 TO NEUTRAL MELTS

When NaCi was added to an acidic melt to the point of saturation,

it was found that the melt displayed all the characteristics of a

neutral or "buffered" melt. It was desired to determine whether any

additional MEIC1 could be added to a melt so "buffered", and what

effect the additional MEICl would have.

A small quantity of MEICl was added to a 0.52 melt which had been

saturated with a known excess of NaCl and had been shown to be

electrochemically neutral. The MEICl dissolved very slowly, but no

chloride oxidation peak was observed in the CV. Next, a larger

quantity of MEIC1 was added, an amount which would ordinarily create a

melt of NA1C13 = 0.495. The melt became extremely cloudy and the

chloride oxidation peak of a basic melt was easily detected.

Evidently, the addition of MEICl causes precipitation of dissolved

NaCl; when enough MEICl dissolves to remove the buffering NaCl, the

melt becomes basic. The converse experiment was also carried out.

That is, AlCI 3 was added to a 0.52 melt which had been saturated with
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a known excess of NaCi. The AIC1 3 dissolved quickly, and all the

excess NaCi dissolved as well, although slowly. When sufficient AiC13

was added to dissolve all the NaCi, the melt became acidic, as shown

by cyclic voltammetry.

VIII. CONDUCTIVITIES OF AICl 3/MEICI/NaCI MELTS

Specific conductivities of acidic melts, melts containing

less-than-saturation amounts of NaCI, and melts that were saturated

with NaCl were obtained. A YSI Model 31A Conductivity Bridge and a

cell containing platinum-black electrodes was used for all

measurements. A 0.52 melt was measured, and conductivity measurements

were continued in steps as a fraction of saturation. No appreciable

difterence in conductivity was noted among the melt which contained no

NaCi, any which were partially saturated, and that which was totally

saturated.

IX. RECOMMENDATIONS

A. It is clear that a very useful way has been discovered to

prepare AlCl 3 /MEICi melts which are neutral in the Lewis

sense. It should be further determined whether this

function can be extended to other molten salt-alkyl halide

systems, e.g. AlCl 3/butylpyridinium chloride.
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B. The addition of sodium chloride to AlCl3/MEIC1 melts to

produce neutral melts opens an electrochemical window that

is larger than 4 V. Cathode materials other than sodium

should be investigated to see where they will function in

this potential range.

C. A corrosion study of the sodium electrode was done. Further

work is needed to determine the nature of the passivating

layer on the electrode surface.

D. Sodium metal reacts extensively with acidic melts, but does

not appear to react with neutral or basic melts. The sodium

electrode in a Na/Na couple has been examined in neutral

melts. Additional work to elucidate the behavior in basic

melts is recommended.
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AB INITIO AND CHEMICAL DYNAMICS STUDY OF ENERGETIC MATERIALS

by

Patricia L. Moore Plummer

ABSTRACT

Theoretical modeling of energetic materials was undertaken using the methods of ab

initio quantum mechanics and molecular or chemical dynamics. This study continued the

ab initio calculations of 1-nitro-propene reactions already underway at Seiler

Laboratory. Both extended basis set calculations and post Hartree-Fock calculations

were carried for NO2 , HONO, OH, C3H5 , 1-nitro-propene, 1-r itroso-propene,and

related compounds. Of principal interest were reactions which involved the migration of

a hydrogen from the CH3 group to the NO 2 group. Reaction energies were determined for

the various levels of theory, in part to determine what level of calculations are needed

for predicting experimental results.

In addition to the ab initio calculations, chemical dynamics codes were installed.

Calculations were carried out on ethylene, both to test the code and to gain information on

the importance of the double bond on energy transfer processes within a molecule.

Preliminary work on the development of a force field for nitro-ethylene and 1-nitro-

propene was initiated.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Understanding the detailed characteristics of energetic materials is of considerable

importance to the Air Force. Such materials find applications as explosives and

propellants. The properties of interest may be exhibited in only one phase , e.g. solid, or

may exist in all phases but perhaps with different intensities. In support of the

experimental research in thermochemical decomposition of selected energetic materials,

there is a need for the development of theoretical chemical models for these materials. If

the mechanism for energy transfer processes can be realistically described and the

kinetics of the decomposition determined for the different phases in known, well-

characterized energetic systems, new, higher energy compounds can perhaps be

prepared. Such syntheses are becoming commonplace for biologically active compounds

where theoretical studies have successfully predicted their desired properties.

The Chemistry Division of the Frank J. Seiler Research Laboratory is particularly

concerned with reactions and properties of two nitrogen containing compounds which

have shown substantial energetic properties, TNT (2,4,6 trinitrotoulene ) and HMX

(CH 2 NNO 2 )4 /RDX (CH 2 NNO 2 )3 . Experimental results of Shackelford and co-

workers 1 have shown that for TNT, the kinetics are altered by the phase of the material.

Quantum mechanical calculations at the semi-empirical level of MOPAC are unable to

successfully predict the heats of reaction for all of the processes of potential importance

for these compounds. Preliminary ab initio calculations indicate that large basis sets or

post Hartree-Fock/multiple configurations (or both) are needed to obtain a realistic
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description of the decomposition processes.

Since the quantum mechanical results primarily provide information about single

molecules at 0 K, other techniques are needed to model the decomposition as a function of

energy input and time. The method of molecular or chemical dynamics has the potential

to follow the process from the introduction of energy to the decomposition and thus

utilize and complement the information provided by the quantum mechanical results.

My research for over a decade has involved using the techniques of quantum

mechanics, both semi-empirical and ab initio, and molecular dynamics to model and gain

information about a variety of different systems. Specifically I have studied nucleation

processes (since 1970), cluster formation and growth and defect production and

migration in solids (since 1980). Thus my experience with theoretical modeling and

with the techniques of quantum mechanical and molecular dynamics calculations

contributed to my assignment to the Theoretical Chemical Group of the F. J. Seiler

Research Laboratory.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Prior to my appointment as a Summer Faculty Research Fellow, the primary

theoretical studies on energetic materials had used semi-empirical quantum mechanical

calculations to model the products and reactants for processes of interest. The results of

these studies showed that more exact quantum mechanical calculations are required to

adequately describe the potential surface (and hence the energy pathways) for the

decomposition of NO and NO 2 -containing compounds. Also there was a need to follow the

time-evolution of the reaction process to be able to model the dynamic as well as the

energetic progress of the decomposition.

Since there had not been any dynamic modelling of energetic materials at Seiler, a

primary research objective during my tenure as a Summer Faculty Fellow was to add

molecular dynamics to the computational techniques available to model the compounds

and processes of interest. A secondary objective was to continue the ab initio studies of

reactants and products of 1-nitropropene begun by Capt. Jon Swanson. With regard to

the ab initio calculations, the questions of relative importance of size of basis sets and

use of different post Hartree-Fock procedures were of considerable interest.

The ultimate goal of the research is to better understand and model, and eventually

design, energetic materials with specified thermochemical properties. Specific

objectives for the summer were 1) to acquire, implement, and test a computer code for

chemical dynamics, 2) develop input for ethlene and nitroethene, as prototype

molecules, and 3) develop graphical output for data display and analysis.
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Ill. a) Molecular Dynamics Calculations

To meet the objective of acquiring the capability of conducting chemical dynamics

studies on energetic materials, it was decided that the initial approach would be to

examine energy transfer processes within a single molecule. Computer code for

following the internal energy of a molecule as a function of time has been developed by

Dr Donald Thompson and used extensively to study benzene and HONO. This approach

.ppeared to provide a good starting point for the dynamic modeling of energetic

materials. Thus the first week of the research appointment was spent at Oklahoma State

University with Professor Thompson's group. Here the basic structure of the molecular

dynamics program was learned, including the specific format for input data.

Upon arrival at Seiler, the dynamics code was installed on the VAX cluster. Copies

were also sent to the Gould and 'down-loaded' to the IBM-PC/Maxim-Quantum computer.

The code was revised to conform to fortran77 standard and several internal

inconsistencies removed. Code was added to produce output files which would

subsequently permit graphical displays of the results. A literature search was made to

obtain experimental data which could be used to construct and/or test potential/force

fields for ethylene and ri.troethylene.

The dynamics code was sucessfully compiled and executed on the VAX cluster.

Compilation was not attempted on the Gould because of the instability of the hardware

during the research period. Part of the code was succesfully compiled on the Maxim

Quantum Board but the excessive disk requirements for the unix-compiler would have
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required either reduction of the size of the 5-dimensional arrays in the subroutine

DEP'V or reconfiguring the disk and scratch-file space. It was decided to postpone either

of these alternatives until it was determined that execution on the PC was preferable to

VAX executation.

Ethylene was used both as a test molecule for the dynamics code and to examine the

effect of the double bond on energy flow in the molecule. For these preliminary studies

the energy flow as a function of time was followed by assuming the internal energy of the

molecule could be partitioned into normal modes. The force field for ethylene was

determined by describing the molecule in terms of internal coordinates and fitting the

vibrational frequencies for the equillibrium structure to the experimental frequencies

2of Duncan et al . The internal coodinates and force constants used are shown in Table 1.

The bond stretches were modelled as Morse functions:

o 2.
Vij(r) = D e{1 - exp[- ij(rij, roij)]

Bond angle bends were described in terms of harmonic potentials as were 'wag' angles:

Vijk = kijk(Q " 0o)2.

Dihedral angle torsional potentials were modelled using a cosine expansion of the form3

Vijkl= 1/2 1 t at[1-cos(n a)] t = 0 .... 5.

The calculations on ethylene involved exciting one of the CH stretches, the rest of

the molecule having its equilibrium zero point energy. The flow of energy from the

initially excited internal stretch was then monitored as a function of time. Levels of

initial excitation from v=3 to v=8 were examined. In all cases the transfer of energy

from the excited CH bond was essentially complete within 2.5 psec (lpsec=10"12sec).
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This is shown in Figure 1 for initial excitation to v=5 for an ensemble of 20

trajectories. After about 3 psec all the CH bonds are seen to have approximately the

same energy. The time required for the energy equillibration of the CH bonds in ethylene

was nearly four times longer than in benzene4 .

To better understand the flow of energy in the molecule, plots of the energy vs time

for each of the normal modes of ethylene were made for the same series of trajectories.

Theses results are shown in Figures 2 - 5. The numbering of the normal modes

corresponds to the atom displacements shown in Figure 6. The frequencies calculated

with the force constants given in Table 1 for these normal modes are listed in Table 2.

To obtain reasonable statistics for analysis, ensembles of different sizes were

examined. For the process described above ensembles of 1, 5, 10, 20 and 30

trajectories were run for times of 5, 10, 20, 25, and 30 psec. Substantial differences

were seen (greater amplitude oscillations) between ensembles containing 1, 5 or 10

trajectories. No significant differences were found between ensembles containing 10,

20 or 30 trajectories. It was decided that ensembles of 20 trajectories were a good

compromise between good statistics and computer time requirements.

In addition to the initial excitation of an internal coordinate such as the CH bond,

the capability exists for the excitation of one or more normal modes of the molecule.

[The excitation of a normal mode can be instead of or in addition to the excitation of an

internal coordinate such as the CH stretch.] It is of interest to determine 1) whether

excitation of a normal mode changes the decay time of an internal coordinate, 2) whether

the re-distribution of the energy can be altered by the excitation of a specific normal

mode and 3) whether selective excitation of one or more normal modes can produce

localization of energy in, for example, a decay or decomposition channel. I will propose
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to investigate these questions in detail in the research I hope to continue with the

support of a Mini-grant.

II1. b) ab initio Quantum Mechanical Studies

The goal of the ab initio calculations was to determine the equilibrium geometry

and stability of the reactants and products for the reactions shown in Table 3. To

determine the size of basis and level of theory required, the calculations were to be

carried out for three split-valence basis sets 5 , 3-21G*, 3-21G**, 6-31G*. Having

determined the most stable structure of each of the compounds with each basis set, post

Hartree-Fock calculations were planned.

The geometry optimization calculations were carried out using the GAUSSIAN86

code 6 . Initially it was planned to carry out three types of post Hartree-Fock

calculations 7 , MP2 and MP4 (second and fourth order Moller-Plesset perturbation

theory), and MCSCF (multiple configuration self-consistent field) The MP calculations

used the GAUSSIAN program while the MCSCF calculations would use the GAMESS code8 .

During my tenure at Seiler, I was able to complete the geometry optimization and

obtain minimum energy structures at the 6-31G** level for all reactants and products

except for the nitrosopropyl radical and the protonated nitropropene. MP2 calculations

were completed at the 3-21G* and 3-21G** levels. MP4 single point calculations with

single, double, triple and quadruple excitations (SDTQ) were completed at the 3-21 G**

level for NO2 , OH, NO 2H, the propyl radical and the nitrosopropyl radical. Calculations

at the MP4(SDTQ) for the remaining compounds were in progress and had accumulated

16, 18 and 19 CPU Days when the Vax cluster suffered a power failure and went down on
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28 July.

Because of the extreme length of the calculations, no MP4 calulations at the 6-

31 G* level were attempted. It was decided that the MCSCF calculations should follow the

MP4 calculations since they would require at least as much computer time for a given

basis set.

It is honed that these calculations can be completed under the support of a Mini-

grant and a grant of supercomputer time on a machine such as the CRAY2 computer at

Kirkland Air Force Base.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. Chemical dynamics modelling of energetic materials has great potential to increase

the understanding of the initiation of the decomposition process. The simulations of the

energy flow in these materials provide information about the mechanism for

decomposition as a function of such variables as temperature and phase. Such studies can

also aid in the design of new energetic materials. With the chemical dynamics code

implemented on the VAX cluster, researchers at Seiler can begin to examine the temporal

evolution of simple energetic materials. These simulations provide additional and

complementary data to that obtained from semi-empirical and ab initio quantum

mechanical calculations.

The chemical dynamics calculations require considerably less computer time for a

trajectory than an ab initio calcuation for the same molecule. Ensemble averages can be

built up from a series of single trajectory runs. In addition the code for the chemical

dynamics is much smaller (6000 compared to 200,000 card images) than quantum
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mechanical computer codes. Thus the chemical dynamics simulations can be executed on

a PC provided with a large hard disk and a math co-processor.

b. Large ab initio calculations (either in terms of number of atoms or in size of basis

set) should not be attempted on the Vax computers. Even if the problem of frequent

system crashes caused by power failures is reduced by the use of constant power

supplies, jobs which require 10's of CPU days should not be regularly attempted. For

large molecular systems semi-empirical quantum mechanical calculations and chemical

dynamics are much better suited to the computing environment at Seiler. Molecules

with up to 6 atoms can probably be successfully studied with reasonably sized basis sets

using either GAUSSIAN86 or GAMESS. Larger systems require at least a large

mainframe or a supercomputer for a complete ab initio investigation.
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TABLE 1

VALUE OF THE PARAMETERS FOR THE POTENTIAL

Coordinate Parameters

Morse Potential

Bond re(A) 13(a.u. - 1 ) De(eV)

C-H 1.071 1.777 5.046
C=C 1.353 1.905 6.452

Angle e(deg) k(mdyn A/rad 2 )

H-C=C 119.98 0.7555
H-C-H 120.4 0.2725

Motion Equil. value force constant

CH2 wag 0.0 0.1110
HCCH torsion 0.0
HCCH torsion 180.0

TABLE 2
NORMAL MODE VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCIES

-1
Frequency (cm-)

Symmetry Calculated Experiri, ntal
Au  827 826
Biu 856 943
B2g 995 949

B2u 1060 1073
A g 1177 4220

Big 1345 1342

B3u 1439 1444
Ag 1636 1630

B3u 3002 3021

Ag 3023 3026

B2u 3106 3103

Big 38-14 3123 3105



TABLE 3
Summary of Nitropropene Reactions

CH 3CH=OH-NO 2 --- > OH 3OH=0H- + NO2

C3 CHC-O2 H - H3 2 O+O

OH 2OH=OH-N0 2 H---> OH 2OH=OI+ + NO 2H

OH 2OH=CH-NO 2H --- > OH 2OH=OH-NO + OH

OH 3OH=CH-NO 2--- > OH 2OH=CH-NO 2H
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SEPARATORS FOP MOLTEN SALT BATTERIES

by

James L. Schmutz

ABSTRACT

Various polymeric films were made, and along with some

commercially supplied membranes, were tested as possible

separators for batteries with the room temperature molten

salt electrolyte system: 1-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium

chloride/aluminum chloride (the melt). The polymers tested

were poly(1,1-dimethyl-3,5-dimethylenepiperidinium

chloride) (PDDPCI); undoped and ZnC12 doped polyethylene

oxide (PEO); polyphosphazenes with mixed fluorinated alkoxy

side groups (FPN, supplied as Eypel-F gum by Ethyl Corp.)

and polyphosphazenes with primarily trifluoroethoxy side

groups (TFE). Chloride selective membranes supplied by

Toyo Soda Co (Tosoh USA, Inc.) were also tested. Only the

polyphosphazenes are iuggested for further study.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Separators (membranes) serve two possible functions In

batteries. The first is to separate reactants from one

another and thus prevent their direct reaction. If direct

reaction occurs the usable electrical energy is reduced or

lost altogether. The second function of a separator Is to

act as a selective membrane allowing only the desired ions

to carry the charge. Most separators are polymers.

In its work with batteries, (see for example Dymek, 1987)

the Frank J. Seller Research Laboratory at the USAF Academy

is interested in separators which meet these two functions.

Specifically, the batteries of interest have room

temperature molten salt electrolytes (Wilkes, 1984) of

1-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium chloride/aluminum chloride

mixtures (melts). Thus the separator must, first of all,

be compatible with the melt. Secondly, the separators will

be chloride selective membranes. If separators can be

found in which chloride can be induced to be the charge

carrier, an energy density advantage should result.

My area of research for the Ph.D. was phosphazene polymer

chemistry. This background in polymer chemistry

contributed to my assignment in the area of membranes for

batteries at the Frank J. Selier Research Laboratory.
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II. OBJECTIVE OF THE EFFOPT:

The oriject 1veE of thIc effort were to work on two broaa

areas. (1) The development and/or testing of anion

selective separators (membranes) to encourage an anion to

carry the charge in the melt rather than the imidazolium

ion. (2) The development of a chlorine, oxygen and/or

bromine electrooe compatible with the melt. Due to the

limited time ana the way the work on separators developed,

the second goal was dropped.

III. Poly(1,!-dimethyl-3,5-dimethylenepiperioinium

chloride), PDDPCI

PDDPCI membranes showed the folow ing characterist cs which

made them unsuitable for separators in the melt. Driec

samples showed high electrical resistance and were very

brittle, always cracking during mounting or dismounting in

the cell. Partially dried PDDPCI membranes were not

brittle but leathery. They also showed lower resistances.

However, the presence of water in the membrane was

sufficient to cause the melt to react with and eat its wav

slow:y throuct the membrane.
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IV. DOPED AND UNDOPED POLYETHYLENE OXIDE, PEO

PoI yethy i ene ox I ae, PrO, oopec: 'I th var i ous M t,- rC;1 I Ce.

Ceg. , Eringt¢on, et -:5 ,, 1986) hae beern show..n to rDe a

good electrolyte in aqueous systems. Thus we oa-cloeo to

try this polymer In the melt. Zinc chlorlae was chosen for

our dopant because it has good conductivity ano in the

aqueous system chloride carries much of the charge. PEO

arid 24:1 PEO:ZnCl- membranes were synthesized. The PEO

Film was mounted In a resistance cell arid Immeoiateiy

developed a leak. The PEO:ZnCI 2 (24:1) membrane (120

microns thick) gave an initial resistance at 245G ohms

across a 6 mm diameter sample in 0.40 melt (40 mole % AlCi 3

and 60 mole % MEICI). The resistance rapioly oroppeo (!O

mln.) to about 400 ohms. Upon inspection, the membrane had

oisintegrated. After this, both PEO ana PEO,ZnCi2

membranes were put directly in melt and dissoivea almost

immeolately upon agitation.

V. Polyphosphazenes, FPN and TFE

The most promising memoranes proved to be polyphosphazenes.

Several mocifications of the polymer tested snoulc prove to

holc even greater promise. These are outlineo In Section

VIII on follow up recommendations.
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This_ Work was ciore or: two type-- 0± phosp.azeries. One was

Eypel- F gurr 5uop . Ienc by Ethyl Corporar r;r- T r I c.P .p IYMer

(FFIN) Is a phco_-ph_,zcrne with a mixture of t luorinateci

alI . o;X:I c s cie gcro+!ps. Trne o~r nc phos-phazene (TE wasic macie

from FPN by1 react ing It with about a 15 fola ex:ces of

NaOCH-F: In TH-F. Thus, this polymer was primarily

EP1C OCH2-CF )).

TA BLE
PES:I STANCE OF THE TEE MEMBPAti'E$z-

122 MICRONS THICY 16 MICRONS THICK
time(rirn; reslsta.rceconms) timecrn) reslistancetohms)

o 450).00 r] CO
- 34 0 0 c)0 44001.

16 0 0 6 00

154 6 400 10 20,00
414. 400 1900)

267 4000 40 1800
1168 3650

A test of EPrN 0 _3,- mel t compat loi i i ty showea the pol 'mer

was stable in the melt. When FPN't was cas, into films, ,he,,

were jelljy ]!w~e ana. tore easily. T h us T E. k nowr t o h a %e

gooc filmr streno-th. was syrnthes~zec as acearc c6!E:- nic

twoc f 1, Ims o)f an cr 16 m c: c ") 7s rn ok. nes 7 r. e r e's stEa: o

of :es P f Is :s cve. in t h r :an I U V~e S~ for

i L. c -J 1 - n 0 m-0 1r t. Tnee reslt r Aiso ' yr

ci:- 'Pr I r: tCrr r te t: i r ~~.......
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RESISTANCE OF WFE M~ENv6RAIES
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from the tables, both films resistances droppeo with time.

This Is most I1 Iely aue to melt Impregnrat Ing thfl poiyrmr

matrix thus transforming the nonconauctIng polymer Into an

electrolyte. Further Pvlaenice for this -r-terpretat oIn i.

that the 16 micron film was clear rather than its normal

opaque white when it was removed from the cell at the enc

of the test. This is consistent with the fact that

phosphazene polymer chains are known to be very mobile in

comparison to organic polymers thus allowing smaller

molecules to work their way into the matri>: (AilcocK,

1972). Therefore, modification of the polymer to

incorporate an electrolyte, as suggestea in section VII,

should give even better conductance.

Vi. Toyo Soa Membranes-

Three proprietary membranes supplied by Toyo Soda, Co.

(Toson USA, inc.) were tested for resistance. These w e-re

SF-$4. DF-34 and SA--,8. Some initial apparently lo

resistances with SF-34 were later fournc to be cue to

faulty cell which did not make complete seals to the

memorane. A redesigned celi showea very high resistances

(ali well in excess of 100,000 ohms) aitn all three

memoranes including rigorously arien s mpies ana scmie: Ct

SF--34 soakea in benzene, acetonitrile and 0.337 melt. Thus

these studies were aiscontinuec.
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V I I. RECQMMEDAT i OS :

it Is apparent from thlc, work that, of thoserrare.

tested, the TFE (polyphosphazene) offers the best potential

for use as a separator in molten salt batteries. Yet, some

other phosphazenes would be expected to perform even

better. These phosphazenes could be classiflea Into two

groups. They could be either (1) phosphazenes containing

a single side group or (2) a mixture of two sloe groop-.

In both cases, the side groups would be chosen for some

property which would be expected to Increase their

usefulness as molten salt battery separators. One woula

expect the following phosphazenes to offer enhanced

conductivity anrcl.or chloride Ion selectivity. Each of

these polymers should be synthesized and then tes.eo for

high conductivity ana, when high conductivity is founa,

transport numer.s for the ions in the melt shoulc De

oetermined. The chart beiov lists the phosphazenes with

their expected properties.

Polvmer and Ep.:ected Properties

A [P1(OC6 Hs,:2n - Highest chain flexibility o
po Cphcpere.e. (A -c-,:. 19;2)

L : : CF3)^ - E:cei lent stabiitv aria potenta for

uo e in rn.:.:eo s'ae aoo.ip pcyrers.
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C [PN(NPH)2] n - Gooo compatibility with melt.

D (PUFK(rIP2), - Good compatibility with melt.

E Polymers A-D with various percents of choline,

-OCH 2 CH2 N(CH 3 )3 +CI-, as second sie group. Chioride

selectivity.

F Polymers A-D with various percents of

-OCH 2CH20CH2CH2OCH 3  opeo with metal chloriaes.

Chloride selectivity. [PNC0CH 2CH2OCH2CH2 OCH 3 )2 ]n

showed 100-1000 times the conductivity of PEG irA

aqueous media (Shriver and Allcock, 1086)

G Polymers C and D oopec witn metal chiorloes. Cnlon:!o

selectivity.

H Polymers A and B with "mechanically" included salts.

Good conductivity.
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RADIATIVE ASSOCIATION IN ION-MOLECULE PEACTIONS:

REACTIONS OF SOME CARBON CATIONS

by

Lucia M. Babcock

ABSTRACT

For sone time now we have been interested in ion-molecule

association reactions, particularly in the existence of a

radiative stabilization channel. In previous studies, we identi-

fied the addition of halide ions to boron trihalides as a group

of ion-molecule association reactions which undergo radiative as

well as collisional stabilization. These systems are, to our

knowledge, the first such studies reported. Association

reactions of positive ions, especially those of carbon cations,

are also of great interest. Since radiative stabilization has

been observed in the boron halide/negative ion reactions, and

since carbon cations are isoelectronic with neutral boron

species, these are excellent candidates for radiative

stabilization. In our work at AFGL this summer, we have looked
at the reactions of CH3, CD3

+, CF 3
+, and CC13+ with both SO2 and

NO as a function of temperature (over the range 210K to 470K) and

pressure (over the range 0.3 to 1.0 Torr). While the CC13 + ion

does not react at all with either neutral, SO2 adds to the other

three carbon cations and radiative stabilization may be involved.

nly charge transfer reactions are observed for NO with CH3
CD3+, and CF3 .

Finally, ion velocities were measured as a function of

pressure, temperature, and helium flow. While there is a mono-

tonic dependence upon helium flow, velocities appear to be inde-

pendent of pressure and only slightly dependent upon temperature.
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I. INIRODUCrION:

Radiative stabilization is of central importance in

interstellar chemistryl - 3 where number densities are so low that
synthesis of large ions via three-body association is impossible.

It is also of general interest as a subset of the broad class of

chemiluminescent reactions. However, few experiments which probe

the radiative association process directly have been performed.

The largest single reason for the paucity of corroborating

experimental evidence for such an important process is the fact

that at temperatures and pressures accessible to most techniques

for studying ion-molecule association reactions, collisional

stabilization is the dominant reaction channel. A general

mechanism for ion-molecule association reactions is given below:

At + B (AB+) ()

(A+)* AB+ (2)

-4 AB+ + h-y (3)

The rate coefficients ka, kd, ks, and kr are those associated

with formation of the excited adduct, unimolecular decomposition

back to reactants, stabilization through collision with M, and

radiative stabilization respectively. To date, experimental

information about process (3) has been obtained from kinetic

data; the photon from such a radiative association process has

not yet been observed. Barlow, Dunn, and Schauer 4 reported the

first low temperature, low pressure study of the addition of H2

to CH3+. While studies at very low pressures and temperatures

provide the best opportunity for looking at the radiative process

(since low pressures minimize the ks(M) contribution and low

temperatures minimize kd), these experiments are most difficult

to perform. Another approach which has been taken by Smith and

Adams 5 has been examination of the related three-body process

(equations (1) and (2) above) to obtain information about the

average lifetime of the common intermediate (AB+)*. Theoretical
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contributions in the study of radiative association have been

most important also. Bass et al. 6 have used phase space theory

to investigate the phenomenon and Herbst and Bates 2,3 have done

extensive work using a statistical approach.

Recently we have identified some addition reactions of the

boron trihalides as reactions in which radiative stabilization is

occurring, and, most importantly, it occurs on a time scale which

is competetive with collisional stabilization under typical

flowing afterglow experimental conditions.7-9 The radiative

stabilization rate coefficients which we estimate from our

kinetic data are on the order of 105 to 106 s- I . While these

rate coefficients are larger than the 103 s-l associated with

emission of an IR photon,I0 we have thought that a low lying

electronic state many be participating in the radiative
11 8,9

stabilization process. It is most exciting to note that

recent theoretical treatments of Herbst and Bates 2' 3 have

indicated that electronic states may play a much more significant

role in radiative association in ion-molecule reactions than has

been recognized up to now. They point out that if there are low-

lying electronic states available to the system, radiative rates

can be enhanced by factors of 10-100. This is certainly

consistent with what we observe in the boron trihalide systems.

In our examination of the halide addition reactions of BF3

and BC1 3 , 7 -9 we developed a method for determining whether

radiative stabilization is playing a key role in an ion-molecule

association reaction by examining the dependence of the observed

two-body rate coeffficient upon the identity and the

concentration of third-body as well as upon temperature. This

method allows us not only to determine if radiative association

is occurring, but also to estimate the rate coefficient for the

process. Results of our examination of halide ion additions to

SiF 4 indicate that, unlike the analogous reactions of BX3, these

reactions do not undergo radiative association to an appreciable

extent at temperatures and pressures accessible to flowing

afterglow and selected-ion flow tube (SIFT) studies.1 1 ' 1 2

Neither do halide ion addition reactions of SF4 have a
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significant radiative stabilization channel.11  However, we have

found that addition of other anions such as NO2 and NO3 to BX3
behave similarly to the halide addition reactions; that is, they

undergo radiative association.13 Therefore there appears to be

something unique to the boron systems which favors this channel.

In an effort to investigate this further, we decided to look at

systems isoelectronic or isovalent with the boron systems, and

our work this summer at Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL) in

Dr. John F. Paulson's laboratory was directed along these lines.

Carbon cations are isoelectronic with neutral trigonal boron

molecules, and we thought these would provide good candidates for

the possibility of radiative stabilization. Furthermore,

radiative association reactions of carbon cationic species have

more direct implications in astrophysical studies since CH3+ is

one of the most abundant interstellar species. Dr. Paulson's

research group has a long history of contributions to the field

of ion-molecule chemistry in general, and has been interested in

association reactions and the temperature dependence of such

processes. 1 4 , 1 5 The studies undertaken this summer arose out of

this mutual interest and out of the complementary nature of

experiments which can be performed on the AFGL variable

temperature SIFT and those which can be performed on the LSU

flowing afterglow.

II. JBCTIVES OF THE RESEORCH EF'FORT:

With our previous work, we have identified systems where

radiative association plays a major role, and have developed a

method for analyzing the data to obtain detailed information

about the rate of this processs.7-9 The halide addition

reactions of BF3 and BCl3 are the first, to our knowledge, in

which both radiative and collisional stabilization occur on

similar time scales under our experimental conditions, and since

radiative stabilization is such an important phemomenon, we are

most interested in identifyi'g other systems having similar

behavior and in characterizing the process in general. In order

to realize these goals, we have chosen to focus our studies on
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the reactions of carbon cations with neutral species. Since we

have determined that the boron trihalide association reactions

are somewhat unique among anion addition reactions - neither SF4

nor SiF4 have significant radiative stabilization components in

their halide ion addition reactions,1 1 , 1 2 it seemed a logical

step to choose systems similar to the boron systems. It is

interesting that BX3 species are isoelectronic with CX3+ species

in view of the central role of radiative stabilization in

astrophysics and the abundance of carbon cations in interstellar

media. Therefore we have chosen to study the addition reactions

of CX3+ ions.

The first neutral we chose to study was SO2 . In previous

studies, we have found that NO2- adds to BX3 with what appears to

be a significan radiative component; SO2 is isovalent with NO2-.

Furthermore, as Table I indicates, energetic considerations

preclude any charge transfer reactions of SO2 with the carbon

,ations we selected. Thus we have a much greater chance of

observing an association reaction which might not be able to

compete were a rapid bimolecular reaction channel available.

Table I. Energetics (eV) for Charge Transfer Reactionsa

I+ + N - + I

I+ CH3+  CD3+ CF 3
+  CC13

+

NO -0.58 -0.59 +0.09 +0.48

S02 +2.48 +2.49 +2.61 +3.54

aEnergetics calculated from ionization potentials fron ref. 16.

The second neutral we chose to examine in reactions with our

CX3
+ ions was NO. As Table I shows, two of the charge transfer
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reactions are energetically favored, one is disfavored, and the

fourth is close to thermoneutral. These systems thus provide the

opportunity to examine ion-molecule association reactions under a

variety of energetic conditions. Some of the questions which we

sought to address were: (1)will association occur where charge

transfer is energetically disfavored? (2)for the systems where

charge transfer can occur, will association also occur -

especially under conditions of low temperature which favor

association? (3) for the nearly thermoneutral system, indeed for

all systems, will the availability of low-lying electronic states

of the type CX3-NO+ enhance radiative stabilization as Herbst and

Bates2'3 have postulated?

The reactions of these two neutrals, S02 and NO, were

examined with four carbon cations: CH3+, CD3+, CF3+, and CC13 +.

Both CF3+ and CC13 + are isoelectronic with the trigonal boron

halides, BF3 and BC13 respectively, which we used in our previous

studies. The other two ions CH3
+ and CD3+ are of prime concern

in examining radiative processes which have direct bearing on

interstellar reactions, and a comparison of the two permits

assessment of the effect of isotopic substitution.

The eight reactions outlined above provide us with the

opportunity to address several areas in our investigation of

radiative stabilization in ion-molecule association reactions.

As Table I shows, we can examine the effects of the presence of

the low-lying electronic states which correlate to the charge

transfer pairs CX3-NO+ and CX3 -SO2
+ for varying energy

differences. Herbst and Bates2'3 have recently recast their

theories in light of possible participation from low-lying

electronic states such as the one described above, and have found

that the presence of such an excited electronic state which does

not correlate with the ground state reactants can enhance

radiative stabilization rates by factors of 10 to 100 over

radiative stabilization via emission of an IR photon. The

typical rate coefficient for this latter process is on the order

of 103 s-l; it is most interesting to note that the additional

factor of 102 brings the predicted rate coefficient to 104 to 105
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s - I which is exactly the order of magnitude which we observe for

the boron trihalide/halide ion association reactions. The effect

of substitutions (including the effect of isotopic substitution,

as mentioned above) at the central carbon atom can be assessed.

Finally, one of the reasons for selecting the neutral NO as a

reactant was to examine potential association reactions where

both reactants are not in a singlet electronic ground state; NO

with its unpaired electron is a doublet.

Our research efforts at AFL this past summer were directed

toward the examination of these interesting addition reactions as

a function of temperature and pressure. Through these studies,

it was our hope to gain more complete understanding of both the

collisional and radiative processes themselves and also to begin

to characterize systems in which radiative stabilization can

compete effectively with collisional stabilization in the

pressure range 0.2 to 1.0 Torr. Throughout these studies

involving an investigation of radiative stabilization in ion-

molecule association reactions, we have had as a continuing aim

the study of the temperature dependence of gas phase ion-molecule

addition reactions as well. Though theory predicts the general

negative temperature dependence seen in this class of

reaction, 1 7 -19 the exact temperature dependence is difficult to

predict. Experimentally, the temperature dependence of

collisionally stabilized ion-molecule association reactions is

seen to be fairly complex and to vary from system to system.
20

It is important both for experimental and theoretical reasons,

then, to learn as much as possible about the effect temperature

has upon these reactions.
Finally, throughout the course of our work this summer, we have

made quite a thorough study of the dependence of ion velocities

upon the temperature and pressure in the flow tube and upon the

rate of flow of the helium buffer gas. This is a most important

quantity in studying reactions in flowing afterglow and SIFT

instruments since it is the ion velocity which determines the

reaction time in these continuous flow kinetic systems.
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III. RESULTS:

All of our studies were carried out using the variable

temperature Selected Ion Flow Tube (VT-SIFT) at AFGL. The
technique and the experimental conditions employed are described
briefly in Section IV. Each of the eight reactions mentioned

above: CH3
+ , CD3

+ , CF3
+, and CC13 + with both S02 and NO, was

studied over a pressure range of approximately 0.3 to 1.0 Torr

and a temperature range of 190 to 500K. With the exception of

systems where no reaction occurred under our experimental
conditions, all of the reactions were either charge transfer or

association reactions. We never observed any evidence that more

than one channel was operating for a given pair of reactants.

Furthermore, all of the reactions with NO were charge transfer

reactions, while those involving the neutral S02 were association

reactions. The general trend in reactivities for both sets of

reactions was similar. For the association of SO2, CH3+ and CD3
+

have comparable rate coefficients, while that for CF3+ is much

slower. Similarly, the rate coefficients for charge exchange of

CH3+ and of CD3+ with NO are both essentially the collision rate,

while the analogous rate coefficient for CF3+ with NO is several

orders of magnitude smaller. It is most interesting to note that

both reactions with CF3+ appeared to be anomalously slow and that
CC13 + did not react with either SO2 or NO under the range of

experimental conditions mentioned above. All reactions were

carried out in helium buffer gas, and the results obtained for

each of the systems studied are presented in detail below.

During the course of these kinetic studies, we also measured
ion velocities over the range of temperature and pressure stated

above for several different helium buffer gas flows. As a
result, we have compiled a comprehensive table of the dependence

of ion velocities upon these parameters. This has been a most
interesting and fruitful endeavor since ion velocities, and in

particular the ratio of ion velocity to bulk flow velocity, are
important in obtaining rate coefficients from the data gathered

in flow tube experiments. We have found that the ratio of ion

velocity to bulk flow velocity, vi/vo, increases monotonically
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with helium flow, is not dependent upon pressure, and is only

slightly dependent upon temperature, increasing as the

temperature is decreased. The details of our findings

concerning ion velocity are presented below.

A. Reactions of Sulfur Dioxide with Carbon Cations: Association

We examined the reactions of CH3 
+ , CD3 + , CF3 + , and CC13 + with

S02 over the temperature range 190K to 500K and pressure range

0.25 to 1.0 Torr of helium. For reactions with CH3
+, CD3 + , and

CF3+, the only product observed was the association product of

the general form CX3SO2 Over the temperature and pressure
range given above, CC13+ does not react at all with neutral S02.

As shown in Figures I and II, the rate coefficients for the CH3
+

and CD3+ reactions exhibit a positive dependence upon pressure

(concentration of the third-body, helium) and a negative

dependence upon temperature.

cp,>.&o,-- c p 5o

91 1

z 8

297 K

- 373 K

4-6 K
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Figure 1. Rate Coefficient for C)3 + Association with S02 as a

Function of Teuperature and Pressure
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Figure IL Rate Coefficient for Association of CH3+ with S a

Function of Temperature and Pressure

This general type of behavior is indicative of association

reactions which are occuring in a pressure and temperature regime
where collisional stabilization efficiency is less than unity.

That is, it takes more than a single collision with the inert

buffer gas (in this case helium) to remove enough energy from the

initially excited product ion to convert it into stable product.

Both the pressure and temperature dependence of the reactions
CH3SO2+ and CD3SO2+ are consistent with theproducing 32 anCDS 2 aecnitnwthhegeneral

mechanism given previously, Equations (1) - (3), in which both

radiative and collisional stabilization are occurring. The

reaction of CF3+ with SO2 shows somewhat different kinetic

behavior. Although the only product observed is CF3SO2 +, the

rate coeffieients are several orders of magnitude less than those

for the other two reacting ions. Furthermore, there is

significant curvature in the plots of log(CF3+) as a function of

added neutral reactant, SO2. This behavior could be due to

production of reactant ion downstream, perhaps as the result of

collisional breakup of the addition product. The curvature is

reproducible, and occurs at all temperatures and pressures we
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examined. It is interesting to note that if we take rate

coefficients from initial slopes, we see the same general

behavior as that observed in Figures I and II for the analogous

CD3 +and CH3+ reactions.

The trends observed upon changing the reactant ion are

interesting also. The association of CD3
+ with SO2 occurs almost

twice as fast as that for CH3+ at a give temperature and

pressure. The rate coefficient for formation of CF3 SO2 + is

almost two orders of magnitude smaller than that for CD3SO2
+ , and

CC13 + doesn't react at all. Under conditions where formation of

the association product is most favorable, that is, at the lowest

temperature and highest pressure studied, the reactions of CD3

CH3+ , and CF3+ reach only 60%, 40%, and 2% of their calculated

collision limits respectively.

From the data presented in Figures I and II, and from the

trends in initial slope for the CF3+ addition reactions, it

appears possible that radiative stabilization plays a significant

role in these systems. The non-zero intercepts in the graphs of

log of reactant ion concentration as a function of added neutral

reactant could be indicative of a two-body process which leads to

product. However, one must be careful since extrapolation of

rate coefficients for three-body processes outside of the

experimental pressure range can be misleading if data correspond

to rate coefficients in the fall-off regime. Further analysis of

our data is required before a conclusion regarding the existence

of radiative stabilization can be made. We are in the process of

detailed interpretation of our results, and plan to compare them

to theoretical predictions. The preliminary examination carried

out thus far indicates that our mechanism in which radiative

stabilization as well as collisional stabilization plays an

important role is certainly a possibility.

B. Reactions of Carbon Cations with NO: Charge Exchange

The energetics for the charge exchange reactions:

CX3 + + NO - >- NO+  + CX3 , (4)
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where X = H, D, F, and Cl, are presented in Table I shown

previously. For the methyl cation and the deuterated methyl

cation, charge exchange is energetically favored. For CF3+ the

reaction to produce NO+ is close to thermoneutral and the

analogous reaction of CC13 + is energetically unfavorable. With

such a range of energetic possibilities for our reactant cations,

we saw the possibility for examining association in conpetition

with a bimolecular reaction. We wanted to see whether

association would begin to compete at lower temperatures (which

favor the association process) where an exotherminc, bimolecular

channel was available. Furthermore, even if the bimolecular

channel dominated for those cases where it is energetically

favored, we were curious as to whether association would be

observed in cases where the thermochemistry predicted charge

exchange to be unimportant. In view of this, it is most

interesting to note that we did not observe association in any of

the reactions of the carbon cations with NO. Both CH3
+ and CD3

+

yielded NO+ in their reactions with NO, and did so at the

collision rate. As one would expect, the rate coefficients for

these two reactions did not depend upon either temperature or

pressure. Figure III shows the rate coefficients for the

reaction:

CH3+ + NO NO+ + CH3  (5)

measured as a function of pressure at room temperature.

. V , No0

i

Figure III. Rate Coefficients for the Charge Exchange Reaction of

CH3+ with NO as a Function of Pressure at 294K
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C. Measurement of Ion Velocities

In flowing afterglow and SIFT techniques, experiments are

carried out under continuous flow conditions. That is, the

reaction time is constant, and is defined by the reaction

distance (the distance trom the point of mixing of the ion and

neutral to the sampling orifice) and by the veloicity with which

the reactants flow down the tube. Under typical experimental

conditions, the flow profile in the reactor is that of laminar,

parabolic flow. 1 2 ' 2 1 The ions travelling at the point of the

parabola reach the detector ahead of the bulk flow, and the ratio

of the ion velocity to the bulk flow velocity is vi/v o , sometimes

called o(. While it is the ion velocity which is needed in order

to obtain rate information from the data, the bulk flow velocity

is more easily measured and is then adjusted by multiplication by

vi/vo. In DRIFT experiments, because ions are moving under the

influence of electric fields, measurement of ion velocities is

crucial. Clearly a knowledge of the velocity ratio ( is of

critical importance.

The SIFT-DRIFT instrument at AFGL is equipped to measure ion

times-of-flight from which ion velocities and therefore vi/vo
values can be determined. Throughout the course of our work this

past summer, we routinely measured times-of-flight for all of our

kinetic experiments. As a result, we have compiled a large

amount of data on the dependence of the ion velocity upon

temperature, pressure, and helium flow rate. Figure IV and Table

II on the following page summarize our results. Figure IVa shows

the ratio of ion velocity to bulk flow velocity, vi/vo , plotted

as a function of helium flow rate for a number of different

pressures and Figure IVb shows the dependence of this ratio on

the pressure in the flow tube for a given helium flow rate.

Clearly t ere is no apparent dependence upon pressure as long as

the flow rate of the buffer gas remains constant, and there is a

monotonic increase in the ratio as this flow rate increases

regardless of the pressure in the flow tube. This result is most

interesting because it suggests that unless ion velocities are

measured for each set of experimental conditions (or a
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calibration curve used), it is best to operate at a given flow

rate of helium and to make any adjustments in pressure by opening

or closing a valve in the pumping line. The temperature

dependence of vi/v o is given in Table II; the ratio increases as

temperature decreases.

19.3 x ~ 241 x

'o000 0 00

',

0o 0

(a) (b)

Figure IV. Dependence of vi/vo on helium flow rate (a) and upon

pressure (b)

Table II. Temperature Dependence of vi/vo for FHe = 9.7 slm

T 193 213 248 297 372 466

vi/v o  1.77 1.77 1.77 1.63 1.69 1.57
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IV. EXPERIMTAL TECHNIQUE:

All of the studies presented above were performed using the

temperature variable selected ion flow tube (VT-SIFT) at AFGL.
The SIFT technique is a method for studying gas phase ion-
molecule reactions in a fast flow reactor under thermal

conditions. Thermalization of the reactant ions and neutrals is

brought about by collision with the large excess of inert buffer

gas (helium in our case) which constantly flows through the

reaction chamber; the helium makes up over 95% of the gases in

the SIFT. Ions are initially produced in a high pressure

ionization source and the desired reactant ion is "sifted" out of

the mixture by the first quadrupole mass filter. This selection

of reactant ion is a powerful technique for isolating the single

reactant ion which is to be studied, and also allows for the

removal of most of the neutral gas(es) used to generate the

reactant ion. This is a significant advantage over the situation

encountered in the conventional flowing afterglow apparatus where

reactant ions are produced in the reaction tube itself, and one

must deal with the complications which may occur due to

production of more than one ion and/or the presence of the

unreacted neutral. The ion which has been selected by +he first

quadrupole is injected into the flow tube; the inert helium

carrier gas also enters the tube at this point. The neutral

reactant gas is added downstream of the injection point, and from

there to the detection chamber, the ion-molecule reactions take

place. At the downstream end of the reaction chamber, F fraction

of the reacting mixture is sampled through a small orifice; the

rest of the gases are pumped away by a high speed Roots pump.

The gases which have passed through the sampling orifice enter a

second quadrupole mass filter where both the remaining reactant

ion and any product ions are quantitatively analyzed. Rate

information is obtained from the decay curve of the reactant ion

as a function of added neutral reactant.

Temperature variation and control is achieved by circulating

heated or cooled fluids through coils surrounding the reaction

segment of the flow tube, or by resistance heaters. The tube is
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jacketed in a vacuum chamber which is evacuated to prevent heat

exchange to the atmosphere. Temperature is monitored by platinum

resistance thermometers located along the reactor. Pressure in

the reaction chamber is monitored using a capacitance manometer,

and changes in pressure are effected by varying the helium

carrier gas flow and/or by throttling the valve leading to the

Roots pump.

As mentioned, ions are produced from appropriate neutrals in

the high pressure ion source. For our studies, CH3+ was produced

from CH4, CD3+ from CD4, CF3+ from CF3 CI, CC13 + from CC' 4 . The

three neutral gases (CH4 , CD4 , and CF3Cl) were commercially

obtained and used without further purification. Spectroscopic

grade CC1 4 was further purified by a series of freeze/pump/thaw

cycles before introduction in to ion source chamber.

V. RECOMMNDATIONS:

Radiative stabilization in ion-molecule reactions is an

important and interesting area of study. Our studies of systems

which can radiate on a time scale which is competitive with

collisional stabilization have given us a unique opportunity to

examine this phenomenon. A detailed analysis of the work we

carried out this past summer at AFGL should lend us more insight

into the nature of radiative stabilization. Some of the things

our detailed data analysis will permit are: (1) assessment of the

importance of electronic states in the radiative process, and

determination of how important the proximity of a charge transfer

surface is; (2) investigation of the temeprature dependence of

the overall association process; (3) placement of limits on the

rate coefficients for the elementary processes involved in

production of stable addition product; and finally, (4)

comparison of these reactions to those for the boron trihalides

in order to begin to develop a general picture of the phenomenon

of radiative stabilization in ion-molecule association reactions.

A series of studies involving the use of different third-

bodies is a logical extension of the work we have done at AFGL

this past summer. An examination of the association reactions of
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CX3 + (X = H, D, F, CCl) with S02 in argon and nitrogen buffer

gases will help us to determine whether or not the non-zero

intercept in our data is due to radiative stabilization.

Furthermore, these data will permit us to obtain values of the

radiative association rate coefficients in favorable cases, and

to place upper limits on them in the less favorable cases. It

will be interesting to examine the CF3+ reaction to see whether

the curvature observed in kinetic data in helium is present for

other third-bodies as well. Temperature studies of the reactions

in N, and Ar will also be of interest.

Finally, our examination of vi/vo as a function of T, P, and

FHe was carried out on the AFGL SIFT using helium as the buffer

gas. It will be interesting to carry out the same type of study

on our flowing afterglow using He, Ar, and N2 . To my knowledge,

such a comprehensive study has not been done. In contrast to the

AFGL SIFT, our FA has a slightly larger inner diameter, is

electropolished, does not contain DRIFT rings, and has an

electron gun ion source in the tube rather than a Venturi-type

injector. Our measurements will indicate whether these

characteristics have a significant effect on ion velocities.
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UPWARD CONTINUATION OF GRAVITY DATA WITH ERROR ESTIMATES

ABSTRACT

An experiment performed in the past year by AFGL

personnel appears to show a deviation from the Newtonian

inverse square law. In this experiment, gravity measurements

on the earth's surface are continued upward and are compared

with gravity measurements on a TV tower. The upward

continuation is not a simple exercise and has been done in

several different and independent ways. It is proposed here

to undertake still another approach to the upward

continuation to provide a check of the earlier continuation

calculations, to provide a test for the presence of

discrepant data, and to obtain independent error estimates in

the predicted gravity on the tower.
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I. INTRODUCTION: I have taught elementary physics and have

done experimental work in nuclear physics and have more

recently been interested in various gravitational

experiments. During the summers of 1986-87, as a NASA Summer

Faculty Fellow, I considered the possibility of measurements

of the Newtonian gravitational constant G in a spacecraft

laboratory. As a result of the foregoing, the AFGL

experiment on the variation of G with distance was of

particular interest to me.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT: My primary objective

for the 1988 SFRP was to become less than totally ignorant of

the fields of geodesy and gravimetry and to learn about the

experiments carried out by the AFGL on non-Newtonian gravity.

III. READINGS: To become familiar with the research going

on in the Geodesy Branch, I have talked with the researchers

there and have read from several sources and reports, among

which are the references listed at the end of this report.

IV. TOWER GRAVITY EXPERIMENT: Briefly, the tower gravit"

experiment is a method for testing the Newtonian force law

F = GMm/r
2

at distances of separation r between about 10 and 1000

meters. The potential whose gradient gives the Newtonian

force law satisfies Laplace's Equation. It turns out that a

specification of the magnitude of the force per unit test

mass (that is, what ge-deticists call the acceleration of

gravity, or gravity, for short) on the ground surrounding a

tower permits one to "upward continue" to predict the value

of gravity along the tower. The AFGL group finds (Eckhardt
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et al., 1988, Romaides et al., 1988) that the measured

gravity on the tower does not quite agree with the gravity

predicted from the measurements on the ground, and they infer

that there is a measurable departure from the Newtonian

force law. Other workers (Stacy et al., Anders et al.) have

reported deviations from the Newtonian law, although they

obtain less detail on the form of the deviation from the

Newtonian force law than does the AFGL group.

The upward continuation calculation is not a simple

exercise. The AFGL group undertook several different

approaches, two of which agree closely, and the third of

which has not yet been shown to the stable. In addition,

obtaining estimates of the error in the prediction of gravity

on the tower has also turned out not to be simple.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of these considerations, it would be useful

to undertake still another approach to the upward

continuation to accomplish two gcals; first, to provide a

further check of the earlier continuation calculations and,

second, to provide a possible test for the presence of

discrepant data and an estimate of the errors in the

predicted gravity on the tower. An additional benefit from

such a calculation would be to have predictions of gravity

gradients which conceivably could also be measured on the

tower.

In a proposal for a mini-grant through the USAF-UES

SFRP, I outline a possible procedure. Briefly, afteL

accounting for centrifugal force and the gravitational effect
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of the atmosphere and tower, I propose to attempt to fit the

ground data to a harmonic series

= I A m,n exp[i(mx + ny) - (m2 + n2 )1 / 2 z]

m,n

To limit the number of parameters to a manageable number,

fits to the inner zone will be done after a fit to a larger

outer zone has been accomplished.
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Impulse Approximation Formalism

for Atom Molecule Collisions

by

Pradip M. Bakshi

ABSTRACT

The Impulse Approximation Formalism has been developed beyond

the Peaking Approximation to tackle the low projectile velocity,

high internal molecular energy collisions. A new representation is

given for the T-matrix for the hard core potential. This Momentum

Transfer Representation converges rapidly and is found to be

separable for the prior and the post forms. Explicit expressions

are obtained for the differential and total cross sections in terms

of vector coupling coefficients. Various theoretical extensions and

experimental applications are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Quantum mechanical Impulse Approximation(IA) has been employed in

the literature [Bogan(1974); Eckelt, Korsch and Philipp (1974); Beard

and Micha (1981)] to study the collisions between fast atomic

projectiles and target diatomic molecules. The central idea of IA is

to treat the three body (atom-diatomic molecule) process as a pair of

two-body (atom-atom) collisions with the third atom remaining a

spectator. It has recently been suggested by Sharma (1988) at AFGL

that IA may also be relevant for collisions of low energy particles

with target molecules having large internal energy. Such an extension

of the formalism may eventually prove helpful in explaining the

R-branch band-heads observed in vibration-rotation band emission from

high-altitude atmospheric and flow tube laboratory experiments, which

are of interest at AFGL.

My past familiarity with some of this work, as well as my

background in mathematical physics were relevant in my becoming

involved in this Program.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The preliminary objectives of this program were (1) to review the

literature on IA formalism, and (2) to extend the formalism to

situations involving low projectile velocity and high internal

molecular energy. In IA the scattering amplitude is represented as an

integral in momentum space of the product of three factors: the final

state of the molecule, the off-shell two-body T-matrix and the initial
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state of the molecule. In the earlier literature the evaluation of

this integral was simplified by adopting the Peaking Approximation (PA)

in which the T-matrix is evaluated at a fixed value of the momentum,

where the product of the other two factors has its peak value. Then

the T-matrix can be taken out of the integral and the remaining

integration is straightforward and leads to simple molecular overlap

integrals.

During the course of our work it was realized that the PA was

quite inadequate for collisions involving low projectile energies. The

variation of the T-matrix over the domain of integration was quite

significant and had to be taken into account properly. In fact, this

was the essential technical problem, which had to be solved, in order

to arrive at a reasonable extension of the formalism to low energy

collisions. Physically, the angular correlation between the angular

momentum of the two-body process and the angular momentum of the

molecule is ignored in PA. Thus (3), developing an appropriate

formalism which would go beyond PA and not ignore the angular

correlations, became an added objective during the course of the

research effort.

The review of IA is given below in Section III. New approaches

developed to go beyond PA are described in sections IV and V. A new

representation was developed for the T-matrix as described in section

IV. The angular momentum couplings for low projectile velocities are

developed in section V. The main results, and their implications are

summarized in section VI. Finally the recommendations for follow-up

research are described in section VII.
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III. IMPULSE APPROXIMATION FORMALISM:

The differential cross section for a rotational vibrational

transition (njIn'j'; 6; P3) in the center of mass frame of the three

atoms is given in the IA by Eckelt, Korsch and Philipp (1974),

do ( j = 1 P3 m, ! 2 s I  2(njnj;8 P3)- 2j+i p mm' (*-- "3 Z 2I (1)
Wp3 m hs-1,2

where
, * + +

Is lP S 5 f (q'3 ) Ts *i (q3 ), (2)

and, P3 and p 3 are the momenta of atom 3 before and after collision, 6
+ !

is the angle between P3 and p 3, P3 is the reduced mass of the

collision system, i and f denote the initial and final molecular

states, s=1 and 2 describe the two possible impulse collisions where s

denotes the spectator atom. The differential cross section is

independent of the azimuthal angle because of the summation and

averaging over the magnetic quantum numbers m' and m. The momenta Pi

describe the relative momentum of atom i and the center of mass of the
4

other two atoms, while qi describes the relative momentum between these

two atoms. The relations between the three sets of these Jacobi

momenta are:

+ + m I  + + m 2  +q3 = -(P1 
+ mm P3) = (P2 

+  m P3)

+ m3 (q, =" m+ 3  P, + P3 (3)
m24-m3  1+ 3

q2 - \m2 3  2 + P3
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4. i I I

Similar expressions prevail for q'i with P3 replaced by P'3" Since

Pi - 0, any qj is expressible in terms of any two Pi. In view of the
i

integration over the spectator atom momentum in Eq. (2), it will be

convenient to use the forms given above in terms of Pl fo: s1l and in

terms of P2 for s=2.

The T-matrix for the hard core potential is given by Van Leeuwen

and Reiner (1961), and Beard and Micha (1981),

+ 4.

Ts = T(q' St qs; 6s0, (4)

where

T( ', E; 4-- (2X+l) q (q, q; E) Pt(cosO), (5)
41r

being the angle between q and q', and

tZ (q' , q, E) R2r2 , q2-k2  jZ (qR) d j2 (q'R) (6)

t£q, ,g)= +- - q12_'2 j qP d j t (q'R)(6

qv'2-k2 dR- , j£ (q'R) - (1)

dR
d

j£ (q'R) j£ (qR) dRR£n ht( I ) (kR) }.

R is the hard core radius for the collision between atom 3 and atom s,

Es =-h2k2/2Ms, m = reduced mass of the two body system. For s=1, m is

the reduced mass for the 3-2 collision and for s=2, it is the reduced

mass for the 3-1 collision. The energy E. in Eq. (4) represents the

energy available for the collision,
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2

ET PS(7)
a 2 Pss " ET 2 7

where Ps is the reduced mass of system consisting of the spectator atom

and the center of mass of the colliding two body system, and

ET - E3 + Ei = E'3 + Ef is the total energy of the three body system.

Eqs. (4) to (7) represent the off-shell T matrix (Beard and Micha,

(1981). Half on the shell T-matrix is obtained if instead of Eq. (7)

one employs as in Eckelt, Korsch and Philipp (1974),

-h2qs 2  
_2qs'2

C =  (Post) or es 2M (Prior). (8)

The different versions of the T-matrix will obviously lead to different

results for the cross sections. The relative merits of the various

versions will be discussed later. Explicit expressions for the various

masses are:

sm(l- = 15 j (j*s). (9)
Ps M sl -;M m3+m j ,

The Peaking Approximation (PA) is obtained when Ts in Eq. (2) is

evaluated at the particular value of ps, where the rest of the

integrand has its peak. If the peak in the integrand is sharp, and the

variation of T near the peak is relatively mild, PA will be a good

approximation and the rest of the integration is relatively simple and

provides as shown in Eckelt, Korsch and Philipp (1974),

i s  TsPeak f f* (+'3) *i(3) ds = TsPeak Ffi (ApYs), (10)

Ys - (-1)S Ms/(ml+m 2) s - 1,2; (11)
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Ffi(YAp) = f dr *f*(r) eiyAPr i (r). (12)

The subsequent calculation for the differential cross section is

simplified if we consider a homonuclear molecule (mI = m2). Then we

have

do .4P2 (2kL\ 4Y P r lea F2 (p,(13)3T= 43 h)P 3

where

F2 (Ap) = 2 Ffi (14)

jo 2 ' n
= (2j '+I) E(2 +1) f f(X)(10 0 0.fno

S(Ap) 0 Xnj,(r) jX (it Ap, Xnj(r ) r 2 dr, (15)

np nj '(njXn~r

and

4)+r )yjr)m(r )  +
Oi(r) = Xnj(r r; f(r) = Xn'j ,(r) Yj m,(r). (16)

It should be noted that PA is also valid when T. is almost

constant over the whole range of integration of ps, irrespective of the

characteristics of the rest of the integrand; PA can be valid even

when f* i in Eq. (2) has no sharp peaks. In the previous calculations

of Beard and Micha (1981) and Eckelt, Korsch and Phillip (1974) for

hyperthermal collisions, one or the other condition for PA was

satisfied, and it was by and large a reasonable approximation.

For low projectile energies, on the other hand, the variation

of the T-matrix over the domain of integration is quite significant and

needs to be taken into account properly. The primary difference
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between the hyperthermal and the low energy collisions can be seen by
+

expressing the two body momentum ql in terms of the incident momentum
+ +

P3 and the inte:.:al molecular momentum q3,

ql ap3 - bq3, (17)

3, m

a= 1 b, b= . (18)
m l+m2 m2+m3

In the process of integration, P3, P3' and Ap are fixed, and q3 is the

variable. The significant range of q3 is determined by the momentum

space product of the wave funaztions of the initial and the final states

4

in Eq. (2). Wher. P3 is large compared to q3, the variation in q1 is not

too significant and T(ql,q1 ' = q1 + Ap) also remains almost invariant.

For small P3, on the other hand, ql becomes proportional to q3 and the

T-matrix undergoes significant variation over the range of integration.

The PA is not a good approximation for low projectile velocities. In

the next two sections, we extend the IA formalism to go beyond the PA

for low energy collisions.

IV. A NEW REPRESENTATION FOR THE T-MATRIX:

The T-matrix for the hard core potential is given by Eqs. (5) to

(8). For low energy collisions (P3 small), es is essentially a

2 + +
function of qs due to Eqs. (7) and (3), and then T = T(q's, q.), a

function of only two vectors. Since q' - q + Ap, such a function can

be represented by a Legendre expansion in terms of the angle between the

two vectors q and Ap as well,
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4 +

T(q',q) =  PL(q'Ap) TL(q,Ap), (19)
L

with

TL(q,Ap) =fdV, PL(O ) T (L + -) 20)

+ +

where . = cos 61 , and O 1 is the angle between q and Ap. This

representation has some interesting properties. We first note that for

the prior or the post versions of C, Eq. (8), this representation is

exact, since no assumption is required about P3"

We have carried out a numerical evaluation of T for the prior, the

post and also the full (Eq. (8) with P3 = 0) version, and then

determined TL(q,Ap) in each case from Eq. (20). The relations

q= [q2 + (&p) 2 + 2q(Ap) cos 81] 1/2, (21)

cos (q + Ap cos 6 1)/q', (22)

and Eq. (5) define T in terms of q, Ap and t' = cos 61.

The new representation, which may be called the Momentum Transfer

Representation (MTR), converges rapidly. Unlike the old

representation, Eq.(5), where higher and higher Z terms are required

for increasing q, the new MTR in Eq.(19) manages to provide a fairly

accurate T with just the first few terms in L.

For the "post" form (Cs = q2 /2M s ) the functions TL have the

remarkable factorization property

TL (q, Ap) - JL (Ap) tt(q), (23)

leading to
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T(q', q) PL(q'Ap) jL(Ap) tL(q). (24)

L

A similar expression can be obtained in terms of q' and Ap for the

'2
"prior" form (es = q 2/2Ms). We have determined the set of

functions tL(q) for L-0 to 20 and qR ranging from 0 to 100. The most

significant contributions in Eq.(24) arise from L=O, I and 2.

It can be shown that the functions tL(q) appearing in the MTR, Eq.

(24), are related to the forward scattering amplitude, obtained by

setting = 0 in Eq. (5),

Tf =-L (2t+1) tz. (25)

For the "post" form, Eq. (6) simplifies [Eckelt, Korsch and

Philipp, 1974] to

j 2R  jX(q'R)

t = i m (qR) h(1)(qR) (26)

In MTR, the forward elastic scattering amplitude (Ap=O) is represented

by a single term (L=O), as all the other modified Bessel functions

vanish in Eq. (24),

Tf,e = tL=O (q). (27)

The corresponding amplitude obtained from Eqs. (25) and (26) is

_ fn2 R Ejy (qR)
TfX ( 2R (2t+1) (28)

(qR) hi)(qR)

Thus we identify to (q) in MTR with the explicit expression on the

right hand side in Eq. (28). We have compared the to(q) obtained
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numerically from Eqs. (20) and (23) from our computer programs and the

forward elastic amplitude given by Eq. (28); they were found to be

identical, providing a confirmation of the separability, Eq. (23), in

MTR. An independent asymptotic evaluation of the forward elastic

scattering amplitude is available in Wu (1956); our to(q) was found to

be in complete agreement with that result as well.

Higher order tL(q) can be related to appropriate derivatives of

the forward scattering amplitude. It can be shown that the tL(q) are

expressible in terms of T(r) (q):

t I = 3 T(j )  (29)

t2 = (5/2) to + (15/2) T(2 )

t3 = (7/2)t I + (35/2) T(3 )

t4 = -(63/8)t o + (9/2)t 2 + (315/8)T( 4 )

where

T(r)(q) Tf (q',q) q,=q (30)

and Tf(q',q) is given by Eqs. (25) and (26). We have verified all the

relations in Eq. (29). Since the coefficients seem to increase for

higher L, we have not tried to generalize Eq. (29) to the Lth order.

Eqs. (20) and (23) are probably more effective for the numerical

evaluation of tL(q).

We will need the MTR in the next section to obtain an expression

for the IA scattering amplitude without resorting to the Peaking

Approximation. The factorization property, which can be devleoped for

the "prior" form as well by interhanging q' and q, will be found to be

particularly useful.
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V. BEYOND THE PEAKING APPROXIMATION:

As pointed out earlier, employing PA is inappropriate when the

variation of T over the range of integration in Eq. (2) becomes

significant. Many experimental situations fall in this category.

While the IA has been around for over three decades and it is generally

known that PA is an additional approximation, not inherent in the IA

philosophy, the actual implementation of IA in the literature seems to

rest only at the PA level. To our knowledge, what is given below is

the first effort to develop the IA formalism beyond the PA.

The complete generalization of IA beyond PA to obtain explicit

expressions for the differential and total cross section is a difficult

endeavor. In the limited time frame of the Summer Program, it was

deemed advisable to concentrate on the limiting case of low energy

projectiles. As indicated in the Introduction this is also the

physical domain pertinent to the observations and experiments of

interest to AFGL.

For small projectile velocities, we can take from Eq. (17)

+ + +1 + +
q, = -bq 3 , q, = q, + Ap (31)

to evaluate the T-matrix. The scattering amplitude II is given by

Eq. (2). For simplicity we consider the homonuclear case, m1 m m2 ,

which leads to

+' I **
q3 - q3 - aP . (32)

Transformi-g the final state to the configuration space, we have
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11 f dr 0* (r) e(i/2 pr *i (r) (33)

*i ( r )  f dq 3 e-iq 3" r Oi(q3) T .(34)

Eq. (33) has the appearance of an overlap integral, Eq. (13), with

*i(r) replaced by 'i(r). The latter function, however, includes the

effects of the variability of T over the domain of integration. The

momentum space integration in Eq. (34) is carried ouE by separating the

angular and the magnitude parts,

4,(q) 4IriJ Yjm(q) Wnj(q), (35)

Wnj(q) f0 dr r2 Xnj(r) jj(qr), (36)

and expressing T in the MTR, Eq. (19). Choosing the z-axis along Ap,

we have
A A

PL(q'Ap) = (4 7r/ L)1 /2 YWo(q), L (2L+l) (37)

Expressing the exponential in Eq. (34) in the standard partial wave

expansion, we find

IFi(r) = EE K(r,Ap) Y A (r) A(j L X ,m) (38)
LX

K(r,Ap) f dq q2 Wn ( q 3 ) TL (bq 3 ,AP) JX(q3r) (39)
0 d 3 q3 Wnj3

where A is the result of angular integrations and involves Clebsch-

Gordan coefficients. The final integration in Eq. (33) is similarly

separated into the radial and angular parts, and leads to the
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separated into the radial and angular parts, and leads to the

structure

I1 = EEZ, N(Ap) BQj LX X 'j',m) 6mm', (40)
LkX'

N(Ap) = dr r 2 Xn'j ,(r) Ji '( Apr) K(r,Ap). (41)

The angular part B essentially reflects the addition of three

angular momenta, j + L + A' = J', and can be expressed in terms of the

product of a Racah coefficient and four Clebsch-Gordon coefficients,

only one of which depends on m. It is now possible to sum over m' and

m in Eq. (1) to obtain the differential cross section,

do . 4v2) 3' )4E j1.
dOF 32~ P3 r Fj~ (42)

where Fj is the effective amplitude,

Fj = EZD(j L X X 'j 'J) N(Ap), (43)

and D represents the angular momentum addition algebra through the

vector coupling coefficients.

We have developed complete computer programs for the evaluation of

the amplitudes Fj, the differential cross sections and the state to

state (nj + n'j') total cross sections obtained by integrating over

the angle e. We are now in a position to apply this formalism to a

variety of problems.
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VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS:

A complete formalism for IA without PA has been described in the

previous two sections for the low projectile velocity limit. In this

section we provide some additional clarifications and comments.

1) The criterion for the smallness of P3: The relevant parameter
+ +

is the ratio aP3/bq3. When >>1, q1  is proportional to q3 and T

becomes a function of only two vectors, Ap and q3. Thus an expansion

in the Legendre series based on the angle between these two vectors

becomes possible. It is important to have q3 as the main variable in

T, otherwise the radial integrals in q3 would not be feasible.

2) If P3 is not so small: When is not too large, the treatment

in section V is no longer complete. The MTR is still exact in terms of
+ 4

Ap and q1 for the post form. The practical difficulty is that the

rest of the intergrand is simple only in terms of q3. Re-expressing

the wave functions in terms of q1 provides a well defined approach at

the cost of more angular integrals. This should be developed

further.

3) If P3 is large: now << 1 and T does not vary much since P3

is fixed for the momentum space integration. Thus a PA becomes

possible. This is the limit in which the work of Eckelt, Korsch and

Philipp (1974) and Beard and Micha (1981) becomes a valid

approximation.

4) The radial integral N has a factorization property if TL(qlAp)

is factorizable. This aspect simplifies calculations for the post and

prior forms of T, and entails an order of magnitude reduction in the

computing time.
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5) Recent experiments of Stewart, et al. (1988) with low

projectile velocities show interesting "quasi-resonant" behavior with a

highly favored rate for Aj = - 4 An transitions. Their theoretical

explanation in that paper and its sequel, Magill, et al. (1988), is

based on classical trajectory analysis. Our formalism may prove

relevant for a quantum mechanical analysis of this problem.

VII RECOMMENDATIONS:

Considerable effort has been invested in this problem during the

Summer Program, and the results obtained so far already provide a

significant extension of the theory of the Impulse Approximation. All

earlier work has been based on the Peaking Approximation. This is

probably the first effort to go beyond that restriction. We can thus

expect this to be useful in many situations. In terms of the

C-parameter introduced in the last section, >>1 is the proper domain

of application of the theory developed here. While some situations may

directly fall in this category, many more are likely to have 4 > 1.

Thus, on the theoretical side the next task would be to develop a more

general approach:

(I) One possible avenue is to use the MTR in terms of q1 and Ap.

For post and prior forms the Legendre expansion is then exact. By

expressing q3 and q3' in the wave functions in terms of q, it would be

possible to do the radial integrals. The angular integrals will be

more cumbersome and may lead to more Racah coefficients or even 9j

symbols.

(2) Another possibility is to expand the T-matrix in the complete
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set YLM (q3) with coefficients TLM (q3, Ap, P3). The radial integrals

will not pose any additional problems. Perhaps (FjJ2 of Eq. (42) may

be replaced by IFJM12 with summation over both indices. This approach

is not restricted to just the post or prior forms.

(3) Simpler approximations can also be developed.

For Applications, the results of Magill, et al. (1988) are very

interesting and seem to fall in the > 1 category in our

classification.

(4) It would be worthwhile to apply the formalism as is, just to

see if it captures the essence of their results. This should not take

too long.

(5) Further extensions of theory should then be brought to bear on

their full range of experiments.

(6) Some other papers in the literature also show the

quasi-resonant phenomena; Thompson (1981). Other state selective

studies such as Chawla, et al. (1988) may also be analyzed in terms of

our more general IA theory.

(7) Finally, the original impetus for this work viz. the AFGL

atmospheric and laboratory studies, should be analyzed in terms of our

extended IA theory and its subsequent developments.

This would be a long-range, ongoing program and the next few steps

can be taken through the follow-up Research Initiation Program.
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Total Dose Effect on Soft Error Rate for Dynamic MOS Memory Cells

by

Reuben Benumof

Abstract

A simple model for the soft error rate for dynamic MOS random access

memories due to normal galactic radiation was devised and then used to

calculate the rate of decrease of the SEU rate with total radiation dose.

The computation shows that the decrease in the soft error rate is of the

order of one per cent per day if the shielding is 0.5 g/cm 2 and the

spacecraft is in a geosynchronous orbit. The decrease is considerably

less in a polar orbiting device.
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1. Introduction

I have been interested in the effect of cosmic radiation on

microelectronic circuits in space for a number of years. In particular,

I have written several papers on models of bipolar, thin film, and metal-

oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors exposed to radiation.

The effects of cosmic radiation have been analyzed as either the

result of the total absorbed dose or as the outcome of the passage of a

single ion. Comparatively little work has been done on the extent to

which the total dose affects single ion phenomena. Since the Space

Physics Division of the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory is interested in

the effects of cosmic radiation, an analysis of the effect of the total

dose on single ion phenomena provides useful information.

2. Objective of the Research Effort

When a cosmic ion passes through a sensitive region of a memory

cell, information may be inverted. The purpose of this research was to

calculate the extent to which prolonged exposure to radiation affects the

rate at which inversions or single event upsets (SEUs) occur in dynamic

random access memory (DRAM) cells.

3. Effective Cross Section of a Sensitive Volume

An important consideration in the determination of the rate of

occurrence of single event upsets in a DRAM cell is the effective cross

section of the sensitive volume. We assume that the sensitive volume is

convex and that all ion tracks intersect the surface twice, once at

entrance and once at exit. No track ends in the volume.

The icnic flux producing SEUs is essentially isotropic.1
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Consequently, the incident isotropic flux density per unit energy range

of ion species i may be expressed as follows:

where Ji(L) is usually given in particles/cm2 s. sr. MEV, P7 is the

number of ions per unit volume per unit energy range, and 2 is the

speed of the ion in cm/s. The kinetic energy Ei of a cosmic ion and the

speed z2 are related nonrelativistically as in the equation below:

where mi is the mass of the ion.

An element of the total flux d2() per unit energy range

incident on an element dS of the surface of a sensitive volume may be

obtained by integrating .t' (IC) as shown below.

a (Z-,(3)ll. 7 2/

A

where - is an inwardly directed unit vector and is outwardly

directed. The origin of the spherical coordinate system is located on

dS and a, is a differential solid angle in the
A

direction of ..-f All particles within the differential solid angle

proceed in the direction of -A' toward the surface element d'. Since

A

we get, after performing the integration in Eq. (3))
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The total isotropic flux per unit energy range incident on the surface of

sensitive volume is obtained by integrating Eq. (4). The result is

We note that

and that, consequently, we may interpret 9 (*7) as the

omnidirectional flux density per unit energy range. The quantity S/4 may

be designated as the effective cross section A of the sensitive volume

for the occurrence of soft errors. Thus,

- (r)

Equation (7) is the focal point of the above discussion.

We may now write

The cross section A is a geometrical quantity and is the same for all

species of ion. Hence, the total flux per unit energy range through the

surface S due to all species of cosmic ion is

Very often the quantity of greatest interest is the total flux

through a surface S due to all species of ion having energy in excess of

a minimum energy C,, • The total integrated flux is

given by
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We shall use Eq. (10) to find the soft error rate.

3. General Formula for Soft Error Rate

A general formula for the soft error rate must take into account two

conditions. The first is that a candidate ion must have enough energy to

create sufficient charge in a sensitive volume to cause a single event

upset. In quantitative terms, if Qc is the critical charge to cause an

SEU, then the energy Ei of the ion must be equal to or greater than a

minimum energy f,, ; that is.

where E is the energy required to form an electron-hole pair and q is

the charge of an electron. The implied assumption in Eq. (11) is that

all the electron-hole pairs formed within the sensitive volume by the

cosmic ion are separated by the electric field in the region. This

assumption is reasonable and is normally made2 when the sensitive region

includes a p-n junction where the field intensity is high.

The second condition for an ion of species i to cause a soft error

is concerned with the rate of deposition of energy and not merely with

the amount of energy to be deposited. The rate of energy deposition L is

called the stopping power or the linear energy transfer rate and is

defined as follows:

L~7 (.Z

where f is the density of the medium and dx is an element of length. A

common unit for L is MeV.cm2/g. If we set ds equal to/,a Wx . then

d,L (63)
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We shall call s the density path length. In terms of L and s. the energy

deposited by an ion of species i along its path is sLi. Consequently, a

requirement for an ion to cause an SEU is that

In writing Eq. (14) we assumed that Li is constant over the entire path

length s. For small sensitive volumes this is a good approximation.

Equation (14) is difficult to use because ions of species i may

travel along paths having different lengths and may have different

stopping powers because of their different energies. To simplify Eq.

(14). we shall introduce an average density path length 40 We define

Z thus:

where V is the volume of the sensitive region and A is given by Eq.

(7). We now think of all the ions as traveling through the volume V

along paths of the same average density length .. Substituting

for s in Eq. (14) permits us to write

where Lmin is the minimum stopping power that an ion may have to cause an

SEU. Equation (16) states that the minimum energy EpQc/q must be

deposited in a path of density length exactly .i , Essentially this

equation relates the minimum energy of an ion of any species to the

minimum rate of energy deposition.

An ion of species i may be described by stating its energy Ei and
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stopping power Li. We note, however, that Li is a function of Ei. The

flux density of such ions may be specified per unit energy range by

giving / (C) in units of particles /cm2"sr's'MeV. or, alternatively.

may be specified per unit stopping power range by giving J (L) in

units of particles /cm2 "sr's'MeV'cm2 "g-l. The same particle flux may be

described either by J,. (E) or -J (L) . In fact.

The absolute value signs are introduced because dL/dE may be negative.

Integrating Eq. (17). we get

,., .(" ") d ' 3' in Z Z "S

where Li max is the maximum possible stopping power of an ion of species

i. Thus, in Eq. (10) may be expressed as

s L >"'A J Aj(-)W/. ()

The integrated flux states the number of particles traversing the

sensitive volume V per unit time. Each of these particles is capable of

causing an SEU. Hence, if the volume V is sensitive only a fraction f of

the time, then the soft error rate U is

where U is expressed in units of errors per unit time per information

bit. Equation (20) is a simplified version of the formula for U given by

Adams.
3

4. Effect of Total Radiation Dose on Soft Error Rate

We now wish to determine the effect on the soft error rate U of
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impinging ions that do not cause SEUs. Basically. we wish to find

W L)1W) where 2 is the radiation dose in rads and is much larger

than the energy deposited by ions causing SEUs. Since U is a function of

Lmin as shown by Eq. (20). we must first express Lmin in terms of Y

From Eq. (16) we know that

In a 3-transistor dynamic NMOS memory cell, 4 when the generated charge Qc

in the source depletion region of one transistor is transferred to the

gate of a second transistor, the latter transistor is turned off. and the

stored bit of information is destroyed. The relation between the gate

voltage and Qc is 5

where V& is the gate voltage. Vr the threshold voltage, and Cox the

oxide capacitance. Clearly. if V. is fixed then

a' - Cox d Vr . &72)

The increment d4c in critical charge is positive because the threshold
voltage shift due to radiation is in the negative direction. 6 Finally.

we may write

d Vr (A 1<d.3 (s

In the above equation, the constant K in V/rad is given by
7

K 6 (/0 - '  ) (/)

where Xo is the oxide thickness in angstroms. Thus,c, z - - -- (c. d, =. C' 62 j< ao-
C- C, r) = P
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The last equality gives the relation between ci' h0. and d"

We now differentiate Eq. (20) and use Eq. (25). The result is

=-( "<'l: ) C' " <z.,x

The minus sign in Eq. (26) shows that the soft error rate decreases with

increased total radiation dose. Experimentally. this was shown by R.

Berger et al. 8 and A.R. Knudson et al. 9 for MOS DRAMs.

A crucial question is whether the rate of decrease is significant

for radiation encountered in satellite orbits. We use the data provided

by Pickel and Blandford 4 . 1 0 for a 3-transistor dynamic NMOS RAM cell.

The data are listed below.

Dimensions of sensitive region:

23.5/m x 31.5 / x 8.5

Volume of sensitive region:

V = 6.292 x 10
- 9 cm3

Effective cross section of sensitive region:

Density of silicon: / "- 2. 3q /C M

Average density length:

.2- 5 x, )

Formation energy of an electron-hole pair in Si:

Ep = 3.6 x 10- 6 MeV/e-h pair

Experimentally determined critical charge Qc:
10

Qc = 0.6 x 10- 1 2 C

Electron charge q: q = 1.6 x 10- 1 9 C

Minimum stopping power from Eq. (16):

Lmin = 5.6 x 103 MeV. cm2 g- 1
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Gate voltage VG: VG = 5 V

Threshold voltage VT: VT = 2 V

From Eq. (21): Cox = 0.2 x 10 -12 Fo

From Eq. (24) with X = 700 A

K = 1.8 x 10 - 4 V/rad

Fraction f of time that bit is stored: f =

From E.L. Petersen et al.:1

34r Yu (Z"'.) = I = 3, 3 Ac f/0 M W//kVocbl >' -

Using the above data and substituting in Eq. (26). we obtain

di= - eu-o- s/Y - bit-r"a'a

A 4K RAM contains 4096 cells, and the memory on which the above data is

based contains 24 such RAMs. Consequently, dU/d6 for this memory is

-3.3 x 10- 4 errors/day rad. In a spacecraft in a geosynchronous orbit

the daily increment in ZY beneath 0.5 g/cm 2 of shielding is of the order

of 300 rads. 12  Since the observed error rate U for this memory was

approximately I/day.4 the decrease in error rate would be approximately

one per cent per day in a geosynchronous orbit. Polar orbiting

satellites experience radiation dose rates that are considerably less

than that in a geosynchronous orbit, and consequently, the decrease in

error rate is much smaller.

5. Discussion and Summary

Information is stored in a MOS DRAM cell in the form of the charge

on a MOS capacitor. The occurrence of a SEU in such a cell depends on

whether the charge induced by a cosmic ion causes the MOS capacitor to

discharge. If the MOS storage capacitor is the gate oxide capacitance of

a transistor, the system is simple to model on a first order basis, as
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was done above. The crucial parameter in the model is the critical

charge Qc for upset.

For comparison, we briefly consider a CMOS static RAM (SRAM) cell.

A CMOS SRAM cell consists of two cross-coupled inverters. each consisting

of a p-channel MOSFET connected drain to drain to an n-channel MOSFET.

In state 1 of this flip-flop, p-channel MOSFET P1 of the first inverter

and n-channel MOSFET N2 of the second inverter are on. The other two

transistors, N1 and P2. are off. As a result of a cosmic ion strike in

the drain region of P2 , N1 is turned on with N2 still on.
13 Only one of

these two transistors can remain on. If N1 remains on. the flip-flop has

undergone a transition to state 2. with the result that information is

lost. If N2 remains on, the flip-flop remains in state 1, and

information is conserved. We now recall that exposure to radiation

causes the threshold voltage of both R, and N2 to shift in the negative

direction. This means that more charge is needed to turn N2 off as shown

by Eq. (22), whereas less charge must be supplied to the gate of N1 to

turn N1 on. Whether the SEU rate increb-es or decreases is difficult to

determine analytically. The critical charge Qc for upset depends upon

various circuit parameters and is best determined by experiment as was

done by Pickel and Blandford' 0 for the DRAM considered above. Campbell

and Stapor 14 found experimentally that the SEU rate in an SRAM increases

with total dose in contrast to the decrease of SEU rate with total dose

in a DRAM.

In summary, the decrease of the soft error rate in a DRAM in a

gecsynchronous orbit is of the order of one per cent per day if the

2shielding is 0.5 g/cm2 . In a polar orbit, the decrease would be

considerably less.
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7. Recommendations

a. The rate of single event upsets is an important consideration in the

design of electronic circuits in space. As indicated in the foregoing

analysis, to minimize the SEU rate the effective cross section of a

memory cell must be made as small as possible and the critical charge

must be made as large as possible.

b. Research is needed to extend the results of the above analysis to

static MOS random access memory cells for which experiments indicate that

the SEU rate increases as the exposure to cosmic radiation increases.
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DIGITAL PHOTOMETRIC CALI BRALION OF HND ANIHL'(SIS WITH "'LLEhC

IMAGERS IN THE ULTRAVIOLET

by

Donald F. Collins

ABSTRACT

Algorithms and computer programs were de,,e loped TOI the

following tasks: a) analyze close-up images of plumes T-rom

rocet engine test firings to determine the plume a ,:is

the plume profile near the edge of the nozzleZ b) +o

calibrate imaging photometers with point-like ciaqes; c,

measure the total signal in faint star images -jith poor

signal/noise. The focal length of a supplementary telesctr#-

lens was determined which would enhance the ilaqes of a

large format telescope with respect to field of viewi and

speed. Tutorial instruction was gi.ven to A-FGL persoinel o,

the u.se of commercial suftware packages .- bS1 and hh-Wf-R

,-hicn the author has used extensively in his anaiysis.
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DIGITAL PHOTOMETRIC CALIBRATION OF AND ANALYSIS WITH VIDEO

IMAGERS IN THE ULTRAVIOLET

I. INTRODUCTION:

Having developed image processing procedures during a

1986-87 research initiation program, I was selected to

continue this work during the summer of 198e at AFGL to

develop calibration analysis proqrams and field analysis

programs for video imagers sensitive to the ultraviolet.

IT. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The research goals and objectives for the summer of

1988 are:

A. Calibrate several UV Imagers. This includes

spectral sensitivity, resolution vs. intensifier

gain, and geometric properties.

B. Develop a universal standard procedure for the

analysis of optical calibration data.

C. Develop automatic algorithms for the analysis of

rocket plume images acquired with the imagers.

D. Instruct AFGL personnel in the use of ASYST and

MATLAB (data analysis packages Dr. Collins uses at

Warren Wilson College and since acquired by the

AFGL). These packages and the instruction have

proved to be extremely beneficial to the AFGI. -

especially for the UV calibration facility.

E. Develop and learn utility programs for varioius

sophisticated image processing functions.

€. In addition to the work of direct interest to the

AFGL with rocket plumes, Dr. Collins will work with

ionospheric and auroral data, develop additional

applications for image processing for physics and
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Warren Wilson Colleae. and will plan future research

for Warren Wilson College by submitting an RIP

proposal or an AFOSR proposal or both.

G. Upon arrival at AFGL image photometry was developed

to locate the plume axis of rocket test firinqs iii

order to study the brightness profiles near the edge

of the plumes. These imaqes were photographed close

to the rocket engine at Arnold Engineering and

Development Center (AEDC).

H. A modification of an existing telescope was

calculated in order to improve the match in field of

view of the instrument with the size of the

detector.

Careful evaluation of the objectives A - F above

indicated that item C would not be very beneficial. Item A

was largely omitted because only one UV imager was

available, only for a small fraction of the 10 week

residence. The calibration procedure had already been

developed by the author in 1986, a procedure which has sinre

been implemented by AFGL personnel on other imagers. Items

G and H were added to the plan.

III. ANALYSIS OF CALIBRATION DATA

A major improvement for analyzing the calibratiotn

images was developed. The imager is placed in a calibration

chamber which consists of collimated monochromatic light.

The telescope focuses the collimated light as a spot on the

photocathode. When the images are digitized, 32 frames are

averaged to minimize the noise. The total signal in Analog

Digital Units (ADU) is calculated by adding the net signal

ADU's over a frame (64 x 64 pixels) surrounding the point-

like image. The new procedure subtracts a background frame

(recorded in the absence of light) from the raw digitized

image to obtain the net signal. This method eliminates

fixed-pattern noise in the CCD camera from the image.
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The old method determined the backqround by averacli,,

around the perimeter of the 64 x 64 frame and determining a

threshold of pixel values to contribute to the sum which

could omit a sizeable fraction of the signal (about 5%).

The uncertainty in the total signal by means of addinq

all net ADU's in the frame is determined by the noise in the

video electronics. The standard deviation in the sianal is

calculated from

S(sianal) = J(N) (1)

where a is the standard deviation of the net ADU valises

obtained from the perimeter of the 64 x 64 frame, and N is

the total pixels in the frame (64 x 64 = 4096). This

uncertainty is about 35 ADU when averaging 32 frames and is

less than 1% of the total signal for moderate signals.

IV. STELLAR PHOTOMETRY

When conducting rocket plume photometry during a

launch, a measurement of the transmission of the atmosphere

at the wavelengths of interest is needed to calculate the

absolute plume radiance at the source. Because the UV

intensities of many stars are known from spacecraft

measurements it was proposed to photograph at least one

star with various filter configurations near launch time to

measure the atmospheric transmission at various wavelengths.

Images of several bright stars were photographed on 25 July

1988 from the rooftop of AFGU. This was a night of high

humidity, thin clouds, and a bright moon, but several stars

were successfully photographed through a single filter (30%

transmission at 2970 A x 500 A bandwidth). Both a-1-yr

(Vega) and a-Aql (Altair) were analyzed by procedures

similar to the analysis of the signal in the calibration

runs: the total signal in ADU is obtained by summing all the

net pixel values in the image. However, for faint point-

I Code, A. D. and M. R. Meade. Astrophysical Journal

Supplement Series 39, pp.195-289 (Feb. 1979)
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Figure 1.. A 3-dim display of the star o-Lyr (Vega) at
2970 A showing the large noise in the background.

like images, the noise or fluctuations in the background

part of the image can dominate the signal (see Figure 1).

The successful solution to this problem consists of

making the summing box sufficiently small that the noise is

minimized. First the background frame is subtracted from

the stellar frame. Second the width of the image spot is

estimated by calculating the full-width at half maximum

(FWHM). The FWHM is estimated by counting all pixels with
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values great r than the mid-range of pixel values in the

frame. The square root of this count is approximately the

diameter of the spot (FWHM). The intearation size is chosen

to be 2.2 times the FWHM which includes about 97% of the

area of the image spot. The calculated results for the

atmospheric transmission measured for both a-Lyr and o-Aq}

are shown in Table 1. The estimated atmospheric

transmission under the conditions of viewing at 2970 A x

500 A bandwidth, zenith, and "excellent" visibility is

0.038. The factor of four discrepancy may be accounted for

light leakage through the rejection regions of the sinole

2970 A filter used for the star test. Further calibration

of the filters in question are needed to resolve this

discrepancy.

Table 1. Atmospheric transmission as measured by

stellar photometry in the UV.

Star UV flux Measured Atm
detector outside signal trans
atmosphere
(Code and Meade)

(Photon/ms) (Photon/ms)

oc-Lyr 3.48xi04 4.7xi03 .14

o(-Aql 1.19x104 1.7x103 .14

2 Kneizys, F. X., E. P. Shettle, W. 0. Gallery, H. H.

Chetwynd, Jr, L. W. Abreu, J. E. A. Selby, S. A. Clough. and R.
W. Fein, "Atmospheric Transmittance/Radiance: Computer Code
LOWTRAN 6", AFGL-TR-83-Ol87, I Aug. 1983.
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V. TELESCOPE ENHANCEMENT

The UV imagers consist of a UV transmitting Cassegrain

telescope, filter wheel, an image intensifier consistinQ of

a photo cathode, micro-channel-plate electron multiplier.

and phosphor readout. The phosphor is imaged onto the CCD

sensor of a video camera by an f/0.95 copy lens. The copy

lens also reduces the image from the 25 mm diameter

intensifier output to the 8.8 mm x 6.6 mm CCD sensor. The

CCD camera produces a standard TV video (RS-170) which is

recorded on video tape to be later digitized by a video

processing unit (FG-10/AT) in an MS-DOS desk--top computer.

When designing a telescope for photometry of near

point-like sources (flames, stars, distant plumes) the only

geometrical parameters are the focal-length and diameter (as

well as the related f/no: focal-length/diameter). The

performance trade-offs are spatial resolution (enhanced by a

long focal-length) and image brightness (enhanced by a small

f/no or short focal-length.

One of the imaging units is currently being fitted with

an 18 inch diameter Cassegrain telescope with 131 inch

effective focal-length (f/no = f/7.3). With this long focal

length, the field of view subtended by the I inch diametet

intensifier is 0.44 degree (less than the diameter of the

moon or sun when viewed from earth) which makes tracking of

a moving rocket difficult. In addition, the 1 inch diameter

detector is a poor match for the large format telescope (the

image size is about 3.5 times the size of the photocathode).

A converging lens of appropriate focal length placed or

the output aperture of the telescope improves the optical

coupling efficiency as well as increases the speed (smaller

f/no.) as shown in Figure 2. Using the thin lens equation,

= -_(2)

f I

where f is the focal length of the converging lens, i is the

original image distance from the lens and is negative in eq.
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Exitll a e t rF ile pe t r

Photocathode

Figure 2. Converging lens on output port of telescope
to increase field of view and telescope speed.

(2), corresponding to a virtual "object" and i' is the new

image position. From geometry the parameters of interest

are calculated and shown in Table II for the various focal-

length quartz lenses available. As can be seen from Table

II the presence of the converging lens decreases the f/no by

a factor of about 7 thus increasing the brightness by about

Table II. Comparison of various focal-length converqing
lenses at output of 18 inch telescope.

Focal f/no Image Field of Vignettinq
length location view by filter

wheel
(cm) (deg) (in)

No lens f/7.3 18.0 .437 ---

200 mm f/0.95 9.5 .83 .25

500 mm f./1.3 13.2 .58 .2

1000 mm f/1.5 15.25 .514 .16
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50 (1/(f/no) ). One will also expect numerous aberrations

and coma from such a small f/no using a simple lens. With a

plano-convex lens, the convex side should be awa from the

image to minimize spherical aberration. Another important

factor is the vignetting by the filter aperture in the much

larger angle of the convergence cone (see Fiqure 2). The

vignetting in Table II is the radial reduction in the edge

of the image caused by the shadow of the filter aperture.

VI. CLOSE-UP BRIGHTNESS PROFILES

A. Description of the problem

An AFGL UV imager had photographed the plume produced

by the test firing of a solid fuel propulsion unit at Arnold

Engineering and Development Center (AEDC). A preliminary

aca,# 4f Me brightness of the plumes immediately aft of the

nozzle showed that the intensity of the plume radiation

extended radially beyond the edge of the nozzle opening.

This was not expected. The images have since been analv:yd

more carefully to determine the center of the nozzle. The

nozzle is not visible in the UV images, and only one edge of

the flame was visible due to a limited field of view. The

center of the flame was determined from the maximum

brightness; the nozzle edge was determined by the field of

view. The radiation profile relative to the nozzle

immediately below the nozzle opening was then determined.

B. Location of the nozzle center

It is assumed that the image is brightest along the

rocket axis aft of the exit nozzle. Therefore the center of

the plume should be located where the average maximum from

every line in the digital image is located. Because of the

noise in the images, one finds considerable fluctuation in

C. Stergis, V. Baisley, J. Lowrance, and G. Lemunyan,
"Ultraviolet Radiations from Super Bates Motors (U)", Paper 1105,
Proc. JANNAF Plume Technology Meeting, April, 1988.
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the horizontal position of each lines' maximum value. Tn

locate the plume axis, each imaqe line is read and the

maximum brightness value in each line is located. The pixel

corresponding to that maximum value is -eplaced by a white

dot. Figure 3 shows a digital image processed with this

technique. The center of the plume is then taken to be the

average horizontal position of the white dots in the fioLire.

The average position was located using the a screen cursnr

and human judgement, and the uncertainty was located by

repeating the process and noting the fluctuations in the

estimated position. Some of the images did not permit this

techniquie because the peak brightness of the image was

outside the field of view.

C. Photometry curves

The first 10 lines at the top of the flame were

averaged and plotted in Figure 4 for each of the 4 test

firings. If one examines the brightness curves in Figure 4.

one observes that the brightness is relatively constant near

the center of the plume; then there is a knee, or abrupt

change in slope near the lateral edge of the nozzle. Beyond

the knee towards the outside of the plume, the intensity

drops to zero at varying rates. The intensity for largest

aluminum composition in the fuel drops to zero the slowest.

The edge of the flame is more poorly defined for the test

with the largest aluminum loading. The curves in Figure 4

are aligned horizontally so that the knees are all in the

same horizontal positions.

D. Results

From Figure 4, three positions are located for each)

curve: 1) the position of the center of the plume from the

procedure outlined in section VI.B; 2) the knee or change in

slope; and 3) the limit of detectability of the flame -

where the flame disappears into the background noise. The

various distances are shown in Table I1. By comparing the

tail length between the background level and the knee one
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sees that the greater the compositlon of aluminum ir the

fuel, the qreater the diffusion of radiation beyond the

geometric limits defined by the nozzle. The anomaly found

for the 5 % aluminum loading in Table III can be attributed

by the noisy data for those images. The raw images were

barely detectable due to the filters on the detector, hence

the large uncertainty in the edge-knee distance.

It should also be emphasized that these (neasitremnents

make use of the assumption discussed in section VI.B that

the intensity of the plume is a maximum along the axis of

the rocket engine. If the field of view were adjusted wider

to show both sides of the plume, these measurements could be

made with more confidence. In any case, the presence of

aluminum in the fuel mixture changes the pattern in the

photometry of the plume near the nozzle opening.

Table III. Comparison of brightness profile for various
aluminum loadings.

Aluminum Edge-knee Edge-center
composition distance distance

20 % (14.7 ± .5)cm (45.9 ± 2)cm

15 % (12.2 ± .5)cm

5 % (19 ± 4)cm

0.5 % (7.4 ± .5)cm (24 ± 2)cm

E. Visualization Enhancements

The radial sections plotted in Figure 4 show the

brightness only in the image next to the nozzle opening.

The images shown in Figure 3 contain more information (i.e

the whole image) but one cannot examine the gradients in the

images very well. 3-D plots of the images for 20 % aluminum

and 0.5 % aluminum are shown in Figure 5 and in Figure 6.

These 3-D plots show the gradients in the images very well.

In addition they show the curvature in the intensity vs
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position better than the false color images. The primary

purpose of these 3-D plots is to enhance the morpholoqy aind

gradients of the images.

Figure 3. Digital image of a test firing (20% Al
loading) with the maximum pixel value in each row
indicated. Left: 300 nm; right: 320 nm
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(20% Al umi num)

Figure 5. The 3-D plot for the image brightness with
20% aluminum loading. This plot is obtained from the
digital image of ?. The nozzle opening in both Figure 9
and this figure is facing the observer
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(0. 5 % Al umi num)

Fiqure 6. 3-D plot of the image from 0.5 %. aluminumu
loadin-g in the fuel
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V1I. RECOMMENDATIONS

A. 12-Bi t Images

The 8-bit digitizer, the video recording system, and

the Moire interference between the CCD pixel grid and the

digitizing grid result in a rather limited dynamic range

(Z100). By developing a system in which every pixe] of a

CCD detector is digitized at 12-bit precision. bypassing R;

170 video, the dynamic range should be improved by a factoi

of zl0 at the expense of speed of acquisition (several

seconds per frame as opposed to 1/30 sec per frame.

B. Commercial Image Packages

The success of ASYST for analyzing and plotting typical

laboratory data indicates that an analogous package for

images as large as 512 x 512 pixels should also prove

beneficial for the AFGL, especially since the death of Pr.

Norman Rosenberg who had devoted his full professional

effort to developing and maintaining image processinq

software, and the extensive use of image processing w ork hy

the AFGL in reducing UV auroral images from the Polar BEAR

satellite and future missions.

C. Computer Interface to UV Calibrationt Facility

The availability of laboratory desk-top computers an-d

data acquisition programs (ASYST) enable complete romp~tef

contrcl and data acquisition in the UV Calibration Faciliry.

ihis project, in the initial planning stages at AFG(K, oil?

allow a much greater throughput of instrumental calihration.

D. Software for Faint Star Images

The procedure for measuring the stellar flux in the Ii')

for calibrating the atmospheric transmission requi-es

additional work. To minimize the noise. the soft~ar- must

permit the averaging of up to 32 frames. Currently, the

procedures developed for the faint images can only access a

single digitized frame.
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MODEL MDR IkITENSIFE FRONTGENEI.S QM

A MDIFIED MOUNTAIN RIDGE

by

Michael E. Frantz

ABSTRACT

A thorough review of meteorology fundamentals was conducted, followed

by an analysis of current models in use for representation of

frontogenesis. The intensification of frontal strength due to a

particular type of mountaln/plateau combination profile such as found at

the eastern edge of the Rockies is considered, via the development of a

moael using the geostrophic momentum equations. The atmosphere is assumed

to be a stratified, adiabatic, rotating fluid with the Boussinesq and

hydrostatic approximations made. Scaling arguments justify use of the

geostrophic momentum approximation, and diagnostic and prognostic

equations for both the geostrophic and ageostrophic velocity fields are

derived. Boundary conditions are established for the numerical solution

of these equations. Numerical simulations are proposed for the cases of

front only, mountain only, and front and mountain combined.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Frontogenesis has long been a subject of interest to dynamic

meteorologists, due to the great importance of fronts in determining

accurate development of both synoptic and mesoscale weather systems. As

such, fronts have probably been one of the most studied phenomena in

meteorology, and many key concepts concerning fronotogenetic mechanisms

have been elucidated through observation, numerical simulation, and more

recently through analytic breakthroughs in the mathematical modeling of

fronts.

In spite of these efforts, there still remain a great number of questions

which have no answers or only partial answers, including mechanisms for

rapid frontogenesis, multiple front formation, frontal rainband formation,

and the complicated balance between frontogenesis and frontolysis which

maintains sharp temperature gradients over extreme distances and for

extended time periods. Interaction of frontal regions with topography and

with other large scale atmospheric phenomena is not well understood and is

an area open to current research. Some atmospheric non-precipitating cold

fronts retain properties characteristic of a density current, and it is

not known whether these undergo a transformation from a conventional-type

sloping front or might be created from a precise set of atmospheric

conditions. The full effect of the influences of latent heat

condensation, surface friction, and turbulent mixing on the

frontogenetic/frontolytic process is not known.

My own research interests lie in theoretical and mathematical modeling,

and partial differential equations, particularly in the areas of

atmospheric science and biomathematics. Modeling of frontal dynamics

includes strong components of all my interests, and thus contributed to my

assignment to the Atmospheric Prediction Branch of the USAF Geophysics

Laboratory at Hanscom AFB, where ongoing efforts are being made to improve

numerical weather prediction techniques.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

There were essentially three components to my summer research period. Due

to my limited knowledge (as a mathematician) of atmospheric processes and
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dynamics, the first objective was to obtain a satisfactory working

knowledge of the fundamental physical and dynamic concepts of atmospheric

science, with emphasis on the modeling assumptions and derivations in the

prediction equations, as well as modifications usefully applied in frontal

situations.

Dynamic modeling of fronts requires a thorough understanding of frontal

physics and the various parameters which come into play in the model

formulation. Special assumptions and approximations abound in the attempt

to reduce the analytically intractable primitive equations to a

mathematically simpler and yet physically meaningful model set.

Therefore, a second objective was to obtain a solid background in the

techniques peculiar to atmospheric frontal modeling, with special emphasis

on coordinate systems, coordinate transformations, and physical and

dynamical assumptions relevant to frontal situations.

After obtaining the proper background for working with fronts, the third

objective was then to formulate a model for some aspect of surface

frontogenesis not well understood, and develop information from analytic

solutions. The aspect selected was rapid frontal intensification via

topography. However, the limitations introduced by physically modeling a

mountain ridge in a geostrophic coordinate system amenable to analytic

solutions of the equations, together with accurate non-linear

representations of the lower boundary, combined to require a change to a

model no longer conducive to analytic solution. It then became a further

objective (unfulfilled during this summer tenure) to establish the

validity of the model and measure the effect of orography on the

frontogenetic process through numerical simulation.

III. ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE/FRONTAL DYNAMICS REVIEW:

The first objective of obtaining a working knowledge of meteorological

physics, dynamics and equations was met by working through various texts,

sourcebooks and review papers on dynamic meteorology. These included

works by and in Atkinson (1981), Holton (1979), Hess (1959), Haltiner and

Williams (1980), Ray (1986), Bolin (1959), and Pedlosky (1987).
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The second objective, that of obtaining a working knowledge of the

particular techniques, assumptions, approximations and models applicable

specifically to frontal dynamics, was initially met by performing an

extensive computer literature search keyed to frontogenesis. This

identified approximately 150 recent papers and dissertations, of which

about 50 proved to be both directly applicable and accessible. A general

summary of the various coordinate systems and models which have been used

in the recent past is provided by McWilliams and Gent (1980).

Some of the first modern fundamental results on frontogenesis were

obtained through numerical simulation by Williams (1967), using the

quasi-geostrophic model equations in which all terms of order Rossby

number or smaller are neglected. This is an approximation which is valid

as long as the frontal zone is not too small; however, in the latter

stages of frontogenesis, the Rossby number becomes too large for this to

remain a valid model. Specifically, quasi-geostrophic theory does not

predict the formation of discontinuities in finite time, nor the

characteristic tilting slope, but rather a vertical boundary. Hoskins

(1982) in a recent review has explained the role of the ageostrophic flow

field in contributing to the frontogenetic effects, a role which by

definition is omitted from quasi-geostrophic theory.

Hoskins and Bretherton (1972), hereafter referred to as HB, were able to

make considerable progress in eliciting realistic frontal characteristics

through analytic solutions of what Hoskins later termed the

semi-geostrophic equations in Hoskins (1975). This model has two major

components. One is the transformation to geostrophic coordinates, X = x +

vs/f , Y = y - us/f , where (u,,v,) is the geostrophic velocity field and

f a constant Coriolis parameter. The other is the use of the geostrophic

momentum apprcxiv" ti-n, in which the full momentum terms are replaced by

the geostrophic momentum, but the advecting velocities used in that

calculation are full velocities, not just geostrophic ones. When used

jointly, these two modifications give a convenient interpretation to

geostrophic coordinates, being the positions which parcels would be at if

they had been carried along by the geostrophic winds alone. This follows

from dX/dt = u., dY/dt = v., easily derived from the above remarks.
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The formation of fronts with extremely strong temperature gradients has

been documented by Shapiro et. al. (1985), in particular, in the form of a

density current or hydraulic head. It is not known what seems to cause

certain fronts to (albeit rarely) attain an intensity at least an order of

magnitude greater than usual. Garner (1986) has discussed the possible

effect of orography on rapid frontogenesis, and the current study builds

on work of Bannon (1983, 1984) in examining the possibility of frontal

intensification through topography of a particular type. The geostrophic

momentum approximation will be made, to retain the physical aspects

crucial for frontogenesis, but the geostrophic coordinate system will be

abandoned, due to the problems associated with specifying a topographic

profile in geostrophic coordinates. Since the new spatial coordinates are

time-varying in that system, the mountain profile is not fixed; thus a

solution can only be obtained for a fixed time for a particular profile.

It is not possible to document the time-dependent passage of a front over

a fixed mountain ridge in geostrophic coordinates. Thus, the analytic

results obtained through that transformation must be replaced by numerical

simulations.

IV. MODEL OF INTENSIFIED FRONTOGENESIS OVER A MODIFIED RIDGE:

The third objective of the research period was to develop a model for

frontogenesis occurring over a modified mountain ridge, utilizing model

equations with more accuracy than quasi-geostrophic theory, but without

the disadvantage of a time-dependent topographic profile associated with

the geostrophic coordinate system. The assumption of cross-front

geostrophic balance is made. A general description and detailed

development of the model follows.

The atmosphere is assumed to be adiabatic, inviscid, and in rotating

Cartesian coordinates, with constant Coriolis parameter f. The Boussinesq

and hydrostatic approximations are made, and a uniform buoyancy frequency

No -0 / > 0 assumed in the basic state (9 a constant reference

potential temperature). The domain is bounded above by a horizontal

rigid-lid tropopause at z = H, and bounded below by the mountain

topography, z = h(x), a modified Gaussian-type curve to be specified

later, and of infinite extent in the y (meridional) direction. The
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mountain profile will be modified for this model in order to provide a

slope which it is believed will be more conducive to the intensification

of horizontal temperature gradients. It will consist essentially of a

high plateau, followed by a normal mountain ridge profile, then dropping

rapidly to a much lower plateau on the lee side (see Fig. 1). The descent

will be of magnitude approximately triple the magnitude of tha ascent.

This asymmetry is expected to contribute to a net strengthening of the

front after passing over the ridge. The basic solution will be considered

to be independent of y. These assumptions are made from the perspective

not only of mathematical simplicity, but also in an attempt to isolate any

frontogenetic intensification In the topography alone.

The overall imposed synoptic flow consists of two components: a constant

zonal wind with magnitude UO , and a horizontal deformation field with

streamfunction *Lxy, for cc > 0 , giving net zonal and meridional

velocities of UO-Lx andmy, respectively. Initially, a fairly diffuse

frontal zone will lie upstream from the ridge, and parallel to it. The

deformation field will act to intensify the front, while the zonal wind

drives it across the ridge and down onto the lower plateau.

A diagram describing the basic model is given below:

r,-;;_-;d ivroe~e4-se

C

Fig. I The basic model for intensified frontogenesis
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The basic equations governing the model consist of:

du/dt = fv - 0% (ia)

dv/dt = -fu - 0O" (ib)

P/-az = - (Ic)
o

au/ax + av/a y + aw/az = 0 (id)

dS/dt = 0 (le)

where d/dt = a/Dt + u( /ax) + v(a/ay) + w( /az)

Boundary conditions: w = 0 on z = H (If)

w = dh/dt (=) u(a h/ax) on z = h(x) (Ig)

Note that 0 is geopotential, 9 is potential temperature, g gravity, and u,

v and w the zonal, meridional and vertical velocity components.

The assumptions of no meridional variation in topography and the initial

frontal zone parallel to the ridge provide for a solution in the following

simple form, where primed quantities denote perturbations in the flow

field due to frontal and mountain effects, and subscripts refer to

ageostrophic components:

u = U, -Gx + u,/(x,z,t) (2a)

v =4'y + v'(x,z,t) (2b)

w = w'(x,z,t) (2c)

e = + (ae/az)z = 8 + (9oNo)z/g + 8'(x,z.t) (2d)

The geopotential must be derived from the knowledge that the basic state

solves (1), where the basic state is given by:

u = U0 - Ox (3a)

v =4y (3b)

w = 0 (3c)

From (1a) and (3))
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$%= fv - du/dt = f( y) - c u/ t- u(au/a x) - v(3 u/) y) - w(a u/a z)

= fW-y - 0 - (UQ - Ox)(--) - 0 - 0 = f.cy + UoC -"Ix

Hence, 0 = f'Lxy + U0 Lx - oxl/2 + G(y,z) (4)

From (Ib), (3) and (4),

O = -fu - dv/dt

= -f(U -W-x) - av/ t - u(a v/C)x) - v(av/ay) - w(av/a z)

= -fu + f-tx -0 - 0 - (Gy)-,- 0 = fax - fu o - C.Ky = fOx + y

Hence, G(y,z) = -fUoy -I y1/2 + G'(z), and

fu+xy + Ucx - x/2 -fUoy -wy /2 + G'(z) (5)

Finally, from (Ic) and (5),

Ot = e9 = 2- (8 + (9oN!z/g) = g + Noz = c)G'/z, so
% 2.

G(z) = gz + N~z /2, and we must have:

0= foxy + UO(-x - fy) - o'(xI + y")/2 + gz + N0 z /2

Hence, the perturbed solution takes the form of:

= f'axy + U0 (-Lx - fy) - 0< (x + y 2 )/2 + gz + Noz /2 + '(x,z,t) (2e)

We now derive the basic equations for the perturbed quantities by

substituting (2) into (1):

From ( a), dUo/dt - -(dx/dt) + du4/dt = f(acy + v') - (fey + UO-. -o x +

or du,/dt =-u + fKy + fv' -fay - Ur.+ cx -0 0'

=*((U, -cXX) +*U + fv' -4K(Uo -oCx) - ' = fv' +iuq -0'

From (1b),%(dy/dt) + dv'/dt -f(Uo -ox + uf) - (f-X- fU atY

or dv'/dt = -a.v -fUo + f..x - ful - f x + f U, + aY -

= -4L(CKy + v') - fu. + a y - 0 -fu' - -xv'

From (Ic), g + N.z + ' = .9 (9, + 8oNoz/g + 81) = g + N z + _.

or 0'/az 1 e
00

From (Id),
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0 'a u/ax + v/ ay + 0wiaz -- -Z,+ u'/ax +, I+ av,/ay + aw'/az,

or Zu'/a x + c w'/ z = 0, since v' = v'(x,z,t).

From (le), 0 = d9/dt = d9'/dt + No/ dz/dt) = d8'/dt + GINo w/g,

or de'/dt = -80 Nw'/g

These five equations, with the boundary conditions given below, then

constitute the full set of equations for the perturbed quantities:

du,/dt = fv" +'u a -0' (6a)

dv'/dt = -fu/ -av' (6b)

0 / az = . e' (6c)

21u2/ a + aow'/a z = 0 (6d)

de'/dt = -e o No w'/g (6e)

Boundary conditions: w' = 0 at z = H (6f)

w' = dh/dt aL z = h(x) , (6g)

where it may be noted that in terms of the perturbed quantities,

d/dt = D/8t + (U-o-x + u )(a/ x) + w'(/ z

= g/at + (U6 - x)(a/ax) + [u(a/a x) + w'(a/)z)],

noting the purely ageostrophic advection on the right-hand side.

We now make scaling arguments in order to justify the cross-front

geostrophic balance approximation and to determine pertinent dimensionless

parameters. One equation (6a) will be transformed to dimensionless form

in detail and the other transformed equations merely listed for reference.

The basic length scaling is somewhat complicated by having different

frontal and mountain scales, LF and L , so a general scale L will be

utilized which can then take on either value in further analysis. Letting

U be the characteristic horizontal velocity scale, L the characteristic

length scale, and D the characteristic depth scale, the time scale then

becomes L/U, and we have: x = Lx*, z = Dz*, t = (L/U)t , The thermal

wind equation, av/az 9 o (ae/aX indicates a general scale for v of
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'360 D, where A/L represents the characteristic temperature gradient.

Hence, v = V Dv, where we have put V. = 36e  Geostrophic balance in the

form of 0. - fv' implies a scale of fV7DL for$, i.e., =fVDLO

Scales for u' and w' are obtained by first noting that the continuity

equation (6d) implies the existence of an ageostrophic streamfunction, say ;

with characteristic amplitude I,.. Then clearly u' and w" must have scales

§./D and §o/L respectively, since u" = l and w' -i," A scale for 3 is

suggested by equation (6e) when the dominant thermal advection of the

left-hand side, u(b8/2x), is considered balanced by the cooling due to

the geostrophic vertical wind, hence, integrating with respect to x, we

obtain the scale for f, = ' , which may also be written asAv1% e 0
+ LV (7)

utilizing the thermal scaling for v. Hence, we have: ul = A. uQ and

w' = -- w'. It should also be noted that the depth scale D is defined as

the deformation depth scale based on the length scale L,

D LD # (8)

as discussed In Pedlosky (1987).

Details are now given for the most important equation in terms of

approximations, (6a). Application of the above scaling factors to this

equation yields:

_ !_ (9)

0 - L axt

Making use of (7) and (8), multiplying (9) through by and dropping

*'s yields:

4 "4 4 1'44 (oV V, U~

=- v O* tL ;

and then: - a

ora - ' - -

where t A f ",-.Ix f ,- x +'" 10)4-
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and=U/, I

and u = UO/U' =-(L/V), Ri = N./V. = Richardson number, R. = V/fL =

Rossby number. In similar fashion, It may be demonstrated that the set

(6) is nondimensionalized into the complete set below:

R0 (du /dt - u) - v = - (Ila)

dv/dt = - u, (1ib)

ZOaz= S(11c)

)u"/a x + 'w/a z = 0 (1ld)

d/dt + w = 0 (lie)

with boundary conditions:

w = 0 at z = H (1f)

w = (Ri)D (Ri)hjdb/dt at z = A(Ri, )'lb(/), (1g)

where the following dimensionless parameters have been used:

R, = U/(fL) = Rossby number

Ri = (N/V) - - Richardson number

Ri =° ° = . = mountain Richardson number- e. / L -'" )

=i (L'uou : U/U iz 9

= L,/L

H = NH/(fL)

and d/dt is as defined in (10). b represents the nondimensional

topographic profile, ranging from 0 to 1, and h = he + h, = maximum

mountain height.

There are two points which should be made concerning these

nondimensionalized equations. The first is that Ri'l is clearly an

indicator of the strength of the ageostrophic flow. The second is that
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the criterion in HB for cross-front geostrophic balance will be satisfied

if R O << i and _U, * and Ru"t are S 0().

We now consider the methods used to actually solve the system (11) by

looking at the prognostic and diagnostic equations involved. The

assumption that the long-front wind Is in balance with the cross-front

pressure gradient is now made, i.e., v' = v,, and henceforth all primes

will be dropped.

The potential vorticity q, defined by q = 1v -(u,v,w) + fkJ-V 8, can be

expanded into the fccm :

q = - ~v 3 / +(+vg. e~ (12)

by making use of v = v. and the independence of y. Conservation of

potential vorticity is then:

dq/dt = 0 (13)

Also, following HB, if we define the absolute momentum as M = v9 + fx, a

brief calculation using (6b) gives:

dM/dt = dv,/dt + fu = -%v - fu. + f(u4 +u) = fu -C ,

that Is, , dM/dt = fu, - v. (14)

Equations (13), (14) and (6e) form the set of prognostic equations used to

advance the solution in time.

We may obtain a diagnostic equation for the geostrophic streamfunction,

* = O/f, by utilizing the relations:

YX = v5 , = -u (streamfunction) (15a)

/) a z = ) 19/a x (thermal wind) (15c)

0/a z -- 8 (hydrostatic) (15c)
Oc

with equation (12), to give:

q _ (f + Y"' ) . Z + + s t f

That is, q = (f * ) - ] (16)

This is a nonlinear elliptic equation (for q > 0) of the Monge-Ampere type

discussed briefly in HB. It is noted there that Heinz (1962) has shown
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that singularities in the second derivatives of jS are possible only on

boundaries, provided that A,. and q, remain bounded and q has continuous

spatial derivatives up to the second order. This implies that if v and 9

remain bounded, then discontinuities in v or Q can only occur on

boundaries or at a discontinuity in potential vorticity q or its first or

second derivatives. This is in complete agreement with observations that

very, very strong fronts occur only near the earth's surface or near the

tropopause, which can be considered a discontinuity in potential

vorticity, since it separates the troposphere and stratosphere which are

very different in their potential vorticities. Given q, we may diagnose

the geostrophic streamfunction from (16).

Next we concentrate on obtaining ageostrophic velocities. Using the

nondivergence of the geostrophic velocity field and the continuity

equation (6d), an ageostrophic streamfunction may be postulated with

uq = 4Z , W. = - 1, (17)

Differentiating (6b) with respect to z, differentiating (6e) with respect

to x, and algebraically manipulating the two resulting equations using

(17) and the thermal wind and hydrostatic equations, after extensive

calculation, a Sawyer-Ellassen type equation may be obtained for the

ageostrophic streamfunction:

N Itx- 2f(a v/a z)_ + f(f + a v./a x) = 2f(' v /a z)(a u,/a x) (18)

Equations (16) and (18) then provide the diagnostics forsh andf to

complete the solution. The general procedure is now described.

An initial geostrophic streamfunction will be specified, which must

contain a uniform thermal straification, the zonal wind, horizontal

deformation field, initial diffuse frontal structure, and an initial

temperature perturbation for the mountain. Thus, the initial geostrophic

streamfunction will take the form of:

'#(xy,z) = - z + N zl/(2f) +&Uox/f - Uoy +cxy + -,(x,z) +4(x,z)

where 4,and %, represent the frontal and mountain components, which have

not been completely determined by this study. However, 5, should be

chosen so as to provide a frontal temperature distribution of the type
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e,(x,z) =69 tan'(p,x +3,z), where 6eis the temperature differential

across the front, in keeping with previous models of Hoskins (1971).

Given the initial values of *, it will then be possible to compute initial

values for M, then 0, then q, since u. and v, will be known. The initial
ageostrophic streamfunctlon may be diagnosed via (18) from the initial

geostrophic streamfunction. Equations (13), (14) and (6e) can then be
used to step q, M and 0 forward in time. The new potential vorticity may
then be used to compute a new geostrophic streamfunctlon via (16), which
can than be used to diagnose a new ageostrophic streamfunction, yielding

the full new velocity field, and the whole procedure then iterated.

In order to solve the diagnostic equations (16) or (18), either the values

of the streamfunctions or their normal derivatives must be known at the
boundaries. Since the geostrophic momentum equations are a balanced set,

there will be no gravity waves. Also, the f-plane approximation filters

out Rossby waves. Hence, there can be no upstream wave propagation, and

therefore no upstream Influence at the upstream lateral boundary, xL.

The rigid-lid condition on top implies that w. = 0 there, so = constant

at z = H. For the bottom boundary condition oni, put 's= I + -k, then

s is a vector tangent to the mountain profile. Since w = dh/dt on the

bottom surface, we have:

-A = 4h/at + u(ah/ ax) + v('Zh/ay) + w( h/az)

= (uI + uC) (oh/ax) = (u + 1)(ah/ax),

hence, -u. (ah/a x) = § + Ft(h/ax) = ' 4 (19)

and (19) can then be integrated along h(x) to speclfyi(x,z) there.

No upstream influence implies u.= = 0, so f = constant on xL. At the

downstream boundary x, we put w, = - = 0, which implies that the

vertical ageostrophic flow is localized in the mountain region, but still

permits a net ageostrophic zonal flow, which is needed for mass
conservation, as the geostrophic flow up the mountain produces a source of

ageostrophic flow which must be accounted for.
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There is no simple way to specify conditions for the geostrophic

streamfunction on the upper and lower boundaries, so normal derivatives

will be used instead. For the upper boundary, we know that

dG/dt + 8,Now/g = 0 (20)

and A/3 z = a(0/f)/az = 0,/f = go/(fS0 ) (21)

But G is known at the upper boundary for all time, so (aY/a z)( ' /a n) is

specified also, by (21).

Let _n -(a h/ax) I + k be a normal to the boundary z = h(x). Then

= [-(dh/dx) i + k) i + Y k)

= -(dh/dx)(aI/ax) + /z at z = h(x) (22)

But (20) and (14) provide values of e - e (2,0 /a z) and v = /a x at

all times on the boundary, so (22) may be evaluated on z = h(x).

On the lateral upstream boundary x', no upstream influence means a/3t =

0 there, so e -- (0/a z) can be specified at xL and integrated with

respect to z to give 4(z), independent of time. Conservation of absolute

momentum gives values of v9 = 0/a x at all times, allowing specification

of a/a n at the lower boundary xQ.

In order to simplify application of the bottom boundary conditions, a

terrain-following vertical coordinate is proposed:

= H(z - h(x)]/[H - h(x)],

giving r = H on the top and I' = 0 on the bottom. Since the tangential

boundary derivative is simply a/a x in , we can then integrate (19) on

z = h(x) to give: ? (x) = Sx -u ()h/a x) dx on = 0.

Also, specification of 31/ at = 0, H is as follows:
'£ =( ( /@l(Aiz) : ' .5Z ... e ... (4.,)[ I- (V,

.- / f e 3
H. 4.** fO

One last point pertains to the measurement of the strength of the frontal

region. Now dS/dt = 0 implies a/ axdG/dtJ = 0. and

a~.. x I" -E/ '--44L ?O 1-a-1Aa x (23)a/xd/t] a;. ";x ;) , o. ,V

Also, d/dt( ) e/ x) = V- . v _ (24)

Combining (23) and (24), we obtain:
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d/dt( ;e/ax) = -(8u/3 x)(a6/ax) - (au/ax)( ae/ay) - (au/a x)(a/ az),

a Miller-type (1948) equation for the strength of the frontal horizontal

temperature gradient. The first term is due to the deformation field, the

second term Is absent in this present setting, and the third term is due

to differential vertical motion.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS:

As is always the case with a mathematical model, the full validity of the

model cannot be established until solutions for the equations are given

and examined for realistic features. Due to the retention of ageostrophic

advection and complicated bottom topography, It does not seem possible to

provide such solutions other than through numerical simulation.

Several tasks remain before the model can be implemented on a computer.

The exact forms for the frontal and mountain components of the initial

geostrophic streamfunction, Y)k and,%, must be determined with a view

toward realistic simulation. Neither is the exact functional form for the

bottom topography specified here. Optimal methods for the forward

time-stepping and solution of the diagnostic equations, particularly in

the nonlinear case, should be investigated.

The logical extension to this study would be to complete the above

mentioned tasks, then run numerical simulations of the model to establish

its validity. Tests should be done in at least six basic modes: with no

front and no topography, with no front and plateau features only, with no

front and full topography, with the front and no topography, with the

front and plateaus only, and with the front and full topography. With

this data it should be possible to ascertain the contributions of both the

plateau differential and its combination with a mountain ridge on the

process of Intensifying a front.

It would also remain for future work to investigate the effects of finite

mountain ridges and isolated mountains in the frontogenetic process. This

would, however, complicate the model considerably by introducing

dependence of the solution in the meridional direction.
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Gamma and X Radiation from Solar Flares

by

Christopher Godfrey

ABSTRACT

Solar flares are known to produce a variety of types

of electromagnetic and charged particle radiation

including radio, microwave, visible, x-ray, and gamma ray

radiation, and energetic protons. The sites in the solar

atmosphere where the x-rays and gamma rays are produced

varies in a number of solar flare models. In this study

the onset time of the E > 300 KeV x-ray emission was

compared with the time of onset of 4-7 MeV gamma ray

excess. The results indicate that the > 300 KeV x-rays

and 4-7 MeV gamma rays are produced simultaneously in

some flares, but that the onsets are separated by as much

as 30 seconds or more in others.

This implies that either the x-rays and gamma rays are

not generally produced by the same energetic particles,

or they are not produced at the same site, or both. In

many gamma ray flares, the particles which generate the x

and gamma rays cannot be accelerated by a single shock

wave moving continuously upward through the solar

atmosphere.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Solar flares are sources of copious amounts of

electromagnetic radiation ranging from kilometric

wavelengths to gamma rays, and energetic particles with

energies up to several GeV. Flares extend up to 100,000

km in diameter and exhibit characteristic rise times of 1

to 1000 seconds, and decay times of hours. The total
21

energy released during a solar flare may range from 10
25

to 10 J. In most flare models, the flare energy is

released in the low solar corona. Energetic electrons

and protons stream upward through the corona and downward

into the photosphere, along with shock waves which heat

the atmosphere. Gamma rays are produced primarily via

electron bremsstrahlung in the flare plasma, neutron

capture on protons, nuclear de-excitation radiation

resulting from the interaction of flare-accelerated

protons and nuclei with the solar atmosphere. The upward

moving shocks generate radio and microwave bursts in the

corona, and soft x-rays in shock heated plasma.

Accelerated electrons produce non-thermal hard x-rays via

electron-ion bremsstrahlung. The radio bursts are

classified into five types. Type II bursts, for example,

are believed to be the result of gyro-synchrotron

radiation emitted by electrons in the corona which are
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accelerated by the passing magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)

shock wave. Type II MHD shocks may accelerate and eject

electrons and ions into interplanetary space (Cliver,

et.al. (1988)).

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The central theoretical problem of solar flares is the

particle )cceleration, storage, and release mechanism

(Forman, Ramaty, and Zweibel (1986), and Brown, Smith,

and Spicer (1981)). Various models have invoked

stochastic Fermi acceleration and scattering from

magnetic field irregularities in and behind turbulent MHD

shocks (e.g. Ellison and Ramaty (1985)). But flare

observations are varied and complex, and no complete

theory of solar flares exists.

This report describes an investigation into the

relationship between observed onset time of hard x-ray (E

> 300 KeV) emission and gamma ray (4-8 MeV) emission in

ten gamma ray flares observed in 1981 and 1982 from the

SMM (Solar Maximum Mission) spacecraft. The 4-8 MeV

gamma rays are produced by prompt nuclear de-excitation,

and thus originate at or near the acceleration/energy

release site, whereas the >300 KeV x-rays may be produced

at the flare particle acceleration site or possibly

higher in the atmosphere in the type II MHD shock wave.
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If the particles originating in the impulsive phase

acceleration are re-accelerated in Type II shocks (the

gradual phase) into interplanetary space, then the

relative timing of the x- and gamma ray emission must be

consistent with this fact.

The data were acquired from the SMM data archives at the

University of New Hampshire, and were analyzed at the Air

Force Geophysics Laboratory, Hanscom AFB, MA. The flares

used in the analysis each exhibited large Type II radio

bursts which occured high in the solar corona (r > 200000

Km) and relatively strong >300 KeV x-ray emission

(Cliver, et.al. (1988)), and were chosen solely on this

basis. Ten such flares were isolated and chosen for

analysis. Of these ten, four were deleted from further

analysis because part or all of the impulsive phase of

the flare was obscured by Earth shadowing or SAA

(South-Atlantic Anomoly) passage. The x-ray and gamma

ray emission of the remaining six flares listed in Table

1 were analyzed as described below.
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II. METHOD OF ANALYSIS:

Four thousand seconds of gamma ray and x-ray data were

obtained in 1.024 second time bins for each flare,

centered around the reported time of onset of the >300

KeV x-ray emission. Each data set was examined visually,

and 200 seconds of data was extracted from each,

beginning 50 seconds before the onset of the impulsive

x-ray flare. Because the number of gamma ray counts per

one second bin is small, the statistical (Poisson) errors

cause the data to appear very noisy. To improve the

efficiency of data fitting algorithims, the gamma and

x-ray data were smoothed using a Blackman moving window

low pass filter (Yule, 1967). The raw counting rates for

each of the six flares are shown in the upper half of

Figures 1-6. The lower half of each Figure shows the

smoothed data.

The onset time of impulsive phase emission was determined

as follows. The rise time of each significant (>2.5

sigma) peak in the counting rate was fitted with a

straight line. The immediate background (50 seconds

prior to the >300 KeV onset) was also fitted with a

straight line. The time of intersection of the two fits

is designated as the "onset time". The onset times of

peaks in the gamma ray and x-rays counting rates which

visually match are compared.
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IV. RESULTS:

Of the six flares that remained in the data set, the 13

May 1981 flare did not fit the parameters of an impulsive

event. The x-ray counting rate increases gradually and

an onset time cannot be uniquely assigned. Thus the 13

may 1981 flare was thrown out. Data from the remaining

five events were smoothed and fitted as discussed above.

The Universal Time calculated for the onset of x-ray

emission from each of the five flares, and the time

difference in the x-ray and gamma ray emission onsets,

are listed in Table 1.

In four of the five cases, the impulsive gamma ray

emission begins after the x-ray emission, contrary to

what might be expected if the x-rays are produced by the

same particle population as the gamma rays, but at a

higher altitude well above the particle acceleration

region.

The later gamma ray emission is consistent with the

suggestion that Type II shocks, while they are relatively

low in the corona, might play an important role in the

acc eleration of the gamma ray producing ions generated in

impulsive flares. The energetic protons must be stored

in low-lying coronal magnetic loops, while the Type II

shock propagates upward eventually to produce the Type II

radio burst.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

Questions that should be addressed in order to clarify

the relationship between coronal shocks and impulsive

gamma and x-radiation include the rate of shock

formation, the requirements for energetic particle

storage, and particle acceleration. The problem is that

gamma ray rates obtained with the current generation of

detectors are to low to clearly define the impulsive

phase of any but the largest of flares.
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Table 1.'

DATE AND UT CALCULATED X-RAY ONSET X-RAY - GAMMA RAY ONSET

01 APRIL 1981

01:33:21 013336.5 30.1 SECONDS

27 APRIL 1981

08s03:28 08:03:28.0 -12.5 SECONDS

13 MAY 1981

04113:41

19 JULY 1981

05:58:44 05:58:23.4 -20.2 SECONDS

07 OCTOBER 1981

22:56:15 22:55:27.5 -5.1 SECONDS

28 JANUARY 1982

07;21s24 07:2136.5 -2.5 SECONDS
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Theoretical and Observational Studies of Geomagnetic Storm-Related Ion and Electron
Heating in the Subauroral Region

by

Janet U. Kozyra

ABSTRACT

Recent theoretical work indicates that energetic oxygen ions (1 - 200 kev), a component of

the earth's ring current, and suprathermal oxygen ions (< lkev), that accumulate in the

outer plasmasphere during geomagnetic activity, may be responsible for elevated electron

and ion temperatures, respectively, associated with the subauroral region as a result of

Coulomb interactions with the thermal plasma. Stable auroral red arcs are a visible

consequence of elevated subauroral electron temperatures. SAR arc observations extend

over several solar cycles and contain information on seasonal, solar cycle and magnetic

activity variations in the subauroral electron temperature peak and its energy source. Such
variations in SAR arc intensity and occurrence frequency may be due to differences in the

high altitude heat source or to seasonal and solar cycle changes in the atmosphere and

ionosphere. Past studies of SAR arcs have not addressed the question of their solar cycle

or seasonal variability and detailed modelling has been done only for solar maximum

observations. The ETS/GTMS campaign, which was carried out during the 19-24
September 1984 magnetic storm, however, has now provided a complete set of data

detailing atmos3pheric and ionospheric conditions during the same time period that three

solar minimum SAR arcs were observed by the MASP chain of photometers. A

parametric study was carried out, using a truncated version of an ionosphere model

described in Young et al (1980) and typical ionospheric and neutral atmospheric density

profiles for each season and for various stages in the solar cycle given by the IRI and

MSIS-86 models, respectively. Electron temperature profiles and resulting 6300A

emission intensity were obtained for different seasonal and solar cycle conditions holding

upper boundary heat flux constant. The solar minimum SAR arc observations during the
19-24 September 1984 storm will be interpreted in light of the results of the parametric

study and compared to models and observations of solar maximum SAR arcs which have

appeared in the literature as work on this topic progresses. This study will provide an

insight into causes of solar cycle variations in the intensity of SAR arcs and associated

elevated electron temperatures. In addition to this work, a statistical study of the
relationship between suprathermal oxygen ions, measured by the DMSP satellite and

elevated ion temperatures, observed by the RIMS instrument on DE- 1 was initiated. A

number of individual storms will be examined in detail using the combined DMSP and DE-

I data sets. 47-2



I. INTRODUCTION

The subauroral region of the ionosphere is marked by elevated electron temperatures with

associated enhanced 6300A emissions (SAR arcs), steep plasma density gradients and

low electron densities (associated with the main electron density trough), enhanced electron

density irregularities, and occasionally, penetration of the convection electric field. At high

altitudes, the subauroral ionosphere is overlain by the plasmapause and outer plasmasphere

where a warm zone is observed in the ion and electron temperatures. The ion and electron

temperatures in the outer plasmasphere and the electron temperatures in the subauroral

ionosphere increase with increasing magnetic activity. All of these characteristic structures

make the subauroral ionosphere a highly variable environment.

The Air Force Geophysics Laboratory at Hansom Air Force Base is concerned with the

effects of the high altitude environment on radio and radar s.gnals and on spacecraft

communications, performance, and lifetime. In order to obtain the capability to predict the

high altitude environment under different seasonal and solar cycle conditions as well as for

diffe,-,nt levels of magnetic activity, models of the thermosphere-ionosphere system are

being assembled and tested against comprehensive measurements of ionospheric and

thermospheric parameters. One such effort, made to better understand the response of the

thermosphere - ionosphere system to geomagnetic storm conditions, was the ETS/GTMS

(Equinox Transition Study/Global Thermospheric Mapping Study) campaign. This

campaign involved coordinating the observational efforts of six incoherent scatter radars, 6

polar orbiting satellites, 4 Fabry-Perot interferometers and other supporting instrumentation

to obtain a comprehensive set of diagnostics of thermospheric and ionospheric responses to

the 19-24 September 1984 magnetic storm.

The Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, Space Physics Division also houses the DMSP data

base. The DMSP satellites make extensive observations of ion and electron precipitation.

These observations are important diagnostics of regions where energetic magnetospheric

populations are undergoing diffusion into the loss cone due to collisions or wave-particle

interactions. Such precipitation can cause interesting ionospheric effects.

My research interests lie in understanding the ene:'gy source of the ion and electron heating

in the subauroral region. Recent theoretical work, by myself and coworkers, indicates that

energetic oxygen ions (I - 200 kev), a component of the earth's ring current, and

suprathermal oxygen ions (< lkev), that accumulate in the outer plasmasphere during

geomagnetic activity, are a significant energy source (possibly the dominant energy source)

for elevated electron and ion temperatures, respectively, associated with the subauroral

region (Kozyra et al., 1987; Chandler et al., 1988). Energy transfer from the energetic
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populations to the thermal plasma proceeds as a result of Coulomb interactions in the outer
plasmasphere. An understanding of the energy source and its variation with magnetic

activity, solar cycle and season as well, as an understanding of the corresponding variation

in ionospheric signatures resulting from this high altitude heat source, is paramount to

accurate modelling of the subauroral ionosphere and outer plasmasphere, and possible

development of forecasting capabilities.

H. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The objectives are twofold and involve investigations into the variation of electron and ion

temperatures in the subauroral ionosphere and the outer plasmasphere. These studies are

discussed below.

(i) Studies of the Subauroral Electron Temperature (Te) Enhancement

Though the subauroral electron temperature peak was first discovered by Brace et al.

(1967) and attributed to heat conduction from the magnetosphere in the vicinity of the

plasmapause, statistical studies of the variation of the intensity and position of the Te peak

with magnetic activity have only recently been performed (Kozyra et al., 1986; Buchner et

al.,1983; Brace et al., 1988) over limited time intervals. These studies, however, do not

contain information on the seasonal and solar cycle variations in the observations. Stable

auroral red (SAR) arcs are the optical manifestation of the subauroral Te peak. In the

region of the subauroral Te peak, significant populations of thermal electrons with energies
in excess of 1.96 eV exist in the high energy tail of the Maxwellian distribution. These

electrons are capable of exciting atomic oxygen to the 1D state during a collision. The 1D

state relaxes in 110 seconds with the emission of a photon at 6300A. The 1D state can also

be quenched via collisions with molecular nitrogen. Significant 6300A emission only
results at altitudes high enough so that collisions with molecular nitrogen are infrequent.

The amount of 6300A emission which results from this process is dependent on the neutral

atmospheric densities of 0 and N2 , the Ne density at the F2 peak, the height of the F2

peak, and the electron temperature.

SAR arc observations extend over several solar cycles and contain information on seasonal,

solar cycle and magnetic activity variations in the subauroral electron temperature peak and

its energy source. SAR arcs occur most frequently during the equinoxes, are rarely

observed in June or July (Hoch, 1973), and there is a 2-3 year phase lag between the
maximum in the solar cycle and the maximum in SAR arc occurrence frequency (Slater and

Smith, 1981). Initial results of a study of the variation of SAR arc intensity with solar

cycle, currently underway in collaboration with D. W. Slater at Battelle Observatory in
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Washington, indicate that SAR arcs are weaker during solar minimum than during solar

maximum for the same intensity of ring current as indicated by the Dst index. Such

variations in SAR arc intensity and occurrence frequency may be due to differences in the

high altitude heat source or to seasonal and solar cycle changes in the atmosphere and

ionosphere resulting in lower electron temperatures for a given heat flux. Past studies of

SAR arcs have not addressed the question of their solar cycle or seasonal variability and

detailed modelling has been done only for solar maximum observations.

The ETS/GTMS campaign, which was carried out during the 19-24 September 1984

magnetic storm, however, has now provided a complete set of data detailing atmospheric

and ionospheric conditions during the same time period that three solar minimum SAR arcs
were observed by the MASP chain of photometers. DE- 1 satellite observations of

energetic and thermal ion populations were available making it possible to characterize the

high altitude heat source. A parametric study was carried out, using a truncated version of

an ionosphere model described in Young et al (1980) and typical ionospheric and neutral

atmospheric density profiles for each season and for various stages in the solar cycle given

by the IRI and MSIS models, respectively. Electron temperature profiles and resulting

6300A emission intensity were obtained for a variety of model conditions. This study is

intended to explore the effect that typical seasonal, solar cycle and magnetic storm-time
variations in the neutral atmosphere and ionosphere have on the intensity of SAR arcs by

holding the heat flow constant at the upper boundary and allowing only atmospheric and

ionospheric parameters to vary. The solar minimum SAR arc observations during the 19-

24 September 1984 storm will be interpreted in light of the results of the parametric study,

as work continues, and compared to models and observations of solar maximum SAR arcs,
which have appeared in the literature, to provide an insight into causes of solar cycle

variations in the intensity of SAR arcs.

(ii) Studies of elevated ion temperatures in the outer plasmasphere and ionospheric effects

There has been a wealth of observational evidence for ion heating in the outer plasmasphere
in the last two decades. Bezrukikh and Gringauz (1976) presented observations of ion

temperatures from Prognoz and suggested that the plasmasphere should be considered as

consisting of both "cold" (Ti< 8000K) and "warm" (Ti -10,000 to 200,000K, L>3) zones.

Observations from ATS-6, GEOS, ISEE and SCATHA as well as DE- 1 all confirm these

observations of a warm outer zone and a cold inner zone.

Theoretical modelling, using observed energetic and thermal ion populations, indicates that

suprathermal oxygen ions that accumulate in the outer plasmasphere are responsible for

heating the thermal ions in this warm outer zone via Coulomb collisions (Chandler et al.,
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1988). The behavior of this suprathermal oxygen ion population in the outer plasmasphere

with magnetic activity has not yet been established. However, recently there have been

observations of an ion population precipitating into the F region during geomagnetic storms

with similar energy and composition characteristics which likely originates from this source

population in the outer plasmasphere. Newell and Meng (1986) report on observations by

the DMSP satellite of up to I KeV ion precipitation within the plasmasphere as a common

feature during and after prolonged magnetic substorm activity. They infer that injections

occur from postmidnight to - 8:30 MLT and the ions subsequently co-rotate and precipitate

with a lifetime of approximately 1 day. There is indirect evidence that these ions are

predominantly O+. Though Newell and Ming site magnetospheric injection processes as a

potential source, these observations are remarkably similar to those of Bosqued (1985),

Jorjio (1985), and Menietti et al. (1986) who propose an ionospheric source.

The source of these suprathermal oxygen ions as well as the location and strength of this

population during different levels of magnetic activity are still very much open to question.

Although plasmaspheric ion temperatures in general increase during magnetic storms, the

statistical behavior of these temperatures is not clearly correlated with magnetic storm

activity as indicated by the Dst or Ke indices (R. H. Comfort, private communication) but

must have a more complicated dependence. The statistical behavior of the ion temperatures

and of the precipitating ion populations on the same L shells during the same time interval

should give clues to the source of the ions and to the relationship of this ion population to

elevated ion temperatures. There exists a period of overlap between DE- 1 observations of

thermal ion temperatures in the outer plasmasphere and DMSP observations of precipitating

low energy ions. In cooperation with Dr. R. H. Comfort, at the University of Alabama,

we plan to compare the statistical behavior of the ion temperatures in the outer

plasmasphere as they respond to changing geomagnetic storm conditions with that of

suprathermal ion populations observed by DMSP. In addition, we plan to look in detail at

the relationships between precipitating suprathermal ions seen by DMSP, thermal plasma

boundaries, suprathermal oxygen ions and thermal ion temperatures in the outer
plasmasphere observed by the instruments on DE-1 for a number of individual geomagnetic

storms.

III. SOLAR CYCLE AND SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN SAR ARCS

(i) Theoretical Ionosphere Model

The model used in this study is based on a plasmasphere model developed by D.G. Torr

and co-workers. The details of the model have been referenced in previous works (cf.

Young et al., 1980). The model in its original form solves the continuity, momentum,
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energy and heat flow equations for a plasma consisting of O+, H+, and electrons along an

entire plasmaspheric flux tube. The model was modified by M.O. Chandler to accept an

upper boundary flux condition at some specified altitude, thus allowing one hemisphere to
be modelled with properly specified upper boundary conditions.

For the present study nightside ionospheric and neutral density profiles are specified and

the model is employed to solve the energy equation only and obtain ion and electron

temperature profiles. At the upper boundary (-3000 km altitude), a magnetospheric heat

flux in the ions and electrons is specified. At the lower boundary (200 km altitude), the

electron and ion temperatures are set equal to the neutral temperature. In the subauroral

ionosphere where field-aligned currents are not generally present and quasi-steady state

conditions prevail, the electron energy equation reduces to a particularly simply form

(Schunk and Nagy, 1978):

sin 2  _ (Ce aTe/9z) + YQe - 'le=0  (1)

where I is the geomagnetic dip angle, z is the vertical coordinate, Te is the electron

temperature and Ke is the electron thermal conductivity in the limit of zero current. Above

-300 kin, Ke reduces to the fully ionized conductivity given by Spitzer (1956).

Ke = 7.7 x 105 Te5/2 eV s-1 cm-1 deg-1  (2)

The first term on the right in equation (1) is the divergence of the electron heat flow vector,

The second and third terms are the sum of the heating and cooling terms, respectively. At

low altitudes, thermal conductivity in the electrons is negligible. The electron temperature

is established by a competition between local heating and cooling rates. The

magnetospheric heat flow is very important in determining the topside electron

temperatures. Large magnetospheric heat fluxes can occur in the subauroral region during

magnetic storms. Model studies indicate that electron heat fluxes of the order of 7x109 -

lx1011 eV cm-2 s-1 are required to produce the range of SAR arc intensities observed by

ground-based photometers (Rees and Roble, 1975). For the present study no local heat

sources are considered. Heat conduction from the magnetosphere is the only energy source

in the electron gas. This is reasonable for the near-midnight subauroral ionosphere.

The relative importance of various electron cooling rates for high electron temperatures

typical of SAR arcs were examined by Rees and Roble (1975). The authors found the

dominant electron cooling under these conditions to be due to excitation of the vibrational

levels of N2 below -450 km and to excitation of 0(1 D) above this altitude.
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(ii) 6300o Emission Model

Electron impact excitation of O(1D) is calculated in the ionosphere model using the cross-

sections of Henry et al. (1969). The radiative lifetime of O(1D) is 110 seconds, therefore

collisional deactivation must be taken into consideration. The most important species for

collisional quenching is N2. The volume emission rates were calculated using the relation

C6300 = -AX P(OID__) (3)
AD [1 + SDn(N2)/AD]

where AX and AD are the Einstein transition probabilities for emission at 6300A and at

(6300A + 6364A), respectively. The values of these probabilities are given by Kernahan
and Pang (1975) as AX = 5.15 x 10 3 s-1 and AD = 6.81 x 10-3 -1 . SD is the rate

coefficient for collisional quenching by N2 given as 2.3 x 10-11 cm3 s-1 (Link et al., 1981).
P(O1D) is the production rate of O(1D) atoms by electron impact.

(iii) Model Inputs

The purpose of the parametric study is to represent as accurately as possible characteristic

solar cycle and seasonal variations in the atmospheric and ionospheric conditions in the

subauroral region in order to establish solar cycle and seasonal trends in SAR arc emission

due to these characteristic variations. The magnetospheric heat flow is held constant in
these calculations. To represent the neutral atmosphere, the MSIS86 empirical model

(Hedin, 1987) was selected with the following parameters chosen as representative of a
magnetic storm characterized by a minimum Dst index of -80 y during solar maximum and

minimum conditions.

Local Solar
F10.7 F1O.7A Ap Time Sunspot No.

Solar Maximum 186 175 30 23 hours 145
Solar Minimum 84 74 30 23 hours 20

The International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) model was chosen to represent general solar

cycle and seasonal trends in the ionospheric densities. Seasonal variations were

represented by ionospheric profiles in March, June, September and December at the

location of Millstone Hill (42.60N, 71.50W). The IRI model does not represent magnetic

storm variations in the height (HMF2) and magnitude (NMF2) of the F2 peak or the

characteristics of the main electron density trough which encroaches into the subauroral
region during magnetic storm conditions. SAR arcs are located on or within the

equatorward wall of the main electron density trough (cf. Rees and Roble, 1975);
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therefore, solar cycle, seasonal and geomagnetic storm variations in the trough depth are

very important to properly represent the ionosphere in the vicinity of the SAR arc.

Characteristic changes in NMF2 and HMF2 ionosphere due to increased magnetic activity

are imposed on the baseline IRI model for the purposes of this study.

Proper representation of the variations in the characteristics of the main electron density

trough are very important to the present study. The trough is a persistent large-scale feature

of the nightside subauroral region. The occurrence frequency of the trough as determined

using ISIS-I and INJUN-5 satellite data, in the time interval November 1968 - November

1970, on the nightside, is -96% (Best and Wagner, 1983). The electron density trough is

typically 100 latitude wide with a decrease in electron density of about one order of

magnitude at 400 km (Kohnlein and Raitt, 1977). During magnetic disturbances the trough

becomes shallower. Observations of 1000 troughs by ARIEL-III indicates that trough

occurrence frequency increases with increasing geomagnetic activity (Tulunay and Sayers,

1971). Examination of troughs observed by IK-10 and IK-18 satellites indicates that the

frequency of nighttime troughs increases from 78% for KP =1 to 95% for Kp= 4 .

Therefore, we might expect significantly depressed densities in the vicinity of the SAR arc

routinely. In fact, a study of the relative positions of the trough minimum and subauroral

Te peak using IK-18 data indicates that the Te peak often coincides with the trough

minimum at altitudes between 400 and 750 km at local times between 23 hours and 3

hours. At other local times the trough minimum occurs within 0.30 - 1.50 invariant latitude

poleward of the Te peak (Best and Wagner, 1983).

Wagner et al. (1981) found, using measurements from a network of ionosonde stations

during the magnetic storm of January 22 - February 4, 1974 at 5 hours local time, that

initially during storm main phase, the trough becomes shallower, densities dropping by a

factor of 2.5 from the equatorward wall to the trough minimum. As storm recovery
proceeds, the densities drop by a factor of 6 in the trough.

Profiles from Millstone Hill Observatory for summer and winter, solar maximum and solar
minimum conditions were compiled (M. Bdonsanto, private communication). In general

the observed NMF2 during magnetically active conditions appeared to oe a factor of 1.5

less and HMF2 50 km higher than in the IRI model. This is consistent with the results of

Lockwood (1980), who deduced that HMF2 inside the trough is greater than its value

outside by between 30 and 80 km. It appears the IRI profiles more closely represent
magnetically quiet conditions at the location of Millstone Hill.

In light of the observational evidence, the IRI model profiles were scaled by a factor of

0.66 and HMF2 increased by 50 km to represent magnetically active periods. To examine
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the sensitivity of the model results to these parameter, NMF2 was scaled by factors of 5.0,
2.0, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05 and HMF2 shifted up and down by 50 km from the IRI model
value. Such variations in HMF2 are reasonable. During magnetically active times, heating
of the thermosphere over the polar and auroral regions contributes a strong component to
the equatorward wind (cf. Miller et al., 1986) which blows ionization up the field line to
higher altitudes and increases the height of the F2 peak. Another consequence of neutral
heating over the polar and auroral regions is an increase of the scale heights in the neutral
atmosphere. Increased scale heights bring more N2 to high altitudes in the vicinity of the
F2 peak and decreases the O/N2 ratio at high altitudes. This has significant effects both on
the electron temperature and on the amount of 6300A emission produced from a given
magnetospheric heat flux. Elevated neutral temperatures have been observed all the way

down to subauroral latitudes as a result of heating in the high latitude regions. Variations
on the exospheric temperatures predicted by MSIS86 of + 1000 K and +4000K are thought
to bracket reasonably well normal storm time variations.

(iv) Results of the Parametric Study

(a) Baseline Study

First a baseline set of models was run using the IRI and MSIS86 models to represent solar
cycle and seasonal variations in the subauroral ionosphere and atmosphere, respectively, at
an L shell of 3 during a magnetic storm with a main phase decrease in the surface magnetic
field of approximately -80y. Such a storm in solar maximum has statistically been shown
to produce electron temperatures at 400 km of about 32000K (Kozyra et al., 1986) and

6300A emission of some 100's of Rayleighs to nearly a kR depending on the neutral
atmosphere and ionospheric conditions. The magnetospheric electron heat flux associated
with such a storm is -2.5 x 1010 ev/cm2/s (Rees and Roble, 1975). This heat flux was
held constant for all model runs. Figure 1(a) shows the results of this baseline study.
Interestingly enough, maximum emissions are observed during solar minimum conditions
for a fixed heat flux. The corresponding model seasonal and solar cycle variations in
NMF2 (Figure lb) and HMF2 (Figure 1c) are also presented. Solar minimum values of
NMF2 are lower than those in solar maximum. This trend is largely responsible for the
enhanced 6300A column emission during solar minimum. Lower electron densities (Ne)
result in the magnetospheric heat flux being distributed among fewer particles. At the same
time lower ion densities result in less cooling to the ions in solar minimum. The
combination of these effects causes high electron temperatures and correspondingly, more
6300A emission. Figure 2 (b-d) displays model atmospheric and ionospheric conditions
during winter and summer for the baseline study. Volume emission rates are given in
Figure 2(a). Volume emission rates peak at lower altitudes in solar minimum than solar
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maximum and are greater in December than in June. Electron temperatures (Fig. 2c) in

general are inversely related to electron densities - the highest temperatures are established

for the lowest electron densities. Higher O/N2 ratios (Fig. 2b) are more favorable for the

production of 6300A emission because the production of 0(1 D) is proportional to the 0

density and the collisional quenching to the N2 density.

(b) Sensitivity Study

The following reasonable variations on the standard December solar minimum model were

considered to examine the sensitivity of the calculated 6300A emission to model

assumptions: (1) ± 100 0K, +4000K in the neutral exospheric temperature, (2) ± 50 km in

HMF2, and (3) NMF2 scaled by 5.0, 2.0, 0.2, 0.1, and 0.05. Figure 3 gives the results

of this sensitivity study. By far, the largest variation in 6300A emission intensity results

from an increase in the height of the F2 layer by 50 km. When the F2 peak is shifted

upward with respect to the neutral atmosphere, electron-neutral cooling resulting from the

vibrational excitation of N2 is decreased due to a decrease in the N2 density in the vicinity

of the Ne peak. As a result of diminished cooling rates, higher electron temperatures are

established. At the increased altitude of the F2 peak, the O/N2 ration is greater resulting in

more 6300A emission for a given electron temperature.

DECEMBER SOLAR MIN - VARIATIONS

z HEAT FLUX = -2.5E 10 EV/CM2/S
r- 5000
j, 4000

04 (n2O000
o -1000

0, a .. W..L

2 0 CU

00 

1 4-

Figure 3: Variations in the 6300A column emission intensity resulting from

reasonable modifications in model inputs for the December solar

minimum baseline model. The neutral exospheric temperature calculated

by the MSIS-86 model was changed by ± 100 0K, and +4000 K, HMF2
was changed by ±50 km, and NMF2 was scaled by factors of 5.0, 2.0,

0.5, 0.2, 0.1, and 0.05.
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Increasing the neutral temperature results in larger neutral scale heights and thus an increase

in neutral density , an increase in the relative amount of heavy ions and a decrease in the

O/N2 ratio at the altitude of the electron density peak. The reverse occurs as a result of a

decre-.,e in the neutral exospheric temperature. Increased neutral densities at the altitudes

ol Le F2 peak results in increased electron-neutral cooling and thus reduced electron

temperatures. In addition to the increased electron-neutral cooling, a more unfavorable

ratio of O/N 2 contributes to a decrease in the 6300k emission (see Fig.3). The reverse

situation for lower neutral exospheric temperatures results in increased 6300A emissions.

Finally, changes in the electron density significantly effect the 6300A column emission

resulting from a given magnetospheric heat flux as demonstrated in Figure 3. But whether

the result is an increase or decrease in the 6300A column emission depends on the value of

the electron density. Initially a decrease in the density produces an increase in the 6300k

emission rate but as the electron density is decreased further, eventually the 6300A

emission begins also to decrease. In all cases as the electron density is decreased the

electron temperature increases for a fixed magnetospheric heat flux. This is because the

heat flux is distributed among fewer electrons. Electrons with energies in excess of 1.96

ev are responsible for exciting oxygen atoms to the ID state. Initially an increase in the

electron temperature results in a larger population of electrons with energies in excess of

1.96 ev. But as the density is decreased further, smaller and smaller populations of > 1.96

ev electrons exist, even in the presence of higher electron temperatures and the 6300A

emission begins to decrease.

(c) Storm Study

Since detectable SAR arcs occur only during magnetically active times, modifications to the

ionosphere and atmosphere were made which are characteristic of observed variations

during magnetic storms. These adopted magnetic storm variations are in agreement with

Millstone Hill observations during active times. For all seasons, NMF2 was multiplied by

0.66 and HMF2 was increased by 50 km. Model results are presented in Figure 4. Two

trends are immediately obvious. First, there is a very pronounced seasonal variation in the

6300A emission intensity in solar maximum and a less pronounced variation in solar

minimum. In both cases, weaker emissions occur in June for the same magnetospheric

heat flux. This is in agreement with the SAR occurrence frequency which reaches a

minimum in June and July (Hoch, 1973). Second, significantly more 6300k emission

results in solar minimum than in solar maximum for the same magnetospheric heat flux.

Initial results of a statistical study of solar cycle changes in SAR arc intensity indicate that

weaker SAR arcs occur during solar minimum than during solar maximum for the same

level of magnetic activity indicated by the Dst index (Slater, private communication). The
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Dst index is a measure of the strength of the ring current since it represents the depression

in the surface magnetic field resulting from the magnetic field generated by the ring current.
Strong theoretical and observational evidence indicates that the ring current is the source of
the electron heating in the subauroral region (cf. Hoch, 1973; Rees and Roble, 1975;

Kozyra et al., 1987). This initial result indicates that the magnetospheric heat flux is less in
solar minimum than in solar maximum for the same ring current intensity. If the result

holds true under more detailed modelling, this is an important clue to the nature of the

energy transfer mechanism.Seasonal and solar cycle trends in the depth of the main electron
density trough and/or in the height of the F2 peak in the trough region are not well

established and systematic variations in these quantities may change the result reported
above. More modelling is definitely warranted, looking in detail at selected well-measured
storms in solar maximum and solar minimum.

(v) Model of the September 19-24, 1984 Magnetic Storm

The magnetospheric storm period of September 19-24, 1984 was chosen for detailed
modelling. SAR arcs were observed on the 19th, 20th and 24th by the MASP chain of
photometers (D. Slater, private communication). Elevated electron temperatures associated
with the SAR arc of September 20 are clearly visible in Millstone Hill observations from

00:23:17 UT to 2:02:17 UT. Also available are electron densities for this time interval and
neutral exospheric temperatures. Efforts are underway to obtain these observations for use
in a detailed model of the emissions during this time interval. Models will be constructed at
intervals during the storm period - for both SAR arc and non-SAR arc conditions.
Results of these models will be compared to models of SAR arcs observed during solar

maximum magnetic storms (Rees and Roble, 1975; Kozyra et al., 1982; Slater et al., 1987;
Kozyra et al., 1987).

Observations of electron density and temperature were on hand, however, at an L shell of
-3 (directly overhead at Millstone Hill) for several intervals on September 23, 1984.
During this time, wcather conditions prevented ground-based detection of SAR arc

emissions, if any existed. Modelling of this time period serves as an initial test of the
ability of the ionosphere model to represent conditions which were observed during this

solar minimum storm period. Figure 5(a) presents electron densities observed by Millstone

Hill (B. Oliver, private communication). Also plotted are model 0+ and H profiles
constructed to be consistent with observations. Figure 5(b) is an MSIS86 neutral
atmosphere model consistent with observed magnetic storm and solar conditions during

this time interval, with an exospheric tempeiature of 10000 K. The model electron
temperature profile which results from a magnetospheric heat flux of 3.5 x 1010 ev/cm 2/s is
compared to measured electron temperatures in Figure 5(c) showing very good agreement.
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The model 6300A volume emission rate profile is given in Figure 5(d) and corresponds to a

column integrated 6300A emission intensity of only 5 rayleighs. A number of other

intervals will be modelled during the storm to gain information on the storm-time variations

in the electron temperature and 6300A emission intensity in the subauroral region.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

The results of the SAR arc studies indicate that seasonal variations in SAR arc intensities

can be attributed to seasonal variations in the neutral atmosphere and ionosphere but solar

cycle variations cannot be explained by normal solar cycle changes in these quantities. A

word of caution should be injected here. In view of the uncertainties in our observational

knowledge of the solar cycle, seasonal, and magnetic storm-time variations in relevant

model inputs, a detailed theoretical and observational study of a number of solar minimum

SAR arcs is indicated. Comparison of solar minimum SAR arcs with examples of solar

maximum SAR arcs in the literature, interpreted in light of the parametric study presented in

this report, would help to verify the above somewhat tentative conclusions which imply

that the magnetospheric heat flux is decreased during solar minimum when compared to

solar maximum for the same ring current intensity. Kozyra et al. (1987) find that Coulomb

collisions between thermal electrons and the oxygen ion component of the ring current, heat

the electron gas sufficiently to support the elevated electron temperatures observed in the F

region ionosphere during several SAR arcs in solar maximum. The oxygen ion component

of the ring current, however, has been observed to decrease with the sunspot number

(Young et al., 1982). A ring current which produces a given depression in the surface

magnetic field indicated by the Dst index would contain a significantly lower percentage of

oxygen during solar minimum than during solar maximum. Thus solar cycle changes in

the energy source could modulate the SAR arc intensity in the manner indicated by

observations. Since the Coulomb collision rate is also directly proportional to the thermal

electron density in the plasmasphere, systematic solar cycle variations in the plasmaspheric

densities could also be responsible for modulating the magnetospheric heat flow resulting

from a given ring current population. However, plasmaspheric densities inferred from
whistler observations indicate no significant solar cycle variation in the outer plasmasphere

(Park et al., 1978).

The next step to a better understanding the energetics of the plasmapause region is a

parametric study of the magnetospheric heat source. A reasonable ring current distribution

could be adopted for the study assuming different percentages of heavy ions as the solar

cycle progresses. These variations in composition would be based on the observational
work of Young et al. (1982) and others. The ultimate aim of this recommended work and

the aim of the study detailed in this report is to attempt to parametrize the magnetospheric
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heat source in the subauroral ionosphere. This would allow more accurate modelling of the

spacecraft environment in the subauroral region for different solar cycle and seasonal

conditions.

The heat flux in the ions is also important to the energetics of the outer plasmasphere and

magnetically connected subauroral ionosphere. Studies of the relationship between

elevated ion temperatures in the outer plasmasphere and topside ionosphere and

suprathermal oxygen ion populations that accumulate in the outer plasmasphere indicate that

these suprathermal oxygen ions may be the energy source for the thermal protons via

Coulomb collisions (Kozyra et al., 1987; Chandler et al., 1988). This being the case,

statistical studies should indicate a relationship between (<100 ev) ions precipitating into

the ionosphere from the source populations in the outer plasmasphere and elevated ion

temperatures on the same field lines. A comparison between observations of low energy

ion precipitation in the subauroral region by the DMSP satellite and observations by the

retarding ion mass spectrometer on the DE- 1 satellite of elevated ion temperatures could

form the basis for the statistical study outlined above. In addition, a close comparison of

DMSP observations of precipitating ions, DE-1/RIMS observations of thermal ion

temperatures and observations of the suprathermal oxygen ion population in the outer
plasmasphere by the energetic ion composition spectrometer (EICS) on DE-1 during

selected individual magnetic storms would contribute immeasurably to our understanding

of the energetics of the subauroral region. These statistical and observational studies may
help to determine under what conditions ion temperatures will be elevated in the outer

plasmasphere, leading ultimately to more accurate modelling of the plasma environment in

the subauroral region.
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UPDATE OF THE HITRAN DATABASE

by

Irving Lipschitz

ABSTRACT

Six gases were evaluated for the HITRAN database. Two,

hydrogen sulfide (H 2S) and formic acid (HCOOH), were not

included in Previous editions of the database. For H 2 S, the

v 1 3v 2 , 2v.2 and v3 bands, detailed line Position, transition

intensities, lower state energies, Pressure broadening,

molecule and isotope indices and uPPer and lower state

vibration and rotation quantum numbers were reported. For

formic acid, only lower state energies and line measurements

for the v6 band were cited. Four gases, methyl chloride,

hydrogen Peroxide, hydrogen cyanide and formaldehyde are

already on the database. We wanted to replace the estimated

values used for certain Parameters with the latest

experimental data. Except for hydrosen Peroxide, however,

there was precious little suitable information to add to or

update the Previous values of the database. For these Four

molecules, the database appears to be correct.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The high-resolution transmission molecular absorption

database (HITRAN) (1) is a compilation of spectroscopic

Parameters from which a wide variety of computer simulation

codes are able to calculate and predict the transmission and

emission of radiation in the atmosphere.

This database is a prominent and long-runnino effort

established by the Air Force at the Air Force Geophysics

Laboratory (AFGL) in the late 1960's in response to the

requirement of a detailed knowledge of inrafred transmission

Properties of the atmosphere. With the advent of seisitive

detectors, rapid computers, and higher-resolution

spectrometers, a large database representing the discreet

molecular transition.s that affect radiative Propagation

throughout the electromagnetic spectrum became a necessity.

Initially, HITRAN had three major components of the

atmoshpere, H2O, CO , and 0 Subsequentl, it was expanded

to 28 molecules. The Purpose of this research was to

determine what new molecules to add, to update Parameters for

the molecules already included in the database, and to modify

the organization of the database in order to matte it easier

to use.

My research interests are in the area of normal

coordinate analysis of Polymers and their Precursors. This is

used to develop a force field that predicts the fundamental

vibrations in a Polymer. Since the Air Force was interested

in enlarsin, the HITRAN database with "larser molecules" this

would mesh with my baclsround. I also have backsround with

computers and have reasonable understanding of the nature of

databases.
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II. OBJECTIVES

The Purpose of this reseach was to evaluate six gases in

order to update the HITRAN database (1). We were looKin for

intense bands in which the line Positions, transition

intensities, lower state energies, Pressure broadening of

line width, molecule and isotope indices, and upper and lower

state vibration and rotation quantum numbers were reported.

The gases were methyl chloride, hydrogen Peroxide, hydrogen

cyanide, formaldehyde, hydrogen sulfide, and formic acid.

A second objective was to suggest ways of maKing the menu

screens easier to use on the HITRAN database and changing its

format. Currently, there are several hundred thousand lines

in the database. But, as new molecules, especially larger

ones, with greater number of lines, are added, the database

is expected to grow to several million lines. Thus, the

Present sequential method of listing lines, which was

Previously considered efficient now is laborious, taking

immense computer time to generate a listing as well as using

enormous amounts of memory.

The last objective was to ascertain what aspects of the

research needs to be continued in order to maKe the available

data aPProPriate for inclusion into the HITRAN database.
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CH3 C1 Methyl Chloride

Methyl chloride, H 3C-Cl, is considered the Principal

carrier of chlorine in the atmosphere and is intimately

involved in the ozone depletion cycle. It is Produced from

the biomass and has been seen in volcanic emissions. There

are two species of methyl chloride; one with chlorine 35

isotope and the other with chlorine 37 isotope in the ratio

of 3 to 1, respectively. #

A symmetric top of C3v symmetry group molecule, methyl

chloride has only six vibrational modes; three A and three

doubly degenerate E modes. The three A 2 modes are

translational modes, thus, instead of the calculated 3n-6 =

9 vibrational modes there are only six active vibrations

Mode 4 of E symmetry the medium strensth C-H stretch at

3042 cm 1 ; mode 1 of A symmetry is a strong C-H stretch at
-1

2966 cm ; mode 5 of E symmetry the medium strensth H-C-H
-1

bend at 1455 cm ; mode 2 of A symmetry is a medium
-1

strength H-C-H bend at 1355 cm ; mode 6 the relatively
-1

weaK H-C-Cl bend at 1015 cm , and mode 3 of A symmetry
-1

the strong C-Cl stretch at 732 cm . The first three modes

v 1, v2 , and v3 are Parallel bands and the last three are

Perpendicular bands.

If the transition moment of the vibrational transition

is Parallel to the top axis (11 band) we have for the

rotational quantum numbers

AK = Or AJ = 0,*t, if K 0 O,

AK = 0, Aj = ±1, if K = 0.

If the transition moment is Perpendicular to the top

axis (I band), we have:

AK = ±1, AJ = 0, ±1.
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Consequently, a multitude of sub-bands occur, which are

designated aKaJ K  Those with AK = 0 are designated G

(parallel bands), the aJ value is represented by the usual

P,QR designation. The rotational levels with K = 3q ($0)

have double the statistical weight of the levels K = 3q ±1;

that is, we have an alternation 2,1,1,2,1,1,2,'''. For a

degenerate vibrational level, a similar alternation results

for both +1 and -l sublevels, but for the +1 sublevels the

rotational levels with K = 3q + 1, and for the -l sublevels

the rotational levels with K = 3q - 1 have the higher

statistical weight (since they are the A levels).

HIGH INTENSITY BANDS

Besides the fundamental bands, several overtones and

combination bands exhibit strong absorptions in the

infrared and near-infrared regions of the spectrum. They

are as follows: v2 + v5 between 2650 and 2950 cm - ; v3 +v 5

between 2036 and 2093 cm ; v2 + V3 between 2062 and 2099
-1 -1

cm ; v3 + v4 and v3 + 3v 6 between 3690 and 3870 cm ;

v 2 + v4 and v2 + 3 v 6 between 4310 and 4450 cm 1 v3 + 2v 5
-1

between 3588 and 3613 cm ; v6 +2v 5 between 3840 and 3944
-1 -1

cm ; 2 2 + v5 between 4073 and 4249 cm , and v2 + 2v-15
between 4226 and 4252 cm (2,3,4,5).

Recent measurements of the around state rotational

states have extended the J and K values, but more

importantly, the energy of the states are now Known to the

sixth or seventh decimal Place (6). Upper state rotational

levels For "3 and v6 have been measured nearly equally

well.
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The v5 and v2 bands are reported as their line

Positions, but in the experimental section of the Paper it

is stated that line intensity, quantum numbers, and line

width were obtained (7,8).

Fermi resonance and coriolis effects are rampant among

the bands because of the severe overlapping and density of

states of the fundamental bands and many of the overtone

and combination bands. Experimental band centers for most
-1

of the bands are displaced 50 to 60 cm from the

theoretical center. However, for many of the systems, the

scheme describing their interaction with one another has

been worKed out and a complete set of ground state as well

as upper state constants has been given.

Band strengths are reported for v3 , vr v' 2 v , 2v5 ,3 5 5 5
vI? v 4(3v 6)' V 2.(v 5), vl(2v 5 ) Plus V 4(3v 6 )  (9).

The HITRAN database (1): The 1986 edition reports three

transitions each for both the 215 and 217 isotopic species

with a total of 6687 lines. They are ground to v ; ground

to 1)4 , and ground to 3v (10). The ATMOS supplemental list

gives v3 with 725 lines for the 215 molecule and 500 lines

for the 217 molecule and v2 with 513 lines for the 215

molecule (11). These are reported with intensities and

Pressure broadened halfwidth.

H202 HYDROGEN PEROXIDE

Hydrogen Peroxide, H-0-0-H, is Perhaps the most complex

four atom molecule we will encounter. It has two basic

conformations; the cis, in which both hydrogens are on the

same side of the 0-0 bond and the trans, in which the
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hydrosens are on opposite sides of the 0-0 bond. The planar

cis and trans conformatiorns. of hydrogen Peroxide were shown

to be unstable. As a result, two isomeric sauche

conformations of hydrogen Peroxide exist, with a dihedral
0

angle at the equilibrium Position of about 111 . Between

the cis- and trans-conformations, there are barriers V and
C

V t on the Potential energy curve for internal rotation.t

These two barriers are not equal, with Y > Y , 2460 and
- I c t

286 cm , respectively. There are tunneling transitions

between the two conformations through the trans-barrier,

Y . The tunneling effect roduces a doubling of the H202

lines, similar to the inversion doubling in the NH 3

spectrum. That is, every rotational level splits into four

levels characterized by two quantum numbers n and ?, where

n is the Principal quantum number which orders the energy

of the torsional levels of a liven symmetry, and I' defines

the symmetry of these levels. Since the cis barrier is

high, the splitting between levels 1,2 and 3,4 is so small

that it cannot be detected; while the splitting senerated

by the trans barrier is fairly high - about 11.3 cm - For

the n = 0 level.

Hydrogen Peroxide in its gauche conformation is an

asymmetric rotor belonging to the symmetry group C2,

vielding Four A and two B modes. They are as follows:

mode 5 of symmetry B is the asymmetric O-H stretch at 3608
-!

cm ; mode I oF symmetry A is the symmetric O-H stretch at

3599 cm - 1 , mode 2 of symmetry A is the 0-0-H torsion(1380
-1

cm not observed) but calculated to be strong; mode 6 of
-1

symmetry B is the 0-0-H torsion at 1266 cm ; mode 3 of
-1

symmetry type A is the 0-0 stretch at 880 cm , and mode 4
-1

of s/mmetry type A is the H-0 O-H twisting at 314cm 1
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Recent work on the v5 band in the region 3400 to 3900
-1

cm yielded 14,000 lines (12). The v 2 + v6 combination

bending mode in the region 2400 to 3000 cm Yielded nearly

11,000 lines. There was overlapping and blended lines in

this region (12).

-1

Lines have been reported up to 428 cm in the

microwave region (13). For the v asymmetric deformation

band in the region 1100 to 1350 cm 708 transitions have

been assigned Yielding both upper and lower state constants

and local quantum numbers (13,14). Even at Doppler-limited

rresolution, many lines are still blended and there are

numerous weaker lines, some of which may originate from

transitions between torsionally excited states (n 1)(13).

Line and band intensities (15,16) and air broadened

line widths (17) have been reported for the v6 (b) band
-1

around 1266 cm •

The HITRAN database (1) reports 883 microwave transions
-1

from 0 to 100 cm and 2389 transitions For v6 in the range
-i1

1186 to 1350 cm .

HCN HYDROGEN CYANIDE

Hydrogen cyanide, H-C-N, is a linear molecule belonging
to the C symmetry group.. It has two A modes and one

Mv
degenerate E mode. Mode 1 of symmetry A is the C-H stretch

-1.
at 3446.2 cm ; mode 2 of symmetry A is the C-N stretch at

-1
2124.7 cm , and mode 3 of symmetry E is the H-C-N bend at

726.7 cm .
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Measurements of the hydogen cyanide v3 band broadened

by nitrogen (18) and spectral Parameters of hydrogen

cyanide at room temperature (19) were used to update the

1986 version of the HITRAN database (1). No new work has

been Published since then.

The HITRAN database (1) lists 772 lines for the 124,

125, and 134 isotoPic species. Of these, there are a total
-1

of 115 lines in the microwave resion 2 to 132 cm . The

remainder of the lines are for the 124 molecule. They are
1 1 2

round to v3; ground to 2v2; ground to v2 ; v2  to 2v 2

and v 2  to 2v 2 .

H 2CO FORMALDEHYDE

Formaldehyde is a Planar molecule of C2v symmetry zroup

with three A1 , two B , and one B 2 moes. Mode 4 of

symmetry B is the asymmetric C-H stretch at 2843.4 cm1

mode 1 of- A symmetry is the symmetric C-H stretch at

2766.4 cm-1;mode 2 of A 1symmetry is the C=O stretch at
-1 2

1746.07 cm ; made 3 of A symmetry is the H-C-H bend at

1500.6 cm 1 ; mode 5 of B 1 is the O-C-H bend or the "CH 211
rock" at 1247.4 cm', and mode 6 of symmetry B 2 is the C=O

out-of-plane vibration or "CH 2 was" at 1169.5 cm .

Absolute line strengths for 28 transitions and Pressure

broadening coefficients due to collision with foreign

gases, air, H2,2, 0,2 and N2 in the v4 and v6 bands were

determined (20). A brief report on Pressure line shifts in

the millimeter wavelength resion has been reported (21).

The ATMOS supplemental list contains some questionable

lines of the v2 fundamental band (11,22).
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Infrared absorption intensities of the v1 and v5 , v2,

3F ? 4 and v6 bands have been reported (23).

The HITRAN database (1) lists 2702 lines for the 126,

128, and 136 isotopic species. Of these, there are a total
-1

of 1541 lines in the microwave rezion 0 to 100 cm for

these molecules. The rest of the lines are for the 126

molecule. They are round to v2 + V 6; round to v2 + V 4

ground to v5 ; around to v ; ground to v3 + v6; ground to v 3

+ V 4 , and ground to 2v 6 .

H2 S HYDROGEN SULFIDE

Hydrogen sulfide is a nonlinear molecule of symmetry
group C2v with two A I and one B 1 modes, Just liKe water.

Mode 3 of symmetry B is the asymmetric S-H stretch at 2625
-11

cm ; mode 1 of symmetry A is the S-H symmetric stretch at
-11

2614.56 cm , and mode 2 of A1 symmetry is the H-S-H bend
-1

at 1182.68 cm .

The Pure rotation spectrum of hydrogen sulfide has been
-1

recorded between 50 and 320 cm . A listing of the

calculated and observed line Positions, experimental error,

rotational quantum numbers, lower state energy, and

intensity of the line at 296 K are given (24). Spectra of

hydrogen sulfide have been recorded between 2150 and 2950
-1

cm . A listing of the line Positions, upper and lower

state quantum numbers, isotopic species, lower state

energy, and intensity of the line at 296 K (25) for the

2V 2 ,v 1, and v 3 bands of the 121, 131, and 141 isotopic

species observed in natural abundance (26). Microwave

measurements of the self-broadening Parameters of four Pure
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rotational transitions of hydrogen sulfide have been

carried out in the millimeter and submillimeter wavelength

region. In addition, Anderson theory calculations have

been carried out for these transitions (27).

The HITRAN database (1) has no listing for hydrogen

sulfide.

HCOOH FORMIC ACID

Formic acid monomer is a Planar molecule of C symmetry
s

with seven A' and two A" modes. All the modes are strong

absorbers of radiation. Mode 1 of A' symmetry is the 0-H
-1

stretch at 3570 cm ; mode 2 of A' symmetry is the C-H
-1

stretch at 2942 cm I ; mode 3 of A' symmetry is the C=0
-1

stretch at 1770 cm ; mode 4 of A' symmetry is the O-C-H
-1

bend at 1387 cm ; mode 5 of A' symmetry is the interaction
-1.

of the C-0-H bend and the C-O stretch at 1229 cm ; mode 6

of A' symmetry is the interaction of the C-0 stretch with
-1

the C-0-H bend at 1105 cm ; mode 8 of A" symmetry is the
-1

out-of-Plane C-H vibration at 1033 cm ; mode 7 of A'
-1

symmetry is the O-C-0 deformation at 625 cm , and mode 9

of A" symmetry is the out-oF-Plane 0-H vibration (torsion)
-1

at 638 cm .

The investigation of the inFrared spectrum of formic

acid is complicated by the fact that at room temperature

the vapor consists mainly of double molecules (dimers) and

only a small fraction of single molecules.

High-resolution spectroscopy of the v3 band vibration

rotation band Yielded ground and upper state constants and

some assignments of lines. However, no other Parameters
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were reported (28). Absolute energies for rotational

sublevels and unambiguous assignments for microwave

transitions in both v7 and v9 bands were reported (29).

Several Papers (30,31,32,33,34,35) report rotational

spectra of formic acid and its isotopic species.

The HITRAN database (I) has no listing for formic acid.

ATMOS supplemental list (11) reports tentative
-1

identification of the 1105 cm v6 band G branch (36).
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

a. Hydrogen sulfide: should be included in the database, as

there is sufficient data for several bands.

b. Formic acid: research efforts should continue in order to

find enough appropriate information for it to be included

in the database.

C. Methyl chloride: v3 and several combination and overtone

bands should be added.

d. Hydrogen Peroxide: more lines should be added for the v6

band.

e. Hydrogen cyanide: no new work has been found.

f. Formaldehyde: intensity measurements have been made and

should be added to the database.

9. We should undertake a library study to ascertain if the

spectra of dimers of HCN with formaldehyde or formic acid

and HC1 with formaldehyde or formic acid should be

included in the database since they may act as a

reservoir for these molecules in the atmosphere.

h. The database should be separated into the original main

atmoshperic molecules of water, carbon dioxide and ozone

and a Program written that allows inclusion of the lines

of specific other molecules into the computer generation

of the atmosphere as desired by the user.
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Spectral Domain Decomposition

by

john P. mcHugh

ABSTRACT

Spectral Domain decomposition was investigated for application to

partial differential. A method of elimination is proposed which allows

decomposition to any number of sub-domains without any special require-

ments on the interfacial conditions. This method allows solution on a

parallel processor, where each processor operates on one domain,

separate from the others. The method is applied to the one-dimensional

heat equation using the Chebychev collation discretization. Accuracy of

the method is discussed briefly.
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1. Introduction

The numerical solution of partial differential equations has

become a popular tool for research in all areas of physics, including

weather prediction. There are many methods of approach to numerically

solving a given set of equations. Each approach has its advantages and

disadvantages, and there is no perfect all-around method that can always

be used with guaranteed success. The state of computational mechanics is

such that more research is necessary and there is much improvement that

will be gained.

The methods of solution can usually be categorized into finite

element, finite difference, boundary element, and spectral methods. The

methods appear similar during the problem formulation, but usually result

in a linear matrix equation which depends strongly on the choice of

method. Spectral methods, which are the focus of this report, have the

advantage of accuracy over the other methods. The disadvantage of

spectral methods is that they require large amounts of computer time.

Despite the computer requirement, spectral methods have become the method

of choice for meteorological and many other problems.

A promising method of reducing the required computer time for a

spectral method is to use domain decomposition. Domain decomposition

involves decomposing the physical domain into sections. Solution for each

section is then found with appropriate interfacial conditions. A

substantial degree of the accuracy of a spectral method is retained, and

a large improvement is found in a much simpler matrix structure. Further

improvements can also be obtained by solving on a parallel computer, for

which domain decomposition appears to be particularly well-suited.
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Previous work by Gottlieb and Hirsh (1988) indicates that the

interfacial conditions effect the applicability of domain decomposition

to a particular problem. The method demonstrated in this report will

show that any interfacial conditions can be used along with domain

decomposition. Furthermore, and of equal importance, the resulting

decomposed system still retains a high degree of parallelism, making

solution on a parallel processor a good possibility.

This report contains work performed while the author was in

summer residence at the AF Geophysics Lab at Hanscom Field. This is a

final report of that effort.

2. Objectives

The objectives of this research during the ten-week period were

to investigate the applicability of spectral domain decomposition to

partial differential equations. This work was intended to be the start

of extended research along these lines, not a terminal project, and

provide a route for future research.

The work has produced a novel solution method, outlined below,

and many paths for future research. It has, therefore, exceeded the

original objectives.

3. An Application

The eventual application of the methods described here is the

solution of complicated, nonlinear, partial differential equations.

However, the complexity of implementation of this method (and any other

method) to the "real" equations makes a clear understanding of the method
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difficult at this early stage of development. Hence, a relatively simple

linear equation has been considered, which is

u 2u(1)Ft x2 ax 2 )

where u = u(x,t), and u = bI, b2 on the boundaries. This equation

extends the work of Gottlieb (1988) to include the time dependence. This

equation is simply the one dimensional heat equation.

4. A Spectral Method

Spectral methods have many different forms and have been reviewed

by Gottlieb and Orszag (1977), Gottlieb, et al. (1982), and more recently

by Canuto, et al., (1988). The variation chosen for this paper is the

Chebychev collocation method, which is a pseudospectral method.

All spectral methods include an approximation to the dependent

variable, in this case u(x,t), by the finite series expansion,

N
u - & C n~n ,(2)

n=O

where cn = Cn (t) and + = n (x). In general, the +n's are chosen to

belong to some series of base functions, such as Chebychev, Legendre,

trigonometric, etc. Hence the name "Chebychev" collocation method. For

this discussion,

+n) W= cos(n cos- x), (3)

which is the standard form for the Chebychev function (see Johnson and

Johnson, Chap 11). The coefficients, cn(t), are determined in the

numerical solution by some time-stepping method, as will be explained.
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The solution to (1) begins by inserting (2) into (1) to obtain

-2:)&_ R,(4)
ax 2 n=O n

where R is the residual. Since u(x,t) is only approximated by the

expansion (2), then the differential equation is not exactly satisfied,

leaving the residual R. If we choose the cn's so that the weighted

residual (global error) is zero for some set of weighting functions,

(x), then

Rx Ri (x) dx t 2x -*4[= cn~n] j (a jNdx=O0 (5)

There are various choices for (x), such as the popular Galerkin

method where

A more appropriate choice for the eventual application to domain

decomposition, however, is the collocation method, where

= S(x-xQ) (6)

and 6 is the Dirac delta function.

Using (6), (5) becomes

at&- cx n=N +nn =0] (7)

a x2) n.0 x=xj

The above expression gives one equation in terms of the coefficients, cn,

at every collocation point, x. When the number of equations is chosekto

be equal to the number of unknowns by making N equal to the number of

x.'s, a square matrix results.

The time-dependence must be dealt with. Many schemes are

available. A simple backward difference has been chosen for ease of

study. Hence,
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au u -u
at- t )

which results in
N (8)

&- (0 &ton") cn' u j(8
n=0 x= X

This matrix equation must be solved for the cn 's subject to the boundary

conditions.

5. Decomposition Into Two Domains

The simplest version of domain decomposition is to let the domain

be split in half, which is now considered. The problem then becomes

Lu =0 , Lu = 0,
2  (9a)

L = a- a2

ax
1

where the superscripts 1 and r mean left and right. The solution, u is

valid in the left half of the domain, while ur is valid in the right.

1 r
The solutions u and u must be matched at the interface. Canuto, et

al., (1988) has shown that the interfacial conditions

1  r
1 r

u = u , r(9b)

where these values are taken at the interface and the variable subscript

means differentiation, make the decomposed system equivalent to the

original system. Hence, (9) is taken to be the governing system.

Expand u1 and ur as before using

11

u - cn 0(x),r n

4n  n
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so that the same 0n is used for both domains; only the coefficients, cn,

are different between two domains. This makes the extension to more

domains much easier.

There are two approaches that can be followed at this stage. The

equations can be arranged in a one large matrix, which would have a block

diagonal form. Various solution techniques can then be applied,

including attempts at parallel processing. The wain advantage of domain

decomposition when one large matrix is used then becomes the advantage of

having a block diagonal matrix. When the domain is segmented in many

smaller domains, the matrix becomes a narrow band along the diagonal, the

remaining elements being zero. This is a significant advantage in

computer requirements, however, greater improvements can be obtained with

the second alternative.

The second alternative is to form a matrix for each domain, with

the interfacial conditions linking their solutions. This approach has

direct parallel processing attributes, and has been pursued for this

study. The difficulty with this approach is satisfying the interfacial

conditions without ruining the innate parallelism of the approach.

Using the second alternative, each of the resulting matrices is

full. Each row of the matrix for a given domain is equation (9a)

evaluated at a point x. in the domain. The only exceptions are when x.

is a boundary point or the interfacial point. For the boundary point in

the left domain (9a) is replaced by the boundary condition

c 1 0n b
n n

The right side of the left domain is the interfacial point, and

(9a) could be replaced by either of the two conditions given by (9b).
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The key element to the method proposed is how to meet the interfacial

conditions. It will be shown that the conditions can be met using

standard Gaussian elimination without jeopardizing the inherent

parallelism of the decomposed system.

The first of (9b) is, from the left domain's point of view,

n n

where w is the unknown interfacial value fo u. If this is inserted into

the left domain matrix, the result is

[I= (I
JCN

where w is unknown, and the matrix is full. Similarly for the right

domain:

CN

Using Gaussian elimination (after some strategic pivoting), these can be

reduced to upper triangles:

a N9 -

[b U:] v- (]
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where al, a2 , bl, and b2 are constants resulting from the elimination

process. Note that the reduction of each matrix is independent of the

other matrix. Now the last equation in each row is

1al cN = v-a2  
(10

b1 cr = v-b2
1 r

There are three unknowns here, cN , c0 , and w, so more equations are

needed.

Replace the last equation in the original matrices by the second

of (9b), and perform the same procedure. This gives

1
cl c n =f w'-C 29

dI c 0= w'-d 2, 

where w' is the unknown derivative at the interface. Equations (10) and

(11) can now be solved exactly for the four variables c n cl 0 , v, and

w'. Then either w or w' may be used to return to the reduced matrices

and perform backsubstitution to get the remaining values of cnr and cn

Several things must be pointed out. First, two complete

reductions are not necessary; merely include the third condition as an

extra row in the elimination. Second, the elimination of a matrix is

completely independent of the other matrix, hence perfect for a parallel

processor. The back substitution step is also completely independent.

Only the step where w and w' are calculated uses information from both

domains. Hence this approach should lend itself nicely to parallel

computing. Third, for many domains, the interior domains have the same

original matrix, making reduction to upper triangles much easier. These

advantages must be sorted out with further research.
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6. More Than Two Domains

Consider three domains. The extension from three domains to many

domains is trivial. Using the same interfacial conditions as before

results in three matrices which contain the quantities w1 and wl', which

are the values of u and ux at the left interface, and w2 and v2 which

are the values for the right interface. These matrices can be reduced to

upper triangles:

~(12)

NJ IV -a2 or use w'

] o (13)

[[ J o(14)

r

o 0 '2-42' or use w',

where the superscript, m, signifies the middle domain. Taking the last

of (12) and (14) and the last two equations in (13) gives eight ecuations

1 m m rin the eight unknowns, wl, w2, wl', w2', cN , c , cN , co . These can

be obtained analytically. The remaining solution can then be obtained by

backsubstitution using the above values, as for the two domain case.

7. Truncation Error

Spectral methods are known to be exponentially accurate, which

means the error decays exponential with the addition of collocation

points. The finite difference method, for example, offers only an
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algebraic decay with an increasing number of points, hence the spectral

method offers superior accuracy. The decomposition into finite domains,

when a spectral method is used, will certainly have a negative influence

on the accuracy, although this has yet to be determined. In the extreme

case of domain decomposition, where the smallest domain consists of only

two points, the discretization would then appear to be equivalent to

finite difference with a fancy interpolation function. At the other

extreme of decomposition, only one domain, the accuracy is again

spectral, or exponential. To compare the spectral method, finite

difference method, and spectral domain decomposition method for accuracy,

the total number of points must be kept constant. Any method improves

its accuracy with increasing data points, but that is cheating a

comparison between methods. So an increasing level of decomposition for

this comparison keeps a constant number of total points in the domain,

with a decreasing number of points in each sub-domain. Now consider an

intermediate step between the two extremes. The accuracy is somewhere

between exponential and algebraic. In fact, an increasing amount of

domain decomposition results in a decreasing level of accuracy.

Decomposition, however, is accompanied by a much faster method of

solution. Therefore, spectral domain decomposition should offer an

infinite set of choices, the trade-off being between accuracy and speed.

Further study is needed to determine quantitatively the accuracy of

relative levels of decomposition.
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8. Recommendations

The method outlined in the previous sections has been implemented

in a two-domain case, and demonstrated to work. However, several

characteristics of the method have yet to be fully evaluated. These

include the truncation error, convergence rate, and stability. With

these in hand, a detailed comparison with other methods

(non-decomposition methods) can be made.

There are other alternatives to the Gaussian elimination

procedure outlined in this report, with seemingly infinite variations on

the central theme, which may prove to be useful for this type of

analysis.

Other parameters which could significantly effect the performance

of a decomposition technique, but were not considered in this study,

include

1. Decomposition with multiple space variables,

2. Different interfacial conditions,

3. Matching the method to a certain parallel architecture, and

4. Considering basis functions other than Chebychev functions.

Gottlieb (1988) discusses a method which requires the inversion

of matrices, which is not typically a fast method, but is highly

parallel, and could be competitive with the elimination method.

A relaxation method, such as successive over-relaxation, which is

completely iterative, must be considered as a candidate for the solution

technique. Any iterative technique can easily be implemented to a

parallel computer.
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There are many other techniques. These items will be considered
cLA

in forthcoming research as time Aresources allow.

In conclusion, there are many opportunities for improvement using

domain decomposition and parallel computing. Much research is needed to

understand the attributes of the various options; however, it is clear,

even at the infant stage of this method, that great improvements in

computing speed are available using domain decomposition.
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On The Possible Inclusion Of " Heavy " Molecules

In The HITRAN Database

by

Himanshoo V. Navangul, PhD

ABSTRACT

Since the early 60's work has been done at the Hanscom AFB on

the compilation of various spectroscopic parameters of molecules

present in the Earth's atmosphere.

Earlier, the emphasis was placed on simple molecules with rela-

tively high atmospheric concentration. These were generally of

small size such as water, carbon dioxide, ozone, methane and

so on, and were also highly infrared active. Now efforts are

being made to add more data on some of these molecules as well

as on others that are relatively large in size and have small .

atmospheric concentration. These include: Ethane, Ethene(Ethy-

lene), Ethyne(Acetylene), Propane, and others.

A thorough literature search had to be carried out to locate

information relevant to the spectroscopic parameters of these

molecules and then a critical examination was conducted to see

which of the molecular data could be included in the future

versions of the HITRAN.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The Air Force Geophysics Laboratory has served as one of the f
focal points for research in atmospheric physics and related

areas for well over forty years. Dr. Larry Rothman of AFGL and

his group have been working on the compilation of spectroscopic

parameters of various atmospheric gases for nearly two decades.

Their work deals with the infrared activity of these gases in

terms of the highly resolved vibrational and rotational struc-

ture of their molecules.

Most of this information is now available as a database known

as HITRAN ( an acronym for High Resolution Transmission ) and

is in line with the interests shared by the U.S. Air Force,

DOD, DOT, and NASA.

This database also serves the scientific community worldwide

and acts as a conduit for exchanging information on most areas

of vibrational and rotational spectroscopy.

The HITRAN database is frequently revised for the following

reasons:

Certain molecules have more applications and higher prio-

rity; any changes in their status must be registered

* With improved technology, instruments now available are

able to improve resolution of bands further. Some of these

also work in regions once thought inaccessible and hence

of little interest. In addition, these instruments also
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detect the most minute traces of matter that could not be

detected earlier.

Data taken can also vary depending upon their mode of

collection; e.g.,those taken from ground looking up vs.

from sky looking down, horizontal cross-sections vs. verti-

cal cross-sections, and so on.

The last version of HITRAN, published in 1986 ( App2iOptics/

Vol. 2 6 (1 9 )_4Q5@8 1988)), reported parameters for twenty eight

molecules detected in the Earth's atmosphere.

Not equal emphasis, however, was placed on each of these twenty

eight molecules for a variety of reasons stemming from a lack of

interest on the Air Force side, paucity of data( lack of IR acti-

vity ), and very low atmospheric concentration to the complex

nature of some these molecules. As a result, initially, complete

data were gathered only on a few small molecules with high atmos-

pheric concentration and strong infrared activity. These included

water, ozone, nitrous oxide, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide,

methane, and oxygen. Now that the situation is changing, it seems

appropriate to pay attention to the remaining molecules and some

additional entrants newly detected in the atmospheres of Earth

e and/or other celestial bodies.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

During the ten-week project, attention was paid to a variety

of molecular systems called as the " Heavy Molecules. " although

somewhat of a misnomer, heavy means molecules with four or more

atoms and comprise the following: Acetylene( Ethyne), Ethylene

Ethene), Ethane. Propane, Methyl Chloride, Formic Acid. Form-

aldehyde, and others. I had the opportunity to study the first

four. The blank spaces that one observes in the summary tables

following the introduction section will be filled when appro-

priate data are available and/or when decisions are made about

their suitability with respect to HITRAN.

In the following pages an attempt will be made first to give a

brief theoretical back:ground on the type of spectroscopic para-

meters being studied and then to introduce summaries of various

data available on each of these molecules in a format suitable

to HITRAN.

Theoretical Background:

When a molecule is exposed to any electromagnetic radiation,

depending upon the nature of that radiation( its frequency,

wavelength and energy), the molecule may undergo a change in

its translational, electronic, vibrational, rotational, or

combinations of them by absorbing that radiation.

The current study is restricted to changes in the vibrational

and rotational structure brought about by radiation of energy aS
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low as few cm-'to high values of few thousands of cm -
'. This

spectral span extends from the millimeter region in microwaves

to the near infrared and corresponds to molecular changes any

where from pure rotational to rovibrational to pure vibrational

mot i on.

For a molecule with N number of atoms, the number of funda-

mental modes of vibration is equal to 3N - 6(3N-5, if linear),

while the degrees of freedom related to rotations are left fixed

at three(the remaining three are for translation). The vibra-

tional modes and their interactions can be further described in

terms of various stretches, bends as well as overtones, Fermi

resonance, Coriolis interactions, and other complex phenomena.

A molecule may absorb the e.m. radiation only if certain cri-

teria are met. If the incident radiation has intensity I.,

it can be absorbed by the molecule if the rotational and/ or

vibrational energy levels are appropriately spaced, with the

result that the transmitted light has a diminished value, I(v),

dictated by the Beer-Lambert law as follows:

I(y) = I. exp (-k(y)x)

x = nl; n is the uniform concentration and 1 is the path
length the radiation travels, and

k(v) = S f(v - v, ); where S is called the line intensity
f(v - vp ) is the shape function, and
k(v) is the absorption coefficient.

as The band intensity, S = 5k(v) dv
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For a transition frcm state i to state + , the spectral' line

intensity, S f , can be written in its expanded form as follows:

S (T) = (8T 3/3hc) vf C1 - exp(-cy 7 j/T )]{ g /I /Q(t) I

x Eexp(-czEi /T ) R, x 10 - 3 1

This expression describes some of the spectroscopic parameters

entered in the HITRAN database. Their significance is as follows:

R 1< i / M / >1. temp. independent effective electric

dipole moment between the two states,

i and f. squared

v = the resonant frequency of the line

g = the nuclear spin degeneracy of the lower level

I = natural isotopic abundance

c = second radiation constant( = hc/k)

0 = total internal partition function

E = energy of the lower state of the transition

T = temperature in K, assumed to be 296 K,
unless stated otherwise

= the self-broadened half-width of a band at 296 K

= the air-broadened half-width

n = coefficient of temperature dependence

"4 = effect of pressure on a given transition

Similar expression can be written for intensity correspon-
ding to weaker quadrupole transitions.
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In addition, information may also be furnished on the following

properties.

v = upper state global quanta index

v = lower state global quanta index

0' = upper state local quanta

0" = lower state local quanta

Finally, various indices expressing accuracy and errors in the

calculation of the values mentioned above are also included in

the output.

Next, you will find the summaries of the information currrently

available, its source, and other pertinent data on the four mole-

cules, Ethane, Ethylene, Ethyne, and Propane. Some of this infor-

mation is already included in the 1986 version of HITRAN.
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1. THE ETHANE MOLECULE, CVH(

H H e ATOMS

NO. VIBRATIONS - 3N - 6 = 18
H mC----- C H

,, 6 NON-DEGENERATE and 6 DBLY-DEGEN.

H H (A-TYPE) (E-TYPE)

INFRARED ACTIVE FUNDAMENTAL MODES:
v5 (Ai-"),Y(At ")'v (E')q Y8 (E')and y (E')

2954.3, 1379.0, 2994.3, 1486.0, 820.8 in cm'6

RAMAN ACTIVE FUNDAMENTAL MODES:
I , I (A,'), (A, ), v (A, ), CE'), I CE")I VsE")vi( ) IZV 12.

2899.2, (1375),993.0, (275), 1491(lqd),2963(lqd),1460, (1155)

SYMMETRY GROUPS POSSIBLE: D h (Eclipsed) or D d(Staggered)

ROTATIONAL BARRIER: 2750 cal/mole ( 1024 CM-4)

2. THE ETHENE MOLECULEC ETHYLENE ), C H4

H H N-- 6N /
C C 3N -6 - 12 FUNDAMENTAL VIBRATIONS

H H

INFRARED ACTIVE FUNDAMENTAL MODES:

v(B I tO9 Y9(b.2 U Ivt S (b 3_) wy12(b~u)

949.2, 3105.5, 2989.5, 1443.5 in cm - 1

RAMAN ACTIVE FUNDAMENTAL MODES3

Y l ( aN ) , . (a l ) . y (a , ) ,V 4 (a ..) , v ! lb l g ) , (b c) v, ' (b jm ) , OR (b ) qvb,

SYMMETRY GROUP: D ( Vk )
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3. THE ETHYNE( ACETYLENE ) MOLECULE, HCCH, A LINEAR MOLECULE

H - C Z C - H N = 4; 3N -5 = 7 FUNDAMENTAL VIBRATIONS

SYMMETRY GROUP: D h

INFRARED ACTIVE FUNDAMENTALS:

V ( ) and v ( ) show up strongly in the IR region
5 9
729.1 and 3287 cm-1

RAMAN ACTIVE BANDS:

Two strong and two weak bands show as follows:

1973.8, 3373.7 and 589, 646 respectively

4. THE PROPANE MOLECULE, CHjCH CH3

H H N = 11, 3N - 6 = 27 FUNDAMENTAL MODES

H.!rC h(c CH
H C H

H

BECAUSE OF ITS COMPLEXITY AND THE RECOMMENDATIOI4, NOT TO CONSIDER

INCLUSION OF THIS MOLECULE, THE VIBRATIONS WILL NOT BE DISCUSSED

HERE.

b)-
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Molecule # 1: Ethane CH - CH;

Ethane is one of the twenty eight molecules reported in the 1986

version of HITRAN. However, the following criticism seems worth

mentioning:

While data are available on Y and V9 , only v data
7 9

appear ; (the region studied comprises 720 to 933 cm

Values of all the upper state indices could not be

found in its designated location( it is fair to assume

that such data must also be missing in the original file)

No justification appears for using the assumed values

of some of the parameters.

It is hoped that data from the following summaries will improve

the fil on ethane.

Record # Molecule Structure Isotopes

1 Ethane 1221 1231,1331

# Fund. Vibrations Reported Work

.18 'Y +Y

Frequency Strength HW-Air HW-Self HW-T dep Shift Energy/cm-'

y y y n n n y

Source:

Rinsland et al, Applied Optics. submitted in 1986

Vibrataion: y in cm-1 v in cm "I Use:

lower upper

V7 (near 3000 cm U') 0C30 y
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Location: File Name:

NASA, Langley, Va

Status: Completion Date:

Record # Molecule Structure Isotope(s)

2 Ethane 1, 12 1323!

Frequency Strength HW-Air HW-Self HW-T dep Shift Energy/cm-'

y y n n n n y

Source:
M.Dang-Nhu and A. Goldman, J.Quant.Spec.Radiat.Transfer, 8(2),159
(1987)

ile' Vibrataion: V in cm-1 v in cm - ' Use:

lower upper

I (3000cm1 ) 0 3000 yes
7

Location: File Name:
Universite de Paris-Sud and
University of Denver
Status: Completion Date: / /

Record # Molecule Structure Isotope(s)

3 Ethane 1221 , 1231, 13-1

Frequency Strength HW-Air HW-Sel+ HW-T dep Shift Energy/cm'

y n y y n y n

Source:
W.E.Blass et al, J.Duant.Spec.Radiat.Transfer,38(3),183,1987
Contains data foreign-gas broadening near 12,um using TDL

Vibrataion: y in cm-1  V in cm'1 Use: yes
l ower upper

V(12 )uM)

Location: File Name:( UT Knoxville and Goddard Space
Flight Center,MD
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Status: Completion Date: / /

Record # Molecule Structure Isotope(s)

4 Ethane 1221, 121, 1731

Frequency Strength HW-Air HW-Self HW-T dep Shift Energy/cm-'

y n n n n n y

Source:
C.Rinsland et al,Applied Optics, 25(24),4522(1986)

Vibrataion: v in cm-1 v in cm - 8 Use:yes

lower upper

V7 (3.3),M ) 297 2990

Location: File Name:
NASA, Langley Res. Ctr.,Va

Status: Completion Date: / /

Molecule #2. Ethene(Ethylene): CH.= CHz

Ethene is not included in the 1986 version of HITRAN. The info-

rmation given below suggests the addition of it to the database.

Record # Molecule Structure Isotope(s)

I Ethene(Ethylene) 1221 1222, 2222

# Fund. Vibrations Reported Work

12 V' 'V ,V V V combinations/ overtones
1 5 7 9 11 12

Frequency Strength HW-Air HW-self HW-T dep Shift Energy/cm -'

y y n n n n n

Source:

M.Dang-Nhu. A.S.Pine et al Canadian J. Physics, 61,514,1987
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Vibrataion: v in cm v in cm Use:
lower upper

if V, V .'2- + V9 290 '242 may be

9V
1  + Vi + V~
93 8 1o

Location: FilIe Name:
Univer-site de Paris-Suid, NSF

and InSitUt de Physique, B'elg i q~e

Status: Completion Date: t

Record # Molecule Structure Isotope(s)

-'Ethene(Ethylene) same as in the record # 1

Frequency Strength HW-Air HW-Sel+ HW-T dep Shift Energy/cm

y n n n n n n

Source:
F.Hegel~~nd and J..L.Duncan, J.Chem.Soc.,Farady Trans.2,78,5491 1962
This work deals primarily with stretching fundamentals o+ isotope
1222

Vibrataion: Y in cml V in cnv' 1  Use:
lower upper

vv,~qand v,600 'Z.10 ) may be

Location: File Name:

University of Aberdeen, Scotland and Aarhus University, Denmark

Status: Completion Date: / /

Record # Molecule Structure Isotope(s)

Ethene(Ethylene) same as in the report #1

Frequency Strength HW-Air HW-Self HW-T dep Shift Energy/cm'1

y y n n n n n

Source:
M.Buback and F.W.Ness, '. erichte der BLuensen-Geselschaftq 1976
Molar intensities are also studied.
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Vibrataion: v in cn v in cm Use:
lower upper

Assignment of ethylene
absorption to various bands 5910 6200 may be

Location: File Name:
Institut der Phys.Chemie
Universitaet KarlsruheDeutschland

Status: Completion Date: / /

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Record # Molecule Structure Isotope(s)
4 Ethene(Ethylene) Same as in the report #1

Frequency Strength HW-Air HW-Self HW-T dep Shift Energy/cm-'

y n n n n n n

Source:
FW.Ness and M.Buback, Berichte der Buensen-Gesselschaft,1976
pp1690
This work is similar to the one described in report #3

Vibrataion: v in cm-' v in cm-' Use:
lower upper

3Y. 7-,' 2V , 2Y, + V7 3200 9500 may be
9. it I

Location: File Name:
Institut fuer Phys.Chemie
Universitaet der KarsruheDeutschland

Status: Completion Date: / /

Molecule No. 3 Ethyne( Acetylene ) CH M CH

Acetylene is also included and adequately covered in the 1986

version of HITRAN. The strongest recommendation would be to

look at the the most recent data listed here and see if any

improvement is necessary.

Record # Molecule Structure Isotope(s)

1 Ethyne 1221 Z 1222, 2222
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# Fund. Vibrations Reported Work

6 ,V .V pllus combination bands

Frequency Strength HW-Air HW-Self HW-T dep Shift Energy/cm'

y Y Y y y n n

Source:

A personal communication from Curt Rinsland dated 21 March, 1988

Vibrataion: v in cm-' V in cm -' Use:
lower upper

v+ V 1192 1470

Locations File Name:
NASA, Langley, Va

Status: Completion Date: / /

Record # Molecule Structure Isotope(s)

2 Ethyne 12 2. 1222,2222
# Fund. Vibrations Reported Work

6 same as reported in # 1 above

Frequency Strength HW-Air HW-Self HW-T dep Shift Energy/cm-'

y n n n n n n

Source:
Curtis Rinsland et al. Applied Optics 24(14)2044( 1985)
This work identifies acetylene lines in solar spectra
Vibrataion: w in cm-' V in cm °' Use:

lower upper
( V4+ V6 )  ca 3200 ca 3310 may be

Location: File Name:

NASA, Langley.Va

Status: Completion Date: / /

-------------- ---- ------------------------------------------ -------------
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Record # Molecule Structure Isotope(s)

3 Ethyne 122-21222, 222
# Fund. Vibrations Reported Work

6 same as reported in # 1 above

Frequency Strength HW-Air HW-Self HW-T dep Shiit Energy/cm "-

y n y y n n n

Source:
W.E.Blass and V.W.L.Chin, J.Spect.Radiat.Transfer,38,185(1987)
This work identifies hydrogen and nitrogen broadening at 14 uM.

Vibrataion: V in cm- V in cm-' Use:
lower upper

v 14 uM yes
Location: File Name:
UT Knonville, TN

Status: Completion Date: / /

Record # Molecule Structure Isotope(s)

4 Ethyne 1221.1222,2222
* Fund. Vibrations Reported Work

6 same as reported in # 1 above

Frequency Strength HW-Air HW-Self HW-T dep Shift Energy/cm-'

y n y n n n n

Source:
Curtis Rinsland et al, J. Mol.Spectroscopy, 114,49(19B5)
This work also deals with nitrogen and hydrogen gas broadening

Vibrataion: V in cm - 1 y in c' -  Use:
lower upper

V +v 1250 1380 yes
45

Location: File Name:
NASA, Langley.Va and William and Mary College

Status: Completion Dates /
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Record # Molecule Structure Isotope(s)

5 Ethyne 1221.1222 q 2
# Fund. Vibrations Reported Work

6 same as reported in # 1 above

Frequency Strength HW-Air HW-Self HW-T dep Shift Energy/cm'

y n y n n n n

Source:
P. Varanasi et al, J.Mol.Spectroscopy: 107,241 (1984)

Vibrataion: v in cm - 1 v in cm - , Use:
lower upper

v, , + bands near 7.4 pM may be
3 4 5

Location: File Name:
SUNY, Stoney Brook

Status: Completion Date: / /

Record # Molecule Structure Isotope(s)

6+ 7 Ethyne 1221,1222 2222
# Fund. Vibrations Reported Work

6 same as reported in # I above

Frequency Strength HW-Air HW-Self HW-T dep Shift Energy/cm - 1

y y y y y n n

Source:
P.Varanasi et al, J.Quant.Spec.Radiat.Transfer,30(6).497(19B3)
and ibid, pp 505(1983)

Vibrataion: v in cm - , V in cm - 1  Use:

lower upper

various bands in the regions 7.5-pM and 13.FuM regions are
studied

Location: File Name:
SUNY, Stony Brook

Status: Completion Date: /

--------------------------------------------
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Record # Molecule Structure Isotope(s)

8 Ethyne 1221 222222
# Fund. Vibrations Reported Work

6 same as reported in # 1 above

Frequency Strength HW-Air HW-Self HW-T dep Shift Energy/cm'

y y n n n n y

Source:

Curtis Rinsland et al, Applied Optics 24(14)2044( 1985)
This work identifies acetylene lines in carbon stars
Vibrataion: v in cm-' V in cm-' Use:

lower upper
3ZuM region yes

Location: File Name:
NASA, LangleyVa

Status: Completion Date: / /

Molecule No.4 Propane, CH 3-CH.-CH 3

The molecule propane suffers from problems such as extremely

low concentration, too many possible fundamental vibrations and

hence more complex, and hence absence of data. Therefore, it is

not suitable for inclusion.

Record # Molecule Structure Isotope(s)

1 Propane too many to list
# Fund. Vibrations Reported Work

27 On many fund. vibrations

Frequency Strength HW-Air HW-Self HW-T dep Shift Energy/cm-1

y y n n n n n

Source:
P.Varanasi et al, J.Quant.Spectr.Radiat.Transfer"l-"2O(19BZ)
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Vibrataion: Y in cm-' v in cm-' Use:

lower upper

Several of the 27 bands 680 1580 yes

Location: File Name:

SUNY, Stony Brook

Status: Completion Date: / /

------------------------------------------------------------------------

Record # Molecule Structure Isotope(s)

2 Propane too many possible

# Fund. Vibrations Reported Work

27 same as reported in # 1 above

Frequency Strength HW-Air HW-Self HW-T dep Shift Energy/cm -'

y y n n n n n

Source:
D.E.Jennings et al, Nature,292,683(1981)
This work identifies propane in Titan's atmosphere

Vibrataion: v in cm-' v in cm-1 Use:

lower upper

Many of the possible 27 ca 200 ca 1450 may be

Location: File Name:
Goddard FSC, Md

Status: Completion Date: /

----------------------------------------------------------------------
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

Based on the examination of the various data on each of these

four molecules( as summarized previously ), it is strongly

felt the next vital step would be to take the following course

of action:

Each of these four molecules distinctively identifies

one or more publications that contain potentially

useful data for HITRAN and, therefore. warrant further

critical examination. Such an examination should be

carried out and the authors contacted to see if any of

these data are available on tape that could be read

directly into the HITRAN database.

* Information on a good number of spectrometric para-

meters ( too many to list here) is simply not available

for many molecules. Attempts should be made to contact

the individuals who have done pioneering work in each

of these fields to see if they can furnish the missing

data.

* The current project should be continued either on a

R.I.P. grant or at AFGL in subsequent years until all

the new data have been entered in HITRAN.

* Use of the same faculty people is encouraged since they

have done the initial work and hence may prove to be

more efficient.
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Software Tools For Processing Large LIDAR Data Streams

by

Martin A. Patt

ABSTRACT

A careful study was performed to

ascertain what kind of software

tools would aid in the development

of new LIDAR data analysis programs.

A "toolbox" of software utilities

was developed and documented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the nagging problems faced by scientists,

engineers, and other occasional computer programmers is

the large number of logical errors which find their way

into new computer programs. This is especially true

when creating software to analyze large data files such

as those expected to be collected during a series of

experiments which are expected to be performed in the

atmosphere this coming September. It was felt that

AFGL could benefit from the availability of a set of

tailor-made software tools. Programming aids of this

sort are quite helpful in that they speed the

development of nev computer software while, at the same

time, improving readability, reliability, and

"revisability" (the three R's ?).

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The objective of the summer research effort was to

create and document a "toolbox" consisting of software

utilities and other intelligent programming aids which

could prove useful in the development of new LIDAR-

analysis software at AFGL.

III. THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The research effort consisted of developing the

following software tools:

rewind data

rewind block to first-frame

rewind frame

total frames in-block

framesremainingin block

time-block

test-block
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skip_frame

more-data

next-block

read block header

find block read header

test frame

find frame in block

get-frame

add-frames

subtract-frames

multiply_frames

divide-frames

add constant to frame

multiply_frame_by_constant

Although users will still need to write computer

programs to analyze the LIDAR data, they are relieved

of the burden of building file-maneuvering software

into their programs. It is precisely that kind of

pointer-manipulation software that is so prone to the

introduction of logical errors. Thus, users of the

software tools will find their programs more clear,

more concise, and less error prone than would have been

the case otherwise.

IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The objectives of the summer research effort were

met and exceeded. The proposed software tools were

developed, tested, and documented.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

It is respectfully suggested that a companion box

of "power tools" be developed to supplement the

software "toolbox" developed during this summer effort.
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The power tools would be made up of routines which

process the experimental data to obtain information

about aerosol concentrations in the atmosphere. It is

important to try to keep the power tools fairly general

so that they can be used not only with this summer's

data, but also with data which will be obtained from

future experiments, the precise details of which are

not currently known.
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Noise Calculations in a RADAR Receiver

by

Beryl L. Barber

and

Daryl W. Sprehn

ABSTRACT

The availability of low noise receiver preamps has created the

need for a new look at the effective noise of radar receivers.

The high cost of low noise amplifiers may not be justified

without first considering the effects of other system noise

sources more carefully.

The theory and approach for looking at the transmitter and

antenna effects on receiver noise are presented. The overall

effects of temperature, loss, and VSWR are considered.
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NOISE CALCULATIONS IN A RADAR RECEIVER

An approach to the calculation of the

true overall system noise figure

I. INTRODUCTION

Electrical noise can be defined as any electrical energy which

is undesired. This may be man-made or due to natural

phenomena. It may be coherent or incoherent and FM and/or AM

in character. It should be noted that AM always generates FM.

Noise can also be classed as correlated or uncorrelated.

For the purposes of this report, only noise affecting the

receiver will be considered.

Noise figure is very complex and is dependent on the

temperature of each item in the system, the loss in each item,

and the VSWR presented to the remainder of the system. This

report covers a technique for calculating the overall system

noise contribution.

Because counteracting the effects of undesireable noise

increases the cost of a detection system, interest has been

generated in finding ways to decrease the total noise.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH EFFORT

A study made of the various noise contributing elements of a

system, and not limited only to radar, will provide a technique

for evaluating the various specifications of a system and give

an understanding of the specifications for the individual

components in that system. Each component has critical factors

which must be closly evaluated while others may be of little

importance. Decisions regarding the selection of critical and

non-critical factors should be easily made. This should not

only improve the operation of any system but should enhance the

cost effectiveness of component procurement. It will also

allow a trade-off of final system performance versus cost.

III. NOISE

Twenty years ago our radars and communication systems were

rather simple devices, not only from a circuit standpoint but

also from the standpoint of sensitivity. When radar receiver

noise figures were in the range of 10dB to 13dB noise

temperatures and VSWR's were generally ignored.
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Currently it is no longer necessary to build parametric

amplifiers to obtain RF noise figures of 1.5dB to 2dB as th.s

is presently available using transistor amplifiers. The ready

availability of low noise RF amplifiers has made it necessary

to look again at the entire system. Testing of low noise

figures is also much more complicated.

Let us now look at the RF section of a modern radar and examine

the various components. Looking at figure 1, the noise figure

of the system may be calculated as follows:

NF - Rd(Tel/To) + Lin(Te2/To) + Ltr(Te3/To) + Famp(Te4/To) Etwa+- on

HOYP'L ErfA A#IX

7TERMINA7"1ON POWEi AMP

where Rd is the radiation or thermal temperature of the

antenna, Lin is the loss in the input waveguide and duplexor,

Ltr is the loss in the TR device, and Famp is the noise figure

of the receiver looking into the low noise amplifier.
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The ambient thermal noise may be expressed as N-KTB where N is

in Watt-seconds per Hertz, K-1.38E-23 (Boltzmann's Constant), T

is the thermal temperature in Kelvins, and B is the bandwidth

in Hertz. At room temperature, 293.2K, this translates to

-174dBm per Hertz or -ll4dBm/MHz.

We can also look at the noise power developed in a resistor.

If we have an energy conversion source, (temperature to

electrical power), and a load which is matched, the resultant

rms voltage will be E/2. Using this in the noise equation we

have

(E/2)2/R - KTh E 1 4on 2

or sometimes written as E 2/R - 4KTB where Erms 4P,

where equation 2 is the noise power in a resistor R. Note that

this is the noise power produced due only to the temperature of

the resister.

In order to conform to Nyquist's noise criterion, it may not be

appropriate to consider voltage at all, but rather to consider

the power equation P - E 2/R , due to the complex nature of the

noise spectrum. Let us only consider power and understand that

any lossy device has noise energy dependent on the device

temperature.
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For further studies into the fundementals of noise see the

references at the end of this report.

Let us now look at the noise involved in a transmitter-receiver

system. The first noise taken into consideration is the

effective noise of the antenna. This may include sky

temperature, radiation resistance of the antenna, and possibly

externally generated noise. Low noise systems are affected by

the thermal temperature and solar absorbtion of the antenna.

Next, any losses in the antenna feed must be multiplied by

Te/To, the temperature of the device divided by 293.2 kelvins.

As we will see, the VSWR of the antenna will be a significant

factor.

The duplexor is used to selectively couple either the

transmitter or receiver to the antenna. It has a small loss in

each pass, a VSWR, and a thermal temperature associated with

each junction or circuit. As the termination must be very well

matched to the circulator to obtain good isolation, we will

disregard this internal match; but the termination itself is a

thermal noise generator which, at high power levels, may

contribute considerable noise power. The transmitter port will
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be by design a very low VSWR when on, however; when the system

is in the receive mode the transmitter VSWR may be very high.

The transmitter is operated only a small percentage of the

total time. During the off time the output port will have a

thermal noise output. This noise varies from device to device

but will usually vary from 5000 kelvins for a Klystron to 15000

kelvins for a helical TWT and with solid-state transmitters the

thermal noise output is as low as 400-500 kelvins. The noise

power from the transmitter and termination will pass through

the duplexor, with a small attenuation, and be reflected off

the antenna, (antenna feed VSWR), and then passes back through

the receive port of the duplexor to the T/R device and LNA.

Each device in the system has an insertion loss, VSWR, and

noise temperature which affect the overall noise of the system.

Looking at figure 1 we can trace out the noise path for each

component and evaluate the critical items. Setting typical

values for each component the overall system noise

consideration may be as follows: (for the present we will

disregard the antenna except for the feed VSWR)
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The output window of a twystron, in an operating mode and beam

off condition, will appear as a noise source of approximately

6000 kelvins. This "signal" will pass through the duplexor and

waveguide with .8dB loss, resulting in 5000 kelvins at the

antenna. If the antenna has a VSWR of 2, then 500-kelvins will

be reflected back into the receiver path of the duplexer with a

reduction of 50 kelvins in the waveguide. If the termination

has a noise temperature of 600 kelvins then it will result in a

contribution of an additional 50 kelvins. The waveguide will

contribute in two ways; one in loss and the other in

temperature. This contributes an additional 50 kelvins. The

total is now 550 kelvins input to the receiver path of the

duplexor. The loss due to the duplexor in receiver path will

almost equal the noise contribution. The T/R will also

contribute slightly more than it attenuates. We have

disregarded VSWR's in this path which may contribute or reduce

noise.

Using a LNA with a measured noise temperature of 170 kelvins

now results in an effective noise temprature of 720 kelvins or

over 6dB.
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An easier method of performing receiver path calculations as

shown in figure 2 is to multiply path losses by the normalized

thermal temperature of the device. Normalized temperatures

have been created by dividing by the constant for room

temperature, 293.2 kelvins.

P ~ ~ 7 -_z os ,J 2 aIFe __

-2 L

T ;s ,,,'P7 ,,,
T = 2 9 o Ke /, , ,

tos$s$ - n C

IF I's a .t;,, a "" de. c/= £ lr
F~~~~~ ~~ ,,s ;, / e,,d , o'e &",. ,.e

The calculations of figure 2 are in error because they

disregard the thermal noise contributions of the transmitter,

and the impedence match of the antenna. Figure 3, shown on the

next page, is accurate for any receiver system by assigning the

correct component characteristics to the model. Figures 2 and

3 show two different methods for calculating system noise.
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figure 3

In the case of phased arrays a considerable improvement is seen

in the "transmitter off" thermal noise. There is a higher VSWR

looking into the antenna however, and the resulting noise

contribution remains approximately the same as with a tube

transmitter. It should be noted that in a phased array the

noise increases in the receiver as the angle is varied on

either side of the "forward look". This is due to the VSWR

which is dependent upon the "look angle".
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It is shown that it is not always the pre-amplifier which is

the main noise contributor in the system. It can be seen that

under bad match conditions of the antenna, the loss in the

duplexor may be beneficial. This should be used as a "trade-

off" with the loss in the effective transmitter output power.

In the receive system the LNA is usually the most costly

component, with the cost going up exponentially as the noise

figure goes down. Often it will be found that the system input

noise can be reduced less costly than can the reduction of LNA

noise.

All of our previous discussions were based on a single channel

noise path. Since we usually use a superhetrodyne receiver,

the above discussion is valid for an imageless mixer. If a

conventional two channel mixer is used without filtering 3dB of

noise must be added to the overall calculations. If a filter

is used, all the noise generated in the image channel, after

the filter, iust be added. This is a big selling point for the

imageless or image-rejection mixer. If a filter is used then

it should be placed between the LNA and the mixer. Though not

derived in this paper, best dynamic range is achieved when the
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gain of the LNA is low but consistant with the noise figure.

Usually a gain of 15dB to 17dB is adaquate. Rarely is more

than 20dB of gain needed or desired

A narrowband tunable LNA is often a specified component. This

amplifier has gain in the signal channel but almost no gain in

the image channel. The technique is very effective in image

rejection.

All ancillary devices in the system should be inserted into the

calculations in their appropriate positions. These include

such things as noise measuring equipment, arc detectors, power

monitoring and VSWR measuring equipment. If phase shifters are

used, these should be looked at over the full phase and

frequency ranges.
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SUMMARY OF NOISE CONSIDERATION

We have shown that each item in the RF portion contributes to

the noise figure of a system. Each component must be

considered to compute the true noise input. As the ambient

noise in the system is -1i4dBm/MHz, any excess noise decreases

this sensitivity decibel for decibel and all of the components

must be taken into account. Loss, VSWR, and temperature all

contribute to the sensitivity of a system. By varying these

three characteristics the least costly technique can be found

to obtain the required performance. Using this technique, the

performance of a system can be predicted.
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RECOMENDATIONS

This theory would yeild itself to computer programs which allow

variazions in parameters. The actual noise calculations are

quite straightforward but successive parameter variation would

become quite tedious.
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STABILITY OF Au/W/GaAs AND AuIPt/Ti/GaAs
SCHOMX BARRE= HEIGHT A

pRELIMINARY STUDY

by

Keith A. Christianson

ABSTRACT
The stability of the barrier height of Au/W/GaAs and Au/Pt/Ti/GaAs

Schottky barriers under long term biasing conditions has been examined.

Both types were found to exhibit decreases in barrier height under long term

reverse bias conditions, with the changes seen for the AuJW/GaAs diodes

(-30-50 meV) much greater than those for the Au/Pt/Ti/GaAs diodes (-5 meV).

The changes in barrier height were seen to have a characteristic logarithmic

dependence on time. Recovery of the barrier height was seen to occur over a

period of days in a zero bias condition, or in an accelerated manner under

forward biasing for both sets of samples. A preliminary Auger study has

correlated the presence of oxide at the interface with the barrier height shift

observed, and this oxide is presumably involved in the formation/destruction

of deep traps/interface states which are responsible for the change in

barrier height.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Metal/semiconductor contacts are a fundamental part of all

semiconductor devices and integrated circuits. Two main types can be

distinguished: the ohmic (low resistance) and the Schottky (rectifying) type

contacts. Despite the widespread usage of these contacts some fundamental

properties still are not well understood, particularly those involving Schottky

contacts on compound semiconductors.

For example, there is the question of barrier height. It is not

understood why the barrier height of a metal on GaAs is relatively insensitive

to the work function of the metal. For example, a wide variety of metals give a

barrier height of -0.75 eV above the valance band for n-type GaAs, and -0.5 eV

above the valance band edge for p-type GaAs. 1  A number of theories have

been proposed to explain the pinning of the Fermi level, including the unified

defect model by Spicer 2 , 3 and the effective work function model by Woodall. 4

There is no general agreement at this point on the responsible mechanism.

In addition to not understanding what causes the barrier height to be

fixed at a relatively constant level, a new series of experiments have changed

the barrier height, temporarily, after photochemical and/or chemical

treatments. 5 ,6  Also, a recent study by Miret et. al. 7 has shown that the barrier

height of a number of metal Schottky barrier systems on GaAs temporarily

changes after long term reverse bias conditions. In this study (Ag, Au, Cr, Pd,

A1)/GaAs Schottky barriers were fabricated under both freshly cleaved UHV

(ultra high vacuum) and chemically cleaned HV (high vacuum) conditions. In

general the air exposed diodes showed greater shifts in barrier height than

the UHV cleaved diodes, with the largest variation in barrier height being an

85 meV decrease for air exposed Ag/GaAs diodes. The diodes were found to

return to their original barrier height within a few days after the reverse

bias aging voltage was removed. Speculation that the formation of deep traps

and/or interface states was involved, but no work in this area has been

reported.

With the exception of Al, the metals examined in Miret study are not

typical of current GaAs processing techniques. Most commercial practice uses
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some sort of refractory metal/alloy, followed by a diffusion barrier with Au on

top to lower the resistivity. Typical combinations are Au/Ti-W/GaAs,

Au/PtJTi/GaAs, and more recently Au/W-Si/GaAs. 8  The use of these refractory

metals is particularly important for self-aligned-gate (SAG) structures, where

the post implant annealing of the drain and source regions may exceed 8000C.

The microelectronics reliability division at Rome Air Development

(RADC/RBR) is the primary microelectronics reliability center for the DoD. Of

the various branches of RBR, the reliability physics group (RBRP) is

responsible for most the research efforts within the division. RBRP has

interest in current reliability problems, as well as looking ahead to see what

might limit the reliability of upcoming technologies. Thus a study which

examines the electrical characteristics of GaAs Schottky barriers with biasing

conditions is of interest to RBRP. Note that a changing of the characteristics

of the Schottky barrier will also influence the properties of more complicated

devices based upon it, e.g, the MESFET.

My research interests are in the various properties and application of

compound semiconductors. I have experience in crystal growth, device

fabrication, and various characterization techniques. My knowledge of these

areas, including deep level characteristics, contributed to my assignment at

the Reliability Physics Group of the Microclectronics Reliability Division of

Rome Air Development Center.

IL OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORTS

The barrier metals on GaAs, with the exception of Al, which have been

examined for long term reverse bias stability are not characteristic of current

commercial processes. Thus, the primary objective was to characterize one or

more typically commercially used gate metal structures for long term bias

stability. In order to do this a measurement system was needed which would

hold the sample at a given bias for a given length of time, check the barrier

height, and repeat the process indefinitely as required.
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If a change in the barrier height was noted it was desired to look for

recovery of the barrier height change, at room temperature and/or under

accelerating biasing conditions. Also since surface analytical capabilities are

available in RBR, a further objective was to try to relate any barrier height

change seen to the presence of oxide, etc. at the Schottky barrier/GaAs

interface. The objective was to see if this phenomena, if observed, was related

more to the barrier metal itself or to the interfacial conditions.

Ill. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A) Measurement of Barrier Height

The IV properties of the Schottky barriers were obtained in an

automated fashion using an HP 4062A semiconductor parameter analyzer. The

barrier height of the Schottky diodes was then determined from the IV

properties by substitution into the thermionic emission equation:

I-SA**T2(-e boV (e V-' 1)

where I is current, S is area, A** is the modified Richardson constant (taken to

be 8.67), T is the temperature, Obo is the zero bias barrier height, VT is the

thermal voltage, V is the sample voltage, R is the sum of contact and bulk
resistances and n is the ideality factor. A plot of log I vs Vforward should be a

straight line, with the slope yielding the ideality factor

1 5

kT 1 (2)

The slope was obtained by a least squares fit over the linear portion of the

forward bias curve. An estimated current was then obtained at V = 0.25 V (to

allow neglection of the -1 term) followed by extrapolation to zero bias to get

*bo • Note that in general the barrier height is a function of bias

*b(Vj)= bo+ KVj + ...
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and typically only the linear term is kept, so that

K I = I - '/n(4 KI~l~n(4)

where n is the ideality factor.

As can be seen in equation 1 there is a strong temperature dependence

in the thermionic process. To forestall problems, the sample temperature was

monitored and recorded at each measurement step, and the updated value used

in the calculation. Also, since the case temperature is not an accurate measure

of the junction temperature, the ideality factor was watched for drifting after

bias aging as per Miret.7  In all cases the estimated temperature rise was less

than 5K.

B) Samples

Samples from the two vendors were obtzined, along with documentation.

Note that the use of vendor's samples required disassembly to confirm (and in

one case dispute) the manufacturer's claim as to what they are.

The samples from Vendor A were GaAs power MESFETs, designed for two
watts output at 7.5 GHz. They have 24 gate fingers, each 200 gim wide by 1 p.m

length, for a total gate width of 4.8 mm. Figure 1 shows a part of one of these

MESFET's. Note the transistor had been flip chip mounted, and dismantling

tore the source metalization (heavily textured area) away from the device

itself. As confirmed by EDAX and SAM the metalization system for the Schottky

was Au/W/GaAs.

The samples from the Vendor B were also GaAs power MESFETs designed

for a 2 watt output at 4 GHz. The structure has six gate fingers, each 1 pim

length, with a total gate width of 1.7 mm, as is seen in Figure 2. The Schottky

metalization was confirmed to be Au/Pt/Ti/GaAs by SAM. Note that EDAX was

not useful in this case since the poly glass encapsulation had to be sputtered

away.

The use of MESFETs instead of simple Schottky barrier complicated the

investigation. With the MESFET the gate-source, gate-drain, and gate-source

and drain connected together configurations can all be examined. Also, a shift
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in the barrier height should be reflected in a change in the gate-source

voltage necessary to close off the channel. The link is tenuous, however, since

it depends on how the built-in voltage is changed by barrier height changes,

which goes back to the original Schottky controversy.

IV. BARRIER HEIGHT STABILITY OF Au/W/GaAs

The first set of samples examined had a tungsten Schottky barrier.

Upon probing typical depletion mode MESFET like characteristics were

obtained (Figure 3). Note that these samples are high pinchoff voltage

MESFETs, as defined by M. Shur,9 with the pinchoff voltage being near -5V.

The individual junctions present in the MESFETs were then probed. Typical

results in the forward and reverse bias directions are shown in Figures 4 and 5

respectively, for the gate-source diode configuration. Only a small variation

in IV characteristics was seen between sample to sample, or for that matter

between the different diode configurations on a given transistor. Notice the

soft breakdown characteristics in the reverse direction, commencing shortly

after the pinchoff voltage is reached. More will be said about this region later.

Upon plotting the forward I-V characteristics as log I vs. V, the

characteristics shown in Figure 6 were obtained. Note that the plot is linear

over at least four orders of magnitude, thus justifying the use of the barrier

height extrapolation technique used. Also, no bending over of the curve at

higher biases such as documented by Newman 10 was observed. For this reason

the series internal resistances were neglected, and the ideality factor was

attributed to changes in barrier height with voltage.

Two types of aging experiments were performed. The first was an

isochronal type. The diode was biased at given voltage for a set length of time,

then a shift in the barrier height was looked for. The process was continued at

increasing voltage until sharp breakdown was starting to occur. For those

samples with no previous aging history no change in barrier height was seen

for either forward bias or zero bias conditions.
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Figure 3. Typical Au/W/GV*M JME 3 tamia
characteristics.

Figure 4. Typical gate-source forward IV characteristics
for Au/W/CGaAs Schottky barriers.

Figure S. Typical gate-source oaue bias IV characteristics
for AuIW/Oa&As Schofky barriers.
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When aged in the reverse bias direction decreases in barrier height were

seen, with the greatest decrease occurring in the gate-source configuration as

Figure 7 shows. The degradation did not occur immediately upon entering the

reverse bias regime, but instead had a threshold approximately where the soft

region in the reverse characteristics began. It was not possible to compare

results with the Stanford group in this regard,7 since they did not publish

details of the reverse bias breakdown of their diodes. As we see in Figure 7

once the aging voltage leaves this soft breakage regime the amount of barrier

height change slows down, and for some samples aged in the hard reverse

breakdown region recovery of the barrier height was taking place

instantaneously.

By picking a voltage in this soft breakdown region isovoltage aging

experiments were performed. Figure 8 shows a typical result plotted on a

linear time scale, but perhaps more is revealed when A4 is plotted versus log

time, as is shown in Figure 9. The same logarithmic dependence noted by the

Stanford group is seen.7

The barrier height change observed was reversible, either by letting

the sample sit at zero bias for several days, (Figure 10a) or in an accelerated

manner by applying a positive bias (Figure 10b). There did not seem to be a

threshold voltage for recovery (Figure 11), and in general greater current

resulted in a faster recovery rate.

V. BARRIER HEIGHT STABILITY OF Au/Pt/Ti/GaAs.

The same testing procedure was followed for the samples with the Ti

barrier metals, i.e., measurement of junction characteristics followed by

isovoltage aging and then isochronal aging. The vendor indicated these these

are again high pinchoff voltage MESFETs, but I was unable to confirm the

three terminal properties due to the lack of a suitable test fixture to prevent

oscillation. The measured diode properties in the gate-source, gate-drain, and

gate-source, drain configurations looked roughly similar to each other and

from sample to sample. Figure 12 shows typical forward bias response, while
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Figure 8. Change in barrier height versus aging time for gate-source configuration
of a AU/W/GaAs Schottky barrier. Aging voltage was -9V.
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inaments were each 50 minutes.
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Figure 13 shows typical reverse bias response. The most immediate difference

between the two types of MESFETs is the relative lack of "soft" breakdown in

the reverse bias characteristics. Another difference can be more readily seen

in log I vs V plots (Figure 14), where a large nonlinear region at low bias

exists. Newman et al. have seen such a response in highly stepped structures,

which this device certainly qualifies as (see Figure 15).10

Isochronal aging has revealed decreases in barrier height in gate-

source, gate-drain, and gate-source, drain configurations. The decreases seen

are very small compared to the W gated devices, but once again a threshold is

observed in all configurations, as Figure 16 illustrates. The most prominent

aging was seen to occ-.,ir in the gate-drain configuration for this particular

Schottky device. If we ignore the early portion of the curve which is at the

limit of the instrumentation resolution (2 meV) the barrier height changes

once again in the "soft" portion of the curve.

Isovoltage aging revealed the characteristic logarithmic dependence

again, in both reverse aging and forward recovery, as Figures 17 and 18

illustrate.

VI. INTERFACIAL STUDIES

Because of the large variation between the aging response of the

Au/W/GaAs and Au/Pt/Ti/GaAs barriers the following question arose: Is the

variation seen due to the nature of the metal, or more to the nature of the

interfacial region between the metal and the GaAs? In an attempt to find any

gross differences between the two types of devices depth sputtering using

Scanning Auger Microscopy (SAM) was performed.

Figure 19 shows the results for a AuIW/GaAs Schottky barrier after 5

minutes sputtering time. Note that peaks for Au, Ga, As and W are seen. In

addition a very prominent peak for 0 is seen. In contrast, a depth profile for

the Au/Pt/Ti/GaAs Schottky barriers (Figure 20) shows a SiN cap, followed by

the Au/Pt/Ti/GaAs structure. Note that for this device the oxygen line remains

in the background for the entire structure. Although 0 can be a contaminent
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Figum 12. Typical Satedrain forward bias characteristics

for Au/Pt/Ti/GaAs Schouky barriers.

Figure 13. Typical gate-drain reverse bias characteristics

for AuiPt/Ti/OaAs Schottky barriers.
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Figure IS. SEM photo of Au/Pt/Ti/aAs structure, sbowing the highly stepped nature.
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Figure 16. Barrier height change versus aging voltage for various configurations of a typical
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Figure 17. Barrier height change versus log time for reverse bias aging of gate-drain
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in any UHV environment, the fact that 0 clearly shows in the Au/W/GaAs

barriers and not in the Au/Pt/Ti/GaAs barriers when the same measurement

procedure was used indicates that oxide at the interface may be affecting the

electrical properties.
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Figure 19. ABS5 survey afuer five minutes sputtering time
for a Au/WIGaAs Schouky barrier.
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Figure 20. AES depth profile for Amiut/GaAs Schouky

barrier.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1) Samples of Au/W/GaAs and Au/Pt/Ti/GaAs Schottky barriers present in

MESFETs have been evaluated for Schottky barrier height stability

under long term biasing conditions. The barrier height of both types of

devices was found to be stable under zero and forward biasing

conditions. In contrast, both types of samples exhibited decreases in

barrier height after long term reverse bias. The changes were found to

be recoverable after sitting at zero bias for a few days, or in a n

accelerated manner by application of forward bias. The changes in

barrier height for the Au/W/GaAs diodes were much larger (30-50 meV)

than for the Au/Pt/Ti/GaAs barriers (5 meV).

2) A preliminary Auger study has indicated the presence of oxide at the

W/GaAs interface which is not observable at the Ti/GaAs interface. Due

to the limited number of samples characterized by AES it is

recommended that this procedure be repeated for more samples.

3) The long time constant of the change in barrier height and the fact that

it is recoverable would tend to indicate some sort of a reversible defect

reaction producing deep traps/interface states is occurring, rather

than a change in occupation of existing traps. Various methods of

characterization of deep traps are possible, and the follow on proposal

will suggest various techniques to see if the change in barrier height is

related to the concentration/occupation of the deep traps/interface

states. Also, as a follow on que-tion: Is the recovery of the barrier

height a recombination enhanced defect reaction?

4) Variations in aging response between the gate-source, gate-drain and

gate-source, drain configurations of the MESFETs were seen. It should

be possible to model the electric field present in these various

configurations to help explain the aging variations.

5) What is the nature of the link between barrier height and pinch-off

voltage? A very preliminary study has shown a correlation, but more

detailed experiments between the two and three terminal

characteristics need to be done.

6) The characterization of a third set of samples, perhaps Ti-W or W-Si,

would lend much additional information to the subject.
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Parallel Runtime System For Lucid

by
Darin DeForest

As parallel computers are becoming more commercially available, programmers are being

forced in reorganizing their programming skills as well as developing new strategies to

utilize the parallel properties. Unfortunately different parallel computer systems are not

identical thus each computer system requires the use of a slightly different strategy. These

subtle differences preclude porting a program from one computer system to another, an

unacceptable condition since the lifetime of computer systems is approximately 5-10 years

while the lifetime of software is 15-20 years. In this paper we outline a portable, parallel

runtime system for a high level programming language Lucid. A Lucid program is devoid

of instructions specifying sequencing, concurrency, and communication. The runtime

system is designed to be generic as possible through the use of abstraction. The

instantiation of the runtime system to a specific parallel architecture is done only once when

the runtime system is installed by the system administrator. The runtime system

manipulates the execution of code blocks which resemble light-weight tasks, independent

threads of control sharing a common memory space. The code blocks were generated

before execution by a Lucid compiler which have of used specific architectural properties

during the generation of code blocks. The exact execution of a code block depends not only

on the dynamic execution of the Lucid program, but also uses the load information from

each processor.
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L INTRODUCTION

The major focus within computer science is increasing the performance of computing

elements. There are two approaches to this problem. In the first approach, computing

elements are made faster through the use of newer, faster materials and improvements in

the manufacturing processes which makes computing elements more complex while

decreasing their area size. Further improvements in these areas are increasingly becoming

more difficult since the technology is approaching the theoretical limits.

The second approach in increasing performance focuses on how the computing elements

can operate concurrently with each other. Ideally, by utilizing n computing elements, the

total execution time of any program can be decreased by n. This goal is not practical for a

large number of problems since concurrently executing computing elements may need to

communicate results with each other or to work closely together in synchrony. This

communication reduces the total system performance. Previous and current research has

focused on many different configurations and communication topologies of computing

elements. With these new parallel systems, a new problem appears, namely how does a

programmer effectively specify computations for the parallel computer system?

Currently, three approaches have been followed in solving this dilemma. In the first

approach, a traditional, sequential programming language is used to encode the

computation. The burden is placed on a parallelizing compiler to identify computations that

can occur concurrently. This approach has several drawbacks. The sequential programming

language is inherently sequential. The compiler can not detect and transform all the
"parallel" sequential instructions into suitable parallel code. The programmer may need to

add compiler directives that informs the compiler to relax several sequential assumptions

built into the language.

The second approach is the development and use of a parallel language which expresses

parallelism explicitly. This forces a more difficult burden on the programmer. With a single

computation element, the programmer only needs to think about only one execution state.

When the programmer uses n computation elements, then the programmer needs to

remember n execution states. The execution state is critical when designing and

implementing any interaction between the computing elements. Moreover, the execution

speeds of the computation elements may vary ever so slightly between successive

executions thus providing an opportunity for subtle errors to occur.
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The third approach is the most ambitious of the three approaches but would yield the most
benefit. The programmer uses either a functional or a logic specifications to describe what

the computation is to do. The specifications are devoid of information specifying how the
computation occurs. The specifications can be transformed through a series of well-defined

transformations into an reasonable efficient parallel program (Boyle 1987). Programs are

portable between various computer systems since they are divorced from the low-level

architectural configuration of the computation elements.

In earlier work, I developed the operational semantics for a sequential Virtual Machine
(VM) as well as a compiler that automatically translates Lucid programs into the sequential
VM instructions. The compiler performed traditional optimizations such as constant
propagation, folding, and data flow analysis on the intermediate Lucid representation.
Lucid is a very high level, functional language which has no instructions specifying
sequencing, concurrency, or communication. The VM instructions were defined to be
suitable for a variety of computation elements. The MC68000 and the VAX instruction sets
were used to ensure the robustness of the instructions.

In another project I participated in, a parallel architecture, similar in many respects to the
Manchester dataflow machine, for Lucid was emulated. The architecture uses Lucid as
machine instructions. Performance is achieved through fine grain parallelism. Recently, the
emulator has been parallelized to execute on the Jet Propulsion Laboratory's Mark ITI
hypercube.

II. OBJECTIVES

The research problem addressed in this research project was the design and implementation

of a prototype parallel runtime system for Lucid for the Encore Multimax. The Encore
Multimax is classified as a multiprocessor computer system which supports shared memory

and semaphores.

The parallel runtime system should include in its design:
1) The ability to reschedule tasks from highly utilized processors to less utilized

processors, a process called load-balancing.

2) The execution of tasks with varying degrees of parallelism from fine-grain

parallelism to coarse-grain parallelism.

3) A methodology for verifying the runtime system behavior through the ability to

take snapshots of the computation.
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4) Portablity to a wide-range of parallel message passing and shared memory

parallel computer systems.

5) Built-in instrumentation to measure performance and utilization.

6) Ability to permit small-scale reconfiguration, such as the number of processors,

for any particular architecture.

In the remaining sections, the focus will be on explaining the design of the runtime system

along and on the load-balancing policies.

UI. RUN TIME SYSTEM

The approach that is used to parallelize Lucid programs, is similar to a partitioning scheme

developed by Bic (1987). The Lucid program is first translated as a group of sequential VM

instructions. Each VM instruction describes an operation on a hypothetical stack machine.

One or more sequential VM instructions are partitioned into a code block. A code block

defines a set of variables along with a set of instructions. Each of the variables are accessed

one or more times within the instruction block. Each instruction in the code block has the

property that it can be eagerly evaluated after all the variables have been initialized. When a
code block is first invoked, all the variables are initialized by generating demands. Each
demand may cause the creation of another code block. Executing a code block will

eventually produce an result which is sent as a reply to the creator of the code block.

An instantiated instance of a code block is called a task. A task is composed of a data

segment and a code segment as shown in Figure 1. The code segment is created only once
when the program is loaded. The code segment is write protected since it can be shared

between several tasks. A data segment is created for each task. Only one task can access the

data segment. The data segment contains the following information:

PC - program counter, specifies the address of the currently executing

instruction in the code segment

SP - a stack pointer, points to the top of stack with in the data

segment.

Tag - specifies the execution environment of the instantiated task.

Var[O... N] - Variable values used within the code segment.

Stack[O.. .M] - Stores temporary values computed within the code segment.
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Figure 1. Task Representation

The abstract machine model for executing task is shown in Figure 2. The model is

composed of three components:
TaskStore - Manages task creation, destruction, and execution.

VarStore - Saves the results computed by tasks.

Queue - Buffers communication between the TaskStore and VarStore.

TaskStore

Queue Queue

VarStore

Figure 2. Abstract Machine Model

The TaskStore maintains three lists internally: a ready list, tasks that are ready to execute; a

suspended list, tasks awaiting the arrival of values; and an eval list, the currently executing

task on the processor. Figure 3 shows a state transition diagram of tasks between the three

lists. A task is created on the ready list at the request of another processor. The currently

executing task is moved from the eval list to the suspended list when the task requests

variable values from other tasks. When all of the requested variable results are received by

the suspended task, the task is moved from the suspended list to the ready list. The

currently executing task is destroyed when the task completes execution by producing a

result.
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Figure 3. Task Life Cycle

The VarStore saves the results computed by tasks. Before a task is invoked, the VarStore is

first consulted to check whether the task's value has been previously computed. If the value

has been previously computed then value is returned, otherwise the VarStore records that

the value is currently being computed so that later request do not repeat the computation.

When the task terminates, the value is placed into the VarStore and all tasks requiring the

value are sent the value.

The Queue buffers communication between the TaskStore and the VarStore. Buffering

permits asynchronous operation between these two elements. The Queue internally

maintains three separate queues for three different types of messages, i.e. results,

demands, and system messages. This internal division permits fast checks to the status of

the queue, i.e. is a particular queue empty or full. The queue status is used for dynamic

rescheduling where only some messages can be processed migrate to another processor.

To parallelize the abstract machine model, the TaskStore, VarStore, and Queue modules are

duplicated and connected as shown in Figure 4. The salient features of this configuration

are the connections to the queues. A queue may have one or more producers but is

restricted to one consumer. Informally, the queue is said to operate on behalf of the

consumer. Each producer has the ability to decides which destination queue a demand

message can be sent to. All other message types have a predetermined destination.

TaskStore ITask~tore I ueu Queue

Queue Queue artore VarStore

Figure 4. Parallel Configuration
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The runtime system was implemented in C using the Encore Multimax and the UMAX
operating system. The mapping of the runtime system onto the Encore Multimax is

complicated. All memory used by the runtime system in shared. However only a portion of

the memory, that devoted to the queues, can be accessed by more than one process. Queue
memory is protected by making the queues into monitors. The rest of memory is partitioned
among the TaskStores and VarStores, a TaskStore/VarStore has exclusive access to a
memory block. Access to the TaskStore/VarStore memory is restricted by mutual consent
of all modules, however a runaway TaskStore/VarStore could potentially corrupt the entire
runtime system.

IV. DYNAMIC SCHEDULING

The mapping of a program onto the runtime system can occur in either of three ways:

Static - the execution of code blocks on TaskStore are determined before the

program is executed.
Dynamic/Static - the scheduling of code blocks depend on which code blocks are

created during execution.

Dynamic - Processor state information is used in determining the scheduling of

demands.

Static scheduling is not considered as a viable choice since a single module failure within
the runtime system is catastrophic. Another drawback of static scheduling is that for non-
trivial programs, the optimal partitioning cannot be decided without knowing the precise

execution behavior of the program.

Dynamic/Static scheduling affects the transmission of demand messages from VarStores to
TaskStores. Selecting the message's destination is performed by applying a hash function
to the demand message tag. Remember that the tag defines the contextual environment of
the computation. No parameters of the hash function reflect the current load information of
any processor. The distribution of tasks are dynamic since the generation of demand
messages reflects the dynamic execution history of the program.

Dynamic scheduling is identical to dynamic/static scheduling. If the hash function is
excellent, then the resulting distribution will be completely uniform. Given any hash
function, a program can be created that will defeat the hash function, i.e. the hash function
will not yield an uniform distribution. To smooth out the distribution, two new policies are
employed, "Pass The Buck" policy and "Leach" policy. These policies can be understood
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with the aid of Figure 5. In the Figure, a Writer represents a VarStore while a Reader

represents a TaskStore.

BWrfter 

Writer

Queuouu

Reader Reader

Figure 5. Readers and Writers Problem

With the "Pass the Buck" policy, writers are attempting to place a message into a reader's

queue. Before the message is placed into the queue, the writer checks to make sure ff the

queue has a empty slot for the message. If there is not an empty slot, and the writer

continues placing the message into the queue, then the writer must wait until the reader

removes a message so that the necessary empty slot is created to place the message in. This

situation is not desirable since the writer may have other work to perform and other readers

may be idle. The situation is rectified by allowing the writer to check other readers to see if

they have an empty slot on their queue. In examining the other reader's queue, the writer

must assume that potentially all the other active writers are attempting the same action, thus

there must be enough empty slots for every writer.

The "Leach" policy is carried out by the readers. When a reader becomes idle, because of

the lack of messages on it's queue, the reader starts examining other readers queues to find

demand messages. When the reader finds a demand message, it removes the demand and

begins to process the demand. Before the reader can remove the demand, the reader must

assume that all of the other readers are also searching for work. For the reader to remove

the demand, there must be enough demands for all potential readers except when the queue

belongs to the reader. In this case, the reader always has the right to remove any message.

In the preceding policies, a necessary condition for inserting/removing demand messages

was the requirement that the writer/reader assumed that all other writers/readers also were

performing the same task. This assumption arises from the separability of the testing of

queue from the inserting/removing of the queue. These are separate actions to increase

performance. The testing operation can be performed by one or more writers/readers while

the inserting/removing operation can only be performed by only one writer/reader. If the
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two operations were combined together then the operations may cause a loss of efficiency
since the operation time for a Queue has become longer and only one reader/writer may call
the function at any given time.

Another question may arise as to the efficiency of the above policies. The work performed
does result in a loss of efficiency. In the "Pass the Buck" policy, the writer would have
been blocked. By utilizing the "Pass the Buck", the writer at best can deliver the demand
message to another queue and at worst no queue can found and the writer will remain
blocked. In the "Leach" policy, the reader is idle. By leaching work from another queue,
the reader is using what was idle time to perform useful work. If no work exists, then the
leaching reader remains idle.

Both dynamic-static and dynamic scheduling scheduling policies were implemented in the
runtime system. Slight speed and utilization improvement was obtained by the dynamic
scheduling policies over the dynamic-static scheduling policies. More noticeable effects
arose from the perspective of preventing deadlock of the runtime system. With dynamic-
static scheduling, whenever one of the runtime systems resource, e.g. TaskStore or
VarStore, became depleted, the execution of the program would not terminate since
demands scheduled for the resource could not be rescheduled or fulfilled by the depleted
resource. With the dynamic scheduling policies, whenever a resource became depleted,
eventually one or more of the other resources would reach an idle state and would invoke
the rescheduling policies which would execute steals demands scheduled for the depleted
resource. Deadlock with the dynamic scheduling algorithms in effect could only arise if all
of the resources became depleted, a more tolerable situation since there are always physical
limitations to a computer system.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

The runtime system which was initially designed for a functional language. The runtime
system is also suitable for imperative languages such as C or Pascal. A code block would
correspond to a function/procedure invocation. A major problem encountered in the
implementation of the runtime system is lack of adequate operating system and language
support for supporting parallelism. Most current research effort is focused on shared
memory and message passing on computer systems. What has been neglected is the
operating system support for calling functions such as input, output, and file operations in
parallel.
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Programming languages and their environments for developing parallel programs is not as

advanced as for sequential programs. More operating system support for the Encore

Muldmax is required; system and library functions should be automatically protected from

multiple entry from concurrent invocation by tasks. The software environment should
permit debugging multiple executing threads of a program.

The runtime system as it is currently developed for the Encore Multimax only provides

minimal support for executing Lucid programs. Further work needs to be done in two
areas. The first area would focus on the runtime system while the second area would focus
on the compilation of Lucid onto the runtime system. These two activities should be
pursued concurrently since results obtained in one area provides the opportunity for new
insight and strategies for the other area. The foUowing lists outlines the objectives of each
activity in order of importance.

Runtime System

1) Add eager evaluation mode to the runtime system.
2) Extend the runtime system to handle Lucid's higher order functions and nested

space operations.
3) Develop a benchmark suite and a unit of measurement for comparing performance.
4) Port the runtime system to a variety of parallel architectures to obtain comparison

performance data.
5) Add instrumentation for monitoring Lucid program execution.
6) Extend the runtime system to include a graphical interface to trace and debug

executing Lucid programs.
7) Refine the runtime system to increase performance, i.e. compile the VM

instructions straight into machine code instead of simulating the VM instructions.

Comiler Syste
Extend the Lucid compiler system to perform the following activities:

1) automatic task partitioning,

2) generate code for higher order functions,

3) strictness analysis of equations, and

4) type inferencing of functions and variables.
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Pre-sort Processor Phase Distortion Evaluation

by

Paul T. Dingman

ABSTRACT

The Pre-Sort Processor demonstrates signal excision in the

frequency plane by means of an optical technique. The process

interfaces with analog systems using a Bragg Cell transmitter and

a photo cell receiver. A spatially disbursed frequency band is

broken into two hundred sub bands that are individually removable

by bragg cell difractors. The theory behind the Pre-Sort

Processor did not indicate that phase shift would be frequency

dependent or increase around the edges of an excised notch.

This researcher has observed that excision does not introduce

either of these types of phase distortion. However, during the

process of examining the phase shift introduced by optical

excision, the researcher became convinced that acousto-optic

devices may introduce phase perturbations that could destroy the

information content needed for many applications.
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I. Introduction:

The Pre-Sort Processor, built for the Intelligence Recognizance

Directorate of the Rome Air Development Center, is a device that

provides an alternative to electronic filtering for the removal

of unwanted RF signals. This alternative is referred to as

optical excision.

It was assumed that optical excision would have advantages over

electronic filtering for many applications. Optical excision

should not introduce phase shift in non-filtered portions of the

passband as is often the case for electronic filtering.

Integrated optics may in the future make it possible to produce

presort processors that will be smaller and/or lighter than

competing electronic filtration devices.

In my research effort for the Intelligence Recognizance

Directorate of Rome Air Development Center, I set out to prove

that optical excision does not introduce phase distortion for

frequencies close to the excised notches in the passband.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Microwave signals that are of interest for intelligence

reconnaissance are inherently broadband. In order to capture,

transmit or record these signals their dynamic range must be

effectively manipulated to conform to the medium of choice.

Attenuating strong signals that are not of interest for

intelligence gathering, can effectively increase dynamic range by

allowing the level of the remaining pass band to be raised.

My assignment as a participant in the 1988 Summer Faculty

Research Program (SFRP) was to pursue two goali. The first goal

was two provide meaningful data relating to phase shift caused by

optical excision. It was hoped that the process of optical

excision would produce only small amounts of phase shift in non

excised channels. The second goal was is to make information

pertaining to any undesirable aspects of optical excision

available to those who would further the study of optical excision.

After collecting the necessary phase measuring equipment and

conducting initial phase shift measurements an additional problem

became apparent. The phase shift produced by this acousto optic

system. will not be constant, because the delay produced by this

type of system is long when compared to the periods of the

signals being processed. For constant phase in processed

signals, acoustic delay would need to remain constant to within

fractional percentages of their predicted values. Since these

delays exist as acoustic phenomenon in crystals, temperature

change can be expected to affect phase shift.
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III. At the beginning of this SFRP appointment, the Pre-Sort

Processor was an experimental proof of concept provided by Harris

Corp. that met the intended minimum performance specifications.

Its passband stretched from 250 MHz to 450 MHz. Within this 200

MHz range were two hundred equally spaced switch selectable

notches. The notch depth was 30 dB and the passband ripple was 8

dB. The rest of the original specifications and performance test

results can be found in the pre-sort processor final report

produced by Harris Corp and retained by RADC.

In order to examine the effects of excision upon phase response

it was necessary to collect instrumentation for the expansion of

the pre-sort processor set-up. An HP141T spectrum analyzer

provided the graphic representation of frequency response. An

HP8620C sweep frequency generator worked well for provided an

input signal and had the necessary interface connectors for

coordination with the other Hewlet Packard instruments. Phase

measurement was performed with an HP8410B Hewlet Packard network

analyzer an HP8411A interface kit and an HP8414A polar display.

The first effect noted in phase measurement was that any attempt

to compare a swept frequency processed by the PSP to the original

PSP would result in hundreds of phase reversals on the polar

display. This effect was caused by the acoustic delay in the of

1.3 microseconds in he bragg cell. This delay corresponds to 325

periods of a 250 MHz wave or 586 periods of a 450 MHz wave.

Therefore, sweeping the frequency over the pass band will result

in 261 phase reversals. The cure for this problem was to insert

an equivalent amount of delay in the path between the signal
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generator and the reference input to the network analyzer.

Th. network analyzer was used to determine the unknown delay in

the bragg cell by making use of a relation discovered during this

SFRP. In the equation below delta T is the bragg cell delay, phi

is the phase angle in radians, and delta F is the frequency

difference that caused the phase reversal.

(delta T) = PHI*2*PIE
(delta F)

Before a PSP output signal was compared to the original signal

using the polar display of the network analyzer, the anticipated

result was a dot representing the phase and amplitude

relationships between the two signals. However, as can be seen

in figure 1, the result was very different. It indicated that

the processor would turn a single frequency constant amplitude

sine wave into a signal of varying phase and as well as

amplitude. It was encouraging to note that the excision of

adjacent frequency bands did not appear to effect the phase in

any way. However, the stochastic variation in phase reproduction

raised serious questions about the utility of the PSP for

intelligence applications. Although the exact nature of these

applications is classified, it is commonly known that phase

carries much of the intelligence information that would need to

be analyzed.

After noting the phase perturbation, it became necessary to

pursue its source. The most logical source for phase change

seemed to be the signal bragg cell. Since the acoustic delay of
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FIGURE 1: Phase Perturbations Present In PSP Output

FIGURE 2: Phase Shift Caused By Cooling
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the bragg cell was equivalent to several hundred periods of an

incoming signal, small variations in this delay could be

expected to produce large variations in phase. One might also

expect stochastic variations in transmission time through

materials whose velocity of propagation changed with temperature.

The question of velocity changing with temperature was answered

by cooling the bragg cell at a rate of nine degrees centigrade

per minute. The results of this cooling upon phase can be seen

in figure two. The shutter of the camera was left open for

sixty seconds producing 1.92 phase reversals for a 350 MHz signal.

This corresponds to a rate of 1.34 radians per degree centigrade

of phase shift relative to temperature change.

During the second half of the SFRP, the researcher's time was

split between experiment expansion and experiment repair. It was

determined that the experiment needed to be expanded upon to

further support earlier observations. Unfortunately, the

original collection of components that comprised the proof of

concept began to need attention. This made the expansion of the

experiment considerably more difficult by requiring that previous

work be duplicated for consistency and assurance of proper

function.

For the period following the anticipated repair of the PSP, two

methods of data gathering were proposed. Both of these methods

are based upon a supposition expressed by Harris Corp. They felt

that phase could be expected to drift during periods of time long

enough to be seen by a human operator. The original purpose of
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this research was not to determine phase stability over time but

to determine the effects of optical excision upon the phase of

non excised signals. However, phase stability had been shown to

interfere with excision. It was therefore necessary to develop

methods for phase measuring and recording during short periods of

time. Two such methods were developed. Neither could be

implemented due to the inoperative state of the experimental

equipment. This researcher hopes that these two methods will be

used by RADC staff following equipment repair.

For the first method, the digital circuit of figure three was

constructed and tested. The circuit allows an excision channel

to be turned on and off at any desired frequency below 40 kHz.

When this circuit is used, it will allow phase measurements to be

made without concern for temperature induced short term drift.

The procedure will be used to measure the phase of a non excised

frequency channel while turning the excision of a neighboring

channel on and off with a square wave signal source. This will

allow the operator to differentiate between thermally introduced

phase shift and the phase shift produced by excision.

Measurements made in July 1988 did not allow this

differentiation.

For the second method, a storage oscilloscope and a ramp

generator will be used. The frequency source should be swept

linearly over a five megahertz range. This will allow the system

phase response to be observed over a five excision channel range.

The center channel will be excised. The frequency will be swept

through this range quickly so that effects of thermal phase drift
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FIGURE 3: Circuit For Excision By External Square Wave
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may be minimized. The resulting phase plot should appear as a

square wave across the screen of an HP8412 rectangular phase

display. Although the vertical position will drift, the

magnitude of the square wave will indicate any phase shift

produced by excision.
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IV. Recommendations:

The Pre-Sort Processor has proven that optical excision can

provide an alternative to filtering for broad band signals. The

difficulties in maintaining phase fidelity may be curable in the

future with advanced technology. This technical cure will be

brought about by better signal bragg cell and/or housing designs.

It is important to note that the proposed substitution of

magneto-optic excisors, although costly, will have no effect upon

the phase problem, because the phase problem occurs in the signal

bragg cell. However, even if the phase fidelity problem is not

solved, there are many application for which this short-coming

will have less significance.

Research should be continued with the Pre-Sort Processor, either

in its present form or with the proposed magneto-optic

substitution. Since this summer's research was halted by

equipment failure before completion we cannot say that the phase

will remain sufficiently constant over millisecond or microsecond

time scales. As a result of our observations, we are certain that

optical excision does not effect the phase of adjacent signal

bands. However, it would be of value to obtain more data by

using the two methods proposed earlier in this paper.

Computer modeling of an alternative all electronic systems must

be performed for the purpose of comparison. Since the PSP is an

electronic filter that employs an optical technique, the Air

Force should make certain that the added expense created by the

optical approach can be justified. If an electronic filter can
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be designed and analyzed by computer with specifications superior

to those expected by any device using optical excision that

exceeds the best limits of PSP technology, then it must be built

and allowed to compete with future pre-sort processor designs.
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M. SAMPLE SESSION

I ?- hL

Next question:

Where is merseburg.

32uqb0595 (location of Merseburg)

Next question:

What is seesen.

town

Next question:

Show me seesen.

32unc8149 (location of Seesen)

Next question:

Seesen.

32unc8149

Next question:

Please show me seesen.

32unc8149

Next question:

What is the population of apolda.

type 2 (between 25 and 100 thousand people)

Next question:

What is apolda's population.

type 2

Next question:
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IL ORJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

During my ten week tenure at Rome, my objective was to refine CHARISMA so that it would

query the original ERIC data base. Since the database as well as the ERIC compiler resides on

Symbolics machines, CHARISMA was first translated into Symbolics PROLOG. CHARISMA

was then modified so that its outputs were logical forms corresponding to natural language

query types. Since Symbolics PROLOG supports calls to LISP and since ERIC code can be

embedded in LISP functions, it was then possible to extend the program so that it directly

queried the ERIC data base. In the revised CHARISMA, data retrieval is accomplished via a

set of such functions which together serve as a LISP interface to the data base. A PROLOG

procedure, ericquery/l, whose inputs are the logical forms generated by CHARISMA, calls

the appropriate LISP functions. Answers to natural language queries input to CHARISMA are

then retrieved and displayed in textual form on the user's monitor. At present, approximately

fifteen query types have been implemented. The program has been designed in such a way that

additional types can easily be added. A sample session follows. To keep output within

manageable bounds, only a small segment of the data base is queried. Comments are

parenthesized.
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L INTRODUCTION

As an in-hmuse project, the staff at RADC (COES) designed a map display data base of a siz-

able portion of Europe. The data base was written in ERIC, a LISP based object oriented

language also developed at RADC. As an ancillary project, Mr. Michael McHale (COES)

rewrote a segment of the data base (approximately 10%) in Quintus PROLOG, and used Fer-

nando Pereira's CHATBO, a public domain natural language tool, to develop a front end to the

revised data base. The result, called CHARISMA, enabled a user to enter natural language

queries at the keyboard, e.g. "Where is Apolda?", "What is the distance from Merseburg to

Seesen?", "Where are the airports?", and to receive natural language responses.
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A PROLOG Natural Language Front End to

an ERIC Object Oriented Dam Base

by

H. Kevin Donaghy

ABSTRACT

CHARISMA, a natural language front end to a PROLOG relational data base, was modified to

serve as a front end to an ERIC object oriented database. CHARISMA was translated from

Quintus to Symbolics PROLOG. CHARISMA was then altered so that its outputs were logical

forms caresponding to natural language query types. Since Symbolics PROLOG supports calls

to LISP, and since ERIC code can be embedded in LISP functions, it was then possible to

extend CHARISMA so that it directly queried the ERIC data base.
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How larg is apolda.

type 2

Next question:

What roads go thru apolda.

87.

Next nluesuion:

How far is apolda. fr-om merseburg.

25 kilometers

Next question:

What is the distance from merseburg to apolda.

25 kilometers

Next question:

Is apolda mountainous.

no.

Next question:

What are the mountainous roads. (atua1 output is in column form)

4 627 8182 185 241 242 243 244 248 498 a395

Next question:

What are the airports. (actual output is in column form)

allstedt aschersleben ballenstedt cochstedt erfurt-nor-th hassleben

kothen nordhausen schiotheim

Next question: Airstrips. (what and where are the airstrips)

allstedt 32upbl481

aschersleben 32upb 1679
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ballenstedt 32upb4265

cochstedt 32upb4354

erfurtunot 32upb7 196

hassleben 32upb2507

kothen 32upb2707

nordhausen 32upb5533

schlotheim 32upc5535

Next question:

Where is each airstrip. (same output as previous query)

Next question:

In which block is gosLar.

32unc9050

Next question:

Which block is goslar in.

32unc9050
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IV. HOW IT WORKS: AN EXAMPLE

Consider the following query.

(1) What is the population of Apolda?

Given (1) as input, the program (or more precisely CHATBO) generates the PROLOG logical

form

(2) answer(LOI]) :- O2(((((true,ute), true), poPulation(_o3,02), true,true), true), ((Mrue,true),

true), true, 01=_02, rue,tmue))

The program then calls

(3) eric query(XAnswer)

where the variable X has been instantiated to (2) and Answer is as yet uninstantiated. (3)

matches the head of the eric query clause (4), and in so doing instantiates Object to 'apolda'.

(4) eric query((answer([XI) :- Typed(((((true,true), true), population(Object, Type),

true,true), true), ((truetrue), true), true, X=Typetrue,true)), Answer) -

class name(Object,Class),

Answer is dbquery(quote(Class), quote([type]),

quote([[stringeq, name,Objectl])).

'Classname(Object,Class)' now invokes the LISP function

(5) (classof ob)

whose purpose is to retrieve the class name (town) of an ERIC object (apolda). This is accom-

plished via the embedded ERIC command

(6) (ask obj recall your common-name)
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Finally, A 'wer is instantiated to 'type 2', the value retrieved by the LISP function 'dbquery',

in the last line of (4).

A comment on dbquery is in order. Class objects in an ERIC data base are defined by a class

object name and a set of attribute types. For example, 'town' is the name of a class object

whose attribute types are name (the name of an actual town or city), type (a small integer indi-

cating the population size of the town), and roads (a list of roadways intersecting the town).

ERIC class objects are analogous to relations in a relational database, relations whose tuples

describe class instances. 'Db..query' exploits this analogy and is modeled on the relational

algebra command 'PROJECT <table name> OVER <attributes> WHERE <restrictions> GIV-

ING <result table>.' In the example query, the class object 'town' is in effect being projected

over attribute 'type' where attribute 'name' equals 'apolda'. As do all LISP functions in the

program, 'dbquery' retrieves information from the data base by invoking ERIC commands.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS

a. As mentioned, this revision of CHARISMA is capable of processing approximately fifteen

natural language query types. However, since the CHAT80 parser upon which CHARISMA is

based generates logical forms for a far greater number of query types, performance could be

greatly enhanced without substantial modifications to the design of the program. To take full

advantage of the parser, additional clauses should be added to ericquery/2. CHARISMA's

limited vocabulary should also be extended.

b. At present, a user may query, .but may not alter the ERIC data base. Since the purpose of

the map display system is to serve as a "backdrop for simulations and a testbed for ... work in

spatial reasoning", this seems an undesirable limitation. The natural language interface should

be extended to allow users to define new class objects, create new instances of existing class

objects, modify attribute values of objects, and so on. (To preserve the integrity of the data-

base, users should not be allowed to effect permanent changes, of course.) The framework for

this extension to the natural language front end is already in place, since the CHAT80 parser

processes commands and statements as well as questions.

c. Finally, the procedure ericquery should be modified in such a way as to take full advantage

of the capabilities of the color map display system by highlighting appropriate areas of the map

in response to queries. This would be especially helpful for queries such as "Show me the air-

ports", "Where is Apolda?", "What are the mountainous roads?", etc.

1Deip md Tmpenmmion of the Map Display System Revied Editiou, pg 1
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DESIGN OF AN OPTICAL CORRELATOR TESTBED AND OPTICAL CO-PROCESSOR

by

Samuel P. Kozaitis

ABSTRAT

An analysis and evaluation of devices and techniques for analog optical

pattern recognition is presented. A software package for producing a

variety of filters, and a liquid crystal television operating as a

spatial light modulator are analyzed. A highly flexible correlator

testbed for the testing and evaluation of a variety of devices is given.

The testbed consists of three parts. The first is an input system which

is capable of enhancing an input image to the correlator. The next part

is a computer-driven portion which is capable of producing a variety of

filters. The third section is used for the evaluation of detectors.

A digital optical co-processor is designed based on an optical

programmable logic array. the system performs edge detection on an image

by storing reference patterns of an algorithm of interest.
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1.0 Introduction

Real-time pattern recognition requires on the order of 1012

operations/sec which is well beyond the capability of modern electronic

computers. The Photonics center at the Rome Air Development Center at

Griffiss AFB is investigating the role of optics in constructing a real-

time optical correlator for pattern recognition. A real-time optical

correlator currently does not exist. Through a hybrid approach, the use

of analog optics and-digital electronics, the prospect for a real-time

pattern recognition system appers excellent. The goal of this work is to

design a highly flexible analog optical correlator which can be used to:

test and evaluate current approaches for optical pattern recognition

and, serve as a research testbed so advances in optical pattern

recognition can be achieved. In addition, the prospect of of

incorporating digital otpical components for high-speed digital

computing is also being investigated.

My research intersests are in the area of analog and digital

optical computing. My work in the area of analog optical pattern

recognition allows advances to the present technology to be made. A

research testbed is to be facricated which will allow a variety of

devices and approaches to be evaluated. My work in digital optical

computing demonstrates the present state of development of this

technology.
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2.0 Objectives

Currently, an optical real-time pattern recognition system does not

exsist. Much work has been done in this area, there have been two major

problems. One is that experiments by other researchers in the field have

looked at a much simpler problem than that exisits in the real-world.

The second problem is that a detailed analysis of the real-world problem

has not been reported.

My assingment as a participant in the 1988 Summer Faculty

Research Program (SFUP) was to design a testbed to test, evaluate and

advance the technology in the area of analog optical pattern

recognition. I also assisted in the development of a digital optical co-

processor. It was determined that the pattern recognition system

(correlator) would be a hybrid system, using both analog optics and

digital electronics. An analysis and evaluation of the current state of

technology was performed and available devices such as a liquid crystal

spatial light modulator and a software package for analysis of

correlations were characterized. The detailed plan of work for the tasks

involved in using the teitbed to develop a real-time pattern recognition

is presented.
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,?.o Desisn of correlator teitbed

This present section describes the design of a testbed for

evaluating devices and methods for use in optical pattern recognition.

Once a list of specific components ordered are obtained, then the final

more detailed design can be presented.

The testbed is a flexible correlator used to evaluate a correlation

system under a variety of conditions, The teatbed will be primarily

composed of three modular sections which can be removed, replaced, or

function independently of each other. The first section produces an

input image for the system. Input devices such as SLWs will be tested

and evaluated along with image enhancement functions. Image enhancement

will be used in conjunction with different filters and imagery.

The second section of the system will control and display the types

of filters to be used. Computer generated holograms will be primarily

used to evaluate filters and methods for pattern recognition.

The third section may be used for detector evaluation. It also has

the ability to to test algorithms for pattern recognition and target

detection. The resulting system is a highly flexible correlator that may

be used to test, evelauate, and develop correlator systems for optical

pattern recognition.

4.1 Image input system

The task of the image input system is to display an input scene so

that it may be processed by the testbed. A diagram of the three sections

that make up the testbed is shown in Fig. 8. The image input system

consists of the following devices: camera, frame grabber, still video

recorder, and signal processing computer. The signal processing computer

performs image enhacement operations on the image from the camera. This
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is done to extract information from the input image to aid in pattern

recognition.

The size of the target in the input scene is usually not scaled to

the filter in the Fourier plane. To alleviate this scaling problem, a

box is drawn around the target, and this box is displayed so that the

box height or width exactly fits the SLM. This ensures that an image of

the proper size is always displayed and corresponds to the filter being

used. This box is drawn with a simple region growing algorithm. The

aspect ratio of the box is calculated, the box height divided by the box

width, and sent to the filter selection computer which selects filters.

,3.2 Filter selection section

The filter selection section consists of a still video recorder and

a computer which both act as a database. The aspect ratio from the input

system is sent to the database computer. Here, filters correponding to a

particular aspect ratio may be displayed. Each filter has an aspect

ratio and can be considered to be in a class of targets. When the aspect

ratio from the input system is received, a set of filters is displayed.

The filters are displayed sequentially and the output plane is examined.

A variety of filters may be implemented such as phase-only and

amplitude-only filters. Furthermore, different transforms may be used as

an approximation to the Fourier transform. These include, for example

the Sine, Cos and Hartley transforms. These filters primarily depend on

the optical implementation and not on the supporting electronics. The

database can be generated from models of targets. Differemt views of

the models may also be stored. The automation of the recording of

filters for the database would reduce errors.

3.3 Detector section
58-7
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The detector section consists of a detector array, frame grabber

and computer. Different detectors may be tested and evaluated. Some of

the detecors under consideration are high dynamic range and high

resolution components. The parameters to be determined are given in the

recommendation section. In addition, the response of different filters

may be examined in detail. The system also has the ability to implement

pattern recogfnition aiforithwS
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4.0 Digital optical comnutinE

The design of an optical co-processor is given in this section.

Because a fast optical memory element does not exist, the role of optics

in digital computing is limited. Optics is used here where it works

best, where it has advantages over electronics. A programmable logic

array (PLA) requires a large fan-in and fan-out. In electronics, large

fan-in and fan-outs produce capacitive loading. This does not occur in

optics. Within this section, an optical co-processor is described.

This device can perform a limited amount of combinational functions. It

is used to help speed up an electronic computer. A simple function, but

one that illustrates the advantages of this approach is described in the

next section. The following sections discuss the implementation of this

function.

4i Co-processor function

The goal of this effort is to construct a optical co-processor

which demonstrates the advantages of the optical PLA (OPLA)

architecture. A PLA implements a function in a simple two-level AND-OR

circuit. To fully take advantage of this type of realization, the

function to be implemented is one that commonly is performed in many

steps. The function is the logarithmic Sobel operator which is

primarily used in image processing for edge detection,

log(A+2B+C) - log(G+2H+I) 1 > threshold

OR log(A+2D+G) - log(C+2F+I) : > threshold (1)

The variables, A,B,CD,E,F,G,H,I are the values of pixels in a 3 x 3

window of an image as shown in figure 9. The threshold is a number
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usually close to the average of the maximum and minimum possible values

of the function. The result of the function is either yes=l or no=O.

This value is the new value of variable E. The window is scanned over

the entire image so that the result is a binary image which consists of

only edges.

The significance of implementing the Sobel operator is that

electronically, it is usually implemented in about ten steps. Here,

optically, it is implemented in just one. The advantage offered by the

optical implementation is that processing steps can be eliminated and

combined into one step. To implement the Sobel operator, a camera and

frame grabber must be connected-to a computer. An image is then stored

in the computer memory. The data corresponding to the 3x3 window can be

sent to the co-processor and the result is returned to the computer. In

this fashion, edge detection can be performed on an image with an

optical co-processor speeding up the computation. A schematic of the

system is shown in Fig. 10.

To implement the function described above, it must first be

minimized. The system is to operate on binary images to reduce the

complexity. The variables in the 3 x 3 window will therefore be binary

and a truth table of the function can be easily generated. The

logarithms were dropped from equation 11 since the results will be the

same when working with binary values. An eight variable truth table was

generated with a single output E, 32 reference patterns were found.

After logical minimization, the truth table was reduced to 16 reference

patterns.
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To implement the minimized function, a 16 x 16 mask is needed. To

relax the requirements of the system, the image will be scanned twice.

The first scan will produce horizontal edges and the second scan will

produce vertical edges. Eight patterns are needed for each type of edge.

The form of the patterns are the same, this means that the same mask is

used for both scans, for both the horizontal and vertical edges. The

only difference is the way the variables are introduced to the mask. In

the first pass, the variables are: A,B,C,G,H,I. Keeping the same mask

for the next pass, the variables are entered as A,D,G,C,F,I. Using this

approach, only eight patterns are needed. The mask needs only to be a 12

x 8 mask. In both cases the result is the variable E. The reference

patterns for the threshold = 2.5 are shown below.

I HI+ BCGH+]IBGHI+BCG'HItGHI+ABHE+ABC5H+ABCGH hor. edge

1!'FI+1CF+"CFI+DGI+GCFI+ABf+ADGc+ADGF ver. edge ( 2)

43 Interconnections

The interconnectioni between the mask is the critical portion of

this project. A schematic diagram of the system is shown in figure 12.

The interconnections can be made with fiber tree couplers. These have

been ordered but were not available during this summer. Alternatively,

lenses can be used. The light from the input fibers in Fig. 12 can be

imaged on to the mask. This approach would lend itself well to large

masks where a large number of fibers would be impractical. The imaging

is a simple problem for small a system, but a lens analysis or design

package must be used for larger systems.
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r.0 Recommendations

An outline of the tasks for the test and evaluation of current

devices and approaches is shown below. The outline describes a procedure

which will have evaluate the major trends and generate more research in

optical pattern recognition. The time schedule is also given which shows

that these tasks can be completed in about a year. Follow-on support for

the Summer Faculty Research Program should include one of the following

sections. The digital optical computing effort should complete the

optical co-processor.

Outline for analog signal processing

1.0 Design testbed, which consisti of a correlator for the test,
evaluation, and research of devices and methods for optical pattern
recognition.

1.1 Evaluation of current technology and methods
1.2 Design a flexible, modular, testbed which can be rearranged to

test different devices

2.0 Based upon the design and options provided during the Summer Faculty
Research Program, construct a testbed consisting of the following:

2.1 imagery input system
2.2 spatial light modulator (SLM) drivers
2.3 supporting software for driving SLMs and displaying imagery to

testbed
2.4 optical components
2.5 detectors

3.0 Perform non-real time correlation using a variety of SLMB and
filters

3.1 characterize SLMs (LCTV, MOSLM, LCLV), determine the following:
3.1.1 number and size of pixels
3.1.2 uniformity and spacing of pixels
3.1.3 resolution; spatial frequencies which can be resolved
3.1.4 frame rate; time to display an image
3.1.5 temporal response; time image remains on display

3.1.8 gray level operation; determine if and how many gray
levels be used

3.1.7 scattering effects; determine how light is scattered from

an individual pixel
3.1.8 optical flatness; may induce phase errors
3.1.9 absorption; measure wavelength dependence
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3.1.10 measure amount of optical rotation due to SLM; can
determine contrast ratio and modulation depth

3.1.12 modulation transfer function

3.2 Characterize and evaluate detectors (Dalsa high dynamic range,
2-D CCD, High resolution 2-D CCD, other high resolution, large
dynamic range detectors as they become available, determine:
3.2.1 size and number of pixels
3.2.2 frame rate
3.2.3 dynamic range; range of light levels whixh can be detected
3.2.4 quantum efficiency; ratio of absorbed optical power to

incident power
3.2.5 resolution
3.2.6 sensitivity; minimum optical power to produce a meaningful

result
3.2.7 responsivity; output photocurrent per unit of incident

optical'power, response due to wavelength (spectral
response)

3.2.8 dark response; photocurrent without optical signal applied
3.2.9 saturation exposure; maximum optical power which can be

detected
3.2.10 signal to noise ratio

3.3 test and evaluate SLMs for use as:
3.3.1 amplitude filters; contains only amplitude information
3.3.2 matched filters; contains both amplitude and phase

information
3.3.3 phase only filters; contains only, phase information
3.3.4 determine the following characteristics for all filters

3.3.4.1 signal to noise ratio (SNR)

3.3.4.2 sensitivity to distortion; effects when the input
image is scaled or rotated

3.3.4.3 broadness of correlation peak
3.3.4.4 performance in a noisy or cluttered environment

3.4 perform image enhancement
3.4.1 digitally, algorithm enhancement
3.4.2 optical, spatial frequency manipulation
3.4.3 identify differences between photographic, IR, and SAR

imagery
3.4.4 identify parameters to help distinguish objects

3.5 te3t and evaluate other translforms as approximation to Fourier
transform(identify modifications to testbed. perform theoretical
and experimental evaluation
3.5.1 sin = Im :FT:
3.5.2 cos = Re :FT:
3.5.3 Hartley = sin-cos transforms
3.5.4 Walsh = square wave series expansion

4.0 Perform real-time correlation using above components
4.1 detail capabilties and limitations
4.2 performance with real-morld imagery

4.3 performance with scaling and rotation
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Tentative Schedule

Jul Sept Nov Jan March May July Sept

----------

3.2 - -- - - - -

3.3-- - - - - -

3.4-- - -

3.5 ---- -

4-- - - -
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CHARACTERISTICS OF DIALOG IN A NOISY CHANNEL

FOR PERFORMING A TIME-ORIENTED TASK

by

David J. Townsend

A&BSTRACT

This paper is a preliminary report of on-going research on

the system that controls the presentation of primary and

secondary information in human dialog. In this research we

examine dialog between people who are using recording

equipment for transcribing speech signals. Experienced

transcribers spoke commands for operating the recording

equipment, which a second subject heard and executed. By

varying the level of noise in the channel of communication

from the transcriber to the second subject, we observe how

humans modify messages depending on how likely

misperceptions are. By varying the time constraints for

transcription, we observe the properties of speech when

dialog participants are under pressure to communicate

quickly. The results will be used to develop a system of

speech synthesis that varies the timing and form of

utterances depending on the costs, risks, and payoffs of

communication.
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1. INTRODUCTION:

The possibility of controlling machines through vocal

commands is a goal that has been both persistent and

elusive. If voice control were effective, however, it could
be used in many applications. For example, in one Air Force

task transcribers convert speech signals into text on a

computer keyboard. They use an Audio Signal Management

System (ASMS) to record speech signals, play back sections

of speech, "call" a specified section on the recorded

signal, "loop" or successively play back a short segment of

speech, etc. The ASMS now requires the transcriber to enter
commands on keyboard. Since the transcriber's hands already

are entering text onto a keyboard, we could increase
efficiency by enabling the transcriber to give ASMS commands

in a non-manual way. The goal of the Verbal Dialog Project

at Rome Air Development Center is to develop and evaluate

methods of controlling devices through speech (Stockton &

Cupples, 1986).

Developing an efficient speech interface requires a method

of dealing with automatic recognition errors. Recognition

errors are inevitable for several reasons: the technology of

automatic recognition devices is not adequately developed

(see Waterworth, 1984 for a review), natural human speech

recognition contains errors even in normal communication

situations (see Clark, 1985 for a review), the speech signal

is transitory, and the environments in which devices are

used are often noisy. The Verbal Dialog Project seeks to

repair automatic recognition errors by providing intelligent

feedback to operators with an automatic speech synthesis

device. But since operators may be extremely busy, we have
the problem of determining when and how a synthesizer should
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provide vocal feedback to the operator. My role in this

project was to develop techniques to determine the

properties of natural vocal commands and vocal feedback in

the context of using ASMS.

My training has been in experimental psychology and

linguistics. My previous research has examined the

implications of theories in artificial intelligence,

cognitive psychology, and linguistics for how people

understand spoken and written discourse.

II. OEIV:

The objectives were to develop techniques to assess the

efficiency of voice control in general, to examine the

feasibility of improving transcription efficiency by using

vocal commands to manipulate audio signals, and to gather

information about the properties of human dialog when there

are limitations on time and the communication channel.

III. APPROACH:

The relative efficiency of voice control will depend on what

other tasks operators must perform in conjunction with the

control task. From one point of view, voice control of the

ASMS should be relatively expensive: giving vocal commands

will cost a certain amount of processing resources that

could otherwise be devoted to transcribing. Previous

research has established that time-sharing two tasks

generally is harder when the tasks involve a single

modality, such as executing spoken commands and listening to

speech, than when the tasks involve different modalities,

such as executing manual commands and listening to speech

(Wickens, 1984). This research leads to the quandary that
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voice control is inappropriate when there is simultaneous

speech perception, yet manual control is inappropriate when

there is simultaneous manual transcription. Nevertheless,

other evidence suggests that voice control will be useful

for the transcription task. There are conditions in which

highly skilled transcribers have time-shared two verbal

tasks successfully (e.g., Shaffer, 1975). And there are two

advantages that speech possesses over other forms of

control: speech is natural, making it more resistant to

failure in stressful situations, and it is flexible,

allowing one to encode a wide range of messages in a variety

of ways. The flexibility of speech means that the operator

can easily reduce the costs of uttering a vocal command by

expressing the command in a shorter utterance, but doing so

carries an increased risk that the utterance will not be

accurately recognized.

The complexity of time-sharing illustrates the need for

techniques that compare the efficiency of different methods

of control. One goal of this research is to develop such

techniques. At the same time, we are examining ways in

which humans balance the costs, risks, and payoffs of

speaking in particular ways at particular times.

In our experimental research, one subject, the "operator,"

listened to connected speech and to sequences of random

digits on two channels simultaneously. The task was to

transcribe both signals. The operator had the option of

manipulating recordings of these signals with the ASMS by

speaking to a second subject, the "machine," who made the

appropriate keyboard responses to carry out the operator's

commands. The machine was allowed to talk freely with the

operator. The machine simulates what ultimately will be an

automatic speech recognition-synthesis system.
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We are examining how time pressure and noisy listening

conditions influence the dialog between the operator and the

machine. We manipulated time pressure by varying allowed

lag time -- how far behind real-time the operator was

allowed to play back the recorded speech signals. In some

conditions there was noise that the machine heard while

listening to the operator, and in others the machine heard
no noise. The purpose of adding noise in the machine's ears
was to induce errors in perceiving the operator's commands,

mimicking the general fact that speech recognition devices

make errors.

If dialog participants consider only the cognitive costs of
producing utterances, but not the risks of communication

failur', we expect more efficient communications between the
operator and the machine when time constraints are more

severe. If an operator is allowed to lag behind real time
by different amounts during playback, but produces equally

accurate transcriptions of two equally difficult speech

signals, communication time should be shorter when the

allowed lag time is shorter: in order to maintain the same

transcription rate as in the longer allowed lag time, the
operator must spend less time in communication. For

example, instead of (la) the operator might speak (lb),

relying on the machine to infer the secondary information

that executing a loop on channel two requires that channel

two is playing, and that playing channel two requires that

channel one is not playing.

(la) Stop playing channel one, play channel two, and loop

15 seconds.

(lb) Loop 15 on two.
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For (la) and (1b), the machine's keyboard responses and the

ASMS's response time are both constant, but the interface

between the operator and ASMS will be more efficient for

(1b) because of the shorter communication time between

operator and machine.

Time constraints may influence the form of the machine's

utterances as well. For example, knowing that the allowed

lag time is short, the machine might change a query such as
(2a) into the shorter (2b), spoken with rising intonation.

(2a) Did you say that you want your loop on channel two

to be 13 seconds long?

(2b) Thirteen?

With (2a) the machine sends secondary information

acknowledging receipt of information about the desired

playing channel, and primary information requesting

confirmation of a belief about the desired loop length.
With (2b) the machine sends only the primary information: he

implies that he received the information about the playing

channel, and requests confirmation of a supposed loop

length. The machine requests confirmation with cues such as

"did" in (2a), but with intonational cues in (2b). A

shorter communication like (2b) should be more efficient

than a longer one like (2a).

We measure communication efficiency using the concepts of

information theory (e.g., Miller, 1951). The amount of

information in an utterance depends on the number of

messages that are possible at the time of the utterance: the

greater the number of possible messages, the more

informative is an utterance that allows the receiver to

select one of those messages. For example, an utterance
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that indicates simply that some information is coming

shortly allows the receiver to select one of two possible

messages -- information is coming or it is not -- and

carries one bit of information, whereas an utterance that

indicates one of ten possible messages carries 3.3 bits of

information. Increasing the Drobability of any particular

message, however, decreases the informativeness of

utterances that convey that message.

Our definition of a message includes the speech act (e.g.,

Searle, 1969) that the operator performs along with the

commands that his utterance implies. The informativeness of

utterances like (1) is the sum of the informativeness values

of utterances about two types of messages: (a) the speech

acts that the operator could perform, such as commanding,

requesting information, asserting information, etc., and (b)

the state of the ASMS after each command that is presupposed

by the utterance has been executed. Since the (b) versions

of (1) and (2) allow the machine to select the same messages

as the (a) versions in less time, the (b) versions are more

efficient.

Speaking more efficiently, however, entails the risk that

the intended message will not be received. The cost of

repairing such a communication failure may be greater than

the original cost of making a longer, more stable utterance.

The risk of communication failure may lead dialog

participants to lengthen utterances in order to avoid the

costs of repairing communication failures. The risks of

communication failures may be greater for a command such as

loop, which begins repeating a segment of the recorded

signal at the time it is executed, than for a command such

as gall, which jumps to a specified location o- the recorded

signal regardless of when it is executed. If the machine
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requires a great deal of time to recognize a loop command,

the loop when executed may not include the portion of the
speech signal that the operator wishes to hear.

H. Our experiment examines hypotheses like the

following:

(H1) Operators issue fewer ASMS commands in noisy
conditions -- especially commands such as 1o whose

effectiveness depends on when they are executed.

(H2) Transcription accuracy improves when operators use

the ASMS.

(H3) The duration of operators' utterances increases in

noisy conditions.

(H4) The duration of operators' utterances decreases when

allowed lag time is short. Note that this hypothesis

assumes no risk of a communication failure; if the risk of a

communication failure is high, operators may lengthen

utterances.

(H5) Operators effectively shorten utterances by relying

on pitch to encode messages.

(H6) The pitch variation in operators' utterances

increases when allowed lag time is short.

Method

We tested two pairs of subjects for three full days. The

first day was devoted to acquainting the subjects with the

equipment and the tas", the second day to setting
parameters of the primary transcription task, and the third

day to formal testing. The two operator subjects were

experienced Air Force transcribers, and the two machine

subjects were staff members from RADC. Each operator worked

with only one machine.
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Pilot Testing . On the first day the subjects worked

independently on their respective tasks for a total of three
hours: the operators practiced transcribing narratives and
digits on two channels, and the machines practiced entering

the ASMS commands. For three more hours, the operators and
machines practiced together.

The first day ended with a 10 minute session in which the

operator transcribed signals on two channels by speaking
ASMS commands to the machine with and without noise in the
machine's ears. Operators were told that their main task
was to transcribe continuous narratives verbatim, but that
they should transcribe the digits and letters from a second

channel as well. The operators adjusted the continuous
speech, the digits, their own voice, the machine's voice,

and the playback channel to either or both ears to the
volume levels they preferred. The subjects were allowed a

50 second lag behind real time. In follow-up interviews the
operators indicated that the task of transcribing continuous
speech was much harder than their usual task, which involves
transcribing sporadic speech that is highly constrained in

content and wording. They indicated that only 10-50% of a
typical primary signal contains speech.

On the second day each operator-machine pair participated in

three 20 minute sessions to determine the appropriate rate

of the speech signal in the primary channel. In the first
session, the primary channel was 50% speech and 50% silence:

we randomly presented bursts of speech lasting one to nine
seconds followed by silence of one to nine seconds. In the

second session, the primary channel was approximately 25%
speech and 75% silence: we randomly presented bursts of

speech containing one, two, or three sentences, followed
randomly by 24, 48, or 72 seconds of silence. The operators
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reported that both of these primary tasks were very

difficult. In the third session, the primary channel was

approximately 15% speech and 85% silence. We randomly

presented clusters of two or three sentences, with either

three or six seconds between sentences within a cluster, and

with either 90 or 120 seconds between clusters. The

operators reported that this format was similar in content

and difficulty to their normal primary transcription task.

Procedure. The third day was devoted to careful testing

with the task of transcribing a primary signal like that

just described and a secondary signal that consisted of

digits and letters. Each pair of subjects participated in

four 20 minute sessions. The machine's listening channel

was either clear or noisy, and the operator was allowed

either 180 or 80 seconds lag behind real time. The

combinations of these conditions were presented to both

pairs of subjects in the following order: clear/180 seconds

lag time, noisy/180 seconds lag time, noisy/80 seconds lag

time, and clear/80 seconds lag time. Particular

combinations of conditions were presented with exactly the

same primary and secondary signals to both pairs of

subjects. The four sessions contained different randomly

arranged combinations of length of sentence clusters (two or

three sentences), between-sentence silence (three or six

seconds), and between-cluster silence (90 or 120 seconds).

The primary materials were narrative and dialog selections

from a recording of a Sherlock Holmes story titled "The

Final Episode." Each session was followed by a 10-30 minute

joint interview with the operator and the machine.

We recorded on different channels of tape what the operator

heard, what the operator said, what the machine said, the

noise in the machine's ears, the primary data and the
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secondary data. The ASMS provided a printout of what

commands were executed, the time at which they were

executed, and what the operator transcribed from the primary

and the secondary channels. We also recorded the post-

session interviews.

Secondary Signal. The secondary signal consisted of letters

and random digits. In each session we varied factorially

the length of the sequences of digits (three or six triplets
of digits), the rate at which the digits were spoken (180 or

230 wpm), the warning (present or absent), and the time

between bursts (21, 42, or 64 seconds). A synthesizer spoke

the digits with a single letter following each triplet in
alphabetical order. The warning was a synthesized utterance

of the word "digits" spoken with rising pitch and lasting

0.6 seconds. The 24 combinations of variables were arranged

into a single pseudo-random order with the following
constraints. Each block of 12 sequences contained six of

each length, six of each rate, six of each warning

condition, and four of each inter-burst interval. No more

than three in a row for any particular condition was

allowed. This pseudo-random order constituted the order of

presentation of digits in the first session for each of the

subjects. The remaining sessions were obtained iteratively

by moving the first condition of each block in the preceding

session to the end of the same block.

uipmnt. The machine operated the ASMS on a PDP 11/70
through a VT102 terminal in a Tracoustics RE241001

acoustical enclosure. The operator transcribed on a WYSE

terminal. The primary signal was played on a Sony cassette

CSF100, and the secondary signal on DEC-talk and a Texas

Instruments 320K computer. A Hewlett-Packard 8904A multi-

function synthesizer, a General Radio 1390B random noise
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generator, and a General Radio 1396B tone-burst generator

produced noise for the machine's ears. Both subjects heard

audio signals and spoke through Bilsom Viking 2318
combination headphone and microphone sets. The operator

adjusted the volume of all audio signals on separate
channels of a Shure SR110 mixer, and the machine adjusted

the volume of the noise and the operator's voice together on

one channel of a Sansui A-500 amplifier. The subjects'

dialog was recorded on a Teac 40-4, the signals that the
operator heard on a Sony TC755, and the post-session

interviews on a Sony TC755. The ASMS screen and the

subjects' dialog were recorded with a Panasonic video

cassette recorder.

IV. RESULTS:

We collected approximately 160 minutes of ASMS audit trail

and 440 minutes of recordings of interviews, dialog between

operator and machine, primary signals, and secondary

signals. Although we plan to place all the data on a

detailed second by second time-line, our analysis will focus

on those aspects of the data that are most relevant for
testing hypotheses like those described earlier. This

section describes the kinds of analyses that we can perform

on the data in order to test hypotheses about verbal dialog.

To test the hypothesis that operators issue fewer commands
under noisy conditions, we will count the number of times

that each ASMS command was given in each of the four

conditions. We will determine whether these frequencies are

significantly greater for _qg2 than for other commands by

applying appropriate non-parametric statistical tests.
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To test the hypothesis that transcription accuracy improves

when operators use ASMS, we will determine the correlation

between frequency of commands and transcription accuracy

across the eight conditions. We will score transcription

accuracy in terms of how many words, digits, and letters the
operator copied from the primary and secondary channels.

The third and fourth hypotheses were that the duration of

operators' utterances increases in noisy conditions, and
decreases in short allowed lag time. These two hypotheses

predict independent effects of noise and allowed lag time
conditions, as well as an interaction: utterance duration

and length should be greatest in the noisy, longer allowed
lag time condition, and smallest in the quiet, shorter

allowed lag time condition. To test these hypotheses, we

will calculate the duration of operators' utterances with a
Kay Elemetrics 6087 Visi-pitch, and count the number of
words in each of the operators' utterances. We will perform

2 x 2 (noise conditions x allowed lag time) within subject
analysis of variance on the duration and length scores. We

will test differences between specific cells with

appropriate post hoc statistical tests.

To test the hypothesis that pitch successfully encodes

information in place of words, we will compare the speed and

accuracy of the machine's keyboard response to operator's

commands that differ in pitch variation. We will calculate

machine response times from video-taped ASMS times that are
displayed at the onset of the operator's utterance of a

command and at the final keystroke that the machine makes to
activate the command. We will also score the accuracy of

the commands that the machine executes. We can test the

statistical significance of any differences in machine
response time and accuracy by first dividing in half the
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distribution of operators' utterances along the dimensions

of duration, length, and pitch range, and then performing a

2 x 2 x 2 (characteristics of utterances x noise x allowed

lag time) analysis of variance on speed and accuracy scores.

To test the hypothesis that pitch variation increases in

shorter allowed lag time, we will calculate pitch ranges

from the Visi-pitch record for each utterance, and perform 2

x 2 analysis of variance on these scores.

We also plan to analyze the data in more qualitative ways by

examining the pitch contours and syntax of utterances. We

will focus especially on how these aspects of utterances

depend on the pressures to shorten utterances because of

time constraint and to lengthen utterances because of the

risk of communication failure.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

We have progressed toward our objectives: we collected data

on the properties of human dialog and began to develop some

general analytic tools to evaluate costs and risks of making

information explicit in utterances. Further work will focus

on (a) analyzing the data, (b) developing measures of the

informativeness of primary and secondary portions of speech,

and (c) developing measures of the costs, risks, and payoffs

of formulating utterances in particular ways and executing

them at particular times. Additional experimentation should

focus on (a) isolating time constraints from practice as

factors that influence the presentation of primary and

secondary information, (b) examining the timing of

utterances to levels of accuracy that are greater than the

current nearest second level, and (c) examining the

properties of speech that repairs communication errors.
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ABSTRACT

The Effects of Nonlinearities of High Speed

Analog-to-Digital Converters on

Digital Beamforming Arrays

Investigation of degradations to digital beamforming arrays

caused by nonlinear characteristics of Analog-to-Digital

Converters (ADCs) was performed. The study revealed that

degradation to the array beam pattern is minimal when only the

desired signal is present. However, severe pattern distortion

occurred when the signalling environment conu-ined both desired

signal and jammer.

These results strongly suggest further investigation into

the degradations caused by several jammers and means to counter

their effects. Several approaches are proposed to perform these

tasks.

I
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I. INTRODUCTION:

A recent trend in adaptive antenna signal processing

[Barton (1980). Curtis (1980), Mathews (1986), Wardrop (1984)],

is to employ digital techniques for forming antenna Learns. Addi-

tionally, there is a desire to perform the digital tasks at an

Intermediate Frequency (IF) rather than at Base Band (BB)

[Steyskal (1987)]. These digital beamformers use high-speed

Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs). It has been observed by

many researchers [Doernberg (1988), Kumamoto (1986),

Peetz (1986)] when ADCs are operated near their upper limit in

speed of conversion and dynamic range, that harmonics of the

input signal frequencies and their cross products are produced.

The Antenna Systems Branch of the Antennas and Components

Division of the Rome Air Development Center (RADC) at Panscom Air

Force Base is concerned with the effects of these harmonics upon

an adaptive digital beamforming processor. Specifically, the

modulating effects of the harmonics and intermodulation distor-

tion deg:ade the beam pattern producing a loss in the array

output signal. Our work at the laboratories has been focused

upon an effort to quantify the degradation in digital beam-

formers and to possibly examine solutions to overcome these

degradations in future research through the Mini-Grant Program

(Research Initiation Program - RIP).

Our research interests have been in the area of adaptive

array signal processing and digital systems. Dr. Ucci has worked

in both the areas of performance degradation in adaptive arrays

and digital signal processing. This work is closely akin tu the
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problem of performance loss because of the nonlinearities in the

signal processing path for the problem described in this research

report. Mr. Petroit has been working on adaptive array problems

for one year. His familiarity with this type of system is an

invaluable asset in performing necessary tasks associated with

this research. In part, these relationships were responsible for

our assignment with the Adaptive Antennas Group of the Antenna

Systems Branch of RADC.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFOR':

High speed ADCs are necessary for performing digital beam-

forming at IF. Until now, no effort had been made to analyze the

nonlinearities in the ADC as to their effects on beamformer

output. It is well known that any nonlinearities in the signal

processing channel will tend to degrade overall performance.

Close scrutiny of the output power spectral density curves of

actual high speed ADCs proposed for use in this type of channel

revealed that several spectral components arose which had levels

substantially above the quantization noise floor. These comp-

onents causbJ concern an to the effect on the digital beamformer.

Our overall goal as Summer Research Program participants was

to determine these effects. Specific objectives were to deter-

mine pattern variations caused by the presence of harmonics as

compared to a quiescent pattern assuming an ideal ADC, and the

associated increase in degradation because of intermodulatin

distortion when interference is present. Additionally, it was

initially discussed that if the degradations were substantial our

efforts would continue through the Mini-Grant program in order to
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further evaluate these effects and investigate possible

solutions. Results indicate that there are indeed severe

degradations which warrant further investigation.

The overall goal stated above is completely congruous to our

preliminary goals of a relevant literature search, ADC model

development and incorporation of the model into the digital

beaurforming system. The results we have obtained meet the set of

goals we established prior to and during our visit with RADC.

III. ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

An extensive literature search on digital and related

adaptive array research, as well as on high speed ADCs, was

conducted. This search revealed several sound techniques for

analyzing beamformers employing digital methods for processing,

and appropriate models for the ADCs.

Using data provided to us by RADC we developed two related

models for the converters. Incorporating these models into an

appropriate array structure we developed relationships for the

array output signals and beam patterns for the digital beam-

former. The system was then simulated by digital computer.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION:

Consider an array which forms its weights digitally at IF.

Assume the ADCs have a Kth order nonlinear characteristic modeled

by

y(t) ak xk(t), (1)
k=O

where the set (aki is the set of coefficients of the power law

relationship, x(t) is an arbitrary input to the ADC and y(t) is

its corresponding output. For x(t) a single tone sinusoid the
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representation of the nonlinearity can be made as

y(t) = Ak x(kt). (2)
k=O

where the set {Ak) is a set of coefficients of a harmonic law

model and are related to the set fak}, and x(kt) is the kth

harmonic of x(t) with maximum index K. Thus, if x(t) =

sd(t) = cos (wdt+Od) then x(kt) = Sd(kt) = cos [k(wdt+Od)] where

the subscript d indicates the desired signal, and wd and 0d are

respectively the fundamental radian frequency and arbitrary

initial phase of the desired signal, sd(t).

Using the FFT power spectral density plots shown in Fig. 1

we determine the amplitude coefficients, Ak for a given K.

Expanding Eq. (1) and collecting like terms we evaluate the ak -

If we choose to employ a different order approximation we

recompute the appropriate ak. Figure 2 and Table 1 show the FFT

spectral plots and values, respectively, for these models for

K=17. Both show excellent agreement with each other and with the

original plots of Fig. 1.

Consider a system with M array elements using element 1 as

the reference as shown in Fig. 3 and assume half-wavelength

spacing of the array elements at the desired signal

frequency, fd- Then, with wm = bm exp (j(m-l)7r-sinf] as the

quiescent ieights (where b3 denotes the amplitude weighting), and

with ym(t) the output of the nth ADC, the output of the mth

weight is given as zm(t) = wm yu(t). Assume the desired signal

arrives at an angle Od .  The time delay encountered by the

desired signal at each element is Adm such that the spatial phase
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delay at the nth element at frequency wd is Oda, and is given by

Oda dd = (m-l)ir-sin 9d. (3)

The output of the nth weight can be shown to be

z (t) = I kb 3 expfjk(wd(t-e&dm)+Od+(m-l)wrsin ell. (4)

and the array output is given by

z(t) = IZa(t). (5)

We use the beam pattern power gains formed for the ideal and

nonideal cases as a performance measure; that is respectively,

P1 = 20 -Lgj10 z(e;tg)I, (6)

P2 = 20 logj 1tzg(e;tg)i. (7)

V. DISCUSSION:

A. Desired Signal Only Case

Consider a simple situation. For the case =K=2 and

bml =1, W with Od=0 it can be shown that the beam pattern, 1z12 ,

is given by

1z1 2 = 4AJ + Ajl1+exp(-jLp)j2 + AjI1+exp(-j2Af,)j2

" AOA 2 fexp(j2wdt)[l+exp(-j2,)]+exp(-2jwdt)[1+exp(j2AI)]1

+ AlA2texp(jwadt)(1+exp(jA ,)[+exp(-jI.)]

where &1'=f'-fd, with 1'd = nsined and f = lnsine. Thus, the

harmonics will cause the beam pattern to modulate at multiple

frequencies of the fundamental. The only desired term is the

second term. The first and third terms represent the spatial

distortion while the other terms are the temporal variations.
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B.. Interference Case

Investigation of a more general case of signalling environ-

ment in which interference (or jammers) are present is now

described. We define the Jammer-to-Signal ratio, (J/S), to be

the ratio of the jammer to signal power. The input to the array

is x(t) = sD(t) + si(t) where sD(t)is the desired signal and

sl(t) is the interference. Specifically, we have that the

desired signal is sD(t) = a sd(t) = a coS(wdt+Od) where a is the

amplitude of the desired signal and Od is its phase. Similarly,

SIM = si (t ) = cos(wjt+0j). Here we have that 0i is the

amplitude of the jth interferer with frequency wi and phase 0j,

j=1,2,...,J. B is a Jxl vector of interference amplitudes and

si(t) is a Jxl vector of elementary interference signals, sj(t),

and T denotes transpose. Let wj = 8j d , j=l,2,...,J, so that 8i

is a measure of the jth interference bandwidth with respect to

the desired signal frequency. Then si(t) = t3 cos(sjwdt+oj).
ji

Consider now the input at the mth element of the array,

Xm(t), (

xm(t) = 'm sdlt-(B-1)&d+Od/wd]+!__8-s-L t-(m- l ),&j+ Oj/ wj ] , (9)

where &d-=(Xd/2)sined/v and Aj=(Sjd/ 2 )sin9 j/v and v is the

velocity of propagation. The output of the mth ADC is then

yM = I ak 1xm(t)]k (10)

k=O

Thus, at each ADC, output self and cross harmonics of signal and

interference will be present. When weighted by wm and summed
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over the H elements these distortion terms will corrupt the final

output. Again, the harshness of the effects depends upon the

severity of the nonlinearity. The above equations are now ready

to be simulated on computer. However, before we proceed to the

results let us examine a simple case of a signal plus single

interference source.

Let "mp= wpt - (m-l)fp + Op where p represents desired

signal, d, or interference, i, f p =wsin9p and Op is an arbitrary

initial angle. Assume that only harmonics up to the third order

are present. Then the harmonic representation at the output of

the ADC can be shown to be given by

ym(t) = [ao+a2 (m+1)/2] + [a 1 o+a 3 {3a 3 /4+340 2 /2)] cos!,'d

+ [a1 +a3 (383/4+3o26/2} cosmi

+ &2 ,m2 cos2fmd + a 2 8 2 cos 2 mi

+ a 2 00 [COS(V'd + "mi) + cOs("d - mi)]-

+ (a3/4)a3 cos3fmd + (a3 /4)83 cos3 mi

+ (3a 3 )/40cg 2 [COs(fmd+2fmi) + cos(fmd-2fmi)]

+ (3a 3 )/4a2 O [cos( 2 rmd+fmi) + cos( 2 !Pmd-fmi)]. (11)

From the above expression it is apparent that there will be new

harmonic terms created and that their associated coefficients

will be different from those of the signal only present case.

Additionally, the more (noncoherent) jammers in the array Field

of View (FOV) the more spectral components will be present in the

ADC output.

VI. RESULTS:

We now describe the results of our computer simulations.

For the simulations we used a 12-bit ADC and concentrated on
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20 dB sidelobe Dolph-Chebyshev weighting for the quiescent

pattern although a provision has been made for uniform weighting.

We plotted the beau patterns for various scenarios. All figures

show the quiescent pattern for the signal only for comparison.
SThese are plots of z. and are shown in dashed lines. Each plot

originally consisted of eight separate figures with various

instants of time as a parameter and with the look angle a as the

variable as shown in Eqs. (6) and (7). Examination of the plots

revealed that when interference was present a variation with time

was discernible. However, these variations reveal the same

general trend in performance degradation for any given instant of

time. Thus, we confine the discussion to the case of t=O. In

the interference case note that we use a single jammer and assume

a maximum of a fourth order nonlinearity. This seemed reasonable

until further investigation can be performed since, as shown in

Fig. 1, the harmonics up to the fourth order are the largest.

Figure 4 illustrates the array performance for the desired

signal only for all 17 harmonics present in the ADC model. The

parameters are M=MM= 10 elements, td=0d=o° and phid=Od=O°; n

represents the time parameter, ti. As can beer seen from the

curve there is little or no degradation in the beam pattern for

signal only present. Thus, in the unrealistic case of single

excitation and with no thermal noise present we conclude that the

array performance does not severely degrade.

In the more realistic case of signal plus jammer present

tLere is appreciable variation in the beam pattern because of

the harmonics for most sets of parameters. The interference

results are shown in Fig. 5 to Fig. 12. In all these figures we
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assume that 9d=0°, ti=&i: 150 and S:D:1.5. In Figs. 5 to 8 we

use a 10 element array. We examine the beam pattern for the

ideal (K=1) and non-ideal (K=4) ADC while holding the J/S Ratio

(JSR) fixed for each consecutive pair of figures. We repeat this

process for a 21 element array in Figs. 9 to 12. Figures 5 and 6

illustrate the array response for J/S = 10 dB. Figures 7 and 8

do the same for J/S = 20 dB. Comparing the figures it is appar-

ent that severe degradation in the array output pattern is exper-

ienced and, as is expected, worsens as the J/S ratio increases.

Figures 9 and 10 repeat the process for a 21 element array

with a J/S of 10 dB while Figs. 11 and 12 show similar results

for a 20 dB J/S ratio. The harmonics do not appreciably degrade

the performance in the 10 dB J/S case but produce substantial

degradation for a 20 dB J/S ratio as shown in Fig. 12. In fact,

Fig. 12 shows 4 significant lobes at values of &Z-600, 00 (signal

direction), 250 (proportional to the interference direction), and

550

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS:

This study revealed that the nonlinearities in a high-speed

ADC can cause substantial degradation in a digital beamforming

array depending upon the severity of the nonlinearity when

interference is present. Necessary research to be performed in

the future, as a continuation of this work under the auspices of

a Mini-Grant, is as follows.

A high priority topic is investigation of an adaptive

system's performance in the presence of the ADC nonlinearity.

Although time did not permit us to evaluate this case the
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adaptive array problem formulation as well as its translation

into computer code, has been done for the Sampled Matrix

Inversion (SMI) algorithm. It is on.y ne-assary for this code to

be properly incorporated into the existing computer program and

then have the simulation performed. Additionally, other

algorithms such as the LMS, RLS, and Minmax algorithms need to be

evaluated.

The determination of the highest order nonlinearity which

effects a substantial degradation in array performance must be

determined. This can be done by an incremental method which

examines the next highest order nonlinearity and compares the new

performance degradation with the previous one. When no

appreciable variation is found the order is determined.

In conjunction with the above, the effect of multiple

jammers as opposed to a single jammer needs to be studied. This

is a straight forward extension of the analysis and simulation

reported here. Expansion of the power law model for a composite

signal needs to be performed to develop a harmonic model

consisting of self and intermodulation products of the signal and

multiple jamming frequencies. Additionally, thermal noise should

be added to the environment and a spectral analysis performed for

this case. The signal x noise and noise x noise terms can become

significant in contributing to array degradation when a high

enough order nonlinearity is assumed.

Finally, a more difficult task needs to be examined. The

research performed and reported above was based on a particular

ADC functioning at a prescribed sampling frequency and a

specific input signal frequency. This resulted in a unique model
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for the ADC under consideration. In general, it is highly

probable that for another physical device (even the same model

from the same manufacturer) and different signal parameters, an

entirely different model will be needed. That is to say that the

power law model will be used but its coefficients, [Ak), and thus

faki, will be different. A stochastic model should be used in

this case since each ADC's characteristic depends upon its

internal structure which is in turn dependent on its elements

such as comparators. These comparators are, in part, responsible

for the nonlinear effects because of their switching

characteristics. These characteristics are random in nature as

they are created at production time. Thus, a probabilistic

description is necessary to characterize them. A possible

probability density function for their time to switch is a

uniform density since prior to manufacture the comparators are

all equally likely to switch at some particular voltage over a

specified range. In order to determine this both theoretical and

experimental development is necessary. Once the random behavior

is determined a statistical analysis for average array

degradation can be performed.
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Fig. 2 FFT spectral response of ADC models

Armonic Number Harmonic Model Power Law Model

"- .000E+00 -27.698 -27.700
1.0000 3.9794 3.9794

Fg2.0000 -45.708 -45.621

3.0000 -45.827 -45.921

4.0000 -62.694 -63.021

5.0000 -60.484 -60.422

6.0000 -60.273 -59.920
* 7.0000 -69.142 -67.221

8.0000 -64.118 -64-120
- 9.0000 -67.335 -67.221
- 10.000 -65.012 -65.020
- 11.000 -70.056 -70.021

12.000 -69.027 -69.021

13.000 -70.020 -70.021
- 14.000 -68.321 -68.321
- 15.000 -69.020 -69.020

16.000 -66.521 -66.521
17.000 -67.222 -67.221

.00 point FFT, sampled at 32.000 times the nyquist rate

Table I

Spectral components of ADC models
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STUDIES IN MICROwAVE SUPERCONDUCTORS

P. J. Walsh

SUMMARY

This report covers work which was carriec out at Hanscomb

Air Force Base, EEAC/Antennas and Components Section during the

summer of 1988 as a Air Force Summer Research Fellow. There are

two self-contained sections. The first section reviews the theory

and experimental studies of the microwave surface imoedance of

the new classes of high temperature superconductors while the

second section presents a theoretical review of microwave surface

impedance applicable both to superconductors and metals. A paper

has besen prepared with John Derov and other scientists at HAFB

for submission to Applied Physics Letters.
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MICROWAVE SUPERCONDUCTORS

Analysis was carriea out of microwave measurements maae at

HAFB on a pressea, polycrysvalline Y-Ba-Cu-O (YBCO) superconuc-

tor. Fig. 1 gives a schematic of the YBCO crystal. Conduction

occurs in the lowermost an topmost regions incicated wnile the

Y-containing region act as an insulating region. Fig. 2 illus-

trates the geometry of a microwave field at a conducting surface

and defines out time dependences, fields and their directions and

presents tne fundamental equations whose solutions are required

to obtain the complex surface impedance Z. The electric field is

E, Magnetic field H ana the radian frequency and permeanility of

free space in their common greek symbols and MKS units will be

used througnout. The tneoretical determination of the impedance

requires a specific model for the current aensity J.

The experimental aosolute surface resistance R measured at

16.5 GHz in a TE011 mode cylindrical brass cavity wity a YBCO

pressed disc as one end wall is given in Fig. 3 over the tempera-

ture range from 6 to near 90 K C13. The experimental limits on

the data are indicated and the solid curve presents tne results

of a local-limit, "dirty" superconductor, Mattis-Bardeen analysis

which will be descrioed below.

The analysis is outlined in Fig. 4. In sigle phase supercon-

ductors a common empirical finding is that the superconductor

surface resistance Rsfr is due a sum of a residual surface

resistance Ro, which is substantially temperature independent,
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and the superconducting surface resistance Rs(T) which mas a

strong, unmistakeable temperature dependence. A component of the

residual mechanism apparently remains in series with the super-

conductor at any given frequency. The experimental data on our

sample clearly snow the common residual resistance and a middle

temperature residual which however, disappears at around 52

K. Apparently the miale temperature residual is a low tempera-

ture superconducting phase contained in our mixed-phase material

which seems identical to the " 60 K bulk" oxygen-aefficient

superconductor of YBCO E23.

We carriea out our analysis by extending the residual

resistance empirical finding to include a middle-temperature

superconcucting residual and then applying the superconductor

scaled resistance relation given in Fig. 4. Rn is the non-super-

conducting material resistance which is identified just above the

transition temperature marked by the sharp drop in surface

resistance. The values of the two Rn and of Ro are given in

Fig. 3. The sigma ratios are given by Mattis-Bardeen C33 while m

is the dirty parameter introduced most recently by Sridhar C43.

This analysis produces the theoretical curve of Fig. 3.

An implication of this analysis is that tne surface reac-

tance of a superconductor is the sum of its residual components.

Experiments testing this relatior would oe most welcome.

The measured non-conaucting surface resistance of YBCO above

the 88 K transition can oe used to estimate the conductivity of

YBCO in the nor,-su percon ucetor, metallic state near 90 K. This

conductivity is oresented in Fig. 5 arid is 3 10"4 mnno/m wnicn
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might be compared with 6 10^7 mho/m for Cu at 300 K. Our value of

YBCO conductivity agrees with that in Ref. 2 aria with others in

the literature for polycrystalline YBCO. The dc conductivity of

single crystal YBCO has been measured recently C53 and is 2.5 10

^5 mho/m parallel to the conducting plane of YBCO and about 2.5

10*3 mho/m perpendicular to the plane.

It appears the a RULE OF THUMB may be that the conductivity

of polycrystalline YBCO is the gerometrical average - the square

root of - the product of parallel and perpendicular conductivi-

ties.

Fig. 6 summarizes estimates ofsome useful parameters of

YBCO. In sequence down the table in that figure the quantities

are conductivity, carrier density, electron effective mass, mean

free path, electron velocity at the Fermi energy, London penetra-

tion depth and Pippard coherence length. C43 C63 C73. These

quantities are aefined more precisely in Van Duzer and Turner

C8].

Fig. 7 illustrates a typical calculation of the mean free

path using the density estimate of Sridhar et al, Bardeen's

effective mass estimate and the conductivities of Oda et al. The

mean free path parallel to the conduqting planes is very small

while the value perpendicular is so small that the normal

carriers must undergo tunnelling with very low probabilities

through the insulating layers. A smaller density would raise the

mean free path estimates but the Sriahar's density used in the

calculation is already very small.

We can see from Figs. 6 and 7 that in YBCO, and most likely
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the other high temperature superconductors, the following

condition holds

coherence length 1 mean free path (( London penetration depth.

Fig. 9 begins simple considerations leading to the surface

impedance by obtaining the conventional local model for current

density. In our frequency regime the radian frequency is much

less than the collision frequency for a metallic carrier while

the collision frequency is exactly zero for a superconducting

carrier pair. The local mocel current density is given in

Fig.9 for a "low frequency" metal with a real conducti'ity and

for an ideal superconductor in which there are no normal elec

trons to absorb energy an so has a purely imaginary conductivi-

ty. In the more general case the conductivity is complex.

When a conductor is taken well into the superconducting

state so that all the normal electrons become paired, the ratio

of metal real conductivity to imaginary conouctivity of the ideal

superconductor is just the ratio of radian frequency to metal

collision frequency. This ratio is commonly very high.

The electric within a wave which penetrates a metal or a

superconductor is considered in Fig. 10. Since the conductivity

is comples the propagation constant k is also complex. The usual

result for metal skin depth follows. In a superconductor the

London penetration depth is equivalent to the skin depth

although a variety of effects may increase the real deptn of

penetration to a much larger effective penetration depth. While

the elecTric field penetratinq a metal has a wave component the

field penetrating the superconductor is purely damped.
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The microwave imoedance is finally obtained in Fig. 11. The

derivative of field needed in Fig. 2 is simply requires multiply-

ing the field by the complex propagation constant of the previous

slide. It is very convenient to scale results to the non-super-

conducting state existing above the superconducting transition

temperature. The general relation between superconducting

surface impedance and resistance involves the ratio of the real

and imaginary components of the complex superconducting conducti-

vity to the normal-state, real metal conductivity. A consequence

of the relation given is that the superconducting reactance must

be greater tnan the superconducting resistance. When the mean

free path is large compared to the coherence length and penetra-

tion depth, the relation between current density and electric

field is not local and the theory is modified so that the

negative one half root for the impedance ratio in Fig. 11 is

replaced by a negative one third root.

Versions of the Mattis-Bardeen theory can be used to

calculate the conductivity ratios needed. The imaginary super-

conductivity is inversely proportional to the square of the

London penetration depth, or the pair density, as indicated in

"ig. 12. The density of states in a superconductor is quite

aifferent than in a normal material and Mattis-Bardeen theory

tells us how to get the proper pair density along with coherence

factors and calculate an ideal super-conductivity. A variety of

dirty theories take this ideal conductivity, note that the

penetration depth appears as an inverse square and replace

London's penetration value by an empirical effective penetration
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cooth. The result as to introduce an adjustable parameter, which

we nave labelled m, which reduces only the imaginary ideal

conductivity in the suoerconductor. This is tne basis of our

original calculation.

The two aocenoices illustrate the convolutions of the full

and local limit (ecuivalent to the anomalous finit) Mattis-

Bardeen theory. An indicator tnat the local limit is applicable

is that the ratio given in Appendix II is small as it appears to

be. This condition is equivalent to the requirement that the

coherence length be approximately equal or smaller than the mean

free path (See Fig. 6). Appeti~es Oar~cL -tynui~ Ns -not tvAcLtdecl.

Fig. 14 presents the real and imaginary super-conductivity

ratios calculated by the local limit Mattis-Barceen theory and

used in the analysis for Fig. 3. In the normal metal the real

ratio is, of course, unity. Fig. 15 compares the clean M-B local

limit theory (m-) with the cirty theory with ms as given in

Fig. 3. Since our conditions seem to satisfy the local limit

conditions it does not aopear that the full M-B theory will be

able to reproduce the experimental results. A question which

arises at this juncture is whether there is a relation between

the residual resistance Ro and the dirty multipliers m.

Finally Fig. 16 summarizes tnoes conditions which are

neccessary for good microwave superconductors. Obviously the

nature of the residual resistances and the dirty multipliers must

be clarified and low Ro with m near unity is desired. The

tuperconductor starts its resistance drcp from the normal state

resistance and so low normal sta;e resistanc e is required
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pointing to single crystal or large crystal poly material

oriented properly. High transition temperatures since this give

more temperature range for thoe resistance to decrease if liquid

nitrogen is used. This points to the new Bismuth and Thallium

based materials. However, if YBCO were clean with very low

residual resistance, it would prove extremely useful.
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Chemical Vapor Deposition of Titanium Compounds

with an Atomic Layer Epitaxy System

by

Kenneth L. Walter

ABSTRACT

Equipment was designed, constructed and partially

assembled for the purpose of depositing thin films of

compounds containing titanium (primarily titanium nitride and

titanium boride) on various substrates.

One technique to be used is atomic layer epitaxy (ALE),

wherein single monolayers of atoms are deposited one at a

time by chemical vapor deposition. This technique has

recently been reported in the literature as applied to

gallium arsenide, but has not yet been reported for titanium

compounds. If successful, this work could produce precisely

controlled films with electronic, mechanical and corrosion

applications. This work is currently being continued by

researchers at Hanscom AFB, Massachusetts.
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i. INTRODUCTION:

Many private and public organizations in this and

ot,,er nations recognize the importance of materials to

the discovery of new physical phenomena and the appli-

cation of these discoveries to new technologies. The

US Air Force Office of Scientific Research has delegated

a large share of its efforts in electromagnetic and

optical materials to the Solid State Science Directorate

of the Rome Air Development Center at Hanscom Air Force

Base. The Electronic Materials Branch of the Electro-

magnetic Materials Division has-specialized in the

preparation of high purity bulk crystals, fibers and

epitaxial thin films useful for electronic and electro-

optic applications. This branch has special expertise

in depositing thin films of indium phosphide and is

developing advanced capability for gallium arsenide

films. There is currently ongoing work with bulk

titanium diboride, and thin films of this material

were also desired.

My career has been devoted until recently to

Chemical Engineering research and development on

industrial processes for producing a variety of chemicals

and primary metals. Since joining Prairie View A&M

University four years ago, I have turned to materials

research, especially thin films.
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During the summer of 1987, I worked at AT&T Bell

Laboratories in Murray Hill, New Jersey. My work

consisted of two parts - (1) assisting with the design

if a new hot wall reactor for depositing epitaxial thin

films on multiple silicon wafers and (2) carrying on

experimental work on an existing lab-scale system for

depositing thin films of titanium diboride using plasma-

enhanced chemical vapor deposition. This latter

experience meshed with the RADC/ESM needs.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

During my pre-summer visit to Hanscom AFB, we

jointly decided that my ten-week work would consist

of designing and building a lab-scale system to

deposit thin films of titanium nitride, titanium

diboride and possibly other materials on various

substrates. Latet, properties of these films would

be analyzed for electronic, mechanical and corrosion-

resisting applications.

About four weeks into the project, we decided to

change the emphasis from a chemical vapor deposition

(CVD) system to a slightly different atomic layer

epitaxy (ALE) system. In conventional CVD, reactive

gas mixtures are continuously flowing over the

substrate and reacting to deposit films. In ALE
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however, reactive gases and inert gases are

alternately pulsed into the system with the objective

of depositing only one monolayer of film at a time.

For example, in depositing titanium nitride, TiN, a

gas mixture of TiO 4 in excess H2 is first spurted

into the system to deposit a layer of Ti. Next, a

second or a few seconds later comes a spurt of only

H2 to flush the substrate. Finally NH3 in H2 spurts

in to deposit a layer of N, followed by another H2

flush spurt. This sequence is repeated for an hour

or a few hours to achieve films of significant thick-

ness. Of course, system cleanliness and high gas

purities are essential to obtaining low-defect films.

Very accurately-controlled film thicknesses are

potentially achievable by this ALE technique, which are

important in applications involving superlattices and

junctions among others. It was decided to concentrate

on titanium nitride films at first, since this system's

crystal structure and stoichiometry are better defined

than those of titanium diboride.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW:

Holleck (5,6) offers review papers on selecting

materials useful for hard, wear resistant coatings.

He emphasizes that substrate and coating must have
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similar thermal expansion coefficients, and lists

titanium nitrides, borides and carbides as candidate

materials. Knotek (10) et al. investigate sputtered

films of titanium nitrides, carbides and mixtures for

hardness. Tsakalos (24) shows that superlattices with

wavelengths of the order of about one nanometer show

improved elastic moduli, which show maxima at certain

wavelengths. Takahashi and Kamiya (21) used CVD to

deposit Ti-V-B films.

Helmersson et al. (4) show a hardness maximum in

the TiN/VN strained-layer superlattice system at a

wavelength of about 6 mm. They also show a maximum in

hardness when the ratio of TiN layer thickness to total

layer thickness is about 0.35. They used a sputtering

technique to grow the films at about 750 0 C.

Kim and Chun (9) used CVD to deposit TiN onto TiC

at about 900-11500 C and Itoh (7) deposited alternating

TiN and TiB 2 layers at the same temperatures. High-

hardness, adherent coatings were achieved. Moore et

al. (13) produced four sequential layers on a WC

cutting tool using CVD, including TiN and TiC. Kim

et al. (8) discuss CVD of TiC alone.

Kurtz and Gordon (11) discuss the use of TiN in

electronic and several other applications, and deposit

films from 400-700 0C, with 600 °C being the lower limit
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for best results. They also test metal-organic gas

sources.

Titanium boride films are complicated by the fact

that the boron component can be lost by reaction with

residual water vapor and subsequent volatilization, as

shown by Feldman et al. (3). The result is often

uncertain stoichiometry. Lynch et al. (12) showed this

was a problem even in bulk single crystals.

Work on the TiB 2 system dates back to least as

far as 1949, when Ehrlich (2) prepared several titanium

compounds by sintering. Shappiro et al. discuss some

of the electronic applications for TiE 2. Caputo et al.

(1) and Motojima et al. (14) discuss erosion resistance

and hardness of CVD coatings of TiB 2. Pierson et al.

(17,18) used CVD to produce TiB 2 coatings on graphite

from 600-9250 C. Takahashi and Itoh (20) used an

ultrasonic field during CVD to decrease the grain size

of the deposit. Williams (26) uses a plasma to lower

the CVD deposition temperature of TiE 2 films.

Ozeki et al. (16) and Tischler and Bedair (22,23)

give explanations of why monolayers can be deposited

by ALE in the GaAs system and the InAs and In-Ga-As

systems. Nelson (15) describes ALE applied tp ZnS and

ZnSe.
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Wang et al. (25) show how TiO 2 smoke particles

allow visualization of flow patterns, and assist in

spatial design of CVD reactors.

IV. DESIGN OF THE HARDWARE:

Figure 1 shows the atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) gas

supply and exhaust system schematic diagram. The film

is deposited on a substrate (not shown), which rests on

top of a 1-1/2 inch diameter graphite susceptor. The

susceptor is heated by a radio-frequency (RF) induction

coil also inside the 4 inch inside diameter, 18 inch

long quartz tube. A 10 kw Lepel RF Generator easily

allows temperatures up to 1100 0C to be achieved,

although TiN deposition will occur at lower

temperatures. The susceptor rests inside a 2 inch

diameter boron nitride insulating cup. A stainless

steel, closed-end shaft supports the boron nitride

cup, and contains a chromel-alumel thermocouple. In

operation, actual substrate surface temperatures will

be measured by an optical pyrometer, and referenced

to this thermocouple for temperature control purpose.

The shaft can be rotated, as shown in Figure 2,

by a D.C. Bodine Motor with speed control. The shaft

is supported by a thrust bearing with a rotating

bearing surface. Thermocouple leads, which rotate,
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also pass into a rotary connector, from which

stationary leads exit. The support for this assembly

(not shown) rests on a 10-1/2 inch diameter aluminum

baseplate. This plate also supports the stainless

steel bottom plate on which rests the gasketed quartz

tube. This bottom plate has holes with matching

fittings for the two water-cooled RF electrode tubes,

the rotating shaft, vacuum port and two additional

thermocouple ports.

The stainless plate on top of the quartz tube

also has a gasket seal. It contains holes to match

fittings for supplying the reactive gases to the

substrate through only one such tube, but there are

provisions to have separate tubes for each gas.

Returning Figure 1, one can see a needle valve

beneath the quartz tube. This controls the total

pressure inside the tube by throttling the gas flows

removed by the vacuum pump. System pressure is

indicated on a vacuum gage.

The Tylan Tymer 16 (shown inside dashed lines in

Figure 1) controls the flow sequencing of feed gases

according to a programmed schedule. The shortest cycle

period possible is one second. A fixed quantity of

ammonia can be trapped between the two air-to-open

valves by the the Tymer 16. When released, the NH3, is
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carried into the system by hydrogen flowing at about

40 standard cubic centimeters per minute (SCCM). An

additional 3000 SCCM H2 flow is provided all the time

by a mass flow controller.

Titanium tetrachloride liquid must be vaporized

in a hydrogen stream. Since such a bubbler cannot be

cycled as frequently as one second, a so-called vent-

and-run line is set up. In this way the TiC1 4 is

always vaporizing at the same rate, but the flow is

diverted from vacuum exhaust to the reactor only as

needed, according to the ALE plan.

The Englehard Hydrogen Purifyer provides a pure

supply by diffusing it through high temperature solid

tubes. A nitrogen supply can be used to flush all

hydrogen from the entire system before opening it to

the atmosphere.

V. RESULTS:

The system was partially assembled and leak

tested. Since the shop was still fabricating some

components, no runs have yet been made.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

At this time another member of the RADC/ESM staff

has completed system assembly, and is leak testing the
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new parts. It is planned that the system be operated

to achieve atomic layer epitaxy with TiN. Until the

runs are made, specific recommendations cannot be made.

We do believe that a new O-ring seal design for

the rotating shaft will be required.

I am applying for a follow-on mini-grant to set up

a similar system on Prairie View A&M's campus. We

would expect to attain ALE capability with several

titanium compounds, and then do exploration in ternary

systems. We do not expect to be able to use toxic

compounds such as arsine or phosphine on our campus.

We have also submitted other proposals in the

same general area to NASA (with expected Jan. 1, 1989

starting date) and to Battelle Northwest.
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Surface Effects on the High Temperature Superconducting

YBaCuO Thin Films grown by RF Sputtering

by

Gwo-Ching Wang

ABSTRACT

The surface morphology and near surface chemical composition of high temperature

superconducting YBaCuO thin films grown on SrTi0 3(001) substrates by RF sputtering

technique are studied by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Scanning Tunneling

Microscopy (STM) and the depth profile of Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES). A new

surface effect on superconducting was found that is the chemical compositions at and near

the surface of thin films are different from the bulk composition determined by Energy

Dispersive X-Ray Analysis (EDX). At about 500X deep into the film the Auger peak to

peak heights of elements in YBaCuO gradually approach the peak to peak heights obtained

from the elements at the surface of a fractured bulk material. This off-stoichiometry

transition layer near the surface implies that there is a minimum thickness of thin film, i.e.,

about twice of 500X, that will exhibit superconductivity. It also decreases the critical

temperature and broadens the superconducting transition width of YBaCuO thin films and

this effect is very drastic on films that have submicron size grains.
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HTSC thin films as well as the surface morphology and near surface

composition of the films.

The approaches to achieve these objectives are:

1. An existing RF sputtering machine will be used to sputter different bulk

concentration targets to grow Y Ba 2 Cu 3 07 thin films on MgO and SrTi03

substrates. The optimum sputtering conditions will be determined

experimentally by varying:

a) target chemical compositions,

b) bias voltages on both the target and the substrate,

c) distance between the target and the substrate.

2. a) The electrical property of HTSC thin films will be characterized by the

four-point probe analysis. The resistivity vs temperature curve can be

measured and the onset of superconducting temperature as well as the

transition region can be determined.

b) The surface morphology of HTSC thin films will be examined by the

Scanning Electron Microscope and the Scanning Tunneling Microscope.

The crystalline quality of HTSC thin films will be measured by the

X-ray diffraction technique.

c) The near surface chemical composition of HTSC thin films will be

measured by Auger Electron Spectroscopy depth profiling. The bulk

chemical composition of HTSC thin films will be determined by Energy

Dispersive X-ray analysis.

III. Samvle Prevaration

Single-target RF sputtering using a nominal YBaCu composition of 1:3:4 was carried

out in a stainless steel chamber that was turbo-pumped to a base pressure of 3*10-6 torr.

Sputtering was done in an Ar + (16-20)% 02 atmosphere onto a substrate platform. The
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target to substrate platform distance was about 3 cm, the sputtering power was 160 watts,

the bias voltage was -30 volts D.C. Targets were fabricated by mixing reacted powders of

Yt Ba 2 Cu 3 0. and BaCuO 2 and pressing the mixture in a 5000 psi press into discs of 12.5 cm

diameter and <1 cm thick. These discs were sintered in air for 16 hours at 9300C.

Films p 1m thick were grown on SrTiO 3 (001) substrates. The surface of SrTiO3

has been x-ray examined to be the (001) orientation and was degreased by methanol before

it was inserted into the growth chamber. Annealing of the films was carried out by heating

the films up to 8500C in a quartz tube furnace with a continuous flow of oxygen. Films were

held at 8500C for 30 min. and cooled slowly down to 4000C at a cooling rate of - 1.50 C/min.

IV. Characterization Results and Discussions

A. Resistance vs Temperature and X-Ray Diffraction

An important method for studying the quality of films is to measure

the resistance versus temperature curve R(T). These measurements were

done by the four point probe technique in a liquid nitrogen cooled cell. The

resultant R(T) curves of the 0.9pum film / SrTiO3 (001), 2.4jpm film / SrTiO3

and the bulk compound are shown as curves A, B and C in Fig. 1 respectively.

The R(T) curve reveals the onset temperature Tc of superconducting and the

width of the transition, ATc, or the tail in the resistive transition. The Tc and

ATc are sensitive to the material parameters and the fabrication processes.

All the bulk materials show reproducible Tc (- 92K) and a narrow traiisition

width ATc (- 4K). These bulk materials were examined by X-Ray diffraction

and appeared to have identical structure: Orthorhombic YBa 2Cu3O.

However, the films show different Tc and ATc depending on different growth

conditions. It is commonly thought that a board transition is often related to

the existence of phases other than the 1-2-3 phase and a tail in the transition

may be the result of off-stoichrometry, incorrect annealing and substrate
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L Intrdution
Since the announcement of superconductivity in Y-Ba-Cu oxides above 92K,

enormous worldwide activity in preparation and characterization of the new oxide

superconductors has happened.1 An unprecedented effort by many research groups was to

explore the physical mechanisms underlying the superconductivity phenomenon and its

technological applications. The preparation of bulk superconducting oxide samples using

conventional ceramic techniques has been well established and reprodaced by many groups.

However, the preparation of thin films of the superconducting materials for device and

circuit applications is a much more difficult job due to substrate effects and the relatively

large surface to volume ratio, i.e., surface effects. There are many techniques to synthesize

the Y-Ba--Cu-O material in the thin film form. These include Molecular Beam Epitaxy,

electron beam co-evaporation, pulsed laser evaporation, and sputtering. Among these

different techniques, the single target RF glow discharge sputtering is especially challenging

because of some of its unique effects; substrate heating, resputtering and stoichiometric

deposition. Nevertheless, high quality thin films were fabricated successfully by single target

RF sputtering. In this report, we studied the surface morphology and near surface chemical

composition of the RF sputtered Y-Ba-Cu-0 thin films on SiTiO3(001) substrates by

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) and Auger

Electron Spectroscopy (AES) Depth Profile. For a comparison, similar studies on the bulk Y

Ba2 Cu 3 07 were also performed where the bulk composition was determined by the Energy

Dispersive X-Ray Analysis (EDX) instead of AES.

II. Obiectives ofthe Research Effort

The research objectives are:

1. To grow high temperature (>92K) superconducting (HTSC) thin films (1 to 2

Asm thick) on different insulating substrates.

2. To characterize the electrical, chemical and geometrical properties of the
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interaction during the high temperature annealing procedure. As we will

discuss later, a surface effect associated with an off-stoichiometry region near

the surface region of a finite size grain may contribute to the lower Tc and

wider ATc and sets a lower critical thickness of a superconducting thin film.

B. Surface Morphology

Scanning Electron Micrographs of annealed films magnified at 500

times are shown in Fig. 2a (0.9 pm thick) and Fig. 2c (2.5 pm thick). They

appear smooth compared with the SEM micrograph of a fractured bulk

material shown in Fig. 2e which is rough and porous. Much higher

magnification (10,000 X) micrographs show that there are submicron small

islands on the 0.9 pn thick film (Fig. 2b) and islands of a couple microns in the

2.5 prn thick film (Fig. 2d) in contrast to much larger, > 5 pm, grains of

rectangular plate like structures in the bulk material (Fig. 2f). For

magnification higher than 10,000 times, SEM micrographs showed poor

contrast, so we examined the surfaces using a Scanning Tunneling Microscope.

Fig. 3a shows the image of the film surface over an area of 3000X x 3000X

taken in a normal atmosphere at room temperature. Over one hundred scans

were performed on each sample. Most of them show terraces varying from a

few hundred X to submicrons and separated by steps of various heights (less

than I000X). The terraces also appeared to be rectangular in shape. Similar

results were found on fractured bulk materials where one of the rectangular

shape grain is shown in Fig. 3b. These STM and SEM images show that the

microstructures of the superconducting phase of the annealed thin film and the

bulk material are similar except for the sizes of the grains. It will be shown

later that the surface effect on the superconductivity is closely related to the

grain size.
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C. Chemical Composition Determination

Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis was used to determine the bulk

chemical compositions of Y, Ba and Cu in the annealed thin films and in bulk

materials. Table 1 lists the ratios of Ba/Y and Cu/Y for both the thin film

and the bulk material. If we just take the ball park figure, the bulk

composition is about 1-2-3. However, in the thin film, there is a deficiency of

Ba if we compare its Ba/Y ratio (1.51) with that of the bulk ratio (2.28).

Also, the Cu/Y ratio of the film (3.50) is slightly less than Cu/Y ratio of the

bulk (3.84).

For the surface and near surface chemical composition studies, we have

used inert gas ion sputtering to obtain the Auger depth profiles. The AES

peak to peak heights of four elements vs sputtering time are shown in Fig. 4

and Fig. 5 for the annealed thin film and the bulk material respectively. The

results in common are:

1. There are heavy carbon and chlorine contaminations at the surfaces

and less contaminations below the surfaces of both thin film and

fractured bulk material (not shown in Figs. 4 and 5). The heavy

contaminations are removed after 1 minute sputtering. The sputtering

rate is approximately 1OX/min.

2. At about 100OX deep below the surface, the Ba/Y, Cu/Y and O/Y

ratios are stabilized and their ratios are listed in Table 1. The Ba/Y

ratio of the film (1.5) is lower than that of the bulk (1.9). Also, Cu/Y

ratio of the film (1.2) is slightly less than Cu/Y ratio of the bulk (1.3).

These AES results are consistent with that of the EDX.

However, one striking difference between the film and the bulk material was found at

the near surface region of the film, i.e., at about 1AX deep into the film, the Ba/Y ratio is less

than the Cu/Y ratio. At about 300X deep, the Ba/Y ratio is about equal to the Cu/Y ratio.
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,After 300A, the Ba/Y ratio is higher than the Cu/Y ratio and both ratios stabilized at about

500 X (See Fig. 4). The off-stoichiometry at the surface, the switching of the magnitude of

compositional ratios and/or the gradually approaching of asymptotic compositional ratios

have been found on many thin films we tested. These imply that there is a composition

transition region near the surface of the film. This is in contrast to the depth profile

obtained at the near surface region of the fractured bulk material (Fig. 5) where there is no

thick compositional transition layers. All the compositions approach asymptotic values

almost within 50R deep into the material. The findings on the thin film implies that there is

a critical thickness for a thin film to be superconducting. This critical thickness probably

has to be at least twice thicker than the thickness of the compositional transition layers, i.e.,

roughly 10001 Any 1-2-3 film with a thickness less than 100 X will contain a large portion

oi off-stoichiometry material near the surface region which may not be superconducting. In

addition to the off--stoichiometry detected by AES depth profiles near the surface region, we

also observed from SEM that if the average islands in the thin film is in the submicrons range

(Set Fig. 2b) then the R(T) curve has a lower onset critical temperature Tc and a very board

ATc (see curve A in Fig. 1) in contrast to a high Tc and a narrow AT, (see curve B in Fig. 1)

associated with islands of a couple microns (see Fig. 2d). If the grain size of the film can

reach several microns in size as in the bulk, then a 92K Tc and a sharp ATc is expected. The

surface effects on a thin film supports why the Tc and critical current density Jc of films are

thickness dependent and the drastic decrease of Tc and Jc happens at a film thickness less/than 2000X as observed by H. Akoh et al. 2 Why is there a off--stoichiometry near the surface

region of the film? It is known that after annealing, a variety of compounds in precipitate

form are often present at or near the surface, e.g. copper oxides, barium copper oxides and

yttrium oxides.3 Also, water corrosion results in the fine Ba(OH) 2 and BaCO3 microcrystals

on the surface 4. These oxides and corrosion products may contribute to the

off--stoichiometry which is observed in the AES depth profile. It is also known that an

enrichment of a chemical element near the surface implies that the heat of segregation,
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defined as the change in enthaply that occurs when a solute atom is exchanged between a

bulk and surface site is negative. There exists a graphical prediction of segregation proposed

by Hamilton5 based on extensive works of Miedema and co-workers6 on the heats of solution

of binary alloys, and works well for both substitutional and interstitial alloys. However, the

Y Ba Cu 0 is a complex multicomponent, multiphase system and we did not attempt to

apply Miedema and co-workers' theory to this system. In practice, we always observe that

Ba and Cu are enriched but Y is deficient near the surface region compared to the bulk

equilibrium compositions.

Another interesting thing we found when we tried to convert the Auger peak to peak
height of a certain element to the atomic concentration at 100OX deep below the surface

using the sensitivity factors (Y = 0.108; Ba = 0.12; Cu = 0.2) provided by Perkin Elmer

company is that the atomic concentration of the bulk material is 1:1.8:0.7. In order to obtain

the 1:2:3 ratio which is indicated by the result of EDX analysis, the sensitivity factor of Cu

has to be reduced from 0.2 to about 0.05, a factor of 4 smaller than the sensitivity factor

associated with a pure Cu sample. This implies that the Auger yield and sputtering yield of

Cu in a pure Cu sample is quite different from that of Cu compounds. A literature search on

chemical composition determination of superconducting materials using AES reveals that a

couple results7 ,8 gave the Cu concentration ranging from 10% to 20% which is low compared

with the 50% bulk value. We therefore suggest an empirical conversion factor of 4 (or

reducing the sensitivity factor of Cu by 4) may be useful in calculating quantitative atomic

concentration of Cu in a Y Ba Cu 0 compound.

V. Recommendations

In the sample preparation, I suggest that the substrate orientation and perfection be

characterized before a thin film is deposited. It is known that the substrate orientation and

the defects on a surface would affect the nucleation and growth of the thin film. It is evident

that carbon and chlorine were detected in AES profiles of every sample we tested, therefore
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presstire in the growth chamber needs to be pumped to as low as possible in order to cut

down the chemical reactions and contaminations due to the residual gases (mostly water and

hydrocarbons) during the growth of thin films.

The off-stoichiometry found at the surface and near the surface region forms a

nonsuperconducting layer and affects drastically the superconducting properties of thin films

which have submicron size grains, e.g., decreases the onset of superconducting temperature

and widens the transition region. This effect has set a lower limit on the minimum thickness

required for a superconducting thin film. Right now, our findings indicate a. critical

thickness of about 100OX. This critical thickness may be reduced by using fast quenching to

the temperature of compound formation and minimizing the off-stoichiometry which result

from elements segregation in films. A follow up proposal will be submitted in the near future

to investigate the surface effects of superconducting thin films

1. grown under different kinetic reaction conditions,

2. grown on different substrates (e.g. MgO and SrTiO3 , Si and etc.),

3. as well as epitaxial thin films grown by the multitarget RF sputtering

technique and characterized by X-Ray Pole Figure Analysis.
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FILM(0.9pin) BULK

Y/Y 1.00 1.00

EDX Ba/Y 1.51 2.28

Cu/Y 3.50 3.84

E.ILM(O.9pm) BUILK

Y/Y 1.0 1.0

AES Ba/Y 1.5 1.9

Cu/Y 1.2 1.3

OilY 5.5 5.0
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Figure Cavtio

Fig. 1 Temperature dependence of the resistivity for (A) RF sputtered Y Ba Cu 0

0.9/um thick film on SrTiO 3 (001) (B) 2.5 Ian thick film on SrTiO 3 (C) bulk Y

Ba Cu 0 compound.

Fig. 2 Scanning electron micrographs of (a) and (b) a 0.9an thick Y Ba Cu 0 thin

film on a SrTiO 3 (001) substrate, of (c) and (d) 2.5prm thick film on SrTi0 3 , of

(e), (f) fractured bulk Y Ba Cu 0 compound.

Fig. 3 Topographic STM image of a (a) 4000X x 400OX area of Y Ba Cu 0 thin film

(b) 3000X x 3000X area of fractured bulk Y Ba Cu 0 compound.

Fig. 4 Auger depth profile of 0.9pm thick Y Ba Cu 0 thin film. The sputtering rate

is about 1OX/min.

Fig. 5 Auger depth profile of fractured Y Ba Cu 0 compound. The sputtering rate is

about 1OX/rin.
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Realization of Sublayer Relative Shielding
Order in Electromagnetic Topology

by

Lane H. Clark

Abstract

A fundamental problem in qualitative electromagnetic topology is the construction of

the interaction sequence diagram given a preassigned shielding between all pairs of primary

sublayers. Idealizing this into one of relative shielding order makes this problem amenable

to graph theoretic treatment. A constructive characterization of the relative shielding order

matrix for primary sublayers of an electromagnetic topology defined to the level of layers

and sublayers is given. In addition, all possible sublayer topologies with relative shielding

order at most 5 are explicitly given.
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I. Introduction

Electromagnetic (EM) topology is a mathematical abstraction of the electromagnetic

design of systems and is primarily concerned with the electromagnetic interaction process

[1,2,3,5]. Given system requirements, one can hopefully find an appropriate electromagnetic

topology and assign design specifications to the parts of the system. For an electromagnetic

topology defined to the level of layers and sublayers we abstract this by introducing a relative

shielding order (the number of subshields crossed in passing between two sublayers) applied

to selected sublayers-the primary sublayers-and ask whether an electromagnetic topology

exists with these specifications.

In [2] it was shown that for the special case that the relative shielding order between

all pairs of primary sublayers was constant R the results were quite simple. In particular,

R could only be even and the case R = 2 was of practical significance. In this paper we

characterize the relative shielding order matrix for the primary sublayers of an EM topology

when the primary sublayers are extremal (leaves of the dual graph), when the primary

sublayers include the extremal sublayers together with specified internal sublayers, when all

sublayers are primary and when the primary sublayers are arbitrary.

Corresponding to the EM topology is the interaction sequence diagram. This diagram

is essentially the dual graph of the electromagnetic topology and, as such, may be analyzed

from the graph-theoretic vantage. For an EM topology defined to the level of layers and

sublayers, the dual graph is particularly nice since it is a tree and our relative shielding

order matrix is the distance-matrix applied to selected vertices-the primary vertices-of this

tree. We then characterize the relative shielding order matrix for the primary sublayers of

an EM topology by solving the analogous problem for the dual graph. Our characterization

gives a recursive procedure for constructing the interaction sequence diagram and, hence, an

EM topology.
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Having determined necessary and sufficient conditions for the realization of EM topologies

subject to various constraints on the primary sublayers, illustrative examples are given. In

particular, if the maximum relative shielding order R.. among the primary sublayers is

given, all possible trees and associated EM topologies, including differences introduced by

inversion, are exhibited. This is treated for R... at most 5 for which the trees and dual EM

topologies are not overly complicated.

For electromagnetics, see [2,5] for a discussion of EM topology defined to the level of

layers and sublayers, the relative shielding order matrix for primary sublayers and inversion

of the interaction sequence diagram at a vertex and see [3] for a discussion of EM topology

defined to the level of elementary volumes, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

For graph theory see [4] for a discussion of trees and distance matrices.

II. Objectives

In [2] it was shown that for the special case that the relative shielding order between

all pairs of primary sublayers was constant R the results were quite simple. In particular,

R could only be even and the case R = 2 was of practical significance. In this paper we

characterize the relative shielding order matrix for the primary sublayers of an EM topology

when the primary sublayers are extremal (leaves of the dual graph), when the primary

sublayers include the extremal sublayers together with specified internal sublayers, when all

sublayers are primary and when the primary sublayers are arbitrary.
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III. Realization of Specified Sublayer Relative Shielding Order

Matrices

Recall that an electromagnetic topology is given by partitioning Euclidean space into a

set { V } of nested volumes called layers where each V% is composed of one or more subvolumes

{V1,1} called sublayers and by separating layers V and VI+1 by disjoint closed surfaces S.;,+,

called shields where each S%;.+i is composed of one or more closed surfaces {SAt;A+It, } called

subshields [1,2,3,5]. We construct the interaction sequence diagram from the EM topology

by placing a vertex in each sublayer and joining two sublayers with an edge provided they

share a common subshield. (See Figure 1.) Note that the above construction is equivalent to

the usui! formulation of the interaction sequence diagram as we identify each edge with the

appropriate subshield in place of subdividing each edge and then identifying the new vertex

with the appropriate subshield.

V1,1

V2,1  V3,1

V3,2

S3,2;4,, v,
S2,;31 2,1;3,2 _ -- Sl,1;2,1

Figure 1.

For example, sublayers V11,, V3,1 and V4,1 are said to be extremal in the EM topology

since they are leaves (endvertices) in the interaction sequence diagram.

Recall that the distance dr(v, w) between vertices v and w of the interaction sequence

diagram T is the number of edges traversed in traveling from one vertex to the other. We

assume that the weights of all subshields have been normalized to I so that the relative shield-
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ing order between sublayers in the EM topology is the distance between the corresponding

vertices in the interaction sequence diagram.

We designate certain sublayers of the EM topology as primary sublayers A 1 ) and the

corresponding vertices of the interaction sequence diagram as primary vertices and note that

the relative shielding order matrix among primary sublayers is the distance-matrix among

the corresponding vertices of the interaction sequence diagram. (See Table I where we refer

to Figure 1.)

VI, 1 V3, I V4, 2

V1,1  0 2 3 For primary sublayers

1V, 2 0 3 A(' ) = (V, 1, V4,2 };

V4,2 3 3 0 the extremal sublayers.

and

V.,1 V2,1  V3,1  V3,2  V4,1

V1,1  0 1 2 2 3

V2,1  1 0 1 1 2 For primary sublayers

V31 2 1 0 2 3 A(' ) = VIJ, V2.1, V3,1, V3,2, V.1

'/ 3,2  2 1 2 0 1 all sublayers.

V4,1  3 2 3 1 0

Table 1.

Relative Shielding Order Among Primary Sublayers.

Let Tx,, denote the set of r x m symmetric matrices whose entries are nonnegative

integers and which are zero precisely on the main diagonal. For D E Tm,., and distinct

1 < i,...,i < m, we call the s x s matrix Di,... ,i. obtained from the is ,..., ioh rows and

columns of D a principal a x a submatrix of D. For example, if D is given below
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0 1 2 2 3'

1 0 1 1 2

D= 2 1 0 2 3

2 1 2 0 1

3 2 3 1 01

then

D1,2,4 = 1 01

2 10

is a principal 3 x 3 submatrix of D obtained from the first, second and fourth rows and

columns of D.

A. Primary Sublayers are Extremal Sublayers

In this section we characterize the symmetric matrices that are relative shielding order

matrices of an EM topology where the primary sublayers are extremal by characterizing the

symmetric matrices that are distance-matrices for the leaves of a tree.

For D = (dij) E Tmx,, we say D is leaf-realizable iff there exists a tree T with precisely

m leaves labelled {1,...,m} satisfying dT(i,j) = dj for 1 < ij _< m.

Theorem 1. Let D = (dij) E T113 . The following are equivalent.

(a) D is leaf-realizable.

(b) bp E Z+ = (1,2,3,...} for pE {1,2,3 where

dij + di,h - djk)/2 for p = i

'- (dp,t+dp,q-dq,)/2 for {p,q}={j,k}.
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Remark. Condition (b) expresses that the branches a,, a2 , a3 of the tree have positive

integral length.

CoroUary 1.1. If D E T3 , 3 is leaf-realizable by a tree T then T is unique.

Theorem 2. Let D = (dj) E T 4=4. The following are equivalent.

(a) D is leaf-realizable.

(b) For some {i,j,k, } = {1,2,3,4} we have

(i) d,,, + dj,j = d,t + di,k,

(ii) bp E Z+ for p E {1, 2,3,4) where

J (dpj + dp,, - djk)/2 for p E {i,e}

- (d, + dp, - di,t )/2 for p E {j, k},

(iii) d, - bi - bt E N = {, 1, 2,...}.

Remark. Condition b(i) expresses the consistency of the system, condition b(ii) expresses

that the branches aj, aj, ak, at have positive integral length and condition b(iii) expresses

that e has nonnegative integral length.

Corollary 2.1. If D E T4 . 4 is leaf-realizable by a tree T then T is unique.

Denote the tree whose leaves are precisely i1 ,... io by T{il, i}. For a tree T contain-

ing leaves ii,..., i,, let T, ..... ,. denote the subtree of T whose leaves are precisely i,. .

We give now the main result of this section.
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Theorem 3. D = (di.) E T,,x,, is leaf-realizable iff all principal 4 x 4 submatrices of D

are leaf-realizable.

Corollary 3.1. D = (dij) E Tx, is leaf-realizable iff for all 1 < it < i2 < I3 < i4 < m

some {i,j,k,I} = {i,i 2, i3, i4 } satisfies

(i) di,, + dj, -" di, + dj,k,

(ii) bp E Z + for p E {1, 2,3,41 where

(dpj+dpk -dj,,)/2 for p {,}
= (,i + dp,, - d,,)/2 for p E {j,k},

(iii) di,t - bi - bt E N

Remark. See the remark following Theorem 2 for a discussion of conditions (i), (ii), (iii).

Corollary 3.2. If D E T,,,,,m is leaf-realizable by a tree T then T is unique.

Remark. The proof of Theorem 3 is constructive and gives an algorithm for finding the

tree T that leaf-realizes D E Tm,,m.

Leaf-Realizable Algorithm

1. Set T4 = T{1,2,3,4}.

2. Fort < m,choosel < i,j,k < t-1 with

dT(ijdk,1}(z,1) as small as possible where z is

the vertex of degree at least 3 closest to t in

T{i,j, k, e}.

3. Set T = Tt-t UT{i,j,k, }.

4. Stop.
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B. Primary Sublayers Include Extremal Sublayers and Specified

Internal Sublayers

In this section we characterize the symmetric matrices that are relative shielding order

matrices of an EM topology where the primary sublayers include the extremal sublayers by

characterizing the symmetric matrices that are distance-matrices for at least the leaves of a

tree.

For D = (di,) E T 4. 4 and L C {1, 2,3, 4}, we say D is L-realizable iff there exists a tree T

with labelled vertices 1, 2, 3, 4 so that L C V4(T) C_ {1,2,3,4} and satisfying dT(i,j) =d

for i,j E {1,2,3,4}. Here V(T) denotes the leaves of T.

Theorem 4. Let D = (d1j) E T 4X4 and L C {1,2,3,4}. The following are equivalent.

(a) D is L-realizable.

(b) For some {i,j,k, } = {1,2,3,4} we have

(i) d,,k + djt = d,,1 + dj,i,

(ii) bpENforpE{1,2,3,4}-LandbpEZ' forpELwhere{ (dj + dp,, - d,,,)/2 for p E {i, t}
(dr,i + d,, - d,.t)/2 for p E {j, k},

(iii) di,t - bi - bt E N.

Remark. Condition b(i) expresses the consistency of the system, condition b(ii) expresses

that the branches aj, aj, ak, at have nonnegative integral lengths and condition b(iii) ex-

presses that e has nonnegative integrJ length.

Corollary 4.1. If D E T4 X4 is L-realizable by a tree T then T is unique.
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For D = (dij) E T(,+,)x(m+,), we say D is (m, r)-realizable iff there exists a tree T

with precisely m leaves labelled {1, ... , rn} and (at least) r internal vertices labelled {m +

1,...,n +r} satisfying dT(1,j) dij for 1 < i,i m+ r and we say D is r-linear iff for all

rn + 1 < k < n + r and for all 1 < i < m there exists 1 < j _ m satisfying di -- d= k + dkj.

In words, D is r-linear iff for each internal vertex m+ 1 < k < m+r and each leaf 1 < i < rn

there exists another leaf 1 < j < m with vertex k on the (ij)-path in the tree.

For D E T(m+,)x(m+,) and E-- Di ..... i, where I <it < <i. < m+r, let L(E)
{i,..., i,}I n {l,...,. 

We give now the main result of this section.

Theorem 5. D = (dj) E T(,,+,)x(,,+,) is (in, r)-realizable iff D is r-linear and all principal

4 x 4 submatrices E of D are L(E)-realizable.

Corollary 5.1. D = (dij) E T(m+,)x(m+,) is (m, r)-realizable iff for all 1 < it < i2 < i3 <

i4 < m + r some {i, j, k, f} = {it, i2, 3, i4} satisfies

(i) di,k + dj,t = di,t + dj,k,

(ii) bpENforpE{ij,i 2,i3 ,i4 }-{1,...,m}andbEZ + forpE { i l , i2,i3,i} n{1,...,m}

where { (dpj + dp,k - dj,,)/2 for p E {i, t}
= (dp,i + dp,1 - di,t)/2 for p E {j, k},

(iii) dj,, - bi - bt E N.

Remark. See the remark following Theorem 4 for a discussion of conditions (i), (ii), (iii).

Remark. The proof of Theorem 5 is constructive and gives an algorithm for finding the

tree T that (m, r)-realizes D E T(m+v)x(m+,).
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(m, r)-Realizable Algorithm

1. Set T, = {1,...,m}.

2. For t< m+r, choose 1 < i,j < m with di =

dij + dtj.

3. Set T = T-1 where the appropriate vertex has

been labelled t.

4. Stop.

C. All Sublayers are Primary Sublayers

In this section we characterize the symmetric matrices that are relative shielding order

matrices of an EM topology where all sublayers are primary sublayers by characterizing the

symmetric matrices that are distance-matrices for a tree.

For D = (dj) E T.X. and < i < n, let d(i) = I{1 < j _< n : dij = 1} and let

L(D) = {1 < i < n: d(i) = 1}.

For D = (d~ij) E T.xf, we say D is tree-realizable iff there exists a tree T with precisely

n vertices labelled {1, ... ,n) satisfying dT(i,j) = dij for 1 < i,j < n and we say D is linear

iff IL(D)I > 2 and for all k 0 L(D) and for all i E L(D) there exists j E L(D) satisfying

dij = d,k + dkj.

For DE T,,. and E= Di. ..... i, where I <i<... < i <n, let L(E) ={it,...,i}n

L(D).

We give now the main result of this section.

Theorem 5. D = (di,) E T,,×. is tree-realizable iff D is linear and all principal 4 x 4

submatrices E of D are L(E)-realizable.
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Corollary 6.1. D = (dij) E Tx, is tree-realizable iff for all 1 < i < i2 < is < i4 < n

some {i,j, k,f} = {i,i 2, i 3 , i4} satisfies

(i) di,k + djt = di,t + dj,k,

(ii) bp E N for p E {i1 ,i 2 , i3, i4} - L(D) and bp E Z+ for p . {:i, i2,i3,ij} n L(D) where

b (dpi + d,, - d,,k)/2 for pE {i, t}

S(d.,, + dp,t - di,t)/2 for p E {j, k},

(iii) di,t - bi - bt E N.

Remark. See the remark following Theorem 4 for a discussion of conditions (i), (ii), (iii).

Remark. The proof of Theorem 6 is constructive and gives an algorithm for finding the

tree T that tree-realizes D E Tfxft.

Tree-Realizable Algorithm

1. Set 73 = T{ii,i 2, i3} a path of length 2.

2. For t < n, choose ik E { it E

{1,...,n} - {ij,...,it-t} with dihti = 1.

3. Set T = Tt-. plus the edge ikij.

4. Stop.

D. Primary Sublayers are Arbitrary Sublayers

In this section we characterize the symmetric matrices that are relative shielding order

matrices of an EM topology where the primary sublayers are arbitrary by characterizing the

symmetric matrices that are distance-matrices of a set of vertices for a tree.
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For D = (dj) E Tpp, we say D is realizable ifl there exists a tree T containing p vertices

labelled {1,... ,p} satisfying dr(',j) = dij for I < iiy <p.

Remark. With no loss of generality, we may assume that all leaves ofT are labelled vertices

in that we may rid the EM topology of excess secondary sublayers.

We give now the main result of this section.

Theorem 7. D = (dj) E Tp,, is realizable ifl" all principal 4 x 4 submatrices of D are

realizable.

Remark. The proof of Theorem 7 is constructive and gives an algorithm for finding the

tree T that realizes D E TPXP.

Realizable Algorithm

1. Set T, - Tlil,..., i the tree of leaves of D.

2. For t < p, choose i,j E {ii,...,i,} with dij=

diit + dji.

3. Set T Tt.-I where the appropriate vertex has

been labelled it.

4. Stop.
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IV. Construction of All Sublayer Electromagnetic, Topologies

with Rmax at Most 5

In this section we exhibit all EM topologies with the properties that the primary sublayers

include all the extremal sublayers, possibly some of the internal sublayers and that the

relative shielding order matrix among primary sublayers has largest entry R.. of at most

5 by examining all trees of diameter (length of longest path) at most 5 and constructing

the EM topology by inversion at a vertex in the tree. Note that only inversion at a leaf of

the tree, which is always a primary sublayer, results in a connected system. Observe that

a system is connected iff there exists one subshield which contains all other subshields and

all but one sublayer. In our diagrams it will not be necessary to distinguish primary and

secondary sublayers.

In what follows we construct the electromagnetic topology by inversion of the tree at the

darkened vertex designated by an arrow and note that inversion at any of the other darkened

vertices yields a similar topology. We leave the trivial cases R..= = 0, 1 to the interested

reader.

V. Summary

We have characterized the relative shielding order matrix among primary sublayers for

an electromagnetic topology defined to the level of layers and sublayers. Moreover, our char-

acterization gives a recursive procedure for constructing the interaction sequence diagram

and, hence, an EM topology. For small relative shielding order the EM topologies and dual

graphs are not overly complicated and are exhibited.
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In the results of the present paper we have found that there are cases of specified rela-

tive shielding order matrices which are not realizable. An important related problem is to

determine when such a matrix can be appropriately repaired so as to become a realizable

relative shielding order matrix. By this we mean that certain matrix elements may be in-

creased (more shielding) and so achieve at least the desired shielding performance. Ideally

this would be done in some optimal manner involving minimum repair. We have some results

concerning this to report in a future paper.

Since electromagnetic systems can acquire considerable complexity, also of interest is a

similar analysis of the realizability and repairability of the relative shielding order matrix for

an EM topology defined to the level of elementary volumes. This will produce a dual graph

which is not a tree and complicate matters considerably.
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Diode Laser Probe of Vibrational Energy Transfer

Kinetics in Sulfur Monoxide

by

David A. Dolson

ABSTRACT

A new experimental apparatus has been assembled for the

purpose of measuring the rates of collisional energy loss from

low vibrational levels of sulfur monoxide (SO). The design

calls for excimer laser photolysis of sulfur dioxide at 193 nm

to prepare the SO radicals. High resolution diode laser

absorption spectrometry will be used to obtain time-dependent

concentrations of SO in specific energy levels. Preliminary

results have suggested directions for improving the signal

levels and reducing electrical interference.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The molecular radical, sulfur monoxide (SO), is currently

being investigated by the Advanced Radiation Branch of the Air

Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL) as a gas phase chemical laser

candidate. This assessment requires a knowledge of the energy

removal rates for the lower energy levels involved in the laser

transitions. Rapid energy removal rates from the lower levels

is favorable for maintaining the population inversion while slow

energy removal will "turn off" the laser oscillation due to

population build-up in the lower level.

An experimental measurement of energy transfer rates in SO

must include a preparation step in which SO is produced in a

desired energy level(s). A sensitive detection scheme must

provide time-dependent concentrations of the SO molecules in

each of the various energy levels following the preparation

step. Finally, the rate constants must be extracted from the

data by an appropriate mathematical analysis of the kinetic

processes.

I have iidustrial and academic postdoctoral experience in

experimental investigations of gas phase reaction kinetics. In

kinetic studies of the chemical chain reactions and energy

transfer processes involved in hydrogen halide chemical lasers,

I used a sensitive infrared fluorescence technique to obtain

time-dependent concentrations of molecules in specific

vibrational energy levels. I developed a state-specific kinetic

analysis of the data that yielded the desired rate constants.
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This experience overlaps nicely with the requirements of the SO

study and weighed heavily in my appointment as a UES Summer

Fellow at AFWL.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Dr. Ernest Dorko and I planned the research objectives

during my pre-summer visit to AFWL. The long term objective was

to design and execute a series of experiments that will yield

accurate vibrational energy transfer (VET) rate constants for the

lower (v < 3) energy levels of SO. It was expected that the

steps to the final goal would include

1) a familiarization with the new diode laser,

2) assembly and evaluation of the apparatus,

3) execution of the experiments, and

4) mathematical analysis of results.

The full scope of this objective was realized to extend beyond

the 10 week program, but we wished to progress as far as

possible toward the final goal.

Felder et al (1988) demonstrated that 193 nm photolysis of

sulfur dioxide (SO2 ) generates SO radicals, predominately in the

v=2 (67%) and v=l (23%) energy levels. We elected to use this

method to generate th- "excited" SO radicals (v < 3) for our

experiments.
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Measurement of VET rates requires the ability to monitor

specific vibrational states of "excited" SO radicals as they

relax to lower energy levels through energy-exchanging colli-

sions with other molecules. Two sensitive techniques are avail-

able for monitoring the SO radicals in various energy levels.

The first is diode laser absorption spectrometry; the second is

infrared fluorescence spectrometry.

The diode laser absorption technique was selected before my

involvement because of its high spectral resolution. This tech-

nique is relatively new, more difficult to implement than the

fluorescence technique, and more expensive. It will, however,

yield a far more detailed picture of the energy flow in SO when

the experiments are completed. The superior detail of the diode

laser technique is amply demonstrated in previous work on SO by

Kanamori et al (1985).

The infrared fluorescence technique is more readily im-

plemented. Its lower resolution minimizes interference from

rotational relaxation, and it is relatively insensitive to

diffusion. These features enable the fluorescence method to

yield a simpler view of the desired VET processes. The VET

rates from such an investigation would be a valuable aid in

analyzing the more complicated transient absorption signals and

provide an independent check of the rate constants from the more

detailed study. Being more easily obtained, the VET rate

constants froa fluorescence observations would be immediately

useful in the evaluation of the SO chemical laser.
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It became obvious, as the work progressed, that it will be

some time before the diode laser experiments yield rate informa-

tion. Consequently, as the diode laser work continues at AFWL,

we are proposing to do the infrared fluorescence experiments at

Wright State University (WSU) with partial funding from the

Research Initiation Program. The combined results of these two

studies should present a clear picture of the vibrational (and

rotational) energy transfer processes in sulfur monoxide.

III.

a. While learning to use the diode laser, absorption scans of

ammonia and sulfur dioxide were obtained in several spectral

regions. Comparisons with other sources allowed the lines to be

properly assigned.

b. This work became the primary responsibility of John McCord,

who is finishing this project at Murray State University as a

portion of his MS research. The assigned spectra will be

returned to the AFWL research group to serve as wavelength

calibration guides. Mr. McCord also wrote supplements to the

diode laser manual in an effort to clarify some of our

operational methods.
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IV.

a. Assembly of the apparatus began with the positioning and

plumbing of the excimer laser. Several optical configurations,

requiring as many as five different glass photolysis cells, were

evaluated.

b. A colinear geometry, using a 40 mm dia x 3 m cell and two

passes of the infrared beam, was chosen. This configuration is

similar to that used by Pasternack et al (1988). It combines

ease of alignment and a long absorption path with low

interference from intense HF emission from the exicimer laser.

Evaluation of the detection system was performed by

executing preliminary experiments. Transient signals were ob-

tained; however, the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) was too low to

allow any analysis of the data. Electrical interference from

the excimer laser firing overwhelmed the amplifier at times.

While the standard amplifier proved to be too slow, the "fast"

amplifier did not have sufficient gain. The transient absorp-

tion signal level must be increased before experiments can begin

in earnest. Problems of this nature are expected in new

experiments, and their consideration has suggested several

recommendationL,
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. A reduction of the excimer laser interference is required.

We found that the coax line to the preamplifier was most sensi-

tive and suggest the use of a shorter line that is well

shielded. Using batteries to power the preamplifier may help to

reduce the noise pick-up. Elimination of ground loops may also

help. It is difficult to do a complete job, and it may be

prevented by site safety regulations.

Improvements in signal levels may be obtained by increasing

the (SO concentration) x (pathlength) product. A factor of

three or four increase in 193 nm pulse energy may result from

using an appropriate dielectric mirror in the excimer laser,

leading to higher SO concentrations. Longer absorption paths

would be provided by a multipass absorption cell with internal

mirrors. More gain may be realized in the preamplifier by

increasing the feedback resistance. We replaced the 500 ohm

feedback resistor with one of 5000 ohm but did not have an

opportunity to evaluate the response.

Most of the evaluation was performed with the diode laser

tuned to SO lines in the 1107.4 cm -1 region. It may be that

another spectral region would yield stronger signals. Future

work will require a determination of SO line positions in

regions of better laser performance.
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b. Implementation of the recommendations will require a sig-

nificant investment of effort at AFWL. After S/N improvements

are made, a schedule of experiments will be executed. An

analysis of the kinetic results must then be developed. Another

determination of the VET rate constants will prove to be useful

in guiding both the experimental design (suggested reagent con-

centrations) and the kinetic analysis (identifying VET contribu-

tion to signals with several time constants).

A fluorescence study of VET rates in SO is proposed to

satisfy this need. A formal proposal will be made to the AFOSR

RIP Program, for partial support of this work. The fluorescence

technique will provide the VET rate constants, but cannot probe

the finer details of rotational energy transfer. These experi-

ments are performed and analyzed more easily than are the diode

laser experiments. Results should be available in time to

support the diode laser study.
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EVALUATING HOW LASER IRRADIATION

DAMAGES LOADED COMPOSITE MATERIALS

by

William M. Jordan

ABSTRACT

This study was an analysis of how laser irradiation damages

composite materials. Particular attention was placed on how lasers

damage pressurized cylinders made from composite materials.

Three different models of laser damage of composite materials were

examined. They were a viscoelastic model, a model developed by

Southwest Research Institute, and Lockheed's *Hybrid Model*. Each

model's assumptions, advantages and limitations were analyzed. The

viscoelastic model is not useful at the present time due to inadequate

data and analysis. The Southwest Research Institute Model will predict

when local failure occurs, while the "Hybrid Model' is more useful in

predicting when global failure will occur.

These last two models are too empirical at the present time and

additional analysis and testing is required to determine more precisely

under which conditions they will or will not work. Recommendations were

made concerning changes on the next set of pressurized cylinder tests so

that more useful data for these models could be obtained.

Recommendations were made concerning additional mechanical tests whose

results could help to examine the predictive capability of the models.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Laser irradiation of composite materials is a concern to the Air

Force because of the increased use of composites as structural parts in

aerospace vehicles and the potential use of lasers as a weapon against

the composite material. Various models of how laser irradiation damages

composite materials have been proposed. Many of them have been largely

empirical, able to predict what will occur in a specific system. Their

capability to predict the amount of damage in different systems is less

clear. This study was undertaken to evaluate the laser damage models to

see if a more fundamental understanding of the damage process could be

obtained.

My expertise lies in the area of composite materials and fracture

mechanics. My Ph.D. research examined the delamination of graphite-

epoxy composite materials, with emphasis on how to improve the composite

toughness through modification of the resin. This research required a

thorough knowledge of composite materials as well as a knowledge of the

fundamentals of fracture mechanics. In this summer's work, I have

attempted to apply my understanding of fracture mechanics and composite

materials to this composite materials failure problem.

Some of my recent work has involved examining the effect of high

velocity impact loading on composite materials and the effect of

temperature cycling on the subsequent viscoelastic properties of

composites. That study required an understanding of the viscoelastic

nature of composite materials which was one of the proposed models to be

evaluated in this study.

II. OBJIZCTIVI OF TM NSIhi1CH7i1ORT

The initial plan was for this to be an analytical and experimental

program to examine how laser irrdiation damages composite materials.

Due to circumstances beyond our control, the required composite material

bottles were not ready to test this summer. This changed the work to an

analytical one with the following three objectives. The first objective

was to analyze the various proposed laser/composite damage models. A
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key aspect of this was to understand what assumptions were made in the

development of each model.

The second objective was to examine what sort of input data the

models need in order to be able to make their predictions. This led to

several suggested changes for the next set of pressurized bottle tests.

There were also some suggested flat plate tests that could provide

additional input data for the models. One of the problems with

evaluating the present models is that not all of the required input data

is known. Some of the material properties have to be *assumed', which

can lead to the temptation to assume values that will allow the model to

predict the results that were already experimentally determined.

The third objective was to develop an experimental program that

will yield the proper information so that the predictive capability of

the models could be examined. The different models do not make the same

starting assumptions and they cannot all be reasonably accurate. (There

is still the possibility that none of them is reasonably accurate.) One

of the problems with some of the current models is their empirical

nature. For example, the *hybrid model* appears to work satisfactorily

for the specific systems used in its development. However it is not

known what are the bounds of that model (or of the other models). For a

model to be used confidently it must be known under which conditions it

will function and which conditions it will not function. An analysis of

six models was presented to my technical focal point in early August.

This final report will place an emphasis on the three models still under

development, the viscoelastic model, the Southwest Research Institute

Model, and the *Hybrid Model'. It is anticipated that this portion of

the work would be continued in the minigrant that follows this summer

effort.

III. ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS ODLS FOR LABf IDUCin COMPOSITI FAILUR

This section analyzes three of the various modelling approaches to

laser damage of composite materials that have been attempted to this

date. They are the ones currently being developed (and or refined).
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(1) VISCOELASTIC ANALYSIS OF COMPOSITE/LASER INTERACTION

This is an attempt to model the viscoelatic behavior of the

composite material bottles. This work, being performed by RDA, has

three major tasks. The first task is to characterize the elastic-

viscoelastic behavior of composite shells. Their second task is to

develop a preliminary finite element based plate and shell model. Their

third task is to apply this to a cylinder that has been radiated.

To accomplish the first task, the viscoelastic behavior of the

pressurized composite cylinder needs to be determined. This involved

analysis of the pressurization rate effect upon strain that was observed

during the previous 10 inch bottle tests. Their first approach was a

bilinear one, where the modulus of the resin was regarded as equal to

zero once the resin strain to failure had been reached. This correlated

well with the experimental data.

They represented the load as the sum of an elastic deformation

component and a viscoelastic deformation component. The value of the

viscoelastic stiffness, Av , decreased with time which is not what was

anticipated. So it was n turn represented in the following fashion as

a product of a true viscoelastic function, 0 (t), and a damage function,
7 (I):

A t -M 0 t) F(g) (1)

6 t) increases with time up to a certain point and then levels off.

The function F (C) decreases with strain. As the composite is damaged,

it is less able to withstand an applied load. This will increase the

compliance (or decrease the stiffness) of the composite.

A probiem developed when the calculated resin stiffness turned out

to be higher than the fiber stiffness, which no one would really

believe. The pressure was measured some distance away from the bottle

and is apparently much larger than that which was in the bottle during

the early portion of the pressurization run. R.D.A. is attempting

to calculate the bottle pressure based on fluid flow concepts but has

not yet been successful in doing so. Until this analysis can be made

(or better pressure data obtained on the next set of bottle tests) it is
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not possible to evaluate the significance of the viscoelastic effects on

the laser damage of the composite material.

(2) SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE MODEL

Basis for Southwest Research Institute Failure Analysis Model

The authors developed a six stage scenario for the potential

failure of pressurized composite cylinders subjected to laser

irradiation. Their scenario is shown below:

A. Filament-wound vessel subjected to laser irradiation.

B. Time Dependent Cavity Growth

C. Through wall instability? (local instability?)

If yes, continue on to step D.

If no, go back to step B and grow the cavity some more.

D. Through wall penetration?

If condition C exists, then this will happen relatively

quickly.

E. Global Vessel Failure?

If Yes, then vessesl bursts

If No, then vessel depressurizes (or vents)

The crucial issue was the determination of the critical cavity

depth for perforation of the wall. The model will try to predict when

this local failure would occur. It is not a model that will be used to

predict a global failure criteria. This will still produce useful

information for local failure is a necessary, though not sufficient,

cause for global failure.

They reviewed seven 2-Dimensional models that had been developed by

other researchers, as well as one model that had been developed by

Southwest Research Institute. The major distinctions between these

various models is the number and type of input information that is

required. The authors of the report make the following statement (with

which I wholeheartedly agree):

'Since each model is essentially a curve fit to the

same set of experimental data, it is not surprising to find

that the predictions are quite similar and that all
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predictions agree with the experimental results. Thus, the

distinction between the predictions of the 2-D failure

models are relatively insignificant.

Since the differences between the 2-D model predictions

appear to be insignificant, the question arises as to which

model would be the most efficient to use in an engineering

analysis application. This can be answered considering the

testing required and the subsequent amount of data analysis

necessary.-

The Southwest Research Institute model is basically a 2-D model,

although it does have a correction factor within it to partially account

for the 3-D effects caused by the growth of the cavity. The input

required for this model are the laminate fracture toughness and the

initial crack length.

One very relevant observation was that the highest stresses do not

necessarily occur in the outermost plies. This is because the composite

is composed of plies both in the hoop direction and at an angle to the

hoop direction (called helical). If the outermost plies at the cavity

are in the helical direction, then the adjacent hoop plies will have the

highest stresses. This is important in that it means that further

cracking (such as delamination) might not begin at the surface.

Failure Analysis in Southwest Research Institute Model

The finite element models discussed above are not used to directly

make failure predictions, they are used to determine the state of stress

in the composite. The next issue is how to predict at which stress

states failure will, in fact, occur.

There are several composite material failure analysis models. The

authors chose to use one based on maximum allowable stress. As the

laser removes more and more of the composite (thus growing the crack)

the stress in the remaining plies will increase. When the stress

reaches the ultimate tensile strength of the composite, then the system

will have a local faillure.

The authors admit that they have ignored the issue of delamination

crack growth around the edges of the thermally damaged region. It is

not obvious that this was good thing to do at the present time. Whether
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delamination is a big problem for this application I do not yet know,

but it should not be ignored until it can be demonstrated that its

effects are negligible.

The authors have made a very valid distinction between the

processes involved with when considering the local instability

(formation of a hole in the shell) and global instability (does the hole

grow catastrophically or does the vessel depressurize?).

(3) LOCKHEED 'HYBRID MODEL

Description of Research Modeling

This work is an attempt to deal with a problem that exists in the

current modeling of laser induced damage in composite materials. The

authors make the following statement (which I also believe to be very

important):

*The inherent danger in using computational models that are

derived in a predominantly empirical fahsion is the

inappropriate extension of model parameters. Predictive

failure techniques need to be improved and refined to the

point of reliable confidence.*

The problem that exists is how to develop a model that is less

empirically based. Their current model has three laser-target response

variables, two of which are largely empirical. They are:

QD material/laser interaction damage parameter

DD structural-response global failure parameter
XD damaged depth parameter

It is claimed that XD  is less empirical than the others and is

determined from a laminate model of the composite. When the depth of

damage reaches XD then mechanical damage is initiated and when the

damage length reaches DD then global failure will occur. The real

problem with this model is the empirical nature of DD and QD" The

authors admit that 'bounds or constraints on the validity of the model

are not clearly defined*. This is a major problem for if it is not

possible to reliably determine when a model will work and when it will

not work then the model has very limited usability.
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Their continuing work concentrates on determining the values of QD

and DD in a more analytical fashion. QD will be evaluated using a

composite-material thermal-response model. Their work uses a 2-D finite

element code to analyze the calculation of composite layer failure

initiation and accumuluation and the calculation of the fracture energy.

This will be used to try to predict when global failure will occur.

Both of the models will be analyzing the composite as a laminate, and

not dealing with micromechanics of the fibers and resin.

The fracture energy, c , will be calculated from flat-plate data

and from a few subscale cylinder tests. This will be compared with Gc

calculated from a laminate finite-element analysis. This will be used

to develop what they call a 'low-order model' that can be used to

predict failure.

Discussion of *Hybrid* Modelling Procedure

At this time I an not able to determine whether or not the

calculation methodology of QD is an improvement over the current

empirical approach. The calculation methodology for DD is more clearly

presented. I have some problems with the methods described to produce

Gc from flat plate tests and from cylinder tests. The flat plate method

appears to be a method to calculate the mode I delamination fracture

toughness, while the toughness from the cylinders will be from tests

that have a more complicated loading geometry. Even if the cylinders

failed by delamination, it would probably not be only from mode I

delamination (which is apparently what would be obtained from the flat

plate tests). Since the plates and cylinders have different loading,

and therefore a different state of stress, it would be expected that

they would have a dif~erent fracture toughness.

In my opinion, the choice of which fracture toughness is needed for

the model has not been carefully thought through. There is also the

possibility that the fracture toughness of the composite will change

during the length of its exposure to the laser. The resin near where

the laser hits the target will be thermally damaged and will likely have

a different fracture toughness than the resin that is some distance away

from the thermally damaged area.
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An accurate finite element model can be used to determine the state

of stress near the defect but it still needs to have some sort of

experimentally determined failure criteria applied to it. The current

proposal of using what appears to be a mode I toughness as the failure

criteria is rather simplistic. Some mixed mode failure criteria should

be applied to the stress state analysis developed under this program.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

There are three main conclusion based on the analysis of the

models:

(1) Usefulness of viscoelastic model cannot be determined at this time

due to inadequate data and analysis.

(2) Southwest Research Model is useful as a predictor of when local

failure will occur. This is a necessary, though not sufficient,

cause for global failure.

(3) The "Hybrid Model' is useful in predicting when global failure will

occur (if the proper data has already been obtained).

All of the above models suffer from being too empirical at this

time. The limits of their applicability are not yet known. More

analysis and testing is required before they can be confidently used.

Since the S.W.R.I. model appears to be best suited for predicting local

failure and the *Hybrid Model* for predicting when global failure will

occur perhaps some combination of their best points into one model could

be considered.

V. NZCOIDATIONS: SUESTED NDIFICATIOBS FOR TEX UNT SIT OF

PRESSURIZID BOTTLE TESTS

This research was initially intended to be an analytical and

experimental program. However, due to circumstances beyond our control

the required composite bottles will not be ready in time to test during

this summer's program. This work's emphasis then shifted to an analysis

of the various proposed laser/composite material failure models. The

most important portion of this work are these recommendations about
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future changes. In this section are the recommendations for changes in

the experimental program on the next round of bottle tests. In Section

VI will be the recommendations for an experimental program that can be

used to better evaluate the predictive capability of the models.

(1) MODIFICATIONS TO AID IN THE REFINEMENT OF THE VISCOELASTIC MODEL

The proposed work by RDA appears to be based on a sound

understanding of viscoelasticity. Since there was an apparent

viscoelastic effect noticed on some of the 10 in bottle tests when they

were pressurized at different rates, this project appears to have

merit.

However, there was a problem with the data on the 10 inch bottle

tests and the data is not considered very reliable. The pressure was

measured at a distance significantly removed from the bottle and it gave

erroneously high predictions for the stresses (and modulus) of the

bottle. A better estimation of the bottle pressure needs to be obtained

during the next round of tests. This could be obtained by placing a

pressure gage adjacent to the bottle, rather than some distance away

from it.

Even apart from the issue of the correct value of the pressure, the

data from the 10 in bottle tests may not be sufficient to use as a basis

for modelling. This is because the different pressurization rates also

involved different stress levels. There may be some affect of the

stress level that might obscure the significance of the pressurization

rate. In addition to this, the pressurization rates within each test

were not constant, which could lead to additional unpredicted results.

I would suggest that on the next set of bottle tests, several

pressurization tests be performed to analyze the viscoelastic behavior

of the composites. On the new set of 20 inch bottle tests, a method

should be designed where a constant pressurization rate can be applied.

This would remove any affects of the change in rate during

pressurization. This system should be designed such that it could

deliver different pressurization rates on different tests.
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It is suggested that several tests be run at different

pressurization rates but with the same maximum pressure. One problem

with doing tests of this nature is that each bottle may be slightly

different so it is difficult to compare results of different

pressurization rates on different bottles.

One way to deal with the effect of bottle differences would be to

pressurize a bottle at one rate, depressurize it, and then repressurize

it at another rate. This removes the problem of differences between

bottles but may produce an additional problem. It is possible that the

first pressurization somehow damaged the composite, so that the

repressurization would be done with a damaged bottle that might not

behave the same. One way to deal with this would be to test two

bottles. The first bottle should be pressurized at one rate,

depressurized, and then repressurized at the same rate. Any differences

between the two tests would be the result of the type of damage induced

by the first pressurization. On a second bottle, pressurize it at one

rate, depressurize it, and then repressurize it at a different rate.

Using the data from the first bottle, the effect of any damage can be

removed, leaving only the result of the viscoelastic behavior of the

composite bottle. By having the two different rate tests done on one

bottle, the effect of the different bottles can be minimized.

(2) MODIFICATIONS TO AID IN THE ANALYSIS OF THE SOUTHWEST RESEARCH

INSTITUTE MODEL

This model assumes a maximum stress failure theory. For this

theory to be successfully applied, the state of stress near the laser

spot needs to be known. I think that a more experimental determination

of the state of stress near the laser could help to provide better input

data to the model. The high temperature resulting from the laser will

also change the mechanical properties of the composite, and therefore

how temperature damages the composite should be more precisely

determined experimentally.
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Measurement of State of Stress in Composite Material

I don't think that all of the strain gage locations chosen for the

10 inch bottle tests produced meaningful results. Strain gages that

were away from the path of the delamination registered very little

changes during heating up to the moment of bursting or venting. So it

appears that if additional strain gages are going to be used, they

should be placed in different locations. It is suggested that 9 strain

gages to be placed in a cluster around the laser spot location. Two of

them should be placed on each side of the spot in an attempt to measure

strain in the path of the delamination. The remaining gages should be

placed relatively close to the laser spot (but not on the path of

expected delamination). It appears from the previous data on the 10

inch bottles that most of the deformation occurs very close to the laser

spot, so this is the region where most of the strain gages should be

placed. One strain gage should be placed at a position of 180 degrees

from the laser spot so that an accurate measurement of the bottle (or

system) response can be made.

On the last set of tests, the data acquisition rate was set to

measure each parameter 1000 times per second. However, when the system

was about ready to burst (or vent) a lot was happening in the 1

millisecond between each measurement. It would be very desirable in the

next set of tests to measure the strain much more frequently so that the

deformation occurring near the burst event can be determined with more

precision.

Enough strain gages cannot be put onto the bottle to provide as

much information as would be desirable. So other options should be

explored that could also help to measure state of stress caused by the

laser acting upon the surface of the pressurized composite cylinder.

One method to accomplish this would be to place a very fine grid on

the outside surface of the bottle. As the composite bottle deforms,

this grid will be distorted, and the amount of deformation can be

measured. I have observed the failure of one of the 10 in bottles

filmed at 2000 fps and think that this camera may be able to give us the

resolution that is needed to accomplish this goal. I have been told

that three cameras are available, two of them capable of running at 4000
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fps and one of them at 2000 fps. They should be arranged so that

deformation could be observed both at the laser spot region and a short

distance away from it as well. One concern with this attempt is the

effect of the very bright laser spot making any other observations

nearby more difficult. The use of a neutral filter could lessen the

effect of the bright spot, but it would make observation of everything

else more difficult. One possibility would be to use a spot filter that

would reduce the light coming from the laser spot region but would not

reduce the light coming from nearby locations.

(3) MODIFICATIONS TO AID IN THE ANALYSIS OF THE LOCKHEED 'HYBRID*

MODEL

This model is based on a determiniation of a critical damage

parameter, D Once the damage exceeds this value the system will fail.

A more precise understanding of the mechanical damage near the laser

spot could aid in the refinement of this model. An attempt should be

made to determine it more precisely from experimental testing.

Measurement of Mechanical Damage in Composite Material

This discussion relates to how DD is measured, and if DD adequately

represents all of the mechanical damage that needs to be evaluated.

There are alternative methods that can be used to evaluate the extent of

the mechanical damage. Some of these alternatives will be discussed

below.

(1) The composite could be examined ultrasonically or with an X-ray

unit. This could allow for internal cracking to be observed in the

region surround the hole. This would work more easily with the vented

samples, but still might be able to be accomplished in the region away

from the burst site.

(2) Visual measurement of the delamination region on the composite

cylinders. This could be done directly on some of the vented cylinders.

On other vented cylinders, something needs to be added to make the the

delaminated region more apparent. A dye penetrant could be used to

penetrate into the damaged region after the test has been performed.

This would need to be subsequently evaluated by either of the ultrasonic
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or X-ray tests mentioned above. The penetrant could then be used to

show the extent of the cracked region in the vicinity of the hole.

(3) Mechanical tests of the damaged region after the laser test. It

would be expected that the damaged region would have internal cracks

(and perhaps delamination) which would result in a lower stiffness. One

difficulty with this approach, is that the samples would be curved, and

they may be difficult to obtain (especially on burst tests where the

macroscopic damaged region is quite extensive). This might be easier to

accomplish by mechanically testing flat specimens which were irradiated

while under the same tensile stresses as would be present in the

pressurized cylinders.

VI. NZCONMDATIOIS: Al 1PZIUUTAL PROUAM THAT COULD BI USID TO

EVALUATE TIE PIDICTIVE CAPABILITY OF THE MODELS

The goal of the analysis was to develop an experimental program

that will yield the proper information so that the predictive capability

of the various models can be examined. This experimental program should

include tests that would allow discrimination to be made among the

various models. It would be most desirable to design tests where one

model would predict one result and another model would predict a

different result.

Included in this program should be some materials characterization

tests as well. These would be used to provide the proper toughness

values to be input into the various models. This portion of the study

would involve the determination of a mixed mode failure envelope for the

materials in question. This type of work is absolutely necessary if the

models are to be properly evaluated.

The following three sections are a discussion of the types of

experimental tests that could be designed to help evaluate the three

main models of interest.
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(1) EXPERIMENTAL TESTS THAT COULD BE USED TO EVALUATE THE VISCOELASTIC

MODEL:

These researchers appear to have a sound understanding of

viscoelasticity. I have some questions about the quality of the

viscoelastic data that has been provided to them to use as a basis for

their evaluation. I think that more tests need to be made to provide

them with better data for them to analyze. This will involve some

bottle pressurization tests as well as flat plate tests.

The types of tests I would suggest are shown below:

(1) Viscoelastic bottle tests can be performed as was described in

the recommendations section describing the next set of 20 inch bottle

tests.

(2) Viscoelastic tests performed on a number of flat plate

specimens to verify if there is a significant viscoelastic effect at the

stress levels in question. The plates can be loaded up to the

pressurization stresses at different rates and then held at those stress

levels. The strain in the composite could then be monitored as a

function of time.

(3) Tensile tests on unnotched specimens to determine the elastic

constants of the material (may also be done using a 3 point test

geometry). These tests should be performed both on samples that have

been irradiated by the laser and on samples that have not.

(2) EXPERIMENTAL TESTS THAT COULD BE USED TO EVALUATE THE SOUTHWEST

RESEARCH INSTITUTE MODEL:

This model uses fracture toughness and the maximum stress failure

theory in an attempt to predict when local failure of the composite will

occur. They used a modified 2-D model that takes into consideration the

three dimensional nature of the stress state near the crack. They used

maximum stress failure theory to predict when each individual ply would

break. Part of their input requirements include the fracture toughness

of the composite. They admit that they ignored the issue of

delamination.
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The experiments described below will attempt to analyze whether

delamination is significant or not in the structures in question. The

experiments will also attempt to determine the mixed mode fracture

toughness of the composite to use as an input into the model. The use

of an experimentally derived fracture failure criteria can be used to

better evaluate the predictions of this model.

The types of tests I would suggest are shown below:

(1) The legitimacy of using the maximum stress failure theory

(which has been assumed by several researchers) could be evaluated in

the following fashion. Make up two sets of composites having the same

layups (fiber orientations) and the same amount of fibers. Fabricate

them in such a way that a different percentage of resin will result in

the system. If maximum stress theory holds true then they should both

have the same tensile strength when tested with a center crack (since

almost all of the load is carried by the same amount of fibers). If

they do not fail with the same amount of stress, then they probably have

different amounts of delamination occurring in the systems. (This is

because delamination toughness is usually very dependent upon the resin

content, while tensile strength is usually relatively independent of

resin content). Separate mode I and mode II delamination tests can be

performed on these materials to verify that their delamination behavior

is different.

An alternative method might be to cure two sets of composites

differently such that one set has some small voids present. The

presence of the voids would not change the tensile strength of a center

cracked composite but would be expected to change the delamination

toughness of the composite. This alternative method could also be used

to evaluate the applicability using the maximum stress theory in this

specific structural system.

(2) Tensile tests on unnotched specimens to determine the elastic

constants of the material (may also be done using a 3 point test

geometry). These tests should be done both on samples that have been

irradiated and on samples that have not.

For some composite systems, a change in percentage resin content

will also change the strength of the composite by affecting the bonding
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between the fibers and the resin. By tensile testing both systems with

unnotched samples, the effect of resin content (if any) can be separated

from the effect of amount of delamination (for delamination would not be

expected during the course of a tensile test on an unnotched specimen).

(3) Mixed mode delamination tests to evaluate the shape of the

*failure envelope* predicted from finite element model. These tests

should be done both on samples that have been irradiated and on samples

that have not. This will partially overlap with the delamination tests

that will be done under (1) above. Th's is needed for these authors

used fracture toughness as one of their input variables, but did not

define which fracture toughness was required. It would be tempting to

use whatever fracture toughness that would fit the data that was already

obtained. Through the determination of a mixed mode fracture toughness,

an independent value of the toughness could be used to evaluate how well

the model predicted the experimentally observed results.

(4) Measurement of the extent of delamination during mechanical

loading of the composite. This could be done with free edge

delamination tests or on the center cracked tensile samples mentioned

earlier. This might involve using a dye penetrant, followed by an

ultrasonic analysis of the sample.

(3) EXPERIMENTAL TESTS THAT COULD BE USED TO EVALUATE THE *HYBRID'

MODEL:

This is a semi-empirical model that seeks to determine the critical

value of damage that is required for bursting of the pressurized of

cylinder to occur. They have attempted to predict when this occurs

analytically. In their prediction of the critical damage parameter, DDo

they require as input the fracture toughness of the composite, K (or
c

ac), as well as a bulge correction factor, MT. One problem with this

model has been that XC and MT have not been known very precisely. They

are either "back-calculated" from the burst tests or 'typical' values

are assumed. As long as these methods are used to determine the

critical input parameters, this theory runs the risk of being considered

only a curve fit to the data (and the limits of applicability of the
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theory appear to be the systems that have already been tested). The

experiments described below are an attempt to provide an independent

source for the values of the fracture toughness so that the true

predictive capability of the model may be examined.

This model assumed a typical value for the fracture toughness and

does not appear to deal with the issue that there is mixed mode loading

involved near the laser spot region. This means that some mixed mode

fracture toughness failure envelope needs to be determined so that the

appropriate fracture toughness value can be used as input to the theory.

This model also uses the maximum stress failure theory, and the

experiments described under the discussion of the Southwest Research

Institute model also apply here.

It is suggested that flat plate tests be done on both Kevlar based

composites as well as the graphite composites that will be used in the

20 inch tests. This will provide enough experimental data to evaluate

whether this model did, in fact, predict the actual results obtained on

the 10 inch bottle tests.

The types of tests I would suggest are shown below:

(1) Tensile tests on unnotched specimens to determine the elastic

constants of the material (may also be done using a 3 point test

geometry).

(2) Tensile tests on samples with center cracks to determine the

load at which crack growth begins. This should be done for several

different size of initial cracks. The size of the plastic zone could be

calculated from a knowledge gained of the tensile properties.

(3) Load up some small samples with center cracks and measure the

size of the damaged zone in a scanning electron microscope.

(4) Mixed mode delamination tests to evaluate the shape of the

"failure envelope* predicted from finite element model.

(5) Measurement of the extent of delamination during mechanical

loading of the composite, This could be done with free edge

delamination tests or on the center cracked tensile samples mentioned

earlier. This might involve using a dye penetrant, followed by an

ultrasonic analysis of the sample.
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(8) The legitimacy of using the maximum stress failure theory

(which has been assumed by several researchers) could be evaluated as

described in the discussion under the Southwest Research Institute

model.

(7) Perform tests (2), (3), (4), and (5) above on both an

irradiated specimen and on a specimen that has not been irradiated.
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RELATIVISTIC EFFECTS IN GPS TIME TRANSFER

by

Arkady Kheyfets

ABSTRACT

Precise global clock synchronization is an integral part of the Global Positioning

System (GPS) operations. The GPS satellites clocks are moving with respect to

the clocks of the surface stations observers at speeds sufficient to necessitate careful

consideration of special relativistic effects on synchronization of the clocks. At the

same time, the GPS satellites orbits radii are large enough to cause the difference

between gravitational potentials at the satellites clocks and at the surface stations

clocks sufficient to produce effect on the clocks synchronization of the same order of

magnitude as the special relativistic effects. A consistent treatment of both effects

can be done only in general relativity.

We have performed general relativistic analysis of the GPS time transfer effects

using both traditional mathematical techniques and newly developed in general rel-

ativity technique of the null strut calculus. The obtained expressions for the effects,

as we have shown, admit unambiguous physical interpretation of each term, which

clarifies the physical origin of effects. The null-strut calculus technique illuminates

the 4-geometry of the procedure. The null-strut calculus looks very promising as

future common language in formulation of such kind of problems and developing a

satellite-based Spacetime Common Grid (SCG).
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I. INTRODUCTION.

Proper operating of the satellite-based Global Positioning System (GPS) im-

poses increasingly demanding requirements on global clock synchronization. Such

synchronization requires taking into account both special relativistic effects and ef-

fects caused by the earth's gravitational field. A consistent treatment of both kinds

of effects can be performed only within the framework of general relativity.

Meanwhile, almost all previous attempts to resolve the problem were under-

taken within the framework of special relativity. Besides, there was considerable

difference in results obtained by different researchers evaluating the special relativis-

tic effects, and some apparent confusion concerning formulation of the problem.

The 4-Geodesy Section of the Advanced Concept Branch of the USAF Ad-

vanced Weapons Laboratory at Kirtland Air Force Base recognized that general

relativistic solution of the problem became necessity. It was also recognized that

the language of 4-geometry and, particularly, newly developed null strut calculus

could be most helpful in formulating the problem.

My research interests have been in the area of application of modern mathe-

matical methods in field theories, foundational problems of physics, and, especially,

classical and quantum gravity. I have very strong background in general relativity,

both in foundational aspects and in applications. I owe it to the University of Texas

at Austin (where I received my Ph. D. degree), and, particularly, to Prof. John A.

Wheeler (with whom I worked for more than four years). My especially strong side

is the ability to see clearly the geometric content of general relativistic problems.

This geometric insight played very important role in performing my research this

summer and, no doubt, can be used effectively in the future.
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I!. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The requirements on global clocks synchronization are becoming increasingly

demanding in GPS operations. Furthermore, when more satellites are added to

the GPS constellation to form a spacetime common grid (especially with cross-

link ranging between satellites), it is believed that the precision requirements will

become crucial for the coherent functioning of the system as a whole.

The GPS constellation will someday contain 18 clocks (with 3 active spares)

moving with respect to each other. The GPS satellites will have almost circular

orbits of 4 earth radii, with 12-hour periods, which means that the satellite velocity

will be - 8 times the velocity of the surface station observer originating from earth

rotation. Therefore, the required precision of the clocks synchronization necessitates

taking into account special relativistic effects on the rate of the clocks. In addition,

all the activity of GPS occurs in the earth's gravitational field with clocks placed in

positions with different gravitational potentials. The gravitational influence of the

field on the clocks rate is determined by the parameter which produces an effect

of the same order of magnitude as the second order special relativistic effects. A

consistent treatment of both effects together can be done only within the framework

of general relativity.

The need in such general relativistic treatment of the GPS clock synchroniza-

tion problem was recognized prior the 1988 SFRP1 and confirmed during it 2 . In-

vestigation of the general relativistic effects on clock rates was peiformed on several

occasions16 . The results have been implemented partially into the ranging proce-

dure. But by the time the 1988 SFRP period started the matter became a subject

of controversy 3 . Previous results were ignored (to such extent that we became in-

formed about them only by the end of our work). Everything was started anew.

Two schemes, one using the second order Doppler correction4' 5 , and another one

using the ranging data2'6 , were under consideration. There was considerable differ-
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ence in the results of the calculations of the second order Doppler correction. Most

of the new attempts4,6 were undertaken within the framework of special relativity

(with different results) with the only completely general relativistic attempt 5 . Al-

most all the results did not look intuitively satisfactory. Some of them contained

nonlocal terms having no physical interpretation. Others look suspiciously symmet-

ric with respect to transmitter and the receiver, even though the expression for the

Doppler shift itself was not, and one would expect it to show up in the second order

approximation. Only the results of Ashby" looked perfect in all intuitive respects

but, unfortunately, were special relativistic. Overall impression was that different

authors did not always quite understand each other and, possibly, tried to calculate

different things.

My objectives for the research efforts within the SFRP could be formulated as

follows:

(1) to find the correct general relativistic expression for the Doppler shift in the

earth's gravity field up to the second order and to give the results physical

interpretation;

(2) to formulate and solve (or, at least, to give one solution) a problem of global

clock synchronization in the earth's gravitational field;

(3) To utilize maximally the 4-geometric language in formulating the problems

and pictorial demonstrations of the problems peculiarities, having as a goal to

avoid confusion in interpretation of the results in the future.

III. DOPPLER SHIFT IN THE SCHWARZSCHILD FIELD.

We use Schwarzschild geometry as the model of the earth's gravitational field.

In doing so we neglect contribution of the earth rotation into the gravitational field.

An enhanced model would involve the Kerr metric. However, the evaluation of
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the Kerr model parameters shows that the produced effect of the inertial frames

dragging would be of higher order than the effects caused by the parameters coming

from the Schwarzschild model7 . Meanwhile, the estimate of the Schwarzschild model

parameters shows that the effect of- is of the same order as effects of the squares

of the relevant velocities. Thus, to discuss Doppler shift up to the second order, we

can use Schwarzschild geometry as a model of the earth's gravitational field and,

provided that in all approximations terms proportional to-- are retained (we can

neglect higher powers of -&), we obtain a satisfactory expression for the Doppler

correction up to the second order with respect to the velocities involved in the

picture.

The Schwarzschild geometry is a static spherically symmetric geometry. Its

metric in Schwarzschild coordinates is given by the expression8

ds2 = - ) dt2 + ( -2M" dr2 + r2 (dO2 + sinOdO2 ), (1)

r} r

where t, r, 0, and 4 are Schwarzschild coordinates*, and M® is the earth mass.

In the geometric picture (cf. Fig. 1) describing the Doppler shift of an electro-

magnetic signal sent from the transmitting satellite to the surface station observer,

the free falling satellite has a geodesic world line, whereas the observer, being at-

tached to the earth, has the world line with all three nonzero curvatures9 . A Doppler

shift arises since the 4-velocity of the satellite (at the moment of signal transmis-

sion) and the observer (at the moment of receiving) are not parallel. More precisely,

the result of parallel transport of the satellite 4-velocity along the null geodesic con-

necting the event of transmitting and the event of receiving does not coincide with

the 4-velocity of an observer.

The frequency shift can be expressed in terms of the 4-velocities of the satellite

and the observer and the 4-momentum of the photon traveling from the satellite to

* We use throughout this report the system of units commonly accepted in gen-

eral relativity with both the velocity of light and the gravitational constant equal

to unity
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the observer
D_ /s- Vo _sPpV - oPV

vs - sPv; V0 (2)

where V5, Vo are the 4-velocities of the satellite and the observer and 8 P,,, oPo

are the photon 4-momentum at the event of transmitting and the event of receiving,

respectively. The 4-momentum of the photon is parallel transported along the null

geodesic connecting the events of transmitting and receiving and is tangent to the

null geodesic at all times. INTEGRAL LINES OF

TIlE TIMELIKE KILLING
Xo VECTOR FIELD

V0

PO

V5 V5
Qo

SCIIWARZSCIIILD
Ps TIME OF- -- PS

TRANSMIrrING PO

X3

WORLD LINE OF 2WORLD LINE OF SATELLITE X
OBSERVER WORLD LINE OF WORLD LINE OF

OBSERVER SATELLITE

Fig. 1. Geometry of the Doppler shift. Vector

is the result of parallel transport of VS Fig. 2. The Doppler shift and its main con-
along the null geodesic P8 P0 . Doppler shift tributing factors as viewed by observers rest-

is caused by Vo $ V. ing with respect to Schwarzschild coordinates.

We have used for calculation of the Doppler shift up to the second order

the techniques of the tensor series expansion of the world function 9 , developed

by J. L. Synge. Here we only describe and explain the result. Following J. L. Synge

we introduce new coordinates (X ), = 0 ,1,2,3 related to the Schwarzschild coordinates
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as follows

x0  , = rsin 0 cos , X2 - rsin 0 sin 0, X3 =rcosO. (3)

The metric tensor in these coordinates can be expressed as the sum g.. = i7,v + Yjw,

where 1,,. = diag(-1, 1, 1,1) and -y,, are small and static (-/,,,o = 0). Coordinates

(W') are very convenient for a pictorial representation of the Doppler shift. In Fig. 2

these coordinates are used as coordinates of a Euclidean space. Of course, in this

space the geodesics of the original Schwarzschild space do not always look as straight

lines. The world line of the satellite in this picture is geodesic but looks curved.

The vertical straight lines are the integral lines of the timelike Killing vector field of

the Schwarzschild metric (described by the equations x i = const, i = 1, 2, 3). The

satellite and the observer are moving with respect to Schwarzschild coordinates, so

that the 4-velocities Vs, Vo are not parallel to the Killing vectors = - . The

angles between Vs, Vo and Killing vectors A (directed upward) are different and

determined by the satellite and the observer orbital velocities. If the satellite and

the observer were at rest with respect to Schwarzschild coordinates (in which case

their world lines would be pictured as vertical straight lines), we would get for the

Doppler shift
.V M® M®. (4)

RS Ro I

The right hand side of the Eq. (4) is often called the gravitational Dopplel shift. It

is of the second order of magnitude and should be expected to appear as one of the

terms in the final result.

In fact, the final result for the Doppler shift up to the second order is

V ( =)+ -0 (_)

ARS Ro 2
wherei, k = 1, 2,3, Ax' = 4 - z, At = 4 _ xS, and summation over repeating

indices is assumed.

The first two terms in this expression are the first order Doppler shift and the

second order correction to the first order term (note that the second term is not
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symmetric with respect to Vo, Vs; it is related to the nonsymmetry of expression

(2) with respect to vo, vs). The third term is the gravitational Doppler shift (cf.

Eq. (4)). The last term can be called the centrifugal correction term, because, in a

classical picture of circular orbits, the term can be thought of as the difference of

potentials of centrifugal forces caused by angular velocities of the satellite and the

observer orbital motion. The physical origin of the last term in the general case is

motion of the satellite and the observer with respect to Schwarzschild coordinates.

We want to point out that in the case of circular orbits only the first two terms

contain information about time delay between transmitting and receiving, and only

these two terms are time dependent.

We also want to notice that Eq. 5 coincides with the expression obtained by

Ashby4 , excluding the gravitational term having general relativistic origin (Ashby's

calculations were special relativistic).

IV. GLOBAL CLOCK SYNCHRONIZATION IN SCHWARZSCHILD FIELD

The relation between the clock rates and the Doppler shift is established5'6 via

relation (cf. Fig. 3)

V-- -- Lo - (6)
vs vs dro

or N"

dS (1 -(7)

However, closer look at this formula and at Fig. 3 makes it obvious that the in-

finitesimal interval of the satellite and the observer proper times (drs, dro) are

measured at different Schwarzschild times. More precise form of (7) would look as

follows

(drs)l, = (1 - D)(dro)t, (8)
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where tt and tr are Schwarzschild times of transmitting and receiving of the signal.

The retardation of tr compared to it is reflected in Eq. (5) by the structure of the

first order term and the second order correction to the first order term. This cir-

cumstance was obviously the prime concern of H. Fligel2 of Aerospace Corporation.

f o R1 _ _O-]( ~.) -

t + At

dro

PO Qs dt dro dr$

drs 

t=0 R, ro=0 r=0

WORLD LINE OF Rs r

WORLD LINE OF SATELLITE WORLD LINE OF
OBSERVER OBSERVER WORLD LINE OF

SATELLITE

Fig. 3. Relation between the Doppler shift and Rs - 2M®
and the rates of the moving clocks. Shown is At = (Rs - Io) + 2M® In R, - 2M&
the the set of null geodesics joining the world
lines of the satellite and the observer. Each
geodesic represents a wave crest. If there are Fig. 4. Relation between the satellite and the

n stuch crests and drs, dro are the clock- observer clock rates in a Schwarzschild simul-

measures of PsQs and PoQo respectively, then taneity band and initial clock syncronization

n = vsdrs = v 0 dro. procedure.

The described above procedure of comparing the proper time rates of two clocks

in general relativity is the only one (up to equivalence) that is correct for arbitrary

gravitational fields. However, generally speaking, it will work only for two clocks

(and under some reasonable conditions). In general enough gravitational field (with
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no symmetries) it will not provide global synchronization for more than two clocks.

It is not a drawback of this particular procedure. It is well known that in general

relativity global synchronization of clocks in gravitational field with no symmetries

is impossible in principle.

However, our model gravitational field of earth (Schwarzschild field) is very

symmetric (static, spherically symmetric). One can convince himself easily that in

this particular case our procedure will do the job. But so will many others. The task

is to find the simplest one. For instance, one would like to minimize participation in

the procedure of time dependent contributions like the first two terms of Eq. (5). It

would be good idea to make all the clocks to show Schwarzschild coordinate time,

i. e. the time of an observer placed at spatial infinity and resting with respect

to Schwarzschild coordinates. Schwarzschild coordinate time is the closest possible

analog of the time of the ECI frame (the special relativistic limit of the Schwarzschild

coordinate frame coincides with the ECI frame).

The first step in this direction is to compare the rates of the clocks of the

satellite and the observer with Schwarzschild clocks simultaneously with respect to

Schwarzschild time (cf. Fig. 4). Elementary calculations show

I

(d7s)t= 1-- (i v )2 dt (9)= I

(dro)j= ( M 2

whereVo_L (Vs±) is the component of the observer's (satellite's) 4-velocity Vo (Vs)

orthogonal to the timelike Killing vector field of the Schwarzschild metric.

We will make the rest of our calculation highly idealized. Namely, we assume

that Ro, V '.L, Rs, VS_ are constant (the purpose of this idealization is to get

rid of all the details of nonrelativistic origin). In this case both dro and drs are

proportional to dt with constant proportionality coefficients. Thus one can take

as fundamental any of them (the different choices are equivalent to the different
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choices of time units). Dividing (9) by (10), we obtain

( ~2 ~ (1 - V2j
(drs)t = ( (dro)t (11)

2R

or, in the usual second order approximation,

M®\1 21 ( UV-o),
(drs)t- [l - M ®  -A-®)-2(V2 ± - (d (12)

which is interesting to compare with Eq. (5) (note the loss of the terms related to

the time delay).

Integration of Eq. (11) yields

(1 _s M)l (I _V2,
Ts = ( ro + C (13)

1 _ 2M 21 - 21

The constant of integration C can be made equal to zero by employing an ap-

propriate choice of the origin for ro, rs. We will show one way to do it for the

particular case when the observer is placed on equator, the plane of the satellite

orbit is equatorial, and the orbit period is shorter than the period of earth rotation.

Let us suppose now that the ground observer is sending messages of his clock time

continuously straight upward, so that the satellite receiver knows that the signals

propagated along the radial null geodesics. Then, it is easy to figure out that the

Schwarzschild travel time of the signal is

At = Rs - Ro + 2M& In Rs - 2M®Ro (14)

Thus, if the satellite receives the ground station message sent at ro = ico and, at

the moment of receiving, sets on its clock time

(1 2 M2- -( 1&
f-O ( -) 2v1) - i:) + 'At (15)
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then the event on the world line of the satellite at rs = 0 and on the world line of

the observer at ro = 0 become simultaneous with respect to Schwarzschild time,

and, if we choose as t = 0 the Schwarzschild time hypersurface passing through

both events, then at any Schwarzschild moment of time t the clock of the observer

and the satellite will show

=(i -VO) t (16)

and and = 1 _ 2M ) (1 - V ± ) t

Rs

making it possible to tell Schwarzschild time looking at any of those clocks.

The constant C in Eq. (13) thus becomes equal to zero. It is clear that the

described procedure allows to synchronize to Schwarzschild time as many clocks as

one wishes and can be generalized easily to any placement of the observer on earth

any satellite orbit inclination (only expression for At will become more complicated).

V. NULL-STRUT CALCULUS APPROACH.

As it has been mentioned above, our consideration is an idealized one. Main

reason for this was to concentrate all the attention on general relativistic effects

without getting into the details irrelevant for our present objectives. However, for

practical applications these details can be very important. The orbits of the GPS

satellites are not precisely circular, the satellites have non-equatorial orbits, etc.

In more realistic problems one cannot possibly hope to be always able to find an

analytic solution. The way out is, ordinarily, in using the numerical techniques.

But numerical methods usually have a very essential drawback - the loss of the

geometric interpretation, which in general relativity means the loss of clarity.

As far as we know there is only one exclusion to this rule - the newly de-

veloped null-strut calculus' 0 "'. The null-strut calculus was developed originally
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for numerical solving of geometrodynamic problems. We have shown, for the first

time, that the null-strut calculus can be used also in chronogeometric problems,

and, particularly, in the considered above GPS time transfer problems. It gave us

a new stimulating boost in further development of the null-strut calculus, both in

theory12 and in applications13'14"5 .

i t --

WORLD LINE OF WORLD LINE OF WORLD LINE OF
OBSERVER SATELLITE WORLD LINE OF SATELLITEOBSERVERSAE IT

Fig. 5. The null-strut pictorial representa- Fig. 6. The null-strut pictorial representation
tion of the Doppler shift calculation in the of the relation between the satellite and the

Scwarzschild field. Vertical dimension At of ground observer clock rates in the Schwarzschild

all quasidiamonds is the same, but it corre- field. The quasidiamonds of Fig. 5. are dropped

sponds to different proper time intervals inter- down to one level to form an interlocking
vals of clocks resting with respect to Schwarz- Schwarzschild simultaneity band.

schild coordinates AT = (1 -2M_) At.

In the null-strut calculus spacetime is triangulated by internally flat simplexes

(their size depends on desirable resolution). The chronogeometric relations inside of

each simplex are these of special relativity. The general relativistic effects are taken
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care of automatically by self - adaptation of the null-strut simplicial lattice to the

geometry of spacetime. On Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 one can see a pictorial representation

in the null-strut calculus of the Doppler shift(cf. Sect. III) and global synchroniza-

tion (Sect. IV) in Schwarzschild field. The picture is made in the same space of

coordinates as in Sect. III, IV. The apparent change in size and shape of quasidia-

monds consisting of the null-struts (representing the light rays) and vertical timelike

struts directed along the timelike Killing vector field of the Schwarzschild metric

is reflecting the structure of the gravitational field. The quasidiamonds start from

the square at spatial infinity and degenerate when approaching the Schwarzschild

radius, thus adjusting to the symmetries of the gravitational field.

The results of the null-strut calculations in simple cases coincide with these of

Sect. II, IV13 ,14 . But the null-strut calculus automatically provides an algorithm to

put in computer and allows to obtain numerical solutions in cases hard or impossible

to handle analytically. No doubt that in the future development the null-strut

calculus, as a unique approach having advantages of both numerical techniques an

geometry, can become a major tool in solving and illuminating of chronogeometric

problems and, in particular, navigational problems.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS.

a. The general relativistic analysis of the Doppler shift and the global synchroniza-

tion problems in the Schwarzschild field demonstrates clearly the following impor-

tant features:

(1) The only experimentally measured parameters are the frequencies and the read-

ings of the ground observer clocks and the satellite clocks (proper time);

(2) These parameters are determined at the events (points) of 4-dimensional space-

time, and not at points of the 3-dimensional proper space of a reference frame;
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(3) Anything else depends on the point of view and the suggested synchronization

scheme. It is a matter of interpretation and should be treated as such;

(4) For the Schwarzschild model of the earth's gravitational field, more than one

global synchronization scheme, different in the degree of complexity, can be

suggested. Synchronization scheme of Sect. IV is much simpler than the one

based on the Doppler shift, Sect. III. This simplicity is achieved by maximal

utilizing of the Schwarzschild metric symmetries and by eliminating the terms

in the Doppler shift caused by time delay. The scheme is the result of careful

analysis of the physical origin of each term in the Doppler shift expression;

(5) Not every interpretation leads to a global synchronization scheme. For instance,

a try to interpret all the observations in the frame of reference of the ground

observer 6 for the purpose of global synchronization is wrong. The world line

of the ground observer is curved in such a way that the proper spaces of its

frame corresponding to different moments of his proper time intersect each

other, and consequently cannot be used for global synchronization, even in

special relativistic limit. It is recommended to formulate the problems in four

dimensions to avoid mistakes of such kind. In relativity only events are real,

and not 3-dimensional positions.

b. It is recommended to compare the predicted relativistic corrections with the

clock frequency and phase corrections currently accepted in GPS. Although it was

not an objective of our SFRP research, it should be done in the future, especially

for phase corrections (frequency corrections have been already taken into account).

It is recommended to estimate possible contribution of the phase error (equivalent

to the constant of integration error) in the final ranging error.

c. Looking at the currently used ranging procedures one can notice a striking

inconsistency in treatment of two different parts of the problem. General relativity

is used in an essential way in clock synchronization (at least in comparison of clock

rates). But, when translating time data into ranging data, everything is currently
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done using special relativity. It is recommended therefore to investigate the impact

of general relativistic corrections on converting time measurements into ranging

data.

d. Relativistic problems involving noncircular orbits and arbitrary satellite orbit

inclinations should be also investigated in the future. Such an investigation should

include not only clock rates comparison but also an evaluation of the integration

constants and converting time data into ranging data.

e. The problem of cross linking based on satellite - to - satellite ranging should be

taken into serious consideration. Equations (5) of Sect. III and (11)-(17) of Sect. IV

indicate that such a system developed into Spacetime Common Grid will require

much less maintenance than the current GPS as far as relativistic corrections are

concerned.

f. Numerical methods adopted to the needs of spacetime navigation problems should

be further investigated and developed. It is recommended to develop and to imple-

ment especially the null-strut calculus methods. Both basic and applied research

in this area should be encouraged as much as possible.
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Stopping Power and Penetration Physics

by

Leonard E. Porter

ABSTRACT

The stopping power of matter for charged subatomic projectiles, a

complex topic even for the specialist, often appears ominously compli-

cated and perplexing for the uninitiated. The subject is of crucial

importance in both target discrimination and target destruction aspects

of particle beam physics. In the spirit of clarification basic stop-

ping power theory and measurement were reviewed for all classes of

projectile traversing elemental targets over the entire accessible

interval of projectile energies. Extension of theory for composite

target application was discussed in some detail. The concept of

range was introduced, and methods of calculation and measurement were

explained. Finally, various extant tabulations of range and stopping

power were described, compared, and appraised.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

A major area of directed energy weapons research envisions a neutral

particle beam impinging on a target with a view to either discrimina-

tion or destruction. The neutral projectile loses its electrons very

soon after entering the target material, so that its fate thereafter

depends on the stopping power of that target material for the speci-

fied projectile. Thus the subject of the stopping power of matter

for charged subatomic projectiles is one of vital interest. The

subject is enormously complex, and a novice seeking stopping power

(or range) information would generally require considerable guidance.

The Particle Beam Assessment Section at the Space Applications Branch

of the Applied Technology Division at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory

intended to include a section devoted to stopping power and penetration

physics in the Neutral Particle Beam Handbook then in preparation, and

hence sought my assistance to write that section. My background in

stopping power research served as the basis of selection for the task.

I first participated in stopping power measurements while a graduate

student in low energy nuclear physics at the University of Wisconsin.

When I subsequently served as a postdoctoral physicist at the Univ-

ersity of California, Riverside under the tutelage of (the late)

Professor Walter H. Barkas, I learned considerably more about stopping

power studies and about higher-order projectile-charge corrections to

the well-known Bethe-Bloch formula. My interest in stopping power

calculation and measurement was rekindled when I conducted research at
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the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, as a Visiting Summer Faculty

Member, during the summer of 1969. At that time I initiated publi-

cation of some previous measurements, planned new experiments, and

began modification of an existing computer code with a view to

improvement of computational techniques. This work continued over

many subsequent years at the University of Montana, and during five

more Visiting Summer Faculty appointments, three at Los Alamos and

two at Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory. Areas of study included

composite material stopping powers and elemental stopping powers for

heavy ions.

I have published widely in professional journals, as evidenced by a

list of publications which includes more than fifty abstracts, pro-

ceedings papers and reports, and journal articles. My international

stature in stopping power is indicated also by invitations to attend,

and to participate through presentation of papers and chairing of

sessions at, several workshops for specialists in the field. I was

privileged to attend several of the Workshops on Penetration Phenomena,

initially held at New York University. I was present at the 2nd

(1978-NYU), 5th (1981-NYU), 6th (1982-Univ. of Hawaii), 7th (1983-ORNL),

and the 9th (1985-ORNL). (I was forced to decline an invitation to

attend the 8th (1984-ORNL) because of a conflict in dates with the

Montana Science Fair.) I also accepted an invitation to attend the

Workshop on Stopping Power at the University of Linz, Austria, Sep-

tember 20-21, 1984; my contribution appeared in a 1985 issue of Nuclear

Instruments and Methods B. I declined an invitation to attend the

Second Workshop on Stopping Power at the University of Linz (September
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18-19, 1986) for want of travel funds. However, I attended the 10th

Werner Brandt (i.e., NYU) Workshop on Penetration Phenomena, held in

Alicante, Spain (January 7-9, 1987). Unfortunately, I could not

attend the llth Werner Brandt Workshop this past April because of a

conflicting meeting, sponsored by DoE for consortia leaders, held at

Argonne National Laboratory.

I have reviewed one or more manuscripts, upon request by the editor,

for each of three prestigious journals (Nuclear Instruments and

Methods, Journal of Applied Physics, and Radiation Research) in recent

years.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

a. Preliminary Research Goals and Objectives

The preliminary goals and objectives that were agreeable mutually to

Captain Greg Croon and me were:

The goal of the project is to provide a reliable but practical method

of calculating the stopping powers of various prospective target

materials for 200 - 300 MeV hydrogen ions (protons and deuterons).

Since the incident beam consists of neutral hydrogen atoms, other

aspects of penetration physics, such as the depth distribution of

projectile states in the target material, are also pertinent.

The method of attaining this goal will be the assembly, appraisal,

and synthesis of existing techniques for performing accurate calcu-

lations of energy loss for hydrogen ion projectiles at these inter-

mediate energies. The resulting selection of a feasible method will

focus on the best combination of simplicity and reliability. Special

attention will be given to composite material targets.

b. Modifications of Preliminary Goals

The ancillary topic of depth distribution of projectile charge states

in the target material proved to warrant relatively little interest

for the purposes at hand. The incident hydrogen ion energy was

selected as 100 MeV for the sake of argument, but calculations for the
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higher energy interval originally selected could easily be accomplished

with the guidance provided in the review paper.

c. Additional Research Goals and Objectives

Further assessment of the initial project goal led to an opinion that

it was too restrictive in scope. Thus the scope was expanded to

include all prospective projectile-target combinations that might be

encountered in all potential aspects of the present or various specula-

tive scenarios. Moreover, range calculational methods were included

for the convenience of readers.

d. Final Research Objectives

The final research goal was to provide a reliable but practical method

of calculating the stopping power of (and range in) any prospective

target material for any charged subatomic projectile over the entire

accessible kinetic energy interval. Conventional categories of pro-

jectile were utilized, so that implied objectives were to establish

the calculational formalism for electrons and positrons, light pro-

jectiles (with masses from those of muons to alpha particles), and

heavy ions (with masses greater than that of an alpha particle).

Target materials were divided into elemental targets and composite

material targets, so that the implied objectives theoretically doubled

in number, but in practice this proliferation had no real impact

because the methods described for application of stopping power theory

to composite material targets pertained to all classes of projectile.
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III. METHODS AND RESULTS:

a. The approach employed in realizing objectives remained essentially

that described in the preliminary statement of research goals and

objectives, namely, to assemble, appriase, and synthesize existing

techniques for performing accurate calculations of energy loss for

various classes of projectile in a given type of target material. My

familiarity with the literature in the subject provided me with a

great initial advantage, but it was nonetheless necessary to consult

numerous new documents in the course of the study.

b. The resulting review paper provided the targeted calculational

formalisms with state-of-the-art accuracy, which generally stands in

need of improvement. Included at the end of the review paper was a

subsection containing a description, comparison, and appraisal of

various extant range and stopping power tabulations.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. The review paper developed during the summer research project

should serve very well as a source of referral information for a reader

seeking assistance in calculating energy loss (or range) for given

projectile-target combination. Should the tabular data described in

the final subsection prove inadequate for the given purpose, some of

the numerous references cited in the text can be consulted for further

edification.
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b. Deficiencies and shortcomings in existing methods for calculating

stopping power were discussed briefly in the text. Areas of concentra-

tion in research which might lead to considerable improvement in the

situation were also pointed out. Three of these areas were potential

clarification of the proper form of the so-called projectile-z3

correction term in the Bethe-Bloch stopping power formula, study of

systematics in the effective charge parameters often used for calcula-

tion of heavy ion stopping powers, and a search for trends and patterns

in stopping powers of composite materials for a given projectile

(additivity studies). These areas represented the main thrust of

research outlined in a mini-proposal already submitted for inclusion

in the Research Initiation Program. Discussions of projectile effective

charge and the proper form of the projectile-z3 term can be found in

a recent paper by Porter (1987). An excellent review of additivity

studies has been provided by Thwaites (1983).
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Performance Models for Parallel Algorithms

by

Michael D. Rice

New definitions of speedup and efficiency are used as the
foundation for several models describing the performance of parallel
algorithms. The new parameters introduced in these definitions
provide improved interpretations of the "serial" and "parallel"
fractions frequently used in the parallel computing literature.
Moreover, they take into account the effects of problem size and
number of processors and allow the formulation and proof of a
number of basic laws in the models. These models provide the first
sound basis for future theoretical and empirical studies of parallel
algorithms. In particular, it is anticipated that the models will
provide the foundation for understanding statistical aspects of
parallel algorithms which will allow predictions of performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Parallel Computing Research Group at the Supercomputer

Center performs basic research in the area of parallel computation.
The overall objective of the group is the investigation of the
feasibility of parallel computing technology for future scientific
applications in the context of Air Force objectives. Current

activities of the group include implementing fundamental numerical
algorithms on parallel computers and assessing the work needed to
implement large scale scientific simulation programs on parallel
computers. In addition, recent activities of the group have included
investigating aspects of performance evaluation for parallel
algorithms.

My professional interests are concentrated in the areas of

software development and parallel computation. In particular, my
recent research interests have been in the areas of (i) models for
concurrent computation, (ii) signal processing algorithms for
parallel computers, and (iii) programming support environments for
parallel computation. Therefore, my interests encompass both
theoretical and applied topics in the area of parallel computation.
This mixture of interests contributed to my assignment to the
Parallel Computing Research Group. In particular, since I have a

strong theoretical background in mathematics, I was able to make a

significant contribution in my collaboration with this group.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The preliminary goals of the research effort involved the design and
implementation of Fourier Transform algorithms on parallel
computers. In particular, the objectives were

(i) to .. mmar.i= the theoretical and practical advantages and
disadvantages of several designs for transform algorithms

(ii) to I21ement several of these designs on message passing

parallel architectures
The first three weeks of the research effort were devoted to

these objectives. The work performed on this topic is summarized in
the initial brief report of effort (June 1 - June 28 , 1988 ) and in
section III below.

The goals of the research effort for the remainder of the

fellowship period were substantially altered by my collaboration
with a member of the Parallel Computation Group, Capt. Ed Carmona.
The main objective in this period was to formulate a m odel

describing the performance of parallel algorithms based on new
definitions of speedup and efficiency proposed by Capt. Carmona. The
intention was that the model should reconcile several (apparently)
conflicting definitions of speedup and efficiency found in the
literature and also be able to predict the general behavior of
fundamental performance evaluation parameters in a manner
consistent with empirical data. Also, the model should clearly
delineate the assumptions ( axioms ) from the crnsequences ( derived
laws ).
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During the latter portion of the fellowship period, Capt. Carmona
and I jointly developed a model meeting the objectives outlined
above. This work will be summarized in a technical report of the
SuperComputer Center. Furthermore, work on the model has
suggested a completely unexpected statistical approach for
evaluating parallel algorithms that will form the basis for my future
proposal to the AFOSR Mini Grant program.

Ill. WORK IN EARLY PERIOD (June 1 - June 28)

During this period, I finished a variety of work involving the
Fourier Transform algorithm. First, I completed the development of a
Fourier Transform algorithm for generic SIMD parallel computers
with hypercube architectures. This algorithm is described in a data
parallel specification language recently developed by the author and
summarized in a draft paper that was also completed during this
period. Secondly, I finished the specification of a program written in
the occam2 language which computes the sixteen point kernel in a
constant geometry algorithm for computing the Fourier Transform.
This program is designed for execution on a four node INMOS
Transputer system, but it could be implemented on a general message
passing parallel computer.
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IV. WORK ON MODEL (June 29 - August 12)

In brief, the objectives of the model were (i) to resolve apparent
differences between predictors of parallel performance, (ii) to
formulaaxioms which are consistent with the observed behavior of
performance parameters for parallel algorithms, and (iii) to derive
consequences of these axioms. This section will be divided into
three subsections which describe the approaches and results
corresponding to these objectives.

Reconciliation

a. The approach involved the straightforward manipulation of
algebraic definitions based on the new definitions of speedup and
efficiency given by Capt. Carmona.

b. The above approach yielded the following results. First, the
serial { s, s' } and parallel { p, p' ) fraction parameters found in the
parallel computing literature were expressed in terms of Carmona-
Rice work parameters wa (work accomplished ), we (work expended),
and np ( number of processors used ). By expressing the serial and
parallel fractions in these terms, greatly improved interpretations
of the parameters were obtained. Secondly, the apparent dichotomy
between two definitions of speedup (Barsis) : Speedup = s' + p' np and
(Amdahl) : Speedup = 1/(s + p/np) was resolved by establishing that

the formulations are equivalent when s (resp. s') is expressed
appropriately in terms of s' (resp. s) and np.
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Finally, several fundamental laws were obtained using the above
analysis. For example, it was established that (i) Speedup = s's,
(ii) Efficiency ( = Speedup/np ) = p/p, and (iii) assuming the
existence of a constant C > 0 such that s > C for any np, then as np
approaches infinity, s' approaches 1.

Axioms

a. The fundamental assumptions were determined by analyzing the
behavior of the parameters described above based on a variety of
theoretical models and empirical data on the performance of parallel
algorithms. In particular, data compiled by Capt. Carmona based on
the performance of Cholesky matrix factorization algorithms and
data found in references 2 and 4 was used to understand the behavior
of the parameters.

b. Three axioms were formulated which represent fundamental
properties of the performance parameters. These are

(Al) Speedup and efficiency are absolute, not relative entities.
( all definitions of speedup are equivalent )

(A2) s is an increasing function of np.
(for a constant problem size n and sufficiently large np)

(A3) s is an d asincl. function of n.
(for a constant np and sufficiently large n)
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The graphs shown in Figure 1 illustrate axioms (A2) and (A3)
for a variety of problem sizes and number of processors. These
axioms also can be illustrated graphically using the following
format. In a parallel system with np processors, assume that the
total work wasted (ww) is initially grouped on the first np - 1
processors over the time period 0 . t _< to = ww/(np -1) and the total
work (we) is expended over the time period 0 . t . tl = we/np. Then

the parameters s, s', p, and p' can be interpreted in terms of relative
areas as shown in Figure 2.

Conseauences

a. Using basic properties of real valued functions involving
limits and monotonicity, several consequences of axioms (A1)-(A3)
were derived.

b. Consequences (CI)-(C3) were derived from (Al) and(A2):
( assume that all limits are relative np-> + co )

(Cl) lim s = s* exists and lim S = 1/s*
(C2) s' is an j. g function of np and lim s' = 1.
(C3) E is a decreasina function of np and lim E = 0.

Consequences (C4)-(C5) were derived from (Al) and(A3):

(C4) s' is a decreaLin. function of n
(C5) S and E are * functions of n

We have been unable to derive any general predictions regarding
the values of lim s' or lim S, for example, as n --> +c . In the case of
the Cholesky factorization algorithm implemented by Capt. Carmona,
lim s' = 0 was established.
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Consequences (C1)-(C5) also have natural interpretations in
terms of the graphical diagrams shown in Figure 2.

Finally, Figure 3 summarizes the most important formulas that
were derived from the various definitions of speedup and efficiency
for a parallel algorithm.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. The theoretical model cannot be implemented, but it can be
partially validated by analyzing the performance parameters for a
variety of test algorithms. In this direction, there are two
possibilities. First, one can gather data on performance parameters
from real implementations of algorithms on parallel computers. In
the present work, this was done with data found in references 2 and
4. Secondly, one can generate test data from simple parallel

computation models, such as fine-grain data flow graphs or cellular
automata. For example, in the case of data flow graphs, one can
construct a state chart which describes the execution strategy for a
given number of processors. Using this type of chart, one can
calculate the desired performance statistics.

b. The work on the performance model for parallel algorithms
required a careful examination of the existing formulations of
quantities such as speedup. In particular, the literature contains
references ( such as 3 ) to extended versions of Amdahl's law.
However, these formulations are still too simplistic to provide good
performance parameters for real parallel systems. The basic
problems are, first, most models do not include time as a variable
and, secondly, the performance parameters are based on the
assumption that an algorithm executes on either exactly one
processor or on all available processors. In other words, the current
models are both too static and too restricted in nature.
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The following material presents some ideas which may improve
this situation.

Given an algorithm on a parallel system, define the random
variable B as follows:

B(t) - ( number of processors active at time t)/t*,
where 0 < t < t* and t* is the total execution time. For each 1 < k <. np
let bk denote the fraction of total execution time when exactly k
processors are active. Using the work parameters wa, ww, and we,
one can show that

Speedup = Expected Value[B] = '{ k bk : 1 . k < np 1 )
Similarly, if wk denotes the fraction of work accomplished

when exactly k processors are active, one can establish that
Speedup - 1/( Z { wk/k : 1 < k < np} ) (2)
Equations (1) and (2) are more complex versions of the Barsis

and Amdahl formulations of speedup. Furthermore, the introduction
of the random variable B provides the connection with time and the
expected value provides the beginnings of a probabilistic point of
view.

The performance parameters s, s', p, and p' also can be
expressed in terms of the probability distributions { bk ) and { wk }.
These expressions show that the serial fractions s and s' depend on
the values of adl probabilities except wnp and bnp , respectively,
while the parallel fractions p and p' depend on the values of all
probabilities except wl and b1 , respectively. These facts support
the idea that the probability distributions represent a generalization
of the basic performance parameters. Furthermore, there exist valid
analogues of the basic laws stated earlier in this report. For
example, one can establish that

bk - (Speedup/k) wk ( 1 < k . np) (3)
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The statistical nature of the work is reinforced by examining

the following analogue of the usual standard deviation. Assume S -

Speedup and define
d[B] = E{ k- SI bk: 1 . k np }.

Then one can establish the following inequalities:
d[B]/(np -1) < 2 min{ s', p'} (4)
d[B]< 2min{S,np-S} (4)'

Using (4)' and a weak version of Chebysheffs inequality
satisfied by the d-statistic, one can state probabilistic conclusions
of the form " the probability that more than ... processors are active
is at least ...

To develop the theory outlined above, several lines of
investigation should be explored. First, a variety of sample
probability distributions need to be examined and analyzed. There
are three potential sources for these distributions: (i) randomly
generated based on probability distributions on the unit interval, (ii)
computed using theoretical parallel computational models such as
fine-grain dataflow graphs, systolic arrays, or cellular automata,

and (iii) collected based on the execution of real parallel algorithms.
The goal of the analysis will be to determine potential relationships
between a parallel algorithm and the probability distributions { bk )
and { wk  ). In particular, it will be important to identify potential

limiting distributions which will permit performance predictions for

certain classes of algorithms and large problem sizes and/or number
of processors.

Secondly, one needs to integrate the statistical point of view

with the model of parallel performance that has been summarized in
earlier sections of this report. In particular, it will be necessary to
understand the effects of changing the problem size n and the number
of processors np on the distributions { bk ) and
( wk ). Conversely, it will be necessary to understand how the
random variable B changes as n and np are altered to permit constant
values of the performance parameters. The later issue also involves
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determining the approximate form of the level curves of the
performance parameters.

In conclusion, the research outlined above has the aim of
understanding the performance of algorithms on parallel systems by
(i) examining performance parameters as a function of time, problem
size, and number of processors, and by (ii) introducing random
variables which will allow probabilistic interpretations. This
increased understanding will contribute to the development of a more
sophisticated model of parallel performance.
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
REFERENCE FORMULAS

General Definition of Speedup, S = Speedup = S(n~np) = T(nil)/T(n,np)
[(T(n~np) = time needed to execute an algorithm of size n using np processors

Definition of Efficiency :E - Efficiency -Speeduptnp

Definition of Work Parameters (Carmona IRice )I

ww -work wasted wa -work accomplished
we work extended - wa + ww

Alternate Formulation of Speedup and Efficiency (Carmona / Rice)

E -wawe S =E np

Dejfinition Serial and Parallel Fractions (Amdahl / Barsis)

s = fraction of time spent on the serial portion of a task
p = fraction of time spent on portions of a task that can be executed in parallel

s= fraction of time spent performing serial work on the parallel system
p= fraction of time spent performing parallel work on the parallel system

( Assumption is that s + p = 1 and s' + p' = 1 )

Formulation of Speedup using Amdahl/Sarsis fractions:

[ Amdahl I Speedup =1/(s + p/np).

[Barsis I Speedup s' + pn

Formulas relating Amdahl/Barsis parameters : (Carmona/Rice)

(1) S =s/s
(2) E = pp
(3) s =(ww/wa)/(np -) s'/(s' + (1l-s')np )(np >1

(4) s' =(ww/we)np /(np -1) = s/(s + (1 -)/flp (lp >1

Consequences of Abqve Formulas : ( all limits are with respect to np ->+ )

(6 lim(E -p)/=0
(7) If there exists C > 0 such that s > C for all np, then

(i) lims' = 1 (ii) lim E=O0
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